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“It is impossible to measure, or even estimate, the importance of agricul- 

ture to a people. It is the foundation upon which civilization and society 

rest; the basis and source of the permanent wealth of a nation. No people : 

in history have made substantial progress in civilization, the arts and sci- 

ences, and have remained long prosperous, if they neglected agriculture. It 

is the most universal of all arts, the parent of manufactures and commerce, 

and the basis of all other industries, and without which all others must decay 

and perish.” . 

—Hon. H. G. Davis, U. S. Senator from West Va.
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Ex-Governor W. D. Hoard, Ft. Atkinson, President Wisconsin Board 
of Managers, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, Mo., 1904.
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LETTER OF. TRANSMITTAL. 

Hon. Geo. F, Merrit, 

President cf the Beard of Regents, University of Wisconsi»: 
Sim:—t have the honor of herewith presenting to you Bulletin No. 18, 

of Wisconsin Farmers’ Irstitutes, 

Most respectfully yours, 

GEORGE McKERROW, Superintencent. 
Maptsex, Wis., Nov. 1, 1904.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

Board of Regents. 

The President of the University, ex officio. 
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction, ex officio. 

State at Large, William F. Vilas. 7th District, Edward Evans. State at Large, Almah J. Frisby. 8th District, James C. Kerwin, Vice Ist District, H. C. ‘taylor. President. 
2d District, Lucien S. Hanks. 9th District, Orlando E. Clark. sd District, Dwight T. Parker. 10th District, George F. Merrit!, Presi- 4th District, James M. Pereles. dent. 
5th District, Arthur J. Puls. 11th District, August J. Myrland. 6th District, Major C. Mead. 

E. F. Riley, Secretary. 

Organization. 

The University embraces— The College of Mechanics and Engi- The College of Letters and Science. neering embraces— The College of Mechanics and Engi- The Civil Engineering Course. neering. The Sanitary Engineering Course. The College of Law. The Mechanical Engineering Course. The College of Agriculture. The Electrical Engineering Course. The Graduate School. The Applied Electrochemistry 
Course. 

The General Engineering Course. 
a The Mining Engineering Group of The College of Letters and Science Electives. 

entree The College of Agricult b General Courses in Liberal Arts. Ths Goa ee SEmeeeS 
pee Courses, which include: The Long Agricultural Course. kee mai The Shert Agricultural Course, re medical Studies. The Dairy Course. 
Pharmacy. The Farmers’ Institutes. Education. 
Music. The College of Law embraces— Home Economics. A Three Years’ Course. 

Branches of Study. 

The University presents a wide range of study, embracing more than three 
hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may be in- 
dicated by the following synopsis: Eleven languages are taught, viz.: Greek, 
Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, French, Italian, Spanish, Anglo-Saxon 
and English. In Mathematics there are twenty-six special courses. Under 
the Sciences there are a large number of courses in each of the following: 
Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology, Botany, Bac- 
teriology. In History there are thirty-eight courses; in Civic Ss, twenty-eight; 
in Economies and Sociology, fifty-four: in Mental Sciences there are twenty- 
seven, embracing Psychology, Ethies, Aestheties and Logic. There are six- 
teen courses in Pedagogies, and eight courses in Music, and two courses each 
in Military Drill, and Gymnastics.
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10 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest build- 
ings for its purposes connected with any institution of learning in the 
country. It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and Hy- 
giene, and for class and individual exercise in all the forms of gymnastic 
practice. There are also the most abundant and approved facilities for 
shower, sponge, and swimming baths. 

Adequate accommodations are provided for the woman’s gymnastics 
by the construction of an addition to Chadbourne Hall, which has been 
fully equipped. This furnishes ample facilities for systematic course; 
for young women, and is under the immediate direction cf a trained in- 

structor. ' 
In Mechanics and Erginecring:—Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of Ma- 

terial, 11echanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Thermodynam- 
ics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying, Geod- 
esy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, nailroad, Electrical, Steom Engirecring, Hy- 
draulie Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory and Censtruction cf Loco- 
motives, Railway Locomotives, Railway Locaticn. Railway #£quipment, 
Censtruction and Maintenance of Way, Railread Field Work. 

In Electricity:—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants. Electrical Construction, 
and various forms of drawing are given; also shop work in wood, iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, machine designing, ccnstruc- 
tien and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Vorious courses are given in agriculture. Animal Hus- 
bandry, Farm Mernagement. Dairying. Agricultural Chemistry. Veteri- 
nary Science, Agricultural Physics, Horticulture and Economic Entomol- 
ogy, ete. 

In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitut’onal 
Law, Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, 
Corporations. Domestic Relations, Admiralty, Insurance, Estoppel, Part- 
nership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurispru- 
dence, ete. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical rharmacy. Pharmaceutic?! Chemistry. 
Materia Medica, Pharmaccutieal Botany, and Practical Laboratory Work. 

General Facilities:—The Faculty embraces upward of 226 instructors. The 
laboratories are new. extensive and well equipped; embracing the Chem- 
ical, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological, Zoological, Botan- 
ical, Bacteriological, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, Agri- cultural and Pharmaceutical Laboratcrics. Semirars pre held for ad- 
vanced study in History, Language, Literature, Mathematics, and ether 
branches. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 86.000 
volumes; of the State Historical Society. 248.090 volumes, including pam- 
phlets; of the State Law Department, 38,000 volumes; of the city, 19.000 vol- umes, besides special professional and technical libraries, making in all more than 391,000 volumes, thus affording very exceptional opportunities for read- ing and special research. 

Any person who desires information in regard to any of the colleges or schools, should apply to W. D, HIESTAND, 

Registrar,
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Wisconsin Agricultural Exhibit, World’s Fair, St. Louis, 1904.



¥ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

» . x on . COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 
Committee on College of Agriculture an= College of Mechanics ane 

Engineering. 
H. C. Taytor, Chairman. E i : Orfordville. J.C. Kerwin. : : : > : Neenah. 
Dwicut T. Parker. . : ‘ a Fennimore. 
Masor C. Meap . : : : : . Plymouth. 
Avcust J. Myrtanp . - : : . Grantsburg. 
PresipeNt Van HIse . : : = Madison. 

Officers and Instructors. 
Tue PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. 
W. A. HENRY. : z - : - Dean and Director. S. M. Bancock . 4 : : - Chief Chemist. F. W. Worn ‘ . : : : A Chemist. 
E. P. SANDSTEN . ei : : : Horticulturist. Gro. C. Humpurey : : { : Animal Husbandman. H. L. Russert , = ° : Py Bacteriologist. 
E. H. Farrixeron r : . : : Dairy Husbandman. A. R. Wuitson . . : : “ Agricultural Physicist. W. J. Carson. : i 5; : - Assistant Dairy Husbandman. R. A. Moore 4 3 = a . a Agronomist. 
J. G. Futter 2 é i ; 7 Asst. in Animal Husbandry. E. G. Hastines ‘ a - S Assistant Bacteriologist. C. W. Sropparr . zs e % zi - Assistant Agr. Physicist. A, S. ALEXANDER . é : ‘ ‘ Veterinarian. W. S. Brown 5 ; : : = e Assistant in Horticulture. L. H. Abams . . = é ‘ r Farm Superintendent. Gro. A. OLson . . : : z : Asst. in Agr. Chemistry. J. C. Brown : : . : < : Asst. in Agr. Chemistry. A. L. STONE Fi - . - * Asst. in Agronomy. Ip, Herrurtn . . : Ps - Executive Clerk. Mrs. S. M. Brices : = 5 7 . Librarian. 

: Farmers’ Institutes. 
George McKerrow 2 e > ~ " Superintendent. 
Netiin E. Grirriris : : 2 = Clerk and Stenographer. 

|. The Agricultural Experiment Station is devoted to a study of problems incident to the agricultural development cf our commonwealth. It is sup- perted jointly by the general government and the State of Wisconsin. An annual report and frequent bulletins are issued and distributed gratuitously among the farmers of the State. Any Wisconsin farmer wishing to receive these reports and bulletins regularly should send his request on a postal card addressed to Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. ll. Agricultura! Instruction at the University. The College of Agriculture offers instruction in agriculture to college graduates, a four years’ course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, special instruction to students of mature years, instruction in the Short Course in Agriculture requiring two winter terms of fourteen weeks each, a course in Dairying lasting one term of twelve weeks, and a two-week course for busy farmers. For information con- cerning these courses address W. A. Henry, Dean, College of Agriculture, Madison, Wis. 
Ill. The Farmers’ Institute. Fach year this practical school for the farmer holds more than a hundred two-day meetings in the farming districts of our commonwealth. These meetings are for practical instruction and conference on all matters pertaining to the farm and farm life, and at them 60,000 copies of the Farmers’ Institute Bulletin are distributed annually. Any community can secure an institute upon early application to the Superintendent. For further particulars concerning this school for the farmer, write George Mc- Kerrow, Supt., Madison, Wis. 
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Merry Maiden’s 3d Son, 60,515, Owned by H. C. Taylor, Orfordville, Wis. 
Grand Champion, Champion and First Prize in Class for Aged 

Jersey Bulls at World’s Fair. St. Louis, 1904. 
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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL 

= g = Closing Farmers’ Institute 
HELD AT 

KAUKAUNA, WIS., MARCH 15, 16, 17, 1904. 

The Meeting was Called to Order by Mr. J. I. Toner. y 
Mr. Convey Called to the Chair. 

Prayer by Rev. CHAS. N. FITCH, of Kaukauna. 

| ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

| Mayor H. J. MULHOLLAND. 
| 
| It is a very plea:ant duty which de- 
| volves upon me this morning in having 
|the honor on behalf of the c'tizeas and 

= | Business Men’s Assoc‘ation of our city 
vin re }to extend a hearty welcome to the of- 

P lficers and visitors of this year’s Round- 
\% £ lup Farmers’ Institute, I feel that you 

: fa Poe: have honored our ety by selecting it 
ence | for the Annual Round-up Institute of * —_— Ps cee |1904, for we know that the Farmers’ 

= — | Institutes are productive of much good, 
|Doth to the city and surrounding coun- 

F | try. 
‘Vv d | From the small number of our cit- 

| ens present this morning, I take it i 
for granted that they have learned in 

|some way that I was to deliver the 
jopening address of welcome, therefore 
ji will not oceupy much cf your time, 
| but let me say on behalf of our citizens 
|that we were really very glad when 
| ve heard that you had decided to hold Mayor Mulholland. ‘this year’s Round-up Institute in our
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city; we are awake to the benefits to sin. Fifty-seven years ago I used a 
be derived from these Institutes, both; wedge, sometimes as small as this and 
to our citizens and to our farmer neigh- | sometimes a good deal bigger, and I 
bors. jused to drive it with a maul that 

I am unable, ladies and gentlemen,| weighed more than my head did, and 
to deliver to you the keys of our city,| the rails were split. 
because some years ago, owing to a! We are highly gratified with this 
complication of the great water power| cordial welcome, and we heartily thank 
interests in our city, we lost the keys| you for it. This wedge is certainly a 
in the great rapids of the “Lion of the| powerful mechanical device; it not 
Fox” and caly a few weeks ago, I am|only opens the doors to us in Kaukau- 
happy to state, all of the difficulties|aa, but it opens the doors of our 
were settled and Kaukauna’s sun has | hearts. 
risen again. I have a small wooden It has been now something like eigh- 

9 wedge which we are using as a sub-/ teen or nineteen years since the Farm- 
stitute for the lost keys and I take | ers’ Institutes first commenced to 
great pleasure in handing it over to) work in Wisconsin, and I believe in the 
the chairmaa and visitors attending | Farmers’ Institute. I cannot but be- 
this Institute; so gentlemen, and also|lieve that we have done a great deal 
the ladies, while you are in our city,| of good. I believe we have done a 
T extend a hearty welcome and if there| great deal toward stopping the rob- 

’ is anything within tne limits of the|bing of the soil that commenced be- 
city that any of you may want, ask no! fore the Farmers’ Institutes began, as 
questions, but take it;> you are wel-!I find in traveling around in other 
come. states than Wisconsin that our soil is 

At the close of his address, the| better than that of states where they 
mayor presented to Superintendent Mc-|have not had the Farmers’ Institutes 

A Kerrow, a wedge, which was received] so long. I have found many places 
by Mr. McKerrow with the thanks of] in Michigan and Indiana and other 

} the visiting members, and who then| states where they have robbed the soil 
called upon Mr. C. P. Goodrich, the] very badly. 

q veteraa Institute worker, of Ft. Atkin-; We must blow our own trumpet a 
son, Wis., to respond to the address ot because we believe in these 

| welcome. things. I believe that the domestic 
SS | animals of Wisconsin are fed better 

RESPONSE TO THE ADDRESS OF and are more productive and profitable 
WELCOME. in consequence of the Farmers’ In- 

stitutes. I believe that the sheep pro- 
Cc. P. GOODRICH, Fort Atkinson, Wis.| duce more wool; I believe that the 

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mayor, Citizens; cows produce more milk, and I believe 
of Kaukauna, Ladies and Gentlemen! that our horses will pull bigger loads, 
and Fellow Farmers:—This wedge|though they may not trot any faster, 
which has been turaed over to me/in consequence of the Farmers’ Insti- 
gives me a peculiar feeling. Tais is | tutes. 

; not the first wedge that I have had in Again, I thank you for this cordial 
my hand since I have been in Wiscon-] weleome, 

oS
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THE TRIAL ORCHARDS. 

A. J. PHILIPS, West Salem, Wis. 

housewife needs apples to give va- z riety to her bill of fare, was the main 
reason why our State Horticultural - 

en e Society, in 1895, at its annual winter 
el 7 Mises meeting, decided to use part of our an- f Bees - nual appropriation given by the state came i. to the planting and maintaining of one a “qi Tx cr more trial orchards for the purpose | # 4 of trying our old and testing the new a ee var-eties of apples, plums and cher- % ea ries, so that the people might know, if . ae |they would put themselves in touca | 3 > | |with these crchards, what varieties | ‘g ‘ = would be safe for them to plant. 

p | In accordance with this, land has 
~ | |been leaced at Wausau, Medford, 

| Hagle River and Poplar, and trees set | 
|at the fir:t three places, but for the 
| purposes of this paper, I will speak 

Y | mostly of the orchard in Marathon | 
jcounty, as the others have not been set ( 
|£o long. | 

: 
: | The Marathon County Orchard. i 

Mr. Philips. It is located three miles from the 
| thriving city of Wausau, on cut-over . The subject given to me to present |timber soil, such as there is thous- . for your consideration for a few cna poe of acres of in northern Wiscon- | ments and for you to spend a short | sin. Our then President, L. G. Kellogg, ' time on in discussion, if you so desire, | Prof. E. S. Goff and myself were ap- is one that for the past dozen years or ‘pointed a committee to locate the more I have taken a great interest in, | same, which we did in the fall of that as it is my firm belief that no crop;year. We visited Marshfield, Antigo, that grows on our soil is more easily | Medfora, Merrill and Rhinelander be- t raised, or is more productive of health | fore we decided on the present site at in the rising generation, more iain It is in good fruit soil ducive of healthy stomachs and Eoon near the city, on a main traveled road. digestion, in the growing of good and!In the winter of 1896 the Society de- respected citizens, than plenty of ap-| cided what varieties they would nica } ples. A desire for’ more fruit and} in the main orchard, leaving a plat or varieties that would stand and bear in | portion assigned for new varieties of our cold climate, and more especially | such sort as would be furnished by in the northern part of our state where | rowers or propagators of the same F many of the settlers are men of limit-| and for other experiments as might be i ed means, where if in any place the| deemed advisable. We perfected a
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leave of the land occupied by a Mr, Ed How the Orchard Was Planted. 
Singie and owned by his mother and; ‘phe trees planted were mostly from 
were informed by her and other heirs | wisconsin nurseries, with some from 
that Mr. Single would be the perma-) towa and Minnesota. They were plant- 
nent owner. Our lease read for twenty | ed in rows thirty feet apart running 
years, or so loag as the land was used ; north and south and twenty feet apart 
by the state for a trial orchard. It) 4, the row. I started several expert- 
consisted of ten acres, for which we) ments at that time that as years go by 
were to pay a rental of $50.00 per year. | will be of value to the new and young 
I, then being Secretary of the State planters of the state. 
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Wisconsin State Hort'cultural Society Experimental Station, Wausau, Wis. 

Soc’eiy, was chosen to lay out and For instance, in planting thirty- 
plant the same, the greater part of | six trees, or two rows of one variety, 
which I did in the spring of 1896.|I selected them from four different 
Most of the balance was planted ia the | nurseries to see what effect, if any, the 
spring cf 1897, leaving some space for | soil and location had where the trees 
additicnal planting of new seedlI'ngs. | were grown and to be able to answer 

The trees nearly all grew well from! the question that is so often asked 
the start and have continued to do so,|in Institutes and at Horticultural 
so that in exemining it in 1903 I find it; meetings, at what age it is best 
to be one of the most prom‘sing young} to transplant apple trees. I planted 
orchards I have seen in our state, it) in the same row two and _five- 
having produced some fruit in the past| year old treés of same varieties 
two seasons, though the cold spring] and gave them the same eare. I 
and unfavorable weather at blossoming ' also instituted an experiment which 
time made the crop light and poor in| I had been trying in my own orcharé 
1903. | for years, as follows. T selected nine
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of our most promising variet:es and ;inches in circumference, aad the three- 
planted in 1896 as follows, six of each. |year old tree at time of planting to 
First I planted a three-year old Vir-[be twelve feet high and eight and 
ginia Crab tree, then sixteen feet one-half inches in circumference. The 

- away I planted six Weaithy root grafts,!others grew about the same, except 
intending to leave the best one stand|the Northwestern Gre¢ rng and Oka- 
for a tree, then I planted sixteen feet bena, which grew faster, but the aver- : trom there a tnree-year old Wealthy | age was about the same, showing con- 
tree, then I repeated this planting, | clusively, as it does in my own or- 
making in all six trees. I then plant-| chard, that the root graft that is not “hy 
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Wealthy Orchard, Wis. State Horticultural Experiment Station, Waucau, W s. 
ed the remaining e‘ght varieties the moved or its roots mutilated is the same way. Then in the spring of 1897 »t and cheapest tree for the young I top grafied the Virginia Crab trees! plante r, if he wll have the patience re- with the same varieties as the rc ot | quired to grow it 

. grafts and three-year old tree were. Ia my experimeat with the two and Now to save time, I will oaly give the} five-year old trees I find the younger figures on one variety, the Wealthy, as| trees, not having suffered so much in | I found it in the spring of 1903, six| being moved, with the same care are years after the grafting and seven! now alLout as large and ‘n two years f years after the planting. more they will be ahead of the older 
trees, Results of Experiments, aan : P In 1897 I did some more planting 1 found the top grafted tree to be; and in 1898 some more grafting in the twelve feet high and nine inches injsame line, so that now of the first circumference; the root graft to be| two years’ grafting we have some very eleven and one-half feet high and six|fine top worked trees, the growth,
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longeviiy and productioa of which can | years, 1 again took charge of it last 
be compared with those on their own | Season—1903. I planted last spring 
stocks by people who care to study {in the experimental plat six of the 
those things as the years go by. | McIntosh Red, a Canada seedl ng, also 

‘some of the Burr Sweet and the Sweet 
Varieties Showing Best Growth. Fameuse from Eureka, Wis., also two 

be the Yaknke, a very promising win- 
The three new seedlings that are ter seedling from Minnesota. Another 

growing the fastest in this orchard) new seedling which has recently been 
criginated in three different states, to- jdescribed in the “Wisconsia Agricul- 
wit: the Northwestern Greening of | turist,” to-wit: the Shook or Philips 
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McMahon Orchard, Wis. State Hort. Sec. Exp. Sts., Wausau, Wis. 

Wiscons'n, the Okabena of Minnesota, | Winter, should be tried as soon as 
and the Pattens Greening of Iowa.| trees can be obtained, on account of 
Of the thirteea varieties planted| its good and long keeping qualities. 
in the main orchard, only one, the! 

Duchess, was mentioned in our reports | increase in Value of Farm Where 
prior to 1874, showing conclusively Orchard is Located. 

ae the pee cee — cael It was very unfortunate for the sue- 
eeees ae io soe eats Sa cess of this orchard that after Mr found many varieties that our Socie cee, ce iearmed (how rraft an “ensider preferable for hardiness and | Si@S!€ liad learned how to graft ana 
= = rae t ae a . care for il that the farm passed out of me Ss P’ ‘r sorts. : 7 ¢ ene a a his hands and conirol; also unfortu- 

aos 7 j wate that, after we had taken paias to 
Some New Var‘eties Planted in 1903. teach the new man that Mr. Kreutzer 
After being absent from this orchard, | employed how to do the work, the 

owing to a change in offices for three | farm again changed hands in the fall
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of 1903, for Mr. Kreutzer took so much ) local Horticultural Societies, State Re- 
interest in it, but I now think that the ports, Institute Bulletins, ete. Right ae | preseal owner, Mr. Genzmaa, is there |here I waat to suggest or offer a reso- 
to stay, as he has bought it for a home |Jution thet the Superintendent of our 
and is anxious to learn about it and| Farmers’ Institutes be instructed to 
how to care for it and I have promised | select three of the best apple growers 
him some lessons. lhe knows in the state to go to the 

One noticeable fact is the farm has |Wausau orchard next August and 
increase] in value, the price shows (thoroughly examine the same, they to 
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Duchess Orchard, Wis. State Hort. Soc. Exo. Sta., Wausau, Wis. {| 

from $6,000.00 to $12,000.00, since the make a report that will appear in th 
orchard was planted. next Bullet'n 

How to Bring the Trial Orchards to the In Conclusion. Hl . 
enti e e. me ‘ : : { Attention of th People of the Stat Now in conclusion, will say this is 

I notice one of the greatest draw-|the best part of my paper because it is 
backs to the good that this and the | the last, which will Le a relef to those { other trial orchards in Wisccnsin!who dread a lene pani E. And here 
ought to do is to get facets that we let me advise every one, more es- 1 
learn in them to the people of the peciaily those who waat to raise ap- 
state that need the informat‘on the | ples in Nerthera Wisconsin, to visit 
most. This is also true of new things jth's orchard in the bearing season and 
we learn in other branches of farming, | select about cight varic ties that suit 
and this is the mission of the agricul- you best for summ r, fall and winter. 
tural papers, the Farmers’ Institutes, ! Avoid too many kiads. Forty varieties,
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so you can make a show at some fair, Mr. Philips—Yes, all except a few are a nuisance to the farmer and wili/from Iowa ane Minnesota. 
hurt your sales, if you raise any to Mr. Scott—What kind of soil was sell. ae trial orchard? 

A list of twelve varieties was sent! Mr. Philips—It is on cut-over timber 
me recently to choose from for a triai! sci! that grew hemlock, maple and 
orchard and not a Wealthy, the best piae. Pretty light, pretty good loca- 
fall apple we uave found in thirty | tion. 
years search, was on the list. I said, | Mr. Scott—And how is the subsoil? 
strike out one hundred trees of met Mr. Philips—Pretty hard, a deep 
fall varieties and substitute the|clay sukscil and some stone on the 
Wealthy. Why fool away time and |surface. 
money with kinds long ago cou | Mr. Scott—How deeply do the trees j demned? root? 

Mr. Cranefield has kindly offered to| Mr. Philips—The trees that I have 
help me get some pictures of this |planted, I have mentioned some of 
orchard to publish in the Bulletin with | these young trees, do not run so deep 
this paper and I expect to spead some |as they do in alluvial soil, they ia- 
time and do some judging at the Wau- |cline more to the surface. 
sau and other northern fairs next a Supt. McKerrow—They root much as 
and will endeavor to scatter all the in-|the timber does on that soil. 
tormation I can among the farmers Mr. Philips—Yes, you take those 
about this orchard, as_I am interested | pine stumps, they have run clear 
in it, a part of my life has been jacross thirty feet from the stump. 
worked into it. In the meantime will | A Member—Do yc consider that 

"say that the Duchess and No. 20 for | soil eee to a more loamy soi f summer, the Wealthy, Longfield, Pat- r orchards? 
tens Greening and Oakabena for fall! Mr. Philips—Yes, the trees do bet: and Northwestern Greening, Malinda iter live longer, and are more produc- 

q and Avista for winter are the = F 
most promising Kinds now growing | wiih: eat stds advantage in 
there, while DeSota, Wyant and Sur- | breaking up re sul eae z 

: prise plums and early Richmond cher- Bog oe ees t — 
ies seem to look well, but so far they reco: 5 tae Se produced much fruit. Fok practical for the farmer. There is 
All the foregoing is respectfully | 20 trouble in that kind of soil to dig 

submitted to the tree planters and tax | = eats ee ae deep? j ers of Wisconsin. ember—How deep? ' a u . | Mr. Philips—Oh, e‘ghteen inches 
_—_—— | deep is about the way we set those 

trees, and partially fill it with top soil. RSCSSION- We would set the tree about four to 
Mr. Jacobs—Are Wisconsin nursery | :ix inches deeper than it was in the 

trees preferable to New York nursery nursery, set them so they = asia 
trees? Mr. Utter—You have the soi 

Mr. Philips—Well, my experience is lloosenea deeply? 
that they are. The nearer you can get | Mr. Philips—Yes, give the tap root 
the trees grown to your home and on \2 chance to go down deeper if it want 

‘ soil similar to what you have, the bet- i to. 
| ter your trees will do. | Mr. Secott—How far did you set 

A Member—Were these Wisconsin jthose trees apart? 
| trees that you planted? | Mr. Philips—Thirty feet, in rows.
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The rows run north and south and Supt. MeKerrow—You mean to say 

Gg eS ehegARSRIEEIET jor gol mel ee close : , 
ae i coat Mr. Philips—Yes, I proved that in 

Mr. Ph‘lips—I trim the top to cor-|the experiment that I made between a 
respond with the root. Those trees | two-year old and a five-year old. The 
were sent by different men from dif- two-year has outgrown the five-year 
ferent nurseries in the state, and they ! old. ; : 
would send them with a very good root, | Mr. Scott—Have you set any plums 
better perhaps than they would be im | in this orchard? 
seading to a customer a long distance, | Mr. Philips—Yes, we have a few. 
because we pay the fre'ght on them. | They are doing very well. oe Crane- 
We trimmed them up a little, and i [au is going to plant more iS year, 
think there were only five out of eight |he is a plum maa. 
hundred that failed to start night | Mr. Foca a is your method of 
long. cultivation? } 

. 5 Iimrie—Explain about those | ‘Mr. Philips—We have been culti- 
trees on the chart. Does that picture | vating pK — —— a De ree io 
represent pruning? sow rye and see 

Mr. Philips—No, this ore was a Vir- the spring. It has not been et 
ginia Crab tree, that was set in 1896,|very deep. We have tried to keep 
and it is grafted, as you see. Here i) clear, we mow away from the tree. 
one that represents the union of ine Mr. Hill—Do you _— that it has 
Wealthy with the Crab stock. No. 2!been plowed or cultivated? 
is the Virginia Crab and the top | Mr. Philips—Cultivated. 
work is the Wealthy. Number 3 isa; A Member—Have you cropped that 
little root graft six inches long set at | orchard yet? 
the same time this three-year old was.| Mr. Philips—No. 
No. 4 is a three-year old Wealthy - oo So close do you plow to 
at the same time those were put in, | the trees? 
and there is only six inches difference | Mr. Se Oe ee eae 
now. , enous: oO ‘ 

Mr. Bradley—Then we are to infer) strike the tree with the hemes : 
that it is better, rather than to pay for | Mr. Scott—Is it not a Pe ste 
three-year old trees, to plant root | = ey ores are injured by 

grafts? | deep pi owing? ; 
Mr. Philips—I find in my own on Mr. Philips —Yes, I tire 50. el 

chard that trees that are planted like 7 Mr. Scott—And especially a in = 
No, 3, after they have grown aad 2 aera part of the ae w sec oa 
bearing for years, are much better than | trees root more shallow an y 
trees that are moved even eee | Se a i wibdeancesmieruie 

< a root from that; r. Philips— f 
‘e ae — oe a nine-foot | very deep in my crchard without dis- 

: | turbing the roots, it is very shallow. tree. ! 5 

{
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: eh ee LAW OF THE ROAD.~. =e e 
ALEX. CALDWE LL, Pewaukee, Wis. eRe 

ee? 3 : Duties of Supervisors Regarding High. 

By pete hr. they & | ware, 
Oe 2 Pe es 3 RE The supervisors being the executive 
aoe a = “ae 3 : | oteers of a town, it becomes their Sea =) | duty, not only to lay out and estab- ES “Gago j tish highways when public necessity Eeeey aa, Ben Se | temands it, but they must keep those 
| o Sa a eee nghways clear of encroachments and 
ae a ~ ‘ aa . | ctetuctions and make them safe for 
es pe ie rblie travel. 

ee = gees | If the supervisors neglect to keep ea Ls =e oo | those highways safe for public trave’ 
* Br | and some traveler because of suct 

a y sear | defective highway sustains an injury 
7 =| | and is damaged, the town as a matte: 

, ‘ y | of law becomes liable to the injured 
& > > A | traveler in damages to the amoun: cf 

| the injury. 
. | The law is very plain on this point. 

$ See. 1339, R. S., provides: If any dam- 
. | age shall happen to any: person, his 

; eae team, carriage or other property, by 
4 a thee io reason of the insufficiency, or wan: of 

| repair, of any bridge, sluiceway or 
Mr. Caldwell. | cad, in any town, city or village, the 

| berson sustaining such damage shall At a Farmers’ Institute, where que:-| jaye a right to sue for and recover the tions are discussed relating to the in- | same against such town, city or vil- 
terest of the farmer, it is not a depart- lage. 

f ure from that standpoint of discussicn Many of you can, no doubt, call to 1 | to consider and discuss the law 8-V-| rind several instances where a trav- j erning highways, the purpose for | eler has sustained injury from an al- f which they were dedicated, the rights | leged defective highway. In some ot { and duties as between the town and| those cases where the injury was 2 the traveler, and the rights and duties | great, the injured man failed to recov. between travelers towards one an-| er, and in other instances where the other. defect in the highway appeared small, : . : the town was compelled to pay the 
Highways Established by Law. | damage and you probably wonderea 

Higkways are established by law. | why this was so. 
The obligation to establish highways| As a general rule, towns seldom pay ( and the burden of keeping them in re- | damage caused by an alleged defective | pair is imposed by statute upon the | highway until they have to. The in. } town, city or village in which the high- jured person failing to make a settle 
way is located. 1 ment with the supervisors for h's dam-
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age, and having given due notice to, jury and they are to answer yes or no 
the supervisors within the prescribed] tc these questions. The judge takes 
time, concerning such injury, and de-| these answers and as a matter of law 
manding payment therefor, goes to his| decides from them which party is en- 
attorney and states his case. The re-| titled to a verdict and renders judg- 

sult is: a summons is served upon! ment accordingly. 

the supervisors in which the injured! One of these questions invariably is: 
man is plaintiff and the town is the de-} Was the plaintiff guilty of careless- 
fendant, the supervisors retain an at-) ness or negligence which contributed 
torney to defend the towx in the ac-| to the injury complained of? 

tion. This attorney dockets the case If the jury answers yes to this ques- 

in his office docket, charges up sgn tion, it is all off with the plaint‘ff, no 
as a retainer against the town, and! maiter how badly he may be injurea, 
writes a note to the Plaintiff's attor-! no matter how careless the defendant 
ney, stating that he has been retainea| town may be, as a matter of law he 

by the defendant town as its attorney | cannot recover. The law has no scales 
and demands a copy of the plaintiff's | to determine in such cases whose 
complaint. | wrongdoing weighed most in the com- 

Within twenty days a copy of the| pound that occasioned the mischiet. 

plaintiff's complaint is served upon} 
sm, he looks it over carefully in | Desire for Revision of the Law by the 

séarch of a loophole, either in its form Judiciary. 

cr allegation, on which he can demur.| Some people hold it as an axicm (that 
If he finds none, he serves upon the} most all accidents can be avo‘ded by 
plaintiff's attorney, within twenty) due caution and care. Such men cna 
days, his answer to the plaintiffs com-j jury may conscientiously bring in 2 

Plaint. In this answer the defendant] verdict that the plaintiff was guilty of 

invariably sets up and ot negligence because he 
the negligence or carelessness of the| did not use due caution and care. Tue 
plaintiff contributed towards the acci-| way the law is now interpreted, n2i- 
cent complained of. ther the jury nor the court can put the 

. carelessness of the one as an offs:t 
Common Law Rule Governing Such against the carelessnes of the other 

Cases, and give judgment against the one con- 
There is a common law rule that is| iributing the greater amount. 

as old as jurisprudence itself, — there is now among the judiciary an 

sul prevails and applies to all cases| effort being made to change this rule 
of this kind. It may be briefly statea| by statute and at any legislature a 
in the language of a noted judge, bill may be introduced, giving equable 

in Massachusetts, to-wit: Whenever| power to the court to take the verdict 

there is negligence on the part of the} of the jury and weigh the wrongdoing 
plaintiff contributing directly, or as a| by both parties to the accident, and ; 
proximate cause, to the cccurrence| give judgment against him who is 
from which the injury arises, such neg-| guilty of the greater wrongdoing. \ 
2 ge prevent the plaintiff al Semele cepanien ofA romacioing: 

In the trial of any civil case, betore | It is important to bear in mind that j 
a jury, either party may demand aj highways are dedicated for the pur- j 

special verdict instead of a general} pose of travel only, and anybody that q 
verdict. nat is, a list of several] interferes and obstructs travel on the | 
categorical questions will be written | highway throughout its whole width, 

on a sheet of paper and handed to the | from the line on the one side to the |
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line on the other, who is not himself , the walk, going somewhere, the other 
traveler, is a wrong doer, per se, and) was playing on the walk with no pur- in case of accident resulting in dam- Pose of travel. In an action for dam- age, he is not only barred from recoy- age, the first child collected damage, ering for his damage because of his! the second none, the court holding wrongdoing, but he is liable to re- | that in the latter case plaintiff was spond in damage to the other. Un: | using the sidewalk for a playground der this head may be cited the usual | and not for the purpose for which it nabit of some people of leaving their | was dedieated. As between travelers, wagon, a pile of wood, their hay hack, | the highway, being dedicated to the cr other truck on the side of the road. public for the purpose of travel, aay Another instance under this head | person can use it for that purpose with that might be mentioned is the case any kind of vehicle he pleases. ‘ where a teamster drives his team up | 

4 to a hitching post on the side of the Duties of Caution Imposed by the street, ties them to a post and goes| Statutes. 
away and leaves them. At that mo- | 
ment he ceases to be a traveler and is| In this age of progress, we meet ebstructing the highway. Have I wet many and various kinds of vehicles on 
a right, you will ask, to hitch my team| the road. The ox teams are gone, but to a post and go away and leave them?| in their places have come the steam I would answer, certainly you have, | thresher, drill machine, automobile, only you must beware of hindering| motor-cycle and bicycle—all traveling 
travel—the road’ was made to travel on | on the road. Our statutes have im- and if travelers can get by you, by; Posed upon the owners or managers 
ordinary diligence, they, nor anyone | of steam engines on the highway cer- 
else, have a right to complain, but, it| tain duties of caution, which they must 
they can’t get by, with ordinary pru-[ Observe. This statute goes no far- dence, you are the man to get out of| ther than steam engines; all other 
tne way, travel on, or suffer the a vehicles, whether autos, motors, quence. cycles, horses or mules, are governeg ’ I mention this case because I have! by the same law. 
observed some people in hitching their | That law may be briefly expressed team to a hitching post, instead ot | as follows: Parties lawfully using a | Pulling the wagon close up to the curb, | public street, owe to each other the ‘ to avoid interference with travel, leave | duty of reasonable and ordinary care, : the hind wheels far out in the highway. | and each is justified in assuming that | j If such a person coming back found| the other will so act, and on this prin- y beth his hind wheels broken, I don’t | ciple it has been held by the courts:— | i think it would pay him to inquire who | That a person using the highway with broke them. 2 load on his wagon, or with a vehicle / This principal in the use of the high-| naturally calculated to frighten horses, j way is well illustrated in an == must use more than ordinary care, 
that was tried in an eastern state last must, in fact, do all he reasonably can ; year. A team of horses attached to a| do to save from harm other travelers Wagon was hitched with an ordinary! on the road. If he fails to use this 
tie strap to a hitching post. The team precaution and an accident occurs, re- 
got scared from a passing street car,| sulting in damage to the other tray- ‘ broke the strap and ran down the| eler, he has no defense in an action for | street and along the sidewalk. Two damage, unless he can show that the children were injured by the runaway.|cther man’s negligence contributea } One of the children was traveling on| to the mischief.
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The law of the road in this country ; common buggy on the road and meets 

requires of each traveler in meeting | a bicycle, must he give half the road 
another traveler to turn to the right. | te it? 
This is statutory law. The common Mr. Caldwell—Courtesy has always 

law requires of each traveler in meet-| made that customary here. i do not 

ing another to do all he reasonably | tnink there is any statute in regard 

ean to avoid injury to himself or to/| te it, but I think courtesy has done it 

the other traveler. If a traveler turns} so long that it would be held now as 

ic the left, instead of to the right, and} a duty. j 

collision occurs, the presumption is Mr. Imrie—In meeting aii automo- 
that he is in the wrong, and unless the | bile, or if a man is running an automo- 
evidence shows that it was the other | bile on the road, if he meets a team 

man’s fault and not his, he will pve]|and the team is frightened, is he 

held liable for the damage. But, if | cbliged to slow up? 

the traveler can see that by turning Mr. Caldwell—Yes. The court has 

te the left, instead of to the right, he} held that because a load scared an- 

can avoid injury to himself, or to the} other man’s horse, he should stop and 

other traveler, he must do so. go to help the other man, and the 

For example, if I am drawing a light | same rule would apply in the case of 

wagon cr buggy and meet a load of | an automobile. 
hay on a narrow road, on my right is Mr. Matteson—Doees the same rule 

a ditch close to the traveled track, on | apply to a bicycle? 

my left the road slopes down per- Mr. Caldwell—Of course a bicycle ts 

fectly safe for my buggy but unsafe} not supposed to be a vehicle that is 

for the load of hay, I am obliged, under | liable to scare a horse, and the auto- 
the rule of doing all I can fo avoid} mobile is getting out of that. If a 

injury, to turn to the left onto the} man is driving a horse, and another 

slone and save the load of hay from| man with his automobile, seeing the 
tipping over. Reciprocity applies| horse is cutting up, doesn’t stop his 
here as well as in State affairs. automobile to help and avoid injury, 

he is liable. 
The Chairman—The fact that some 

DISCUSSION. automobiles make considerable noise, 
Supt. McKerrow — We understand | more than others, will that cast an 

you that a man running an automobile | extra responsibility upon the man run- 

has the same rights on the road as a| ning the automobile? 
man driving a horse, but no more? Mr. Caldwell—I should say it would, 

Mr. Caldwell—No more, they have | because it is an additional warning to 

just the same rights. The cause of| that man that he has a dangerous 
action against an automobile is based |. vehicle. 4 
on the common law rule that when a Mr. Martiny—You spoke about the 3 
man is driving a loaded wagon, an| law discriminating against threshing 
automobile, or anything that is natur-| machines and engines. If they were 

ally calculated to frighten a horse, he] placed just outside the road and fright- 
is put upon the duty of doing what he| ened a team, would the owner be 
can to avoid injury. That is the com-| liable for the damage? I mean, not 

mon law rule, and it doesn’t matter} when they are traveling, but when 
whether it is an automobile or a load | they are placed just off the road to do : 
on a man’s wagon, he must do what | work. , 
he can to save the other man from Mr. Caldwell—That is a different i 
harm. . question entirely. It is only when a 

Mr. Philips—If a man is driving a| man is traveling on the road that we
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speak of his duties, one toward an-| the night time and calculate that there other. When he is working in a field, | is no obstruction on it. 
I presume he can do as he has a mind Mr. Utter—If the road is made eign to. feet wide and it is full of ruts and Mr. Matteson—They are obstructing | they might have made the road six- travel if they are so close that they | teen feet wide and it is worked in scare the horses. that width but it is not a sufficient Mr. Caldwell—I should say he has width, would not the town be Mable? a perfect right to put Ais engine there, Mr. Caldwell—I should say it would. he is doing legitimate work. Mr. Matteson—In traveling along a Mr. Matteson—I have seen fellows read, is there any law as to the dis- under such circumstances whistle and | tance teams should keep apart? try to scare horses. Mr. Caldwell—There is no rule of Mr. Caldwell—That again is mali-} ‘w, but a man must use that ordi- cious. nary caution that good neighborly feel- Mr. Chairman—Does a farmer have | ing would require of him. He must @ right to leave his loaded wagon on | keep back far enough so he wontt in- the side of the highway? | jure the other man’s tailboard. Mr. Caldwell—No, sir; he may do so, Mr. Bradley—I have noticed roads but he is liable. which I don’t think were over fhreo Mr. Matteson—In case of a break- rods wide and a threshing machine down or a tip-over, how long ave youw| within that three rods and it seemed a right to hold the highway? to me it was occupying more of the Mr. Caldwell—If you work diligent-} road than it ought to. ly, you can work all the year, but you Mr. Caldwell— I think that was the Taust show you are working diligently. | fault of the supervisors. They are Mr. Scott—If a man has the Tight to] the masters of the road and they are set an engine just inside the road,| ~-snonsible if there is not sufficient wouldn’t he have a right to put an| room. 

apiary just outside the road? Mr. Convey—Is there any rule about Mr. Caldwell—May be so, I don’t} passing from the rear? j know about that. Mr. Caldwell—No. sit. The man Capt. Argold—From what you know | that is ahead goes right straight alone } of the average highways in the state Mr. Convey—Suppose he is request- | of Wisconsin, shouldn't yow think that | ed to ‘stop and he doesn’t stop? } most towns would be liable by reason Mr. Caldwell—I think then he must | of obstructions? You know in a show good reason. because courtesy 5 good many places yow find rocks or between all parties would require of a stumps, etc., outside of the track, and | him to do so. i, if your team happened to get outside Cant. Arnold—Does not the statute of the track, they would be damaged. | say that to pass another you must ; Mr. Caldwell—Towns have been turn to the left in passing teams? held liable in cases like that when you Mr. Caldwell—No, not in any state } would think they ought not to be. Of in the Union are they revuired to turn course the town is not expected to either to the left or the right in gofne make the whole three or four rods of by a team. You can take either side read perfectly travelable from one you have a mind to. but you take the fence to the other, but if they under- responsibility of going by without in- take to make say sixteen feet of it juring anybody. | travelable, they must not leave an ob- Supt. McKerrow—There is_ this } struction on that sixteen feet. It point. the party in front cannot delay } inust be so that a man can go along in | the other party.
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Mr. Caldwell—They can’t use mal-) cf telephone poles in the roads in the 
ice. If se, they are liable. country? 
Mr. Matteson—What right have tele- Mr. Caldwell—I don’t think there 

phone companies to use the roads tor} has in the last two years. 
their poles? Mr. Goodrich—I have had something ; 

Mr. Caldwell—They have a statute] to do with building telephone lines, 
right. In cities the city council can] and we have discovered that if the ; 
dictate where they shall put their te!c-} owner of property will not allow us to 
phone poles. They must not set] set pcles in front of his property in a 
their poles so as to injure a person] certain way, we cannot do that, unless 

who is livins on the side of the road,| we can buy the right. 
if they can get out of it. The owner The Chairman—Can’t you condemn? j 
of the property can ask them to move Mr. Goodrich—No, you cant con- 
their pole this way or that way sotha:|demn, unless there has been some I 
t2ey can get out of their property, and | recent legislation. We have worked j 

they can save injuring any perror|a good deal of strategy to get those E 
living on the roadside in that way, | poles up. 
they must do it. | Supt. MeKerrow—And you'll get 

Mr. Goodrich—Hasnt there Deen | them up just the same, as I under- 
some recent legislation on the subject ! stand. 

ICE ON THE FARM. 

W. C. BRADLEY, Hudson, Wis. 

This is a cold, slippery subject and, hot day. Then too, we are all fond of 
I may need to ask you to keep on your | ice cream and iced fruits during the 

overcoats and mittens in order to| hot weather, and what comes in more 
warm you up to appreciate its value. j|handy to the sick man than ice in 

Ice is no longer regarded as a Tux- | many cases? 4 
ury but as a necessity in our modern | In modera methods of da‘rying, ice 4 
way of living, for farmers are fast | is a prime factor, especially to the 
learning to live as well as their ee of milk or cream and from 4 
neighbors and che old-time menu of | what the cheese and butter makers tell 4 

salt pork, corn beef, and potatoes for!us, all milk taken to factories should j 
six months in the year is fast disap-| be cooled as soon as possible to pro- 
pearing, for where there is ice, meat} duce the best results. 

can be kept several days and where ‘ 
the butcher wagon does not make reg- Plan for a Farmer’s Ice House. | 

ular trip:, a lamb or veal can be It is a wise plan for every farmer to q 
dressed occasionally and divided be-|have an ice house and if he has more 
tween two families and can be kept| than seven or eight miles to draw ice | 
on ice for further use. . la trough could be made from three 

In the harvest time, what is nicer | sixteen-inch planks sixteen feet long, 
to have than ice water instead of well | surfaced and jointed on the edge. 
water, which gets stale after standing| These are held together by a frame of 
awhile. Only those who have had ex-;two by fours fitted with keys and 
perience in the harvest field can appre-] wedges to make it tight; the inside 
ciate the value of nice, cold water on a| ccvered with paraffine wax, making it
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water-tight. This box can be filled at | vest field on a very hot day, and then the well and when frozen solid the , when he wanted to give his cows water keys caa be knocked out of the frame, | that he should take the ice out of it? the sides fall off and you have a nice In other words, is it healthy to drink cake of ice to cut into the lengths de-! that ice water? 
sired. | Mr. Bradley—It may not be health In building an ice house, it should rbut it is a good Weal “eke Nee 
oe ee Gras ae SO 8S POS-| than warm water. I know that men sible tor this reason, the more com-| object to drinkin, warm water. pact the pile the better it will keep. Mr. action the question of For the average farmer, a house twelve whether it will do any harm depend 

feet square, with ten-foot studding,| upon the individuality of the man? would be plenty large enough. It! wr. Bradley—I don't know. Of course should be built on a stone foundation a man matL: not to drink a great lot . and if stone is searce, deeply set Posts of ice water if he is very hot, and he placed in the ground to keep the build- cought to drink it slowly. 2 
ing from spreading. The studding} 4 Member—Isn't it well to look, snould be of two by six, placed sixteen | partienlarly in the spring before you | inches apart and sided with good "Be | commence to use the ice and when it ber, which should then be painted. Be- commences to thaw out, isn’t it well 
tween the studding from plate to silll tg see that it is closely packed ae ae be aon . = < eg mint it has thawed out? 
sixteen inches wide, fastened on the sides with lath. This makes two| Wr. Bradley— nee Se 
dead-air spaces. Line the inside with dust cheats SS eaten ae Tore 
rough boards, put oa the roof last of fs 
all, which completes our ice house. The | ae la think vest mater'al for a floor would be ave sia b . os en i aes ax 
broken stone cr gravel for drainage, [ or or an see bawee? phout four inches deep, with about | Mr. Bradley—It would be all right, 
“ix inches of sawdust on the floor, this anu pee ae See i to freeze deep before filling. as this sins = way, for the sawdust, j takes longer time before thawing from leave a dead-air space. { Mr. Matteson—Would you recom- the boitom. 

poe crushed ice or snow to fill up the 
} Filling the Ice House. crevices? 

| When the ice is from sixteen to Mr. Bradley—I would rather use dry 
eighteen inches thick is the proper|snow, it is more apt to pack in so time to fill. Try and have it cut as|there will be no place for the air to 
uniform as possible, so that the cakes | get down between the blocks of ice. | will fit snugly together, filling all the au aa get it completely air-tight ! ‘: ‘th broken ice. j crevices with dry snow or broken ice. | ¥. eros e 

i Before putting on the second tier,}| Mr: Rare at kind of sawdust do 
leave from eight to twelve inches on ~ ae al Soatse i aust t 
ail sides for sawdust, and when full ha ae ee ee beat ae 
a twelve inches of the sawdust on dust is too fine, and not so good a non- 

P- conductor. In case you have not pine 
sawdust, I think planer shavings with | DISCUSSION. the hardwood is the next best thing. 

{ Mr. Philips—Would you recommend} Mr. Scott—Is_ there any ventilation 
} that a man should take a pail of ice | needed in an ice house? 

water out to give his men in the har- Mr. Bradley—There ought to be a
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ventilator in the roof on each end, so, are not putting up one-third the ice as to have some circulation. I would} now that we did two years ago when have a small opening right under the} we had to cool all the milk. 
gable at each end. Mr. Imrie—Another thing, if the Mr. Goodrich—How can you make it | farmer is located right near a pond, safe against spontaneous combustion? he can build as large an ice house as There is no joke about that. We had| he likes, but if he is living quite a dis- an ice house burned up at Fort Atkin-| tance from water, he must build a son. good ice house and as small as possi- Mr. Bradley—I was in Delavan four ble, because it is a job drawing it. I years ago and saw a water tank burn.| want to ask if it is practical to freeze ? I don’t know whether it was spontane-| your own ice in a box? 
ous combustion. | Mr. Bradley—Yes, I saw Charley Capt. Arnold—It seems to me your Thorp do that. 
building is pretty small fora man who| Mr. Imrie—How does he prevent it has any kind of a dairy, taking out bulging and breaking all to pieces? eighteen inches on a side. Mr. Bradley—The sides are straight Mr. Bradley—I said for the average! and I think it is not a solid box. farmer that would be large enough.| Mr. Scott—And I think he did not For a man with fifteen to twenty cows, | fill it all at once, he put in a little at a using a separator, and cooling his/| time. 
cream only, you will find that will be| - Mr. Bradley—There is one good plenty. Ifa person was cooling milk | thing about Wisconsin, you can always { from twenty or thirty cows, he would | depend on the ice crop if you cannot ~ § need a larger ice house, but the depend on other crops, especially this modern way of dairying on most farms | winter, 
is simply cooling the cream, and we} 
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VENTILATION OF BARNS. 

H. M. CULBERTSON, Medina, Wis. 

iar, | ever, brings to our attention the possi- 
LB NS bilities of disease, unless these ani. 

a » mal quarters are well supplied with 
3 ee » pure air and a system of ventilation. 

=— | Pure Air Imperative for Good Health. 

Ee . | We are told that all the activities or | 
4 r luwe body are dependent upon the c‘r- 
ah | culation of the blood, because it carries 

Be: | to every extreme and minute part the 
i . é required elements, in solution, to build 

3B | and replace worn parts, as nature sug 
pe Ee gests, at the same time flushing the 
af a | System and carrying away worn and 

\ . , ‘ | exhausted tissue and compounds poi- 
\ c oy sonous to the body if permitted to 1e | V b Bs, oti main. Returning to the heart, the 

VN blood is forced to the lungs, where 
VN b about eighteen times each minute a 
N \) supply of fresh air by breathing finds 

SS S its way down the very small air tubes 
eS Se leading to the air cells, whose walls 

Ss : are tissue of an extremely delicate 
Mr. Culbertson. character, crossed and recrossed by 

countless numbers of tiny blocd 
Each year of our lives we become] passages, from whic this waste 

possessed of some better understand-| product from the body, called car- 
ing, some resultant thought, the out-! bonic acid, in quantiuies one hun- 
growth from some experience or eqn-|dred times as great as pure air 

: clusive evidence. contains, also large quantities of 
i Formerly all classes of cattle were! moisture, finds its way from the 
\ considered upon the same general plan | blood to these air cells and is exhaled. 

| as to stabling and care, but today the} At the same time the oxygen of pure 
/ experienced feeder of beef cattle se-| air necessary te the workings of the 

cures best results when animals have vital parts, passes into the blood, caus. 
freedom to seek shelter at will, to| ing a very important and necessary 
choose between outdoor and indoor | transfer, and in about two minutes 
conditions, as their system and com-| every portion of the blood is returned 
fort dictate. to again unload more refuse and be re 

The opposite methods are found ad-| plenished with oxygen of pure air, the 
visable with dairy herds, for those generator of wonderful and important | quite closely confined, or well protect. activities which the body is absolutely { ed from cold and storms, yield largest dependent upon, and which both ani- ) returns for food consumed. This, how- ‘ mal and human health no doubt suffers 

{
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more for the want of than is generaly; breathe over and over again these im- | 
realized. purities, poisonous if taken back into 

It is said that in an animal of 1,000| the system, nature cannot do its work, | 
pounds live weight, about three pints| complications arise, and disease is 
of blood pazses with every heart beat | likely to result sooner or later. 
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Fig. 1.—Shows simplest method of taking air into stone or basement stable. A B and B A show where the air enters. These flues may be made out of : ordinary 5 or 6 inch stove pipe with elbow, or galvanized iron conductor pipe, or the pipe through wall may be ordinary 5 inch drain tile, with stove pipe and elbow on inside, or the fiue may be made of 6 inch fencing.* 7 
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Fig. 2—Shows a modification of Fig. 1 where on the right a notch is left in the Wall when building, so that the flue rises flush with the inside of the wall. : While on the left side the flue is shown built in the wall. This may be done 7 by building around 5 inch drain tile or around a box made of fencing. : 

and there are about fifty beats per) Signs of Improper Ventilation. { 
minute. | One of the first indications of an im- j This means that great quantities ot | properly ventilated room is the accu 
blood are being exposed in the eee mulation of frost on the walls in cold ! for purification and that the activities weather. This is caused by the abun- 
within the animal, the production of dance of moisture being carried in the body heat, the digestion and ass'mila | warm air within and, not being remov i uon of new foods, the growth in the|ed by ventilation, returning to water young animal, the building of the| when striking a cold surface, just as 
meaty tissues in the feeder, the replac-| steam is caused when warm air carry- 
ing of worn material in the laboring | ing moisture strikes the cold air when animal, and the production of healthy | the door is opened, causing this mois- 
milk in the milk cow, all depend upon | ture to show as steam or vapor. This 
the circulation of the blood; therefore, | indicates too much moisture in the 
if animals are nof constantly replenish- j Toom for good health. 
ed with pure air, but continue tv} In occupying a room in which we 

*Ventilation System of Prof. F. H. King.
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feel that breathing seems to be carried, the floor, will permit the pass- 
on by an unusual effort, or shor‘ness| age of winds or air currents across 
of breath, and perhaps beeome in a} the upper end and stimulate a 
‘sweated condition, illustrates a lack of| more. free passage of upward cur- 
sufficient oxygen in the air, the supply| rents in the ventilating flue. A cap 
having been consumed in the body as| or covering six or eight inches above 
wood or coal is in a stove, resulting in| tne upper end, to prevent atmospheric 
headache, nervous disorders and gen- pressure and rain from entering, is ad- 
eral debility. Cobwebs soon become visable, and all the joints should be as 
laden with dust and other accumula-| tight as possible, or the force of draft 
tions, germs of disease from animal] will be lost. 
refuse and other sources are likely to The coldest air, and probably the 
find lodging places here and be con-! '2rgest per cent. of carbonic acid gas 
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Fig. 3.—Shows a method of taking air into a bank barn on the up-hill or bank side. The air flue is made in the same way as described in Figs. 1 and 2, but on the outside has its end covered as represented at A on the left with a length of 6 or 8 inch sewer tile with its top covered with a cap of coarse wire screen. Drain tile would not answer for the outside exposure at the surface of the ground as frost wonld cause it to crumble. Wood could be used and replaced after rotting has occurred. 

veyed to the weakly tissues and mem-, in the room, lies nearest the floor, but 
j branes of animals. One disease so|is still warmer than outside air 

contracted and which has become]ii: winter weather, therefore light- 
f more or less common is tuberculosis. ; er, and naturally rises in the ven- 
i tilating flue, encouraged by the winds j A Good System of Ventilation. moving across the top, so when 
i There is no fixed rule for adoption| the outgo flue is placed near the 
4 in ventilation of buildings, but a prin- floor, the outward draft carrying 
i ciple formulated, which can be varied| cold air impurities and moisture 
| to suit most any barn. You cannot} will cause a vacuum to be filled with 

! fill a bottle when already full, so the} warmer air coming from the top of the 
i first provision to be made is an outgo room, also where the supply of pure 

fiue. air is admitted, giving a more uniform 
| Four twelve inch boards with their| temperature in the stable. 

edges nailed together their entire] To supply a draft for this outgo flue 
length to form a long box, and set upon| and to secure pure air containing oxy- 
end, placed at a most convenient loca- gen in the room, be governed by the 
tion in the stable, and spliced to make following: 
it of suitable length to reach out) If the building is a wooden structure 

| through and higher than the highest] with inside and outside boarding, make. 
| extremity of the roof, when placed an opening in the inside boarding, just 
} about eight or ten inches from! below the overhead ceiling, four by
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Fig. 4. Pig. 5. 

Fig. 4.—Shows two methods of ventilating a dairy barn. On the left the venti- Jating flue D F rises straight from the floor, passing cut through the roof and rising above the ridge. One, two, or three of these would be used ac- cording to number of cattle. The flues should be to one or the other side of the evpola rather than behind it. On the left CE represents how a hay chute may be used also for ventilating flue. In each of these cases the ventilating flue would take the place ef ene cow This method would give the best ventilation but has the objection of oceupying valuable space. C, in the feed chute, is a door which pe out when hay is being thrown down, but is closed when used as a venti ator, the door not reaching quite to the floor. To take air into this stable if it is built of wood with stud- ding, openings would be left at A about 4x12 inches every twelve to six- teen feet, and the air would enter and rise between the sheeting of the inside and the siding on the outside, entering at B as represented by the arrows. If the barn is a basement or stone structure the air intakes could 4 be such as deseribed in figures 1, 2 and 3. 

Fig. 5.—Shows the second best method of ponisiatiag an ordinary barn. The air comes in as described in the other figures, and passes out through one or more ventilators rising against the side of the barn and passing out | through the roof, as represented at A C EB. 'To make these flues if the barn , is a balloon frame, the best method would be to secure the lightest galvan- : ized iron in eight or ten foot lengths, and place the studding where the flues are to be, the right distance apart, so that a width of a metal covers the space between two studs. Sheets of this metal nailed on opposite faces i of the stud would make an air-tight flue. On the outside, this metal would q be covered with the siding. On the inside in the stable, with the sheet- ing, but In the barn above nothing would be needed except perhaps an ocea- sional shield to prevent the hay from crushing it in, If it is not desired to carry the flues through the roof, they may end just below the plate, and the air pass out through the cupola. The method represented, however, would give the strongest draft. The width of studding used for the flue would vary with the number of animals to be provided for. 
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twelve inches, or one of about an equa}; the room with a damper or slide to 
number of square inches, and another] ciose the opening, so that when the 
of the same size below it, but on the| room becomes overheated or carries 
outside, about two feet above the! too much moisture, this may be opened 

ground. for a time to_remove these conditions, 
The pressure of the outside winds| and every intake duct for pure air 

will cause an inward and upward } must be provided with a slide to close 
movement of air through this hollow} if the room becomes too cold. 
wall into and at the top of the room A closely built stable must have as where the inside air is the warmest,/ many square inches intake as there is 
and then, because of an outward cur outgo surface. 
rent through the inside ventilating flue! The same hollow walls can be built 
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‘ Fig. 6—Represents the method of ventilating a barn where a silo or granary ; oceupies the central portion. The air enters at A B and the ventilating tlues : are the spaces beween the studding which form the walls of the silo, or } other structure. The air entering at C in openings left all around the silo, | and passing out at D at the top. 

i at the floor, the intake of pure air w:li) when constructing stone wall stables, i pass downward to replace the cutgo, and to secure the same desirable con- t changing the air in all portions of the| ditions where stone walls are already i room, providing these intake ducts built, if there is an opening through | for pure air are located about every| the wall at the ground, as some have ' fifteen feet apart on all sides of the! for cais to pass in and out, construct a : barn, and an outgo ventilating flue one| wooden box of suitable size for an in- 
foot square for every five or six ant take duct, with an elbow at one end, mals, or one of proportional dimen-| and on the inside of the stable insert 
sions corresponding with the number | the elbow into the opening in the wall, of animals, for with less than this raising the other end to the top of the | thorough work cannot be done. room, and plaster closeiy so there will ; One additional feature will be neces-| be no opening at the bottom, except } sary, which is a large opening to be through the itiserted duct. The same 
made in the outgo flue at the top of| form of intake duct may be attached
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to the inside of a swing door and per-| sary outgo for ten or twelve head of 4 
form the desired purpose if the doon|cattle, and one large flue perhaps 

jambs fit closely. would have a better current of air 4 
Another plan would be to make an! tnan two small ones. Preferably it is ; 

opening through at the top of the wall, placed somewhere near the center of q 
close to the sill of the structure above, | the stable, because, being near the 

and insert the elbow, letting the boxj;side, there Would not be the chance for 

duct khang downward on the outside to| drawing from all directions, and you { 
within two feet of the earth. would not have the same fiow of air as { 

le it was near the center. Then again, ; 

perhaps it is better to have it some- { 
a near the center of the room 4 

fy} where the flue would be warmest, be- 

me ri | cause if the box is warm there would 
iD be better circulation than if it be § 

| oo Ti close to the wall where it would get 
7-7 Sy | very cold. There would not be so { 

fe ye much of a draft as if it were warmer. q 
Mr. Goodrich—And do the intakes { 

want to be about the same size? 7 
4 Mr. Culbertson—About the same 
l number of inches intake in the whole q 

Pa | stable, but if you have that all in one 4 
A | place, there would be too much draft, 
SS! it would be like opening the windows. 

is a Mr. Goodrich—It is better to have a 
all 7 Lear good many of them, so that they will 

ee = altogether take in about the same ee ee | Seen 
Fig. 7.—Shows one — of ventilating a Mr. Brady—Where you have a num- 

sented ty the afrows ae AH anf pansy |DEF Of outgoes, isn’t there danger of 
out through a flue built on the inside of ;the wind blowing up some and down 
the upright or main barn. This flue may 9 
rise directly through the roof, or it| ome? 

ine'aie' passing thtoush's cipate Spl: | Mr. Culbertson—I do not think so, 
upright barn has a balloon frame, then | Unless they are very large. A high or 

he ute hs Nentiating ues fe te Saume | Tong flue with no angles and extending | manner as described in Fig. 6. These | Well above the barn ridge shou!d have y 
fines could he made tighter by covering ao downward current. This is one of 

the tight a ahowmaee oe — tne essentials. A short flue extending 

up a few feet on the outside of the 
barn is usually worthless, so is any 

DISCUSSION. outgo flue, unless there is sutticient in- y 
Mr. Goodrich—How large should the| take to create a draft. The outgo flue 

oulgo flue be, for, say, ten head of cat-| not extending as high as the roof peak 
tle? will be likely to have many downward i 

Mr. Culbertson—Well, the propor-! currents, but full height, with a metal 
tions given us ia this system furnished | cap to reduce atmospheric pressure, 
by Prof. King can be easily figured out. | and this supported by four small stand- 
I_ spoke about a ventilating flue a foot|ards eight inches above the flue, so 
square for only five or six animals,|that winds can pass across freely, 
that would be the proportion. ceed eee work successfully. 
one foot Ly two would be the neces-| Mr. Goodrich—Of course you under-
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Fig. 8—Is a section of the cow stable of the dairy barn at the eon Station. A single ventilating flue D E rises above the roof of the main barn, and is divided below the roof into two arms A B D, which terminate at near the level of the stable floor at A A. These openings are provided with ordinary registers, with valves, to be opened and closed when desired. Twe other ventilators are placed at D B, to os used when the stuble is too "Warm, but are provided with valves to be closed at other times, C fen ane | rect 12 inch ventilator leading into the main shaft, and opening from the ceiling, so as to admit a current of warm air at all times to the main shaft to help force the draft. This ventilating shaft is made of galvanized iron, the upper portion being 3 ft. in diameter. The covering on the outside is simply for architectural effect. The air enters the stable at varions points as shown in the plan at F G, and in the vertical section by arrows at F G.
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stand all the hay chutes should be | carry it up the flue. y 
closed. Mr. Caldwell—Will those flues make iy 

Mr. Hill—We have this system in| the temperature of your stable colder? 

our barn, and I have observed a good! Mr. Culbertson—Yes, but the intakes a 
many times about this and I have | should be placed on all sides, with a ty 

never seen a downward current there. | means of closing, so that if the outside bi 
Some of our ventilating flues are | winds are excessive they may be closed iq 

eighteen inches square and some are: wholly or in part on one side and still iq 
4 
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Fig. 9.--Shows method of ventilating an ordinary barn, where the air is taken ‘ql 

out of the stable through flues built between the studding and beiween the a 

joist of the ceiling. The air then rising, through ventilating shafts, wade qt 
against or as a pee of one or more of the purline posts. The air evters at +f 
A A and B, following the arrows and passing out along the lines © D 3. 4 
These ventilators, if desired, can be carried out straight through the roof, "i 
or may be terminated inside under the purline plate, or as represented in the 5 
figure. The cross section at the right shows how 2x12’s and 2x6’s may be ji 

nailed together and placed so as to constitute a purline post, and at the 
same time a ventilating flue. The two sides of the purline post or ventilat- i 
ing flue are represented closed with sheets of galvanized iron. They may 4 
also be closed with well seasoned matched flooring. The number of bends if 
bat sean in this plan is an objection, as they interfere with the draft more { 

jess. or i / 

‘ 

wide and thin, made between the stud-jhave enough so the whole inside at- ii 

ding. We have three in one stable inj mosphere may be changed often to | By 

different places conveniently located. | keep the air good. Bi 

_Mr. Culbertsoa—You will find a cer- Mr. Convey—Which would you pre- Hit 

tain amount of draft in most of those|fer, a high temperature and bad a'r, i 

flues. If you will hold your handker-|or a lower temperature and the purer 1 

chief there, you will see it will nearly | air? h 
i 

| 
t 
t Bi
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Mr. Culbertson—The lower tempera-| have the floor tight in this system? 
ture would be better in every case. Mr. Culbertson—Yes, the whole 

Mr. Convey—Isn’t it necessary to/building must be tight. 
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Fig. 10. Fig. 11. 

Fig. 10—Shows a modification of Fig. 9, where the air posses straight out throvgh the roof. instead of being carried in and out through the ridge of the roof. This method would give a stronger current than Fig. 9, unless Fig. 9 were moditied so that the ventilator passes straight down to the floor between the cows, as represented in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 11.—Represents a method of carrying the flues up the sides and then along under the roof between the rafters, so as to reach the ridge either under the cupola, or at other places on either side. Such a flue could be made very tight, by nailing the light galvanized iron on the outside and inside of stud- ding, and rafters, having a sufficient width to cS the pee aes for the ventilating flues, and such a system of ventilation would work fairly well but could not be expected to do as effective service as the methods shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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WINTER EGbS. 

G. E. MATTESON, Pewaukee, Wis. 

Winter egg farming is just as far | Early Start Necessary for Success. 

ahead of the general poultry farming | If we will just prepare ourselves 

as practiced by our farmers as Sc:en-| ahead by starting early to get out our 
tific dairying carried on in winter is| chicks, giving them the very best pos- 

ahead of the old time grain farming.-! siple chance of growth, and not think, 
{ know very well that more failures are as a great many do, that after they 

recorded from the egg farming ia win-:have reached a certain age they can 
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Home of C. E. Matteson, Pewaukee, Wis. 

ter than from dairying in winter, but} shift for themselves, paying little or no 

this is to be expected when we con-|attention to the growth of the chicks, 

sider that the opportunity for getting | and then ask them to give us a high- 

information along this line is not so| priced product when the conditions of 

great as it is on dairying, but I know | the weather are such that they have 

that if a little preparation is made inj all they can do to sustain themselves. 

advance of the time that we wish to| Right here is where mest of our people 

put our eggs on the market, it is just | make a mistake. 

as easy to place eggs on the market in| It should be well understood by all, 

winter as it is in summer, and far more|that, besides getting the greatest 

profitable. | growth of muscle and bone, we want
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feathers also, which I consider to be, the time comes in the fall to get your 
of equal, if not of greater importance | stock in they will not be neglected 
than the first two. In order to get this| and be overtaken with winter.. They 
growth of feathers, see to it that| should be taken in just as they first 
your pullets are not allowed to sit in| commence to lay, which is usually 
piles at night during the heated season | early in October with me, and then 
of the year, but make some provision ! give them the best of care, so as to 
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Fig 1. Represents the Per cent. of Profit From the Pullets. 

for perches and see that they get onto} keep them laying the entire winter. 

them, and in this way, if properly fed, | The houses should be light and 

you will get the heavy overcoat of! roomy, with a floor of earth covered 

feathers they need to keep them warm | with litter of some kind, such as straw 

during our rigorous winters. jor cut corn stalks, and all grain should 

| be fed in this litter, so as to keep the 
Quarters. fowls busy the entire winter. Do not 

See that their house is cleaned up} neglect this, for it is the most im- 

sometime during the summer, so when | portant part of the whole affair.
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Keep Fowls Working. | Grain and Green Food. 
Never expect your fowls to thorough | During the day I feed the different 

ly digest their food unless you first) classes of grain, such as barley, wheat, 
see that they have an endless supply oats and corn, alternating one with the 
of grit and are fed in such a way that | other each day, which gives a variety, 
they are hungry and will work in bad be far as the grain goes, but I am not 
latter all day long. Many people make | content with this alone, but aim to al- 
a mistake Ly thinking that it is best| ways furnish green food of some kind . 
to warm up the fowls each Both an appetizer and to balance up and 
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Fig. 2. Represents the Per cent. of Profit from Year-old Hens. 

with a pail of soft, hot feed. I have, furnish the protein that goes to make 

heard it claimed that food fed in that|up the major portion of the egg. 
state was easier of assimilation. That = tial 
may be so for just a few feedings, but Animal Food Essential. 
sooner or later it is sure to ee I always aim to feed some kind of 
sluggishness and when a fowl is in that animal food. This is an absolute neces- 
state she is only going to digest a sity. It is not best to feed too great 
small portion of the food given her. la quantity, but some should always be 

My experience shows that, no mat) fed. I have used various kinds, such 
ter what you feed, it is best to i | as meat meais, beef scraps, meat, cut- 
feed any soft feed in the morning, but | bone, and milk, and can say any of 
instead to scatter a little fine grain of | them are good if properly fed. The 
some kind in the litter and get them| soft food, if properly formulated, will 
to work at daylight. This gets their | aid to a certain extent in balancing up 
blood into circulation, just what 1s| the whole grain diet, but it is not far- 
needed after a cold, severe night. jreaching enough, hence my reason for
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saying fowls should always have aj A Member—You have a scratching 

small portion of animal food each day, |ahea, haven’t you? 

I am not only very careful oi Mr. Matteson—On all my houses, ex- 

feeding too much of the soft food, but!cept one, and I like it very much. 

also defer feeding it until the last feed | They are in the sheds each day, no 
of the day, and only every other day at j matter what the weather is, come out 

that, specially when we are using the ;early in the morning. Of course it is 
eggs ror ineabating purposes. a | not "hha open uae scratching shed, 

- | they are really not practical in Wis- 

a ~ | consin, they should be closed in with 

} | doors and windows, and when. the 
] | Faas is such as to permit it, open 

| the doors and windows and make them 
| = as much of a shed as possible. 

] | A Member—Do you think ensilage 
] | would be good to feed to chi¢kens? 

= os | Mr. Matteson—I do. I am not us- 
Pak... Basern. | | ing it, because I haven’t a silo, but my 

eet BES Be ag | | experience in using ensilage is very Ses a AS ea 
mio a rate es | favorable. Of course, if there is too 

| | much corn in it, you would have to 
\ gauge your food accordingly, the quan- 
| . j tity you would give them during the 

: | day. 

| Mr. Goodrich—Have your hens been 
| laying all this last winter? 

< | Mr. Matteson—Yes—I won’t say 
1 hens, my pullets have. 

Mr. Goodrich—You can’t get eggs 

much in the winter from two-year old 
Fig. 3. Represents the Per cent. of | se can sca! =e z: 

Profit from Old Hens. 1 r. Matteson—These photos were 

| taken from an illustration of an actual 
Result: | experiment carried on at the Utah Ex- 
eae: | periment Station. The fowls used 

If these few rules are carefully ad-| were high grade Leghorns. All re- 

ae to and we know just why we are | ceived the same care and treatment; 

adhering to them, eggs will co just | th 1 my iffere: as to 
as easy in the ier as in the sum: | creatine grasps yore ies 
a oe the profits will probably be) was, was the fact that part were pul- 

about four times as great. lets, part were yearlings, and part 

| two-year olds, with the result thaf the 

| baskets illustrates. The larger bas- 

DISCUSSION. | ket is supposed to show twelve dozen 
Mr. Jacobs—Do you let hens out of! eggs, which was about the average 

the henhouse in the winter? | profit received from the pullets. The 

: Mr. Matteson—If the winter is not | second basket is supposed to show six 
too cold. I don’t think I would let | dozen eggs, which was the profit re- 

let them out when it is below zero,| ceived from the one-year olds, and th> 
but when the weather is warm and the | smaller basket is supposed to show 
sun shines, I would let them out, if| three dozen eggs, or all the profit 

possible. ! they could get from the two-year olds.
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First it will be seen that the profits; five and forty in a colony, placing 4 

from the pullets would be easily eight | two males with each colony. I think 4 

times that of the two-year olds, simply | if I was going to build all over new, q 

vee oor fhe were sold oe I would only allow fifteen or eighteen 2 

early winter when prices were high,} fowls in a colony. You see if any i 
while with the two-year olds most of } bad habit starts, as is liable to happen, ; 
their eggs went to market when prices} eating eggs, for instance, in a large | 

bie mt eee the ee colony, you have your entire flock to \ 
say e profits were eig' times | handle in this respect. 

greater. These baskets of eggs rep- Capt. Arnold—My houses are six- | 

resent what eggs were left to the pro-| teen by thirty-two and I keep about 3 

fit of each hen after she had paid for| one hundred hens and divide the 4 
her board for the entire year. house into three parts with a w:re net- , 
a she Arnold—Does it freeze in your | ting between. ‘ 

enhcuses’ 7 
= Mr. Matteson—Yes, you keep fhem i 

ase” right in the house with a correspond- L 4 
. i ard outside. 3 

Capt. Arnold—Do they lay their neeoe nal Yen with a scratch- i 
aed —— temperature; that kind| ing shed, and they don’t lay at all. ; 
8 seas ae A Mr. Matteson—I am not going to i 
igaeaen aS Sane ha oe oe blame the nens. In the first place, 

I will say if they are hens you can’t ey 
ieeeen are % we ae degrees | expect them to lay. If you haven't ij 

ae fam et rae ing shed. | any pullets, it is your fault. Old i 

Ff ee ee at is the percentage | fowls never do any winter laying. ie 
= ie ies ale a A Member—For cold storage, isn’t it ry 

. — r e per- 3 i 2 i 
centage of fertility was not quite so — ee tee eon to {9 
great as some other winters when we+iaik about cold storage at all; we ie 

toe eee ae one want to discourage that all we can. +h 
. A Member—How early do you hatch ig 

ae with eggs I have sold this win-| ¢cr winter layers? m i 

M : : Mr. Matteson—It depends on the 
Mr. Brady—Ar - i 

class for ti Delete caee fret breeds; the large Asiatics have to be a 
Mr. Matteson— I would say not, it re ae the ag i | 

you speak of the first eggs laid By the “hese ae eee eae | 
safely hatched along the last of April. 

pullet, but when we consider that d the first of May, the Medft | 
these pullets are hatched very early es ae ee aoe 
in the spring and then lay in the fall, — 
they are pretty nearly old pullets by| The Chairman—Does it pay to keep 
the time we want to use their eggs| large breeds as egg machines? 
for incubating purposes, still one and| Mr. Matteson—Generally speaking. . 
two-year olds are preferable where| 20. Generally speaking, for the farm- 
they have not laid very heavily during | er, they are not wise. 
the winter. The Chairman—What do you mean . 

Mr. Imrie—How large a number of | by large breeds? : 
chickens’ would you advise in one Mr. Matteson—The Brahmas and 
at a 4 the Cochins and the Lone: pets 

r. Matteson—I would say not over | Wyandottes and the different famflies 
fifteen or eighteen, but my houses are| of the Plymouth Rocks. They are 

So constructed tuat we put in fliirty-| classed in as Americans. 

a ;
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Mr. Perkins—What breed do you: these contrivances, patent egg boxes, 
keep? trap nests, etv., are no good, they are 

Mr. Matteson—I have Barred Ply- | too complicated to be practical. I like 
mouth Rocks entirely. the box for an ordinary sized fowl to 

Mr. Philips—What do you know| be about ten inches one way, fourteen © 
about the Orpingtons? the other, and ten deep, just a com- 

Mr. Matteson—I don’t: know any-| mon box, open from the top only, 
thing about them. with a very little nesting material. 

Mr. Hill—About how many pullets; That gives you a box of such a_ size 
would a man want to keep in order to | that when the fowl gets on it and tries 
get that three peck basketful of eggs| to reach down, she can’t quite reach 
on the chart? down to the eggs, and she will jump 

Mr. Matteson—Well, I will say this,| down in there, cover the entire nest 
a fowl that will give you from thirty | with her body and she can’t get at 
to forty per cent egg flow is doing you} that nest of eggs as well as if she had 
good work and paying you a good|a larger box. 
round profit. My fowls averaged in Question—What would you do to 
January something like eighteen eggs | prevent that habit? 
apiece, that is a little better than I Mr. Matteson—I would try not to 
have usually done. But generally | overfeed her. Then to try to cure it, 
speaking, of course, farmers don’t get! I would throw decoy eggs around dif- 
that, that is something like sixty per| ferent parts of the place, and the fowl 
cent. will get discouraged in trying to break 

A Member—That was while you} those and that will break up the habit 
were out at the Institute work, per-} to a certain degree. I would also 
haps that accounts for it. gather up the eggs quite often each 

Mr. Matteson—The work was left | day. 
entirely to the hired man. I don’t Mr. Goodrich—The only sure pre- 
believe I could beat that myself. ventive is to use a good hatchet. ; 

Mr. Imrie—I have read quite a num- Mr. Matteson—Yes, behind the ears. 
ber of times in poultry papers of con-| The trouble is to find the right fowl, 
trivances to prevent fowls from eat-| the one who is teaching the whole 
ing eggs. What do you know about | flock this bad habit. 
that, Mr. Matteson? | Recess till 1:30 P. M. same day. 

Mr. Matteson—Generally speaking, ! 
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; | AFTERNOON SESSION. | 

The Institute met at 1:30 P. M., Conductor W. C. BRADLEY in the chair. 

MAKING A FARM IN THE WOODS. 

E. NORDMAN, Polar, Wis. 

——— | the state, and it is more particularly 
i NS with these questions that I wish to 

J ~ deal in this paper. 

J ‘N | Use Caution in Selecting Location. 

4 F N | To beg'n with, a person looking for 
/ ,@ location in the New North should 

. proceed cautiously, as otherwise he is 
in danger of being handicapped from 

\ the start with poor land, or a poor lo- 
J ) cation. The old adage “A job well be- 

hte & gun is half done” applies in this in- , 
a stance with great force. There is much 

.  - inferior land, badly situated, in north- r 
ae ern Wisconsin and the new settler can- . 

a, not be too careful in making his selec 
y . = tion that it is not some of th's class of 
VN . eee land that he is buying. He should as- 
N B certain beyond a question of doubt that 
N v the land he is purchasing is of good 

N 7 quality, reasonably free from stone, 
NX 3 y covered with a vigorous growth ot 

SS zw small, hardwood trees, if it is cut-over 
= land, and as near to market as it can 

Mr. Nordman. be had. Unless he is satisfied as to 
the reliability of the party with whom 

I wish to say in the beginning that} he makes the deal, I would advise him, 
conditions are so varied in the north | before making a purchase, to take the 
ern part of the state and men’s circum-| extra time it will require to learn from 
stances are so different, that probably} people living in the vicinity of the land 
no two farmers in all this region| as to its quality, etc. Within the last 
should proceed in exactly the same] five years, many people have been 
way to achieve the greatest success. humbugged into buying worthless land 
Nevertheless, the men who undertake} at big prices in northern Wisconsin, 
to carve a farm and a home out of a| hence the necessity of this caution. 
tract of cut-over land in northern Wis There are as yet millions of acres 
consin have many problems to work| of good land to be had in this reg‘on 
out that are peculiar to this section of! that is well located and this, it seems 

4
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to me, should be occupied before the) fifty dollars worth of merchantable 
rest is taken up. material per acre. This can readiiy be 

cut and the brush piled in one week How to Clear a Farm. by two men accustomed to this kind 
Having bought the land, about the| of work. 

first fact of which the owner will be} In the winter time, this material can 
made aware is that his land is} be moved two and one-half miles to 
no farm, but simply the raw ma-j market, on sleighs, in about three days 
terial from which a farm can be| by a man and team. It is thereiore 
made. He will also soon learn tnat| Piain that, besides clearing the land making a farm out of a forest| and allowing a liberal amount for tae vequires good ability, hard, steady | Wages of his hired man, the settler has 
work, and economical living. It is im | considerable money left from which to 
portant that these facts be understood,| live and to apply to his permanent 
in order that no one be deceived as to| improvements. 
the character of the work he under-} In cutting material for the market, 
taxes when he starts in to clear up a} the right way for the farmer to do is 
farm. Many a new settler has iailed|to cut the timber clean as he goes 
because he found the work harder and| along. If more land is cut over in this 
lacre difficult than his land agent told| way than can be cleared ready for till- 
him it was, and while I know that the] ing, it can be sowed io pasture grasses 
northern part of the state has incom | and made useful in this way. 
parable opportunities tor che man with . 
muscle and gumption, yet I neverthe- Best Seeding for this Land. 
less believe it best for all concerned After all of the salable material kas 
that the facts be presented without been removed from the land, it will be 
any coloring. found that not much more work is re- If his land has been selecied with quired to get the land cleared’ ready good judgment, the settler is ready to} tor seeding, and this should be done at go to work. Clearing a farm such as} once whenever it is possible to do so. 1 have advised taking, is a much less} ‘Timothy and alsike clover seeded difficult undertaking than it was twen-) with oats and peas for a nurse crop, 
ty or even ten years ago. The reason} make che best seeding for land of this for this is that sound timber of all] character. The reason for this is that kinds is today a source of revenue to this combination, if handled right, pro- 
the settler, whereas formerly it was a duces a first-class quality of hay, and great burden. Land can now be| besides the alsike clover will last cleared ready for seeding with the pro- longer among the stumps than any of 
ceeds of the timber growing upon}the other clovers. 
it; this, too, where the work is If stock is kept, as it should be to done by hired men. If the set- consume the hay, and the manure from 
tler does his own work, or does it in this stock is carefully saved and ap- conjunction with a hired man, he can plied to the meadow lands, these mead- clear five or six acres of land every | ows can be made to produce two tons 
year, put up the necessary farm build-| of hay or more per acre each year, un- ings, build fences, and so on, and the| til the stumps have decayed sufficient: 
sale of his timber, or rather the mate. ly to admit of their being cheaply re rial that is cut from it, will enable moved. It will be found that this will 
him to keep out of debt while these take about seven years. 
improvements are being made. The in the meantime, the grass on these cut-cver land that I am acquaintea| meadows will, of course, have to be with, will average a yield of about| cut in the old-fashioned way with a
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scythe. This may seem like a hard-; Cleared Land Makes Good Pastures. « 
ship to some, but we all know there is} There is usually a good opportunity 
a great deal in getting used to any-/ for the farmer in this section to make 
thing. Hay can be made in this way| at a small cost an excellent pasture of for less than two dollars per ton, so tame feed for his stock, outside of his 
there is no great sacrifice after all in| cultivated fields. Wherever the tim- the few years it will have to be cut in ber has been thinned out sufficiently 
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. How Corn Grows on the Farm of E. Nordman, Polar, Wis. 

this manner. Besides this, I would not} to let the sunlight onto the ground and 
advise any man to ever undertake the| to admit of a free circulation of air, 
clearing up of a new farm if he is timothy grass will grow luxuriantly. 
afraid of swinging a scythe, for the| Grass seed can be sowed broadcast in 
reason that a new settler has of neces-| such Places and in others that have 
sity this and several other kinds of| been burned over, and if scattered at 
work to do that are rather more tire-} the rate of about four quarts of seed 
some than driving a modern eee to the acre late in the fall, or before 
over smooth meadow land. the snow goes off in the spring, it will
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yield a fine pasture from the start. In, As already stated, the land should 

two or three years, most of the timothy | be in clover and timothy the first six 

will be crowded out by blue grass and| or seven years after clearing. When 

white clover, but the pasture will not | the stumps are out, a rotation should 
suffer because of this fact. Besides | begin, consisting of corn the first year, 

furnishing pasture, this method of} followed by grain the second year, 

seeding land helps materially in clear-| with which the land should again be 
ing for cultivation when the farmer! seceded and allowed to remain for two 

Second Crop of Clover on Farm of E. Nordman, Polar, Wis. 

gets ready to extend his clearing ove!| years. This makes a four year rota- 
the places that have been seeded.} tion. 
Around these places it will be found 

that the brush has been entirely de- Northern Wisconsin a Dairy and Sheep 

stroyed by the stock, the stumps rot Section. 

sooner, and altogether the clearing will | 

be more easily done than where no Now if a silo is built to take care of 
grass grows. the corn crop, I believe there is no ' 

place in the world where, taking it one ' 

Grain Raising Detrimental. year with another, more cow or sheep 

teed per acre can be raised than in 

Just a word about raising grain| this section. This fact, I think, should 

among the stumps in northern Wis-| make it plain that northern Wisconsin 

consin. This is practiced to an alarm-| is preeminently a dairy and sheep sec- 

ing extent in some sections, much to| tion. The new settler who plans his 

the detriment of the land and without} future operations guided by this idea 

profit to the owner. is on the high road to success, because
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he is working in harmony with his sur-| usually after cutting off the timber 

roundings. and seed with that. 4 
Prof. Moore—Will not this grass i 

Importance of Saving a Wood Lot. largely come into tame grasses without ‘ 
i ,_ | any seed being sown when the timber i 

One other idea and I must close this | j, (jeaned out? q 

meres =) Usitore every setsler in clon» Mr. Nordman—It will after awhile, j | ep ae Soe show bite Yo Ave A covidings tha Sick ld ent on 1 bal good sized wood lot. If twenty acres b tine 1 sracs ceed vcht away. : 
of woods is left on every eighty acre| °Y Putting 2 7G 5 Rear 1 
farm and this woods is fenced so the| °U Bet Ryeee ee ee ai e ginning; otherwise two or three years i 
stock cannot get at it, twenty years elapse before a good pasture gets iy hence will find this the most profitable| ° y % got 2 5 i 
part of the farm. The lumberman’s | *‘@7'¢- if 
axe and forest fires are fast depleting| Mr. Scott—I am going to northern a 
this country of its original timber sup | Wisconsin in a few days to do a little 
ply, while practically nothing is being| Work in the woods. Isn’t it well to 4 j 
done to create a new source from) Sow this grass seed on just as soon as ij 
which timber can be obtained. This| the cutting is made, as soon as it is i 
makes it certain that timber must con-| brushed? i 
stantly raise in value as the years go| Mr. Nordman—Yes, if your aim is to 4 
by, and certain, too, that the farmer| make a pasture. 
who engages intelligently in timber Mr Scott—Would you wait to clear i 
culture in connection with his other| up, gather up and burn the brush be- : 
lines of farming is laying a sure foun-| fore sowing the grass seed on the land ¢ 
dation for a safe and steady income in| that you intend to pasture? a 
future years. Mr. Nordman—Wherever there has z 

The foregoing observations are sug} been an opening made vy fire, or where q 
gested by twenty years of experience} the timber has been cut off sufficiently i 
as a farmer in the region of which I} to admit sunlight on the ground, it is 
write. I have not attempted to cover always well to go and scatter seed in i 
the whole field, but rather to throw out] those places in order to keep the brush a 
a few helpful suggestions to some of] from growing and get the grass started i 
the beginners of this section who are| well, and the sooner it is done, the + 
lacking in this experience, and I hope] better. The grass will draw the cattle fr 
I have sueceeded in this. in there, they feed on that grass and : 

destroy all the brush around, and that r 
is very beneficial. 

DISCUSSION. Mr. Scott—I have noticed a great 
The Chairman—If there is any one| many people taking great pains to 

in this audience that expects to go to| chop down and pick up every last chip 
northern Wisconsin, he can get a lot| and stick before they sow on the grass . 
of good from Mr. Nordman. I expect| seed, so that they can go over it with 4 
there are such, and I hope he will be| a spring tooth harrow, but they do not { 
asked questions. accomplish enough by working that ¢ 

A Member—In what part of the] way. I think it is of most importance . 
country do you live? to get it into grass and get something 4} 

Mr. Nordman—In Langlade county, | out of it in the way of pasture and get i 
up near Antigo. our stumps to rotting as soon as pos- i 

Prof. Moore—Do you grow a cereal} sible. Mr. Nordman has stated that in | 
crop the first year when you seed|seven years these hardwood stumps { 
down your land after clearing? can be taken out quite easily. Of i 

Mr, Nordman—I sow oats and peas course the pine cannot without more |
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expensive appliances. Mr. Nordman,; In some respects, it is an advantage does pine grow on good land? and in others it is not. Mr. Nordman—Yes, up around Anti-| The Chairman—I should think a win g0, some of the best soils we have| ter like this it would be of advantage were formerly covered with pine and | to get a little more sunshine. the stumps are there yet and liable to} Mr. Scott—Would you burn @ good be for some time. That is the objec-| deal, or would you leave it lying on the tion to.pine land. ground to rot? Mr. Scott—How is the soil where| Mr. Nordman—aAll that is necessary hemlock grows? is to remove enough of the growing Mr. Nordman—It is apt to be rather | timber to let in the sunshine. Grass lighter than where the other kinds of| for pasture will grow readily in the timber grow, but this is not always - woods up north where the timber is case. 
not too dense. Of course hay land has Mr. Goodrich—What can you get! to be cleared Sufficiently to admit of from cut-over land to get fifty dollars | the use of the harrow and the hay out of that you said you cut off? j take, which means that all of the Mr. Nordman—We can get about an| Coarse stuff must be disposed of. average of eight cords of body maple A Member—You could not seed it and three or four cords of basswood | down with brush and pieces lying on bolts, five or six cords of hemlock| the pasture? wood pulp, and the balance kiln wood.| mr. Nordman—yYes you can, ana Question—Doesn’t the value of it make a good pasture out of it too. Sepend a good deal on the distance If you wish to till this land after the from the railroad. 
stumps have rotted, it is then an easy Mr. Nordman—This would be the} matter to pile up the balance of the value of the railroad. old, half-rotted wood and burn it along Mr. Scott—You say that hemlock} with the stumps. grows on lighter soils. Would youl Mr. Arnold—tI notice you didn’t say prefer the heaviest soils in northern anything about fencing. You spoke Wisconsin, or would you prefer some-| about reserving twenty acres for a thing a little lighter? wood lot. Now, it seems to me that Mr. Nordman—I think I would pre- the farmers in northern Wisconsin fer something a little lighter. The ?re making a mistake in simply fene- lighter soils are quicker, as a rule, and ing off a small Pasture. There is the short seasons up north make it de- great economy in fencing large fields. sirable to have a quick soil. It takes It seems to me that yo ought fo run better farming to keep it up however. a fence around the entire farm, with Mr. Scott—A little sand mixed with the exception of this wood lot, then the clay would not be objectionable. fence off the small piece where you Now, how about drainage? Would you cultivate. In that way you would be Prefer the rolling land, or flat, or having your stock cleaning up this level? 

brush on the entire lot. It is much Mr. Nordman—Tnere is a happy me-| more enonomical in proportion to dium there. We would want it sufi. fence sixty acres than ten, and you ciently rolling for good drainage. In might as well put your fence around the section where I live, there is aj the entire lot. good under drainage. Mr. Goodrich—I like Mr. Nordman’s A Member—Would you consider a| idea of saving twenty aeres for a per- South slope of any advantage on a/ manent timber lot, but I would not farm in Northern Wisconsin? have that pastured, because although Mr. Nordman—It is some earlier.! this generation might cut some timber 

a
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there, the next would not, and we Mr. Nordman—I have advised in "4 

want to look out for the future. You} my paper to keep stock enough to ia 
cannot keep a permanent timber lot} consume what is raised, and I believe ie 
and have it pastured. this to be an important matter. t 

Mr. Nordman—That is true, as ex- Mr. Scott—Do you get very much i: 

perience in older sections of the coun-| pasture out of the land that has not ai 
try goes toshow. If you wish a| been brusned. th 
batch of timber to thrive, fence your Mr. Nordman—Very little good pas- | 

stock away from it. If you wish to| ture, except during the months of May M4 

kill the timber, fence . your stock in| and June, when the leaves are young if 
with it and you will accomplish the} and tender. During the balance of Ve 

purpose. the summer, the wild feed is too tough | 
Mr. Imrie—You simply have the] to be relished by the stock and tame i 

fields which you cultivate fenced and| feed does not grow because of the 

tke cattle run at large. thick brush. if 

Mr. Nordman—Our cows have a per-| The Chairman—Then for the first ie 
manent pasture. The young stock|few years, the farmer could not keep j 

and the sheep could run at large if | much stock? i 
they choose, but they have sufficient Mr. Nordman—He can keep all the in 
pasture made as I have adready indi-| stock he can raise feed for, because if i 

cated on our own land outside of the | he keeps the most of his clearing in ii 

cultivated fields, so they hardly ever| meadow, as he ought to, he can turn i 

leave, and when they do wander off| his cattle in on this a part of every ; 

for a few days they soon find their} day after the leaves get tough and the : 

way back again. grass is cut. i 

A Member—Is it profitable to raise Mr. Scott—I think Mr. Arnold is in Ey 

angora goats to put on land that is] error regarding the amount of stock 

cleared to keep the brush down? kept in northern Wisconsin. I think ; 

Mr. Nordman—I think it is, if yourf there is a great deal kept there; ac- 

goats do not cost you too much, and] cording to the facilities they have, ; 
if your fences are good. rather too much than too little. The ; 

Mr. Goodrich—Can’t you get any in-| difficulty is to get them through the n 
come from those goats besides the| winter; in fact all of the hay and Z 
work that they do in clearing the] grain we grow there is fed to stock. a 
land? Mr. Nordman—It is a fact that. ‘ 

Mr. Nordman—You can get about} many farmers in the northern part of 
the same as you can from sheep and] the state, as elsewhere, keep more , 

where the brush is short I think they} stock than they have feed for. Where 
do quite as well at killing it as the] this is the case, farmers do not of 
goats. course get nearly as much profit cut 

Capt. Arnold—Sheep can’t climb] of the feed they raise as they would 
and goats will. if they feed it to just the amount of 

Mr. Nordman—Goats destroy larger} stock it would keep in a thrifty con- 
brush than sheep. dition. . 

Capt. Arnold—It seems to me that] Capt. Arnold—I believe there fs lots i 
tne farmers in northern Wisconsin | of time wasted in working land before . 
are making a mistake in not keeping] it can be put in condition with a rea- i 
enough stock. If you had sufficient} sonable amount of labor. Land can | 

stock to utilize this sixty acres, you} be made to yield good pasture for 

ought to have feed enowgh on yourysheep by simply throwing on grass { 
own farm to stock it to its capacity] seed after the brush and trees have Mi 

and no more. been taken off. It seems to me the t 

f 
'
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early settler should turn his attention ; thus in a short time make it available 
more, for the first few years, to get-| for raising crops without too much ex- 
ting this land into pasture, depending | pense. 

on the grass to rot the stumps and 

CLOVERS. 

Supt. GEO. McKERROW, Madison, Wis. 

The clovers are really the most im-) Conditions Most Favorable for Clover 
portant plants that we can grow upon Growing. 

noel Ser a — * Now, clovers are adapted in their 
rofit Baa leave the soil better than it different forms to different systems of 
es it farming and to different kinds of soil, 

The clover plant is the nitrogen the alsike clover being especially 
gatherer; the microbes or germs, or adapted to low land soils lacking drain- 

maybe I had better say the bacilli in | 98° os pome crrent, i socme to (hates the nodules of the roots are partly best, in this state at least, where soils 
what give value to the clover plant. are a little too moist for other kinds 
They take nitrogen from the air in the of clover. White clover is of much 

soil and feed it into the clover plant, | te same nature. 
building up nitrogenous food stuff and The medium red clover is a dry land 
building up in the roots, and especial- plant, not flourishing well on low land, 
ly in the crowns of these roots, a but flourishing quite well on hard clay 
great amount of nitrogen that is very | lS. on sandy loams, and even on 
valuable as a fertilizer, because people | S*24Y soils, when it gets a start. 
who are obliged to buy commercial] Mammoth clover is probably the fertilizer are now paying about six- best of the clovers for very poor and 
teen cents a pound for it. very light soils, making more rapid 

The clover plant also has the ability 27OWth. being able to stand droughts 
of going deep for its food stuff, for the | 224 dry weather and to get a foothold potash, the phosphoric acid, the min- iu a dry season, but not as well adapt- 
eral matters, the ash, that it stores up |©4 to making hay when grown upon in its body for the growing of bone in fairly rich soil, because it grows too 

your live stock. rank. 
Again, clover is a drainage plant, Sweet clover we will not speak 

because it runs its roots deep info the of, although it has utility as a fertil- 
hard subsoil, making an opening for | ‘ing plant. 
the water to get through, and those 
roots in that way add fertility and , Alfalfa. 
add porosity to the soil below. Alfalfa is a plant that we have not 

Clover helps to make poor land rich, | known very much about in Wisconsin 
and when properly handled, helps to | wntil within a few years, and even 
make poor men rich, therefore, we say | then only in a few sections and by 2 
it is a good crop. few farmers. Alfalfa, I believe, is
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one of the plants that has come into| thirds by measure or weight of the me- i 
Wisconsin to stay, and as our farmers | dium red and onethird alsike. In i 

know more about it they will care | some cases I prefer to put in only one- i 

more for it. It is a deep, strong root-| quarter alsike. You will understand | 
ing plant, bringing very much of fertil-| the alsike seed is much smaller in size { 
ity to the soil, going deeper than any | than the red clover, therefore, when } 

other of this family to gather up fertil-;your crop grows you will see much iy 
ity. I have a friend in the Platte | more alsike in proportion to the weight i f 

Valley in Nebraska who says it goes| of the seed that you have sown. {I i 

twenty-two feet to the water level| like to combine the two, because it if 
through the soil of that valley. 1] grows a finer pasture, and a finer hay, i 
don’t vouch for that story, but I heard | the alsike being very fine clover; be- He 
a bigger one from a gentleman from | Sides, if sown alone, it has a weak ij 
Michigan, who took part in an alfalfa| Stem and falls down, while if sown i 
discussion in a Farmers’ Institute in} @™mong medium red, it grows up and oy 
the northeastern part of this state.| Carries its blossoms up high, is easier Ht 
He said he knew of alfalfa plants| cured than if it is alone, and is a bet- I 
where the roots had gone down a hun-| ter food, the stems or both being eaten 13 

dred and fifty-three feet, but this is a| UP cleaner, because they are finer in ‘ 
Michigan story and I won’t vouch for | this combination. i 
it. However, it certainly is a deep In the use of clover in a three years i 

rooting plant, but I think it would take | rotation, I want to use clear clover. 4h 
several years to go down a hundred| In using it in a four years rotation, 
and fifty-three feet. Therefore when/| where we wish to pasture the clover + 
you sow alfalfa, you should sow on a| the third year, I prefer to have a little fi 
piece of ground where you expect it to| timothy to fill up the blank spaces 4 
remain at least five years or more. when the clovers kill out, as they will t 

the second winter more or less, then ; 
Clovers Valuable as Food for Stock. — have iP timothy there to fill in, | 

giving you a fairiy good pasture for the i 

en Tica an an ey esate er] ocean eae of the vtation, ofthe 
the fertility they bring to the soll, they| jvm """ °F ‘he life of this clover q 
are also especially valuable for the : ; 
good food they give your stock. They In sowing alfalfa, you must sow it \ 
belong to that class of food values} 2/0n¢ Without any mixture with clovers ti 
known as protcin foods, or muscle or other grasses, if you would have it i 

making foods; they are full of ash, and remain with you for a period of time. | 
therefore will build the bone of your ¥ =— oe ea . a corey’ 
young growing animals very rapidly,| P©C® Of Sround, ee } 
and at the same time give your dairy possible, free from white clover seed, ; 

cows plepty of ash to put into the milk or other grass seed. That is, it should 
for a balanceé food for a young and bea clean piece of ground that ‘has | growing animal. been cultivated for two or three years H 

until the weeds and these other grasses H 

: are all cleaned out. If the land is not 4 

How to Grow Clover. clean, or it runs naturally to white i 
The classes of clover that we can} clover and other grasses, it will only 4 

grow in Wisconsin cover alt that 1} be three or four years till they grow t 
have named. For me, in a three years| in there and damage your alfalfa crop it 
rotation when growing clover, I prefer] very much. F 
a mixture of the medium red and al- In sowing alsike clover alone, I pre ib 
sike on an average soil, about two | fer to sow about six pounds to the acre. |
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In this mixture of alsike and red clo- crop, and next to that a mixture of ver, I prefer to sow at least eight | wheat and oats, at least one-third be- pounds to the acre. In mammoth red,| ing wheat, and it would be better to I prefer to sow from ten to twelve! have it one-half wheat, but, as a rule, pounds to the acre, so that it may be} we cannot depend, in most portions of pretty thick, and therefore not grow} Wisconsin, upon a sure clover crop quite so rank, and thus make a finer that we sow with a nurse crop that hay than it otherwise would. In Sow-} we are going to allow to ripen, and, ing alfalfa, I like to sow twenty pounds | therefore, I would recommend that we to the acre. Some advise thirty | sow it with beardless barley, or some- pounds, and some go as low as fifteen, | thing we are going to cut off for hay. but in our experience we have had In sowing alfalfa, you sow alone on better satisfaction in sowing about! clean soil, because we expect to have twenty pounds to the acre as early in| made this soil Pretty clean by cultiva- the spring as it can be sown; in fact,| tion, possibly by the growing of a crop all clovers should be sown just as | of sugar beets on it and getting all early in the spring as you can sow| the weeds out of the way. Harrow as them. early as it will work in the spring; With the common clovers, I prefer | sow twenty pounds of alfalfa seed to to sow a nurse crop, like the beardless | the acre, and watch it grow. When it barley, and then cut it off for hay when! is up, two, three, four or six inches it gets to the dough stage. With us | hieh, if you see the leaves turning yel- the weeds will grow and I would rather | low from rust, put your mower on and have a crop of beardless barley to mow| cut it down close, let it grow again, down, because it will be ready to mow|@Nd when you see it start to rust for hay just as early in the season as | again, put your mower on and mow it your crop of weeds, and you will get| off again. Do that three, four or five something for your labor and help to] times, if necessary, although three or keep the weeds down. If I were grow-| four times are usually sufficient the ing a nurse crop to mature, I would| first season. prefer winter wheat, Because it does| If you grow beardless barley asa . not grow as strong as rye, not covering; Nurse crop, mow that when it is com- and shading the ground as much, and/| ing into the dough stage, and make it not carrying such a rank crop of| into hay, after that whenever you see straw, and not taking so much| Your alfalfa rusting, mow it down, and moisture from the soil in a dry | leave it on the ground as a mulch. season. In clay soils, clover seed eee. may be sown in the spring be- 
fore the final freezing ‘and thaw- DISCUSSION. ing, and in that way will become| A Member—What do you think imbedded enough in the clay soil about raising clover for seed? to get a start, but in case your soil Supt. McKerrow—When you have a is light, I would prefer to wait un-| good crop of clover blossoming well til the soil is dry enough to harrow, | it will bay to leave it for seed, if you then as soon as it is dry enough to har-| haven’t any use for it for feeding. A Tow, sow this clover seed, then harrow. good crop of seed clover is a very pay- On some classes of soils, this works ing crop. A good many seasons it very well, but where you sow with &/ doesn’t seed well, and if you find it is grain crop, then I would say SOW as|not seeding well, then you can cut it early in the spring as the soil will] for hay, or turn your stock on and work, and next to the beardless bar. feed it off. 
ley crop, I would take the spring wheat A Member—I sowed some alfalfa
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with barley and got a very good stand.; fa. Sweet clover grows allover this ¥ 

Supt. McKerrow—How many are} country, so I am inclined to think it is A 

there in this audience who have tried! safe to say that where sweet clover a 
alfalfa? I see quite a number of hands,| will grow alfalfa will grow. i 

a@ good showing. A Member—Did you have any y 
A Member—I had alfalfa long ago; | trouble with common white clover i 

T mowed it one year for hay and liked ; crowding it out the first year? 

it first rate, but it winter killed the Supt. McKerrow—Yes; last season { 

next winter. was a very wet season and we sowed i 
Supt. McKerrow—As a rule, we ex-|one ten-acre field. Our soil is very {2 

pect alfalfa to grow stronger from the! full of white clover and blue grass, be- i 

first year on to the third or fourth| cause we have had continued rotation Ht 
year. for a great many years, and have en- i 

A Member—I cut it three times the| couraged the white clover and blue 4 
first year. The last crop was up] grass, and last season, during that wet (7 

eighteen inches, and I thought I would| time, we sowed a ten-acre field, and ‘i 

not cut it, I would leave it for the cov-| got a grand, good catch of alfalfa, but ‘ 
ering, but it died. late last summer the white clover was 13 

A Member—I cut my first crop, and| a great deal thicker than the alfalfa 

the second crop I soiled last year. I| It has crowded the alfalfa in some i 

‘don’t know yet how it has wintered. places on our farm so much that we + 

Mr. McCormick—What is the value} have had to plow it up the fourth or { 

of alfalfa as against the other clovers| fifth year. } 

as a fertilizer? Mr. Goodrich—Will not heavy seed- } 
Supt. McKerrow—Alfalfa is richer| ing help to keep the alfalfa in and i 

as a fertilizer, perhaps, because it is| the white clover out? if 

richer in protein or nitrogen, there} sunt McKerrow—I rather think not. f 
fore, its roots are more valuable. It} one of our pieces had thirty pounds 4 

is hae a rsa ee to the acre and while it was thicker i 
as a thacatrote-minkee bation hav tian there at first apparently, yet the white Hy 

the clovers. because it is richer as to Seren eee ve Seat ee eat feu and | grea It ie) eo hae tients wen the alfalfa looked just as thin there as mt 
cannons: inside) will tale the place’ of it did elsewhere. The reason I don’t Li 
Scan kiwaeecut carly when you are like to sow thirty pounds of alfalfa to i 
eatine focthay. cat tt when the tine. the acre is this, I have found that the 4 

. Y bigger the root the better, and if I sow ey 

roms first appear, say, when one-tenth | i: 55 thick the roots will be smaller, i 
eure Seer out. mn they don’t get to be as big and strong 
at ence of iliten aa ts tus ances plants so early in life, and have not 

ty f h miter tha Gantoriolonteal fam given me as good satisfaction. Twen- ~« ; 

oe ee eee ty pounds to the acre makes it pretty 
ment in the soil. thick. 

Supt. McKerrow—It has grown on 
our farm without the introduction ot| _4 Member—Did you ever plow any i 
any special bacteria. Down in Illinois, | f that? i 
they are sending out inoculated soil by| Supt. McKerrow—No, I didn’t. I got 
the bucketful and barrelful to be put} the plow good and sharp, told our best | a 
upon the fields. I understand the|man to take the heaviest team that } 
scientists have determined that the| weighed about 3,400 pounds, and plow , 
bacteria that promotes the growth of| that alfalfa, then I went away from | 
the sweet clover is the same bacterla| home, and when I came back he sa‘d i 
that promotes the growth of the alfal-| it was a pretty tough job. I asked him 

ij 
f
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if he swore, and he’said, no, but he want to ask Mr. McKerrow, are there thought some bad things. any different varieties of alfalfa? A Member—Can you kill sweet clo- Supt. McKerrow—Yes, we know of ver by plowing? just two varieties; there is what we Supt. McKerrow—Yes, by plowing or | call the “common” alfalfa and the by mowing, if you mow it at the right | “Turkestan” alfalfa. 
time. 

The Chairman—Can you tell them The Member—I have tried mowing | apart? 
it every two or three weeks for two or Supt. McKerrow—I don’t know. I three years and can’t kill it. talked with the experts down in Wash- Mr. Goodrich--Is sweet clover a Per-/ ington and they told me they couldn’t ennial, a biennial, or annual? get all the Turkestan seed they wanted Supt. McKerrow—An annual, I be- in the department, and the seedsmen lieve. 

told me that the Turkestan has been Mr. Goodrich—That is what I under-| easier to get this last year than in stand. Then it will die of itself. other years. 
What time would you cut it to kill it, Mr. Convey—The kind of alfalfa Mr. McKerrow: grown in Minnesota is what they calt Supt. McKerrow—Just when it is the “Grimm” alfalfa, it was discovered coming into blossom, before any seed | some years ago. < is formed. I will tell you what we Mr. Goodrich—I have seen two have done. We had some gef into| kinds of alfalfa growing side by side, the fields and it was growing very] and if there is any Turkestan alfalfa rank, so we herded our sheep on it,| ip the country one of them must have they ate it off before it got any seeds| heen it, because it was gotten direct en it, and it has never reappeared. from Washington, but I can’t tell any- Mr. Philips—Two years ago I had a| difference in the looks of it, and I chance to investigate alfalfa a little haven’t seen anybody that can tell up in Minnesota. I made my head-| the difference, but the parties growing quarters on a farm where a man had | it told me that the Turkestan seed had eighty acres, and he had had a piece made a little better stand. It made of that land in alfalfa twenty-two | six tons of hay to the acre in four cut- years, and that is as far north as St. tings two years ago last summer, the Paul. I think there is a secret in very hottest, driest season we ever growing alfalfa successfully. In mov- had in southern Wisconsin. It ing from one farm to another, I saw yielded more that year than it did alfalfa growing along the highway, the the year betore and more than it has same as sweet clover does down in “any year since. It seems to me to be Walworth county. The people up|a dry weather plant, dry weather there say it was seed brought over makes it better than moist, cool from the old country a great many | weather. 

years ago. [ think the secret of their A Member—What is the clover that success up there is that they have got the seedsmen send out as Wisconsin that alfalfa seed in at an early date] ajsike? 
and they have kept sowing it continu- Supt. McKerrow—Wisconsin has ously until it has become acclimated, | heen growing alsike for a great many as corn is here; it grows better each Years, it is probably Wisconsin seed. year; the roots are large and strong. | We thing a good deal of it is mixed That was down near Minnetonka. | with red clover.
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CORN JUDGING. 

Prof. R. A. MOORE, Madison, Wis. . 

not only used as a food, but was held 

in reverence by the Indians of South | 

America, who buried quantities of 

corn with their friends who had pass- 
ed away. 

5 co The French explorers in the early . 
A a | | days on ascending the St. Lawrence 

> eet Z river in and about where Montreal 
& mows now stands, found that corn was ) 
ae sgrown there by the Indians. The 

Oe ee New England colonists also found 
that natives grew corn as a food and 

fa learned the preparation of several 

= a dishes of corn, such as samp, hominy, 

. | succotash, ete. 
Be It seems quite probable that corn 

’ originated in Mexico or Central Amer- 
ica from a native plant known as ; 

teosinte. The corn plant readily ac- i 

| | justs itself to environments, changing . 
its form and habits of growth to suit i 

| the soil and climatic conditions where 
grown. Under the primitive culture ‘ 

—— ot the various tribes in America, very i 

Prof. Moore. uttle if any improvement was made, 

the corn was very poor at the Dest. i 
No one great agricultural product] {t remained for the intelligent farm- 

has so sadly been neglected in Wis-+ers of the Ugited States to note its 
consin as corn and we hope by sys-] possibilities and to bring this great 
tematic breeding to be able in a fewf plant to the attention of the entire 
years to establish varieties jin various, world. | 
sections of the state that will far sur- i ze 
pass in yield of corn and forage those The Different Families or Breeds of 

varieties now grown. Corn. 

There are several families of corn, 

Early History. each having many varieties. Among 
Corn is a native of America and was| the breeds we may note the antiquat- 

first seen by Europeans at the time of| ed pod corn, the Peruvian soft corn, 
the discovery of the islands off the} the sweet corn, the popcorn, the flint 
main coast of America by Columbus.| and the dent corn. 
The natives grew corn and used the Some special farmers have devoted 
same for food. Later when Mexico| considerable time and attention to 
and Peru were conquered by the Span-| growing popcorn and by securing 
iards, corn was found to be one of the| proper markets have been able to 
principal crops of the natives. It was| make considerable money. The mar-
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ket gardener has in like manner been| find that all cereal crops produced in 
able to grow sweet corn for the supply | 1902 were valued at $1,840,000,000. 
of city trade. Some flint corn is} The corn alone was valued at $1,017,- 
grown in northern latitudes also, put| 000,000. Thus we see that the corn 
the corn that attracts our attenfion at} crop amounts to approximately 60 per 
the present time and commands the| cent of the valuation of all cereals 
consideration of the entire world is the| grown. In other words, the value of 
great American dent corn. the corn crop exceeds the value by 10 
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Types of Good Ears. Photo from lowa Exp. Station. 

Importance of the Corn Crop. per cent of wheat, oats, rye, peas, rice, 
Let us take in comparison for a ee Nees: 

moment the cereal crops of the United aie ee re Ww Sega ie Si ee 
States. We find that, according to = ing Sn eee shearer oe the Year Book of 1902, the cereal acre- | perfecting this most wonderful plant. 
age of the United States for that year Se - was 176,000,000, and of that nuiber'| Corn Investigations in Other States. 
of acres 94,000,000 acres were into| Illinois has been the state to take 
corn. In comparing valuations we | the lead in scientific corn improvement 

iii
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and we owe much to our sister state) varieties have been selected because of 
for the great good she has accom-| their fixed characteristics, made prom- 

plished. Illinois started the improve-|inent by many years of careful selec- 

ment of her corn crop several years] tion. 

ago, and during the past five years the] The Leaming corn has been grown ' 
legislature has appropriated $10,000 an-| without a cross for seventy-eight years 
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Good and poor tips. The two ears in the center 2 and 3 have what we 
cons'der fairly good tips. The ears on right and left, 1 and 4, are very 

poor tips. Photo from lowa Exp. Station. 

nually for the study of the corn plant. ,and Ried’s Yellow dent for fifty-seven 
Through the cooperation of corn | years, hence their stable character- 

breeders, seven standard varieties of | istics. ( 
corn have been established, viz., the| Through a series of careful experi- 
Ried’s Yellow Dent, the Leaming, the | ments, the Illinois Experiment Station \, 
Golden Eagle and Riley’s Favorite, of|has demonstrated that the yield of 
the yellow varieties, and Boone Co.! corn cannot only be increased by the 
White, Iowa Silver Mine, and White | selection of seed, but the quality can 
Superior of the white varieties. These |be materially bettered as well. 

a
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The live stock breeders are inter- ; percentage of the constituents of field 
ested in a corn of the highest feeding| corn is as follows: 
value. To increase the value of corn| PAPOR coca y soins sana: OL 
from the feeder’s standpoint, we WEE sc esicccesien: wo Mae 
should increase the protein and oil | PORE gcse aisccacass UES 
content, as these are the elements of | CUE ccs coScteneece mess ES 
the most value in corn. This im- | BIGCl noone ccwesenue = Se 
provement can readily be accom-| PR cssreraeces secences tae 
plished by the grower in selecting | — 
seed that is high in protein and oil. | . 100. 
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Variation in Size of Kernels Undesirable in Seed Corn. Photo from lowa 

Exp. Station. 

One need not be a chemist to do this, Of the above, we need only consider 
the average farmer, after receiving a the starch, protein and oil. 
few suggestions, with no apparatus There is very little variation in the 
except a jackknife, can make the nec- | chemical constituents of kernels of the 
essary determinations. ;Same ear, but a wide var‘ation in the 
From many thousand analyses made ; kernels of differeat ears. 

by the Chicago Glucose factory, the! For all practical purposes, we may
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consider one kernel a fair index of the ing a high-grade feeding corn, we have 
quality of the entire ear. | but to select for seed ears the kernels 

Eighty-five per cent of all oil fuund | of which show large germs and a rela- 
in the entire kernel is found in the) tive large amcunt of horny matter. In 
germ, hence we have but to select zap | ear that is very high ia protein only 
large germs to secure ears the kernels|a moderate amount of the white 
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Scrub Ears and Nubkins. Photo from lowa Exp. Station. 

ot which are high in oil content. Se-, rchy matter is noticeable and this 
lecting for protein is a little more dif | nearly all found in the crown. 
ficult and we find it necessary to dis- When we consider that one bushel 
sect the kernel. This can be done by ,of corn will plaat about six acres and 
cutting from tip to crown with a sharp we realize the great change that can 
knife. The larger part of the protein!be brought about by intelligent selec- 
is found in the hard, horny portion tion of the seed, we will then feel that 
which constitutes the shell, as we may ,our time is not misspent if we devote 
term it, of the kernel, a goodly supply several hours to the selection of a 
is also found in the germ. For grow- single bushel cf seed. 

5
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The Importance of Having Seed Cornyvariety of corn and practicing rigid 
in the Ear. selection of seed ears. It seems ad- 

Save ear corn and not shelled corn|Visable for the farmer to have a por- 
for seed and shortly before planting | tion of the corn field for his seed patch. 

make the selection of ears for high oil |This may Le one or several acres, but 
and high protein content. One kernel |Must be that portion where extra care 
at least should be saved from each |has been exercised in the selection of 
ear to test the degree of germination. |the seed. From time to time during 
The kernels saved should be put into |the growing period, the farmer should 
simple plate-testers that are provided |Carefully study the plants of this por- 
with cotton flannel pads. These pads | tion of the field, remove or detassel the 
should be moistened and the kernels | barren stalks, and note the uniform- 
placed between the pads. The tester | ity of stand and character of the plants 
should then be put in a place at the|in general. At the time the husks 
ordinary room temperature, 70 de-| begin to turn yellow, if the farmer 
grees F. After three days the corn] Will occasionally go through his seed 
should show signs of germination. At} Patch, and by tying a string around 
the cxpiraticn of the sixth day all | each ear he desires, he can select ears 
good seed suould have germinated. of early maturity and at the same time 

The testing of seed corn is very im-|study the character of the stalk and 
portant and no farmer should plant|mark ears only that grow upon vigor- 
seed of dcubtful germinating quality,|ous stalks with medium shanks and 

Goed seed should give a test of ninety- {having other desirable characteristics. 

lve per cent or above and show vigor- | He may desire to grow a good fodder 
ous germination. When purchasing|corn, as well as a grain producing 
seed corn, the farmer should insist on corn, hence should pay considerable at- 
its be‘ng shipped in the ear. It may| tention to the leafiness of the plant. 
be difficult to get it from our seedsmen | Some farmers make a mistake by g9o- 
at this time, but they must be educated !ing into the field and picking the early 
to the fact that the scoop-shove) | cars and retaining them for seed. The 

method of selecting seed corn is not ‘ear should merely be marked and then 

the method desired by farmers. Prac-; left until fully ripened. It can then be 
tically all the seed corn will soon be} distinguished from the other ears by 
put on the market in the ear, as the|the string previously tied to it. By 
time has arrived when the corn grow-|selecting each year from our seed 
ers will insist on having their seed patch cne or two hundred ears ia this 

corn shipped in this way. manner, supplemented by the test for 
‘ uniformity and high oil and protein 

Improvement in the Corn Crop. content, we will have valuable corn for 
The greatect immediate improve-|our seed patch the following year. The 

ment in the corn crop will probably be| corn for the general crop should be al- 
brought about by grading up promis-| so selected from that portion of the 
ing varieties already grown within our| field that has been planted with this 
state. By testing other varieties that| carefully selected seed, but we do not 
seem especially adapted to our soil and|need to spend as much time on the 
climate, we may secure some standard| selection of that seed as on that which 
varieties that will be of great value} we desire to plant for our special seed 
to our farmers a few years hence. patch. 

The greatest advancement in corn 

growing in other states has been Curing Seed Corn. 
brought about by the individual farm-| Proper attention should be given 

er planting from year to year the same|to curing seed corn, for if not cured
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properly all the time and attention jured by freezing. It is only when corn 
paid to proper cultivation and selection|has an over abundance of moisture 
would be of little value. A very con-/that it is severely injured in the crib 
venient place is often in the upper|or elsewhere by hard freezing weather. 
part of the corn crib, where it can » Ee. 
piled up in tiers on boards or strung Planting Corn. 
on wires or cord. Wherever placed, it| Where the desire is to get the larg- 
must have free circulation of air inj est yield of grain, corn should be 
order to cure properly. A small amount}checked rowed at the usual distance " 
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Farmers’ Corn Judging Class at the Wisconsin College of Agriculture. 

of corn placed in a large room where,apart for which the corn planter is ad- 
there is not constant circulation of air} justed (forty-two inches). The aim 
will soon be ruined as seed corn. should then be to get the same num- 

Where a large amount of seed corn|ber of kernels in each hill. Three is 
is to be cured annually, corn racks] the desired number and our seed corn 
should be arranged in some building in|should be selected for uniformity of 
which there can be had free circulation|kernels. The planter should then be 
of air. A stove in which to build a/tested until we have the proper plate 
tire for a few times to aid in the dry-| that will drop the desired number of 
ing out of the corn is very essential.| kernels. Much depends on the uni- 
A shield of tin or sheet iron should|formity of stand, consequently the 
be placed around the stove, so that} farmer is amply repaid for energy ex- 
the corn near by will not receive too| pended in that direction. In selecting 
much direct heat. the seed, reject the butt and tip ker- 

After corn is properly cured, there| nels, as they are not the same size as 
is very little danger of it being in-| tne other kernels and require a longer
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period for germination. They are, eight years of pure breeding, without 
also more liable to be cross bred than | a cross, except accidentally perhaps by 
tne kernels on the body of the ear. the blowing of the pollen from adjoin- 

The corn work at tlie College of Ag-| ing fields. This is an excellent variety 
riculture has for its object the gpd corn and gives a yield on Funk 
ing of farmers in the study of this! Brothers’ farm of seventy-five to one 
important plant from various stand-! hundred bushels per acre. - 
points. We feel that by becoming} Supt. McKerrow—What corn would 
acquainted with the importance of the) you recommend for the soil surround- 
plant and the rare possfbilities of jing Kaukauna, a pretty heavy clay soil 
rapid improvement, that the corn area| rather moist and cool, not a very rapid 
can be greatly widened and many | growing soil? 
farmiers materially benefited thereby. Prof. Moore—Up to the present time, 

By learning systematic corn judg-| Wisconsin has no standard varieties of 
ing, the farmer is able to select intelli-|corn. We are putting forth every ef- 
gently the ears of corn that contain | fort to determine those varieties which 
the essential characteristics for pro-| will be of the most possible advantage 
ducing the best possible crop, quantity |io the farmers of our state. We may 
and quality considered. This knowl-|for a few years have to content our- 
edge, supplemented by other facts, will|selyes in some portions of the state 
make the growing of corn one of the|with the Flint corn until! we can get 
very interesting and profitable lines of | some varieties of Dent that are sufii- 
agriculture followed by the farmers of|cientiy early to do well in this local. 
our commonwealth. ity. At St. Paul Prof. Hayes has a 

corn known as Minnesota 13. I show 
you @ sample here, and you can see 

DISCUSSION. that it is a compact car, having from 
A Member—Which of these seven| sixteen to eighteen rows, “aad has a 

varieties that you have named is con-|nice stalk. If you will practice seed 
sidered early? S selection of the variety you are now 

Prof. Moore—Riley’s Favorite is| growing for five or six years, you will 
considered quite early; Riley’s Favor-| develop your own variety. They did 
ite, Ried’s Yellow Dent, and the|it up at St. Paul, and there is no rea- 
Leaming have all been grown in}son why we cannot do equally as well. 

southern Wisconsin. I look forward with a great deal of 
Question—Do you think any of those | pleasure to the improvement of corn 

varieties you have named would be/in our state, because we have a class 
suitable for this locality? of farmers that take better care of 

Prof. Moore—I don’t think so. 1 fet corn crop than in any of the so- 
have here a couple of samples of Illi-| called corn growing states. The farm- 
nois corn, which they consider the very | ers of Illinois and Iowa do not pay the 
best varieties of the yellow corn. This| careful attention to the corn crop that 
is Ried’s Yellow Dent, which has had we do in Wisconsin, as far as taking 
fifty-eight years of pure breeding, with-| care of it is concerned. The farm- 
out across. Note the cylindrical ear; | ers of Wisconsin have been depend- 
note the depth of the kernel. This;enmt upon the seedsmen for their 
has matured in nearly all portions of; seed supply and have had sent 
the state of Illinois and, where given;them from year to year south- 
special advantages, did fairly well at| erh varieties of corn which are 
the Wisconsin Experiment Station.|not able to mature. It will not be 

The other I have not as yet tried, it is sa ‘we can grow our own seed that 

called the Leaming, which has seventy-| we can look for rapid improvement in
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the development of good, choice varie-| it is not betfer than the Minnesota i 
ties of corn that will mature in the|corn. I think there is a greater pro- # 
counties where we wish to grow it.| portion of corn to the cob, I tried some Hf 
You notice one point about our corn./ of this and found it went eighty-seven f t 
This corn (holding up sample) is rap-| per cent to the cob. This was grown i 
idly turning into Flint. You see the} by J. D. Clark, a former agricultural \§ 
wide furrows in there and I think we} student. : i 
would find that the kernel would not} The Chairman—1 think you will find i 

be as deep as in the Minnesota corn. |in many sections corn that has been i 
The Chairman—Is it not true that|srown a great many years in some Jo- i 

eorn grown on these clay soils grows — oe may not haye given i 
or more flinty? it any particular name. i 

“a eee Prof. Moore—In order to get a line ih 
A Member—I have found that to be|on Wisconsin corn, I sent out circulars th 

so. After two or three years it always| and letters to all those coming in to i 
gets more flinty. the College of Agriculture as second i 

Prof. Moore—Our Dent corn wili|Year students, and all those coming in i 

turn into Flint corn by growing it ce Sp ao Badin se en to 4 
north and our Flint cora will turn into pce ee, See oe i 
Dent by carrying it south. That can} “*™ . } 
be Bohne in a measure by selecting county in Wisconsin, and I ae itisa i 

seed and I think that we can select a|tand thing, because — al ne with i 
Dent corn that will hold to its origi- ae pop get a line - oon ; 

fond ohh nip op eho pare cag | 
es = = these in naa ibaa of the i 

grow it to maturity, because it will not| State. We have this year three or i 
mature and it will begin to revert four hundred members of the Experi- i 
back. : ment Seen Boag are ove to k 

. : grow these varieties of corn, and we i 
Mr. Imrie—I don't like to differ with hope within a short time to be able to 

the” Beeson Put we) Bevo sown help the farmers of the state of Wis- ¥ corn called Amber Dent for seventeen Sesisin- tp’ eet cocd nocd oan i 
years, and I think it is as good a Dent | ‘ Me ao ace iahaaal > i 
as when we got it first. But as you say | take that from the south? Don’t you ala 
in pieking the Fliat corn, it would grow ‘bank bias uaa eae shiek eats i 

oon i eis cals eee ot oes or even in northern Wiseonstn, would 
si : ‘ be all right here? We have got a i 
The Chairman—Is that a clay soll? | pretty good corn state, but, as the f 
Mr. Imrie—Yes, it is this clay loam. | sontieman says, I think the fault is a | 
Mr, Nordman—I. think im MY.!oooq deal in not planting our own | 

Tinrie’s locality, they Rave as £00d)-o0q. Yon send even to Iowa, select \ acorn country as they have down at your seed carefully, or to St. Paul, ft 
Milwaukee. He lives out where the and vou will get seed corn in pretty 

climate is adapted ta growing corn, nearly the same condition. 
Prof. Moore—I do nat wish to convey} prof. Moore—t will tell you what | the idea that we cannot grow good was done with the Minnesota 12. Funk 

corn in Wisconsin, because I know We/ Brothers thought bv taking this Min- 
can, Here I have a sample of corn|nesota 13 down to Bloomington, they 1G 
grown in Wisconsin, practically pure|eoylq develop a corn that would sur- 
bred for twenty-eight years, grown in| pags the corn that was growing there. 
Walworth county. That is a beautiful!y hag the pleasure of visiting the Funk 
ear of corn, it compares favorably, if! Brothers’ great corn breeding farms 

IH 
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last fall and among other things they right in our own locality and not with 

showed me this Minnesota 13 corn. I| corn the seed of which has been 
spent a half hour in getting a good| grown hundreds o1 miles away. 

sample, and this is what I got, it is A MemLer—I sent dowa to Milwau- 

just a respectable nubbin. I got that|kee for a bushel of seed a year ago, 

in Iilincis, grown on Funk Brothers’!and I didn’t get much corn. I will 

secd farm. It is evident that north-| nct name the seed firm I got it from, 

ern corn deteriorates when it is taken | because there might have been some 

south as much as southern corn taken| kind of a mistake. 
north. Prof. Moore—The seedsmen are not 

A Member—Don’t you think if the| entirely to blame, they cannot get good 

farmer selects his own corn, taking it|seed corn, they will be able to get it 

in the right time, he could grow pretty | in the next five or six years. They 

good seed corn here? are probably sending the best they 

Prof. Moore—I think he will be more} have. 
apt to get a good corn by going either; A Member—Wouldn’t it be a good 
east or west than looking for seed that thing to go to work on a farm and try 

has been grown north or south, but | to raise seed corn and do it as_ those 
I look for the greatest improvement] men did in Jowa and Minnesota? 

with corn grown in our own eee) Prof. Moore—I expect to grow thirty 

supplemented by years of careful|acres of it the coming year and many 

selection. We are going to get the|members of the Experiment Assoc‘a- 

most imprevement from corn grown] tion will grow several acres each. 

CURING MEATS. 

THOS. CONVEY, Ridgeway, Wis. 

There are a great many farmers who jand worrying the animals get, the bet- 

find it difficult to cure a supply of meat/}ter results. They should not be stuck 
for summer use. It is a very simple| tco deep, as the blood will settle inside 
matter to have a supply of cured pork|in that case. Good bleeding and per- 

at all times of the year. We cure and | fect cleaning are absolutely neces- 

sell some every year, when prices are! sary to secure best results. 

at their best, during midsummer | In curing, meat must be cooled 

months. We prefer éry salting, when | thoroughly before packing, and this is 

done during cool weather. It will| best done by hanging from one to two 
not do for warm weather, as brine | days where it will cool without freez- 
salting would ve tne best in that case,|ing. Hams are most difficult to cool; 

and it is doubtful if it can be kept in| many cases of spoiled hams are due to 

good condition then in farm curing. | imperfect cooling. The animal heat 

. . . . | must be taken out. I may be mis- 

Some Essential Condit'ons in Curing taken, but I think freezing injures the 
Meat. ;meat. All bloody parts should be cut 

There are some conditions 1 con- | from the carcass and go with the scrap 
sider indisputable in curing meat.)meat. In cutting up the carcass, care 
First, hogs should be bled right; they|should be taken to saw rather than 
should not be chased around the pen|chop and splinter bones. I believe a 
before sticking. The less excitement|better job can te done by cutting
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through the ribs on both sides of cote contact with. For this reason, it 
backbone from the inside, and on the| does not do to store it where it will 
outside make a_ single cut through | take up odors from a vegetable cel- 

meat on center line of back; in this lar, or where it will come in contact 
way the backbone may be removed | with an off-flavored Larrel. 

without difficulty and more lean meat | The second day, the meat may Le 

be left on the sides. All cuts should |salted. Use sufficient to cover the 
be as smcoth as possible. iflesh side after rubbing in. We pack 
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The Meat Producers on Convey’s Farm Getting Ready for the Curing. 

We cut the body into six parts, leav- on a table like a carpenter’s bench, 
ing the side full size. Many prefer|first putting a layer of salt on the 
to eut the sides into strips, but it is| table. The object is to let all mois- 
easier to handle uncut. ture drain away, and we pile the meat 

First sprinkle with sugar on flesh|as high as necessary. After a week 
side, using a small amount. Sprinkle|or ten days, overhaul, use more salt 
lightly with saltpetre finely pul-jif necessary, being sure to get plenty 
verized, from a perforated can. In all|around the bones in hams and shoul- 
receipts for curing meat, saltpetre is| ders and in the ends of shanks. It 
recommended. If too much is used,| May be left about a month, where it 
it makes a hard fiber in the meat, it] will not freeze, then ought to be ready 
also intensifies the red color‘of the|to dry and smoke, and we smoke it 
muscle, so do not use too much. If| just as much to dry it thoroughly as 
you like the flavor of pepper, put in|for any other reason. See that it is 
any kind you wish. Fresh meat| firm and dry before putting away. 
readily takes up any flavor it comes It is sometimes recommended to
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leave in smoke-house throughout the) age, and know we can haye a thick- 
season, but salt meat will take up| fleshed hog that will make nice meat, 
mcisture every damp day, and we find | especially when not too old. 
it a great deal easier to pack it away | Vie Aztdl 
in clean oats, being careful to pack on| 
a dry day, that is one with a clear DISCUSSION. 
atmosphere. Do not allow two pieces Mr. Imrie—How. would it do to pack 
to come in contact with each other. that meat in dry salt instead of oats? It is best not to pack too much to- Mr. Convey—Meat that takes up too 
gether. We have found it safer to nineh salt makes a hard fiber and a : 
put hams in barrels with plenty of poor flavor. You want just enough 
oats than to pack a large quantity in a salt to cure it, and not enough to spoil box. Examine after a few days of Ries ott 
warm, moist weather, especially the ‘* Manihee tert bran all right? hams, gna #f thes are dry snd rm) 1. conves—Not quite so satisfac- everything will be ali right. Of course tory. It is more inclined to take up 
a Should be packed in a ceel. dry moisture and stick to the meat. 

Most people think the more salt nee rhage weep it im tis 
used the better, but too much salt Mr. Genvey—Yea, you can make 
makes a hard fiber and poor flayor, for sacks for your hams, or wrap them in that reason I do not like meat packed | paper. At any rate, it is always well 
in dry salt. Do not let meat get when the damp, warm weather comes 
mouldy, even a dr¥ mond will spoil to examine your meat, you want to the flavor. If meat begins ta mould, | ¥ a see that it does not mould. Hang it hang up in a dark place to dry out, | in a dry, cool place and let it dry Tub {8 MORE SAlt, Bd repack. Hams) °& 11 it hay maoalded, put « little mors 
are safer packed or wrapped in paper, salt on it and pack it away again. but we can keep them all summer | Mr. Matteson—What kind of sugar 
without. Plenty of fine pepper will a on wan: te wale Gat 

keen Hee Say: Mr. Convey—It is immaterial. Of 
course, brown sugar is the cheapest. 

Best Pork for Curing. Molasses mizht do, but I would not 
Young hogs, weighing from 150 to|recommead the glucose syrup. We 

200 pounds, make the nicest meat and|put the sugar on first, and then 
pigs fed on a variety of food with suf- sprinkle with salt. 
ficient protein in it are very much bet-| 4 Member—.vhat kind of salt do 
ter than corn fed hogs, where corn is you use? 
fed exclusively. Most people think} Mr. Convey—Pulverized rock salt is 
a thick-fleshed or broad-backed hog is|the purest salt and better for curing 
of necessity a lard hog, tut hogs} meat than common salt. 
grown on the right kind of pasture, Mr. Culbertson—When you cut up 
and that must be a continuous one your hams, what do you do with the 
during the growing, always feeding | trimmings? 
grain during pasture season, and then Mr. Convey—There is no trouble 
finished on the balanced ration, and getting rid of the trimmings. They 
this kept up for generations, can be | are usually more desirable than the 
lean as well as thick-fleshed hogs. This| meat itself, especially when they are 
is true of cattle and sheep, and why| fresh. We cut off the shanks and 
not also of hogs? We have fed large-| other parts. Be careful about cutting 
ly on skim milk, peas and oats, in cou- smooth, having them real smooth. on nection with corn and ample pastur-| the outside,
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Mr. Culbertson—How are we going) in traveling through the state, do you , 

to know when we get enough salt on? | think it would be safe to hang meat tH 
Mr. Convey—We rub on about salt | cut one or two days in the northeast- . { p 

enough to rub in thoroughly and cover! ern part of the state? it 

the meat, and then we pack away one| Mr. Convey—It is perfectly safe in ' 3 

piece on top of another. : our country. : f 

A Member—Would not anyone not A Member—Do you pack all your ig 

aceustomed to your method be likely| meat in oats? i 

to make a better success by putting it Mr. Cenvey—Yes, we pack every- \4 

in brine? thing, hams, sides and everything; i 

Mr. Convey—Of course some people | Pack them separately, of course. We i 

who pay striet atteation to putting it] ake bacon of the sides. fe 
away in brine so it will keep all right} 4 Member—TI suppose the sugar that ih 
will save it very nicely, but in many | the Kaukauna Sugar company makes i 

cases they put in too much salt, or it) Would do? 
gets a foul‘scum and you have trouble. Mr. Convey—Yes, that is good i 

I have known lots of parties who had|enough for anybody. Let me say ea 

good success with dry salt, who would| that if you erect a temporary struc- i 

have no success with brine salt. Many| ture for curing your meat, it is handy ie 

farmers make a mistake in cutting up| to have one end higher than the other. ie 
their meat too quick. It should not Question—How long do you let it : 
be cut under from one to two days. | stana pefore you smoke it? if 

Capt. Arnold—I have tried that dry| Mr. Convey—We like to kill about i 

salting and made some mistakes, so I| this time of the year, early March, so i 

have gone back to salting in brine,| we have plenty of cold weather, and 7 

and I make the brine so it will bear a| we let it stana a month. | 
potato half out of water, an ounce of Question—Do you put this meat in a 

saltpetre to twenty pounds of ham, |the cellar or somewhere upstairs? i 

and I never had any trouble and find Mr. Convey—We put it in the cellar. Wt 

it the easier way; it doesn’t take so} Question—In keeping pork, does it i 

mueh brains as to do it your way, nor; make any difference what time of the ht 

so mueh time. | question asked before. if 
Mr. Convey—We think it is the| Mr. Convey—We don’t pay any at- ‘i 

otner way. |tention to that. I never heard that if 
Capt. Arnold—In a barrel of hams, | question asked before. Ae 

we will put in about six or eight | Mr. Jacobs—Do you kill your year’s li 

pounds of sugar. You have not said} supply all at one time? tb 

anything about salt pork. As IF un- Mr. Convey—Yes, we have killed Hy 

derstand, this meat you speak of is all} and dressed fifteen hogs in that way. ! 

smoked. Mr. Jacobs—What do you do with i 
Mr. Convey—We smoke all our| all the surplus heads and feet and all i 

meat. I suppose we could dry it| those things? f 
without smoking it if we wished to, Mr, Convey—We run quite a board- i 
but it must be perfectly dry. ing house down at our place, although i 

Capt. Arncld—Do you smoke the en-|it is simply our own family. We 1 
tire ecareass? don’t have to eall in the neighbors to ii 

Mr. Convey—Certainly, the whole} cat up seraps. i 
thing. It may be somewhat too The Chairman—Eighteen Conveys 1h 

smoky after smoking a week or ten| will take care of a good many scraps. 1a 
days, but it losés that smoke flavor,so| Mr. Convey—We live down there, | 
there fs little trace of smoke in it. we eat meat. | 

A Member—From your experience! Mr. Jacobs—We think it is mor9 i 

| 
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satisfactory to kill one or two small] buy the meat back at fifteen cents up 
pigs at a time and the ham and shoul-| there in the summer time, and that is 
ders will be put down for spring smok-| the class of people that I like to ac- 
ing. commodate. 

Mr. Convey—In this state I notice] Care should be taken in butchering 
there is a great aeal of outside meat} inimals that they are not overheated, 
sold in the city markets. In fact, in| excited, or driven long distances be- 
nearly all of the small towns and| fore killing. The stiffening of 
cities of Wisconsm they get this| muscles, called “rigor mortis,” takes 
packers’ meat, they buy shoulders] place svon after death. In a heated . 
trimmed down to look like hams. We| animal, where it occurs early, it 
like to have good meat for ourselves, | passes off soon and putrefaction be- 
and still have quite a surplus to sell| gins. If an animal has a leg broken, 
during the heat of summer when| butcher immediately, as excessive 
prices are good. I have known farm-| pain will get animal out of condition. 
ers to sell hogs at $3.50 a hundred and! 

SMALL GRAINS. 

GEO. C. HILL, Rosendale, Wis. 

There is a place for small grain Best Soil for Grain Growing. 
crops in a good system of farm man-| ‘The best soils for grain growing are 
agement in Wisconsin. The best sys-| clay, the loams of the prairie, and oak tems include live stock of some kind, openings. In Fond du Lac county, the 
and some of the small grain crop3,| yoc¢ spring wheat is grown on the 
grown in rotation with corn and clo-| req clay soils. Compact soils give the 
ver, are useful to furnish a variety of| best crops. Light soils should be fall 
feeding stuffs, to supply straw for] plowed. In fact, all lands to be planted 
bedding, to furnish a nurse crop for} +t, small grains should be plowed in 
the young clovers and grasses, and| tne fall. This gives an opportunity 
may be a profitable market crop, when] for early sowing. This is important. 
grown in a conservative way. AS @/smail grains thrive best in cool rule, small grains should not be grown | weather. 
more than one year on the same iE 
ground. Experience has shown that The Best Time to Sow the Grain. 
where crops of small grain are grown| ~The earliest sown grain stands the 
consecutively, weeds, fungous dis-| best chance; so also the early varie- 
eases and chinch bugs increase, qual-| ties, other things being equal. In my 
ity becomes poorer and quantity de-| experience, winter wheat produces 
creases. It is believed that in the| five bushels per acre more than spring 
long run as much grain is produced in| wheat, but is less salable. Winter 
one crop grown in a good rotation as| grains are better to sow the clover 
would be secured if the same land|and grasses with than the spring 
were planted with the crop every| crops. Spring rye is grown quite ex- 
year. Experiments in England and| tensively, being a good producer and 
America have proved this. fairly good nurse crop.
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Some Good Varieties. Seed. i 

Hard white Fife is a good variety of Clean, plump grain should be used i 

spring wheat. I believe it best to get| for seed. I have seen a marked dif- AM 

fresh seed wheat occasionally from] ference in the growth of the crop in nk 

northwest Canada. At the Minnesota( favor of plump seed. Experiments at | 

Station, a great amount of labor has| the Kansas Station gave a yield of i 

been expended in the past ten or| 33.3 bushels of oats from very light li 

twelve years to produce new varieties} seed and 45.1 bushels from the heav- i 

of spring wheat. Two hundred va-| icst seed. The heaviest produced 40 i 

rieties were produced. The methods| per cent. more stalks than the light ty 

were mostly by hybridizing, using the| seed. All seed grain should be treated 1a 

best Fife and Blue-stem varieties for| to kill the smut, at least as often as Hi} 

parents. These varieties were put) necessary. Hie 

through tests for yield, stiffness cf it 

straw, rust resistance, milling quali-| Preparation of the Soil and Planting. iH 

ties and the baker’s test. The list} 4 gne seed bed should be prepared, i 

— soon cut conn to eight, and these leaving the under portion compact. i iis 

—— to\-four. hese were found to! some rich corn lands which are to i" 
be better than the varieties commonly grow oats give the best results by not 18 

grown in the northwest and have plowing. 4 

been disseminated. It would be well I believe the drill is the proper tool | 

for Nie to try | to seed with. The depth of planting i 

tnese new wheats. have no fa’ ii 

in change of seed from the same lo- oe or aaa ee i 

cality as a means of improvement; | planting, consequently less seed is re- h 

ae Eel ee in| quired when a drill is used. Kansas 
weet ni . Tw , 

a » eaar aay do not ram | experiments covering a period of i 

If there is detericration improvement Sere Yeas With fonts | Raton a tl 
nai ae caret eran co hcighene broadcast seeding twenty-six and one- 

“ fourth bushels; from seed drilled, ; 

rule. tnirty-one and one-half bushels. Us- it 
ually the roller should follow the drill. i 

The Oat Crop an Important One. This will give quicker and more even i 

The oat crop Is the most important | germination. The seeding should be f 

small grain crop grown in Wisconsin. | finished with a light harrow. ql 

Some varieties are better than others.| A good share of the wheat is grown i 

An early rust-resisting, productive va-| mixed with oats. Wheat so grown is i 

riety should be grown. There are| quite free from rust, having a plump, i 

many new kinds advertised, or old| light-colored grain. There are fan- i 

ones with new names, said to be mar-| ning mills for separating the grain. 

velously productive. Better not 

waste any money or time on new va-| Wisconsin Adapted to Grain Growing. | 

Shen een a wepteee: am Wisconsin has a soil and climate ad- 

farm no variety ae yet been tried apted to grain growing, but our farm- | 

giving as good results as the old white ee ee | 
ccenan and get better crops. Our lands are - } 

. « capable of producing twenty-five | 

Barley bushels of wheat, while the average 

e production for ten years past was 15.5. | 

| have had no experience in growing | The oat crop is scarcely as good, prob- 

barley, either for feed or drink. ably because more poor and wet lands
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are used for this erop. The oat crop| The Chairman—I am quite sure that 
for 1902 was 95,000,000 bushels, Ree it depends a good deal on the locality 
nearly $30,000,000. The yield was! and the condition of the soil as to 
forty bushels, but the yield for ten! which we had better do, dise or plow years was nearly 33.5 bushels. Our | our corn land. 
lands ought to produce fifty bushels | A Member—I think it makes a dif. per acre. Many farms produce sixty ference, too, whether the discing is bushels and often more. The wheat | done by a small gang plow or by a 
crop in England has averaged ora | harrow when you are working thirty bushels for many years and two or three inches deep. 
other crops in proportion, and thane | Mr. Hill—The supposition is that 
on lands that have been in scontyadon | the dise does not go as deep as the for generations. plow. 

A Member—It seems to me it makes 
Suramary. ue a ‘ttle differenee whether you work the 

Do not make a specialty o! grain| ground with a disc harrow three 
growing. Grow in rotation. Grow! inches deep or with a small plow three mostly for stock food. Plant good|incTes deep; if it is thoroughly done seed of the best varieties. Seed with | it is all the same. 
a drill in a thoroughly prepared soil] A Member—I understand that Mr. that is fertile and well drained. Grow | ‘envey means he prefers to plow corn a paying crop. : stubble. 

oe Mr. Convey—No, we dise our corn 
DISCUSSION, ground and work it up thoroughly in a 
ae . very nice conuition. We first get on Mr. Convey—Mr. Hill stated that he the corn rows and throw them out, thought fall plowing was better for then we double disc it and k it small grain. I am satisfied that sim-| ‘© lai = = Str poe | level. In our case, it is a mellow soil. ply diseimg is better. We eet d we th: inch d The Chairman—Don’'t you think it| Rasrct edna nt pic pe orale makes a difference in different loca- th i = eS 

tions of the state? : Lees _ Mr. Convey—I think not. Mr. Hill—I think if Mr. Convey was 
The Chairman—It certainly does in| farming on our clay soils, he would 

cur county. You couldn’t begin to| Probably plow his land. raise as goca a crop on disced land in| 4 Member—When would you har- our county as if you fall-plowed it. | Vest this wheat, Mr. Hill? Would 
Mr. Convey—They have tested that baad pie cae the grain is thoroughly matter in the North Dakota Station, | hard and ripe? 

and in the majority of cases they got Mr. Hill—Yes. If I could cut it all 
forty-five bushels to the acre. In my just in the right time, I would. If I 
experienee, discing is much prefer-| had a good deal to cut, probably I = tana ss - would begin while it was a little 

rt, Hill—I said in my paper that| ereen. But I do not believe in eut- 
there were corn lands that would raise) ting any kind of a crop before it is better crops if they were not plowed.| ripe, unless it is clover. 

Mr, Convey—Discing is preferable | Supt. McKerrow—The question is, 
in dry climates, but in every case in- when is wheat ripe? 
sist on thorough discing and rolling. Mr. Hill—When the whole plant is 

A Member—On clay land it is pretty | beginning to dry, so that there is no hard to thoroughly disc. I went over| more sap or food passing up the straw mine four times. into the berry, The kernel then
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would be getting out of the dough ness. Mr. Hill simply grows wheat i 

state. | because it is a good crop, to secure a : f 
A Member—Take it right here where | catch of clover. He grows it in rota- Ae 

the farmer has about eighty acres, or | tion, not for tne sake of the wheat, but i 

less, and there are a great many in| to get the clover, because he has found i 
the dairy business, would you advise] that upon nis soil ne can grow wheat H 
them to sow wheat and how much of | and get a caten of clover. 1 

an eighty-acre farm, at the present) ir. Hill—A great deal of the wheat ii 
market price of wheat and the prices|in our secuon is raised mixed with ih 
as they have been? cats, succotasu they call it, and that ii 

Mr. Hill—I couldn’t tell, but Ij is a very good way to grow the two i 
should certainly follow a rotation.| crops and a very good place then to if 
With eighty acres, all in cultivation,| plant the clovers and the grasses, i 
about one-third of that should be in| crowing the grains together and sep- ih 
clovers and grasses, about one-third arating them afterwaras. i 
in corn, and the other third should be} 4 Memper—Isn't barley a good if 
divided between oats and wheat. crop to groW @8 a filirse Grop? i 

Supt. McKerrow—I think Mr. Hill’s Mr. Hill presite it is; I have had thie 
idea in sowing some wheat every year no experience, \ 

is simply to get a clover catch. ag * . i 
Mr. Hill—Yes, our rotation woula| A Meiiber—Don’t you think that Hi 

be divided, not into three, but into| Vbefe the farmers have gotie ia where Ht 
fcur years; that would be a quarter it was a light soil, say, up by Waiisau, i) 

in corn, a quarter in clovers and| #24 then sewed rye in there afd got { 
grasses, a quarter in oats and a quar- ready for clover, all kinds ot doves, Hi 
ter in wheat. The wheat would come den’t you think they Gan get jist &s if 
last and would be the place for the good & catch wita ryé as with wheat? i 
clovers and grasses to be seeded. Mi. Hill—I said in my paper wit i 

A Member—Prof. Henry comes up| ter sraifis were better generally. i 
here once in a while, and he tells us ie ana had good suc- | 
to sow no wheat at all, but to leave| C&S5 Bisk dg { 
California and Argentine and other| A Member—What has your exper- iH 
places to grow the wheat and we go|iencé been with sub-soiling heavy i} 
into the stock business. What are| sToutids for grain? aH 
the farmers going to do when you Mr. Hill—1 have had #6 experience. i 
come along and tell them to sow| Our lands are all high, dry lands. { 
wheat? Capt. Arnold—You seeiti to be pre- it 

Mr. Hill—You had better listen to|judiced against raising barley, you f 
Prof. Henry. He is a much greater! want to raise wkeat in order to have i 

man. We do not grow wheat because|a good nurse erop. Did you ever try 
it is a profitable market crop, as a us-| seeding with early oats, sowing with { 
ual thing. If it is a dollar a bushel|a drill, running your drill north and | 

and we get twenty or twenty-five| south and sowing a bushel and a half | 

bushels, it does very well, but we keep| to the acre, and rolling it after you i 
wheat in our rotation simply because| have run your driu, then dragging it 
we want to be sure to get a clover] after you have rolled it? I have had i 
crop and we get it surest with wheat.| no trouble at all in getting a good ft 

Supt. MeKerrow—When Prof. Henry | catch of clover after oats, notwith- 

says not to grow wheat, he means not| standing it is the poorest nurse crop, 
to grow wheat in competition with|—if I had an early variety of oats. 

the far west, growing it for a busi-] Adjourned to 7:30 P. M. 

i 
i 
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 o’clock. Conductor L. E. SCOTT in the chair. 
Music, Mill and Nugent Orchestra. 

SOCIAL RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF FARMERS. 

Mrs. J. W. BATES, Broad Ripple, Ind. 

a rightfully should be consuited on ail 
y > | questions of vital importance to them- 

y : | selves and families. Philosophers and 
a | teachers uave wrestled with the move- 

ment of systematic co-operation, uatil 
A boos of the deepest thinkers have 

given up in despair. ‘ihat the farmer 

is the most Jax in this movement is 
truthfully portrayed each year; you, 

;as a class of citizens, are the most 

law-abiding people of the land; your 

Poles pursuits are among the 

ba | most honest men; your sons and 
te: | daughters have utmost confidence in 
oe ; your counsel anu advice, and your 

women are the purest of the nation. 
5 As a consequence you have not given 

¥ your time to the momentous influence 
= y you daily exert over the social world. 

BTN ® Perchance you have been in a leth- 
‘ Se argy; you have not heard the count- 

‘Nes y less number demanding light and in- 
* 4 formation; you have not heard the 
-— ery for freedom from the restraint of 

Mrs. Bates, social formalities, but when we see 
the seething whirlpool, dashing 

Garfield said: “It is not so muchj against the crumbling rocks, and hear 
at what school you were educated, but| the voices eloquent and pathetic, 
how you were educated.” Influence, | pleading and earnest, we, the farmers, 
education and opportunity are the| must man the life-boat and out to 
principal factors in the broadening | their rescue. 
and expanding of liberality and equal- We do nox realize the influence we 
ity among the leading people—the sway in the daily pursuit of the ag- 
farmers. Farmers are the solid men srandizement of wealth; we are prone 
of the country; they pay about one-| to lose sight of the influence of 
half of all the taxes collected, and| greed. In this mad race we do not
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hear the wail of the orphan, nor cee, your information of technology, put it i 

the tear of the widow, nor feel the} in such a way that the mothers and | 

pangs of hunger as the gambler’s| saildren can understand it and the 
wife pleads for alms; we do not di-| babes can lisp it, and you have | 

rectly feel the throb and surge of| achieved a victory. 

Wall street; we are not directly under| When you prune your young or- 

the influence of Tammany Hall; we!chard, no one is allowed to cut the 
are not risking our all on the Chicago | tender twigs but some one who is 

wheat market, but, if this is true,} thoroughly acquainted witn the art. 

what sound was ever uttered but it | If you hire a hand to sow the wheat, 

: fj 

| 
| 

i ena a ee ei Bie 8 | 
sheesh ae Sets SPs vee mage «|. oe Ae i 

WE eT ea | 
ee Be oes 8 eee a i a aie he Oh Be ge Son St Se aga 

TE oe a Peer tang RE SS Si Pace eta o> > Rae oe : 

BORER TS OME Sa Gra Sire Citic” oe eat eae | 
Senet 35 ot ort Rae ae ta ea ec Cn ae ae | 
Be Pee re ee i er eS NA tem ee ee Ce ye ae ae z 
SESS Ee 0a | 
Scene on “Creekwood Farm,” Owned by Mrs. J. W. Bates, Ercad Ripple, Ind. | 

echoed back from the distant hills?.to plow the corn, you request scme 

What tide ever went out, but in| recommendation as to his qualifica-’ 

course of time came back? What act| uons as a farm hand, and you insist 
was ever committed, but in after years|if he is kind to the horses. If you 

we reaped according to the sowing?| have a young horze you wish trained 

Knowing these things, there is no ex-; for a family driver, you ao not trust 

cuse from forming the foundation for| your disinterested neighbor to train 

the greatest emancipation of man that| him, but you guide him with tender 

has ever been achieved. hands until he is perfectly gentle and 
ei E fears nothing. But when the children 

Reforms Must Begin in the Home. | 216 sent to school, do you inquire if 
The farmer’s home is the place to| their teacher is kind and thoughtful, 

educate the public, and the place to|if you would be willing that che 

begin is around the 4reside. stxip| should mould your child’s life, or if, |
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sué is thorotghly in sympathy with, schools aré full 6i boys Whose hore 
child life? No, you trust to the|trainitig ha$ béen-just ds the one de- 
trustee for that information. It is|scribedy ‘here mey are placed w.ta 
right you should have confidence in aiiferent temperaments, of different 
taat official, but which is of more im-| nationalities and different character- 
portance, the pruning of tender trees,| istics, from the shreWu, snarp eyed 
the securing of a man of work, the| boy who cheats from hig first game 
training of horses, or the training of | ot marbles, to the boy who steals the 
your chilaren? We are surrounding|rdsy-cheeked applés from the mer- 
our children with influences and en-| chant’s barrel on the sidewalk. Some- 
vironments that have tendencies to| times it is a query in my mind as to 
cwarft and narrow their mental con-| which is the greater evil, for the boy ceptions. When we see the little,|.to commit the tnett, or for the man 
pinched, dwarfed faces dodge the po-| to place the temptation before the 
liceman on the alley, and hear the| child: The will power to overcome 
shrill falsetto voices shrieking in| tethptation must pe cultivated tne 
fiendish delight at some supposed pu-|sanie as all other virtues, therefore 
gilistie attack, inwardly we wonder| now can you expect to cultivate those 
whete a3 matiy noble young miei as| Virttes Without the hecessaty etievur- 
we have cote from. agement? : : 

I heard @ mothet say to her fous} Wheli Garfield went to Wiiliame Gol- 
son, Whe Was Of a nervous teiipéera-| lege, he Wroté to a friend it was to mént, réstless ahd impetitous, 48 He) be tinder the infitietice of that iat 
played arownd her as she preparéd tite | véleuS persbraiiy, Mark Hopitins. 
eveniig meal, “You are the méanest| He féit the need of personal contact 
kid that ever lived.” No doubt she] with a character of stich valle. 
was tired with the day’s work, but] -r¢zen mitsic may charm the eye, Lit 
tat was no excuse for her to bruise | it thrills no chord of sympathy in the 
tae feelings of the chud in that man-] soul; petrified religion may satisfy 
ner. I never heard her speak of her| our pride in the dim cathedral halls, 
child in any other manner; it was] but it sends a death chill to the dying 
served to him morning, noon and| gladiator. The world does not need 
night; it was the little prayer at his| beauties of form, but ministries of 
bedside at the evening hour. In| love. 
fancy I could see little Paul, as he Society is responsible to a great 
climbed the old stairway in his night | measure for so many criminals. They 
robe, without a good night kiss, and] drink the froth and foam of evil gos- 

. When in the old trundle bed, he won- sip, and do not Consider the full value 
dered who it was that smiled at him| or true manhood ana womathood. We 
so kindly as the stars shone through | have petted and fondled our society 
tne window, and the next morning he| idols until they are dwarfed in stature 
would creep up to her and say,| dnd brains, and our English cousins 
“Mother, an angel Kissed me last recognize a fuu brother in the Ameri- 
night.” This is no idle fancy of an|can dude. In years past my little girl 
artist’s brain to be placed on canvas | was commenting on the Brownies in 
and hung in an art gallery and gazed| the “Ladies’ Home Journal.” When 
at by the idle throng that passes by, | she inquired, “What was a dude?” I 
but it is an actuality and a reality, | will confess 1 never had words in my 
and is being enacted in thousands of English vocabulary to express my 
our homes today. opinion of that sidividual, but the 

Do you realize that the reform| other girl looked up in her childish
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ni 
. Simplicity and said, “Sister, I can tell jones that most help forward the ; f 
you. He is a man that wears a coat| world. fi 
split way—way up the back and a hat | “It is they i| 
way up in the air.” | Who utter wisdom trom the central i 

if these evil tendencies that are | deep, Hs 
manifesting themselves so strongly | And, listening to the inner floor of if 
among our people are to be checked things, 1, and the glory of our ancestors is to be | Speak to the age out of eternity.” H 
preserved, the result must be accom- ii plished through the influence of edu-| Behind every great popular move- HE 
€ation and home rule. We cannot ex-| ment of our history and every cause i pect government rule to exist when| that has made its way, there has been ; 
home rule is so lax. Not the rule of| some finer sehtiment to inspire men’s Me 
the rod of iron, but of love and kind-| purposés and fire their imaginations. HH ness. Those who go forth from cur| Difficulties, afflictions and discourage- i 
farm homes must show by their liv-| ments have been the kéy by which the ij 
ing and integrity, by the estimate of| greater number of suecesses have fi 
energy which they display in the pur-| been unlocked. “The Last Hope” i 
suit of the higher and nobler objects | could mever have been composed un- ’ 
ef desire and daily living, and of the| less Gottschalk had sorrowed and suf- 
power to do good service to the world, | fered; Byron needed his beloved Mary i by contempt of all things that have|to complete his life, but witHout her ii a tendency to demoralize and wreck|he became famous; Phoebe Cary if the manhood and womanhood of our | sings her songs of inspiration by faith, ii ecuntry. as she never beheld the beauties of i 

the world; Milton’s “Paradise Re- | 
Need of Higher Ideals. gained” was written with the hope of i 

regaining his vision in another world; What the tarmer needs is not to be| we would never have enjoyed “David i made contented with the present co-| Harum” if tne author had not been i cial conditions, but made to think, to sent to the mountains to regain his iy 
look out and ahead, grasp all good,| health: Gray was seven years writing i ana give freely, for much has been| the “Elegy of the Country Church- 
given you and much is expected of yard;” George Eliot read nearly one nH 
you. The Golden Age is yet to be.| thousand books before she wrote i Man has not fallen, he is rising. “Middlemarch;” Webster was forty i 
Misery and: evil are not phantom pic-| years in compiling the Dictionary; ~ | tures, but first must be understood Lyman Abbott’s most famous sermon | betore they can be eliminated. The Was delivered after forty years’ prep- 
harmony of the universe still has a aration; Bryant wrote “Thanatopsis” 
great amount of work for you to/one hundred times and wept bitter i achieve, and never will your ideal be teats because it was not better. 
made real by lazily sitting back in Some may think these are great 1 your chair of rest and ease, with the achievements, but true greatness | 
belief that all is bound to end well. means to do all the good you can find ef 

Let your ideals be so high you can} around you and to do it well. When } never reach them. The person who} was Garfield the greatest? Was it 1 reaches his ideals at the age of thirty-| when he was in Congress, or leading , | three is an entire failure. The men| his soldiers to victory? Was it when 
that dream dreams, that see visions, | he was inaugurated among the flutter- 
that build castles in the air, are the] ing flags and peals of happy bells, and i 
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hailed and blessed by the millions of }« broad and liberai-minded citizens? 
lusty voices? No, he was greatest It is your right to be an American, 

after he had closed his famous in-| but it is your duty to stand by the 

augural speech and turned and kissed | teachings of Americanism. Then put 

his aged mother. your ear to the great storehouse of 

All honor to the man whose feet|human nature, pick and clean the 

have echoed to the music of “My/rough nuggets .nat come in your life. 

Country, ’Tis of Thee,” whose shroud jand success is yours. Liberty is never 

is “Old Glory,” whose pillow is {<0 sweet as when the criminal stands 

“Mother Earth;” bring your garlands | behind the prison bars and kisses his 

and revere his memory, but far more | babe good-by. Character is never so 

honor to the farm that yields such | appreciated as when by a thoughtless 

lights of true living as Bayard Taylor,|step it passes us as a golden age. 

Horace Greeley, Daniel Webster, | Life is never so precious as when we 

George Washington, Robert Burns | annually pass each milestone and see 

and Francis Willard. tne shadows growing thick and fast, 

Several years ago there was a storm |and, as we “nightly pitch our mov- 

on Lake Michigan. A number of stu- - tents one day’s march nearer 
dents were in a pleasure boat; the | home,” we realize the meaning of Tiv- 

small craft was capsized; several of | ing near the ideals of integrity, hon- 

the old seamen feared to brave the | osty and purity, above all other men. 

fierce gale, when one brave lad, rec- The value of human life is beyond 

ognizing his fellow friends, secured a] the comprehension of the brain, be- 

rope to his waist, and amid glare and] yond the limit of space, beyond the 

gleam and mad-tossed billows, he res-| calculation of time. Oh, weary not in 
cued three. Just as he was near the] the pursuit of higher attainments! 

shore with the last one he was in-|“O! flower on the breast of the river! 
jured by a piece of wreckage; he was| O! marvel of beauty and grace! 

hurried to the hospital. The next} Did you fall right down from Heaven 

morning a fellow student rushed into] From out the most beautiful place? 

nis room with a newspaper giving] Your heart is as pure as an angel, 

glowing accounts of his bravery.| Your face is steeped in the sun. 

“Look, Tom, look; you are a hero, a] Did you grow in the radiant city, 

hero!” he shouted. Tom, all bruised| My pure and holy one? 

and bandaged, replied: “Tell me,| “Nay! nay!” said the lily, 

Dick, did I do my best? If I didn’t,| “None gave me saintly white. 
don’t tell me I am a hero!” T grew in the darkness * 

Are we doing our best to “make two] Down in the dreariest night. 

blades of grass grow in the place of| From the ooze of the slimy river, 

ene;” to enrich the whitened slopes;| I won my glory and grace. 

to advance agricuiture to a higher| White souls fall not, O my poet! 

plane, and to educate our children to] They rise to the highest place!”
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WHAT FARMERS’ INSTITUTES HAVE DONE FOR FARM- 

ERS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Prof. JOHN HAMILTON, Farmers’ In stitute Specialist, Department of Agri- 
culture, Wash ington, D. CG. 

| years of age who are engaged in gain- 

| | ful cecupation, there were in profes- 

= | sional service 1,258,739; in domestic 
. | land personal service 5,580,657; en- 

- = gaged in traue and transportation 
4,706,964; in manufacturing and me- 
chanical pursuits 7,085,992, and in 

al agriculture, as has been stated, 

‘3 x , 10,381,765. 
Le eo H The agricultural workers repre.ent 

be il an invested capital of $20,514,001,838, 
Pig and in addition to supplying the needs 
a of 80,000,000 of our population here at 
~~ ie home, they sent avroad in the year 

4 ended June 30, 1yvz, $851,465,622 
Se worth of surplus products, or 62.83 

% per cent. of the entire exports of the 
LO . | country for that year. It, therefore, 

| without question, is our most impor- 

| tant industry, both as respects the 
number oi those engaged in it and in 

the amount of weaith which it creates. 
ES pee ek 28 Before taking up the discussion of 

“What the Farmers’ Institutes Have 
Prof. Hamilton, Done for the Farmers of the United 

States,” it may be well to first call at- 
Your Superintendent has requested] tention to the Institute organization 

me to speak this evening about what] a; it now exists. 
the “Farmers’ Institutes Have Done 
for the Farmers of the United States.” : P 

We have over 10,000,000 farmers in ene Wits ree ger ane? 
the United States; 10,381,765, as the| es 
census gives it, who are actively en-| Although it is only about twenty 

gaged in cultivating the soil. Added: years since tne Institute movement 

to these workers are their families, | began in this country, Institutes are 

numbering some 17,000,000 more, so | now organized in all of the states ex- 

that there were at the taking of the | cepting three, and in all of the ter- 
census in 1890 between 26,000,000 and | ritories excepting Alaska, Porto Rico 

27,000,000 as the total agricultural pop-| and Indian Territory. The State Di- 

ulation of this country, by far the | rectors last year employed a teaching 

largest number of our citizens en-| force of over 900 lecturers, who gave 
gaged in any single occupation. The | instruction to almost 1,000,000 farm- 

census teus us. that of those over ten‘ ing people. In addition to this large
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force in state employ, there were fully | tural literature that has been pre- 

3,000 other persons who read papers,|pared and published, many farmers” 

delivered lectures, or gave instruction | fail to profit by it. Many do not even 

in the Institutes by invitation of the | know of its existence. Repeated tests 

local managers. The Institute was |made in Farmers’ Institute meetings 

organized to cover a field in public | show that the majority of the farming 

instruction that had not been occu-| people do not read the station bulle- 

pied by any other educational institu-|tins or those that the Department of 

tion, and it came into existence in re-| Agriculture at Washington sends out. 

sponse to a demand by farming peo- |The situation is not unlike that in 

ple for accurate scientific information | which the authorities of a city con- 

that could be applied in increasing the | struct a vast reservoir and go to great 

production of their farms. A large | expense to furnish it with an abun- 

amount of agricultural information | dance of pure water, and then neglect 
has been accumulating during the past | to provide adequate mains and distri- 

fifteen or twenty years. The agricul-| bution pipes to carry it into the 

tural experiment stations which were | households of the citizens; or that of 

organized in 1887, have been engaged |a manufacturer of agricultural imple- 
with a force that now numbers about | merits who stacks his warehouses full 
70€ workers, conducting experiments jot valuable machines and then fails to 
in agriculture and in carrying on, provide a corps of agents to distribute 

investigations for the discovery of| them among the farmers. 
the principles that underlie crop pro- 

duction and the breeding and rearing | Farmers’ Institutes to Disseminate In- 
of domestic animals. The results of formation Relating to Agricultural 
their investigations have been col- Literature. : 
lected from time to time and pub- 
lished in reports and bulletins and dis- “uuee tee ak ae 

tributed for the benefit of farmers. ture containing information of ex- 

Lack of Interest in Literature on ae eee yoda ted 

Agriculture. mation among the people who do not 

The National Department of Agri-| read is the distinctive work that the 
culture at Washington has also been| farmers’ Institutes have been organ- 
at work with a force of 4,200 men and| ized to carry on. They are, to con- 

women collecting agricultural infor-| tinue the figure, the distribution pipes 
mation from all quarters of the globe,| of the great reservoir of agricultural 

end publishing it for the benefit of| tnowledge, the agents of the agricul- 
the farmers of the United States. | tural experiment stations, the agri- 

Last year over 900 different books and | cultural colleges, and the National De- 

pamphlets were issued by its Division | partment of Agriculture at Washing- 
of Publications, comprising 45,000/| ton for carrying the information which 
pages, the equivalent of forty-five vol-| they have on hand to those who need f 
umes of agricultural literature of a| it. Their specific work is to distribute, 
thousand pages each. There were) not to investigate or experiment for 
printed for distribution 11,600,000 | the discovery of agricultural truth, but I} 
copies of these documents and over) rather to take that which is already \| 
6,600,000 were bulletins specially pre-| known and has been thoroughly test- \ 

pared for farmers. ed, and bring it to the attention of { 
It has been discovered that notwith-| farmers. | 

‘ standing the vast amount of agricul-! And now, Mr. President, what have |
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: a 
tae Institutes done to justify their ex-) the same time gave 30,318 pounds of Ft 
istence? This is the question of the| milk. Four and one-third bales of Hi 
evening. cotton have been picked per acre, and i 

300 bushels of potatoes have been i 
Farmers’ Institutes Have Awakened | grown on a similar area; 250 eggs per ite 

Farmers. hen have been recorded, and that a i 
5 "i 

We live in an eminently practical eA bins sees ee eee a ip 
age. The first question that is put to| °°? srown. cmp Wak CORE i 
an applicant for any position in busi- tions. That $900 worth of celery has Ni 

ness is, “What valuable thing have you been produced per acre; that $15,000 it 

done?” Unless this can be satisfactor- have been cleared from 160 acres of i ¥ 

ily shown, tne individual is compelled’ P°@ches in a single year, and that 300 He 
to prove his worth before he can ax bushels of strawberries have been } i 

pect the recognition which a well- giown per acre. Sixteen per cent of 

known qualified expert receives. After protein have been Produced = oem i 
twenty years of life and work, this whereas the usual amount is eight or is 

same question is put to the Farmers’ | 22¢- Fifteen per cent of dry gluten i 

Institutes: “What have you done for|2@Ve been produced in wheat, when if 
the farmers of the United States?” flour ordinarily used in bread-making i 

it can be said in reply that the In- contains but ten or eleven. Ninety i 

stitutes have done at least one thing,| P°f cent of the apples of an orchard it 
and if they had done no other, this | have been grown fit for market, sound, il 

alone would justify all they have cost.|°f Proper size, free from scab, sym- Ht 
They have awakened farmers to a metrical in shape, and well colored. i 

realization of the possibilities of agri- One-half of an acre of land has kept HI 

culture. They have accomplished this | @ COW through an entire year. Three i 
by certifying to examples of success, |“W24red and twenty-eight pounds of i 
by showing what well qualified men| pork have been put upon a pig in 259 i 

have been able to accomplish in the|@@YS, and 143% pounds have been i} 
rearing of animals and in the grow- added to a sheep in eight months. i 

ing of crops. The Institutes have The Farmers’ Institutes have called i 
shown. that much more can be pro-/attention to the great possibilities in i 
duced upon an acre than the average{ production that lie before tne Ameri- a 

farmer is accustomed to grow. They | Can farmer by holding up examples of ii 
have called attention to the fact that | results obtained, and explaining how ii 
254 bushels and forty-nine pounds of| these resuits were reached. In many | 
shelled corn have been produced upon | instances they have brought the men Wi 
a single acre; that in some sections} who have grown these special crops 
sixty bushels of wheat per acre is not| before farmers’ meetings to explain ; 

an uncommon erop, and that one hun-; tae methods that they pursued. The 
dred have been grown; that thirty} Institutes are showing farmers that i 
tons of corn silage per acre have been | their failure to secure abundant crops, 

produced; sixteen tons of cured Pearl|or superior animals, and to make | 

millet have been harvested, and that| farming a profitabie business is chiefly | 
twelve tons of hay per acre have been|in themselves; that thousands have i 

cut; that 806 pounds have been added | succeeded and multitudes are now suc- ; 
to the weight of a beef animal in eleven | ceeding, are increasing their income 
months; that 1,028 pounds of butter| sufficiently to insure financial inde- | 
have been produced by a dairy cow] pendence, and in many instances have 

in twelve months, and that another in| secured more than ordinary wealth. 

if 
it 

Bul
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Farmers Have Been Brought to Ap- scientific instututions and scientific 
preciate Value of Science to Agri-| men. Both nave come to be respec.ed, 
culture. and their advice and co-operat.on 

‘’ne Institutes have also brcughi earnestly desired. 
larmers to appreciate ue vaiue or .ci-| “he Institute has been largely re- 
ence to agriculture. We are lm tne Sng Ot ee eee ee has 
last of What may be termeu tue taken scientific men before audiences 

agricultural renaissance; betweea une|°! Practical farmers and has given 
oid agriculture, whica was purely me-| 2°t# the opportunity of becoming ac- 
cuamical, and the new im wuien 1ara-| Wainted and of interchanging views 
ug is a scientinc occupation,—tne | °™ subjects upon which they were in- 
periou Wuen any one could farm, ana terested. The result has been that 
\nat in wnicn only capawe mea can farmers have come to see that science 

succeed in tais cauling. Tne Institute = _ the visionary and impractical 

has mage it ciear taat the modern individual that they had once sup- 
Tarmer lust make use of scientific posed, and scientific men have also 

metnods and the results of scieautic bere a ee oer practical 

discovery if he is to succeed in even farmers have information of the 
moderate degree. ‘That the modern| Ste@test value to those who are pur- 
larmer must think; that he must | Uns investigations along scientific 

know; and that ignorance of we ner: ese acdas. eneRHiors. i = 

truths that science reveals respecting Saati Pe eee on ane ne 
bis calling will not protect hm — a appreciation. is ano-her 

against fauure. uwne legal maxim tnat justificatio m. for the CEeaS SS, SUEDE 
“ignorance of the law excuses no and continued existence of the Insti- 

man” is not only true in civil affairs, tute movement. 

but applies with still greater force to 

tne inexorabie laws that nature has —— Srosant Ge oieages rend edt 
fixed. Karmers are coming to under- tance of Agricultural Colleges and 

stand that no amount of complaining Experiment Stations. 

will cause these laws to swerve from The Institute has brought many to 

their purpose a single hair’s breath; | realize that the hope of agriculture is 

that they must work in harmony wita| in the agricultural colleges and exper- 

them, study tneir character, and aim] iment stations; that educaticn in agri- 

to utilize their forces in accomplish- | cultural affairs is as necessary to suc- 

ing the results they seek. Many who] cess as education in law, or medicine, 

once despised the teachings of science] or mechanics; and that there can be 

in agricultural affairs have thrcugh|no true progress in the agricultural 

lustitute teaching come to depend im-] industry unless there is being contin- 

plicity upon scientific men for coun-| ually added to the stock of knowledge 

sel when in doupt. What does science] information secured through investi- 

say? is the inquiry that most fre-| gations by men trained to observe 

quently finds its way into the Institute | and faithful in reporting results. The 

question box when men of experience] land grant colleges in the several 

disagree in regard to the proper| states are annually furnishing a large 

method to be pursued. Science has} body of educated agricultural workers 

come to be regarded the arbiter in|and the experiment stations are j 

agricultural disputes, as well as the} yearly adding to the information al- 

court of last resort. Public opinion] ready secured, new and still more 

has been completely changed within| valuable facts for the use of farmers. } 

twenty years in its attitude toward The old idea that mental culture is |
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the 

all that is needed to prepare a manj farming community to see the great | 

for any kind of work, has been ate | aavantage that a properly educated i 

tually disproved during recent years.!man has over we farmer who has Wa 

Special schools in mining, mechanical, | noting cxcept tae traditions and ex- il 

electrical, and civil engineering, in-| perience of his locality to guide him. i] 

deed, upon almost all technical sub-| They have thereby performed & serv- ae 

jects, have arisen and fill an impor-|ice that no other institution could i] 

tant place in the industrial system of possibly have rendered, and thus have ' 

the country. That the agriculturist| proven themselves worthy of the sup- ih 

also needs such a special scnool to| port and co-operation of tne colleges 

ut him for his profession is illustrated | and stations on the one hand, and of i 

in the agriculture of the soutn. The|tne farmimg population upon the {| 

southern planter of years ago was us-| other. i 

ually an educated man, well equipped : He 

for succeeding in any of the so-called Institutes Have Taught Farmers Self- WY 

learned professions of that time, in Respect. | j 

either law, or medicine, or as a Caris-| The Institutes also have done an- ij 

tian minister, and yet under his man-| other thing that farmers as a class if 

agement the plantations of the south have needed more perhaps than any if 

gradually became exhausted of their | otuer. They have taught them self- 

original fertility, until in many in-;respect. The first effort in the im- i 

stances they had to be abandoned as} provement of any man or woman must : 

no longer sufficiently productive to} be made in this direction. Self-re- i 

justify their continued cultivation. | spect is largely due to the consc.ou;- it 

Today men who have been trained in| ness cf equality with others. Men i 

tne scientific schools of agriculture} are rated by ali right-thinking people { 

are taking up these lands and restor-| according to what they know, to the 

ing them in large degree to their orig-| valuable and useful character of the \ 

inal productiveness through the use| knowledge which they possess. ‘i 

of the means that modern science has The acquiring, therefore, cf infor- 

placed within their reach. Men edu-| maticn that equips a man for the bet- ; 

cated in the science of agriculture are|ter performance of his work, that i 

succeeding wuere the scholars of the] widens his knowledge, or that makes ! 

schools of fifty years ago entirely} him an authority upon at least one 

failed. or two branches of his profession, is 

The progress of modern agriculture promctive of confidence in his ability il 

dates from 1887, when the agricultural | to accomplish results, and to that ex- i 

experiment stations began investiga-| tent increases his respect for himself. il 

tion for the solution of the problems | He exercises toward himself the same 

that the old-time farmer was unable | feeling that ue has for any other who 

to understand. The agricultural col-| has shown himself capable and well 

leges had been preparing men since| informed. Farming people have ha- 

1862 by giving them instruction which | bitually depreciated themselves, and 

would specially equip them for con- consequently have not taken the place 

ducting scientific investigations, and|in businezs and social life to which i 

when the experiment stations were] they are entitled. i 

created many of the graduates of the The Institutes have been exciting 

land grant colleges were ready to take| inquiry respecting the foundation 

up the work that the stations were| truths of agriculture, and have been 

organized to conduct. spreading information of a most val- 

The Institutes have brought the|uable kind througu rural communities 

i] i
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until many farmers have been brought there is an air of respectability that 
to read and imvestigate for them-| comes from having a straight whale- 
selves, and have become well informed | vone whip in the buggy socket that is 
with regard to the particular specialty | wholly wanting when its place is 
that they pursue, all of which has re-| taken by a rudely trimmed water 
sulted in a consciousness of enlarged| sprout out from a locust tree. In 
ability, and increase of self-respect. snort, the Farmers’ Institutes have 

One element in creating self-respect | been teaching farmers to respect them- 
is to have the respect of others.| elves, and that this involves atten- 
Farmers have invited criticism by|0n to personal nabits in dress and 
reason of their carelessness in dress, | C!eanliness, as well as to the furaish- 
have made themselves conspicuous|‘%¢ of their minds with valuable in- 
upon the streets of towns and cities | ormation. 
through unbrushed or _ ill-fitting 
clothes, and slouchy gait, and the Institutes Have, Lngrented Respect for 

term hay-seeu nas often not been in- arming: 
appropriately applied. The Institutes| The Institutes have also brought 
have brought to the attention of rural| farmers to respect their occupation. 
people the importance of tidiness in| Tnere is an old saying that it is a 
dress. They have shown that high| “dirty bird that fouls its own nest,” 
moral qualities and sterling manhood | and yet we have had agricultural ora- 
are often discountea because the per-| tors, many of whom posed as leaders 
sonal appearance shows neglect, and! 0 agricultural thought, whose only 
the man is consequently unfavorably | title to recognition was that they be- 
regarded by the passer-by, who ean | uttled their own profession. A fav- 
only judge by what he sees, when a, Orite phrase with these funereal | 
little attention to dress or person | speakers was to refer to agricultural 
would have avoided conveying a false | people as the “poor farmer,” drawing 
impression. It costs but little to| Out the adjective so as to convey the 
black one’s boots, to have a cleanly|-mpression that those whom they ad- 
shaven face, or neatly trimmed beard, | dressed are we most oppressed peo- 
te have one’s hair cut according to| ple upon the face of the earth. The 
tne prevailing style, to put on Shea Farmers’ Institutes have driven these 
cuffs and collar, and wear a suit of|demagogues out of business. The 
clothes that is not conspicuous, either} agriculture which the Institute lec- 
because of its display of the extreme | turer proclaims is one of hope, the 
of fashion in being over-fine, or be-| go2pel that he preaches is one of good 
cause of its disregard of the customs | news, and the message that he brings 
of the day. The up-to-date farmer| is a message full of inspiration, en- 
now appears upon the streets of his | couragement and joy. These lecturers 
native town, or in the hotel corridors | are showing that agriculture today is 
of a city, and is not distinguished by | the best occupation that exists; more 
adress, or act, or speech from those| profitable than any other, enriches 
Who make these centers their homes.| more men than any otner, provides 
The Institutes have also called atten-| more comforts tor more people than 
tion to the appearance of thrift that| any other, is less exacting in its re- 
there is in having harness in good re-| quirements than any other, gives more 
pair, clean and well fitted to the/ leisure and purer joys than any other, ' 
horse; in having a buggy that is free | and is the only occupation in which 
from mud and that may be used with-| absolute and unqualified independence 
out injury to holiday clothes; that| exists. Instead of being menial and
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beneath the dignity of cultivated men, control of corporate interests so as to i 

and women, it is the only occupation | prevent imposition and extortion, are 1 

which requires the highest attain | some of the directions in which the | 

ments in science and art for its proper| influence of the Institutes has been il 
pursuit, and which provides unlimited | exerted to the great advantage of the wt 
opportunities for the study of natural! farming public. | 

tuings and for contact with the liv- | 

ing, growing, and ever-changing forces Fo Summarize. | 

that abound in rural life. The reply, therefore, to the inquiry 
No dyspeptic should be permitted to| ;; to what karmers’ Institutes have 13 

be upon the Institute lecture force.| gone for the farmers of the United i} 

He may be as eloquent as Clay, aS| srates, may be summed up in the il 
learned as Gladstone, and as forcible points that have been presented. i 
in presentation as Webster, and yet) first, They have awakened farmers 14 

these qualities may make him the} to the realization ox the possibilities of i 
more dangerous if his breakfast sours agriculture. i 

on his stomach ana he is only able to} Second. They have brought farm- ’ 
behold the affairs of life through| o.; to appreciate the value of science W 
jaundiced eyes. healthy, strong, vig-| i, agriculture. 7 

orous men wit good digestion are) phird. The Institute has brought ; 
needed in Institutes, who believe in | many farmers to realize that the hope : 
their profession and. preach it as @/ of progress in their profession lies in i 
gospel of salvation to farming people. tne work and development of the agr.- 
The Farmers’ Institutes have gradu-| cyitural colleges and experiment sta- i 
ally weeded out the weaklings and | tions. i 

cranks, and now are employing only | Fourth. The Institutes have taught ‘ 
those who have a message that is! ;a+mers to respect themselves. i 
likely to be of use and who proclaim | Fifth. They have brought farming } 

it in sincerity and truth. | people to respect their occupation. i 
g Sixth. They have shown farmers i 

Have Shown Importance of Unity mt tne importance and value of unity of i 
Action in Public Affairs. action in dealing with public affairs. i 

The Farmers’ Institutes have per-| ‘Tnese all are general benefits which 
formed another service that has been | the Institutes have conferred. i 
most valuable in the development ot | There have also been improvements i 
the agricultural industry. They have} due to the influence of the Institutes i] 
shown farmers the importance and| that are specific and marked. Among i 

value of unity of action in public af-| these have been the improvement of 4 
fairs. All other industries have organ-| the country roads, the securing of 

ized for self-improvement and for pro-| better rural schools through centrali- } 

tection against encroachment by those | zation, and the introduction of classi- i 

whose only purpose is to rob. The| fication of studies. They have im- 
Institutes have pointed out a way by| proved country homes inside and out. | 

which country people can act together,| They have introduced science and Ht 

and can come to a common under-|system into country housekeeping. i 

standing and agreement by means of} They have improved the live stock of i 

discussions in Farmers’ Institute) tie United States—animals for beef, ij 
meetings, of important questions that| for the dairy, for draft, and for all 

affect their interests. The equitable| other purposes. They have effected 

adjustment of taxation; the proper| improvement in the growing of crops, | 

distribution of the public funds; the|in cereals, in forage crops, and the | 

i 

|
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staples, such as rice, cotton, sugar, 1,000,000 of this number scattered 

cane, and tobacco. They have brought] through all the communities of the 

into fruit culture spraying apparatus;| United States. ‘he work that re- 

have taught farmers how to fertilize,| mains for the Institutes before the 

pick, sort, store, ship and sell their | limit of their usefulness is reached is 
products. They have taught market} very great, and will require that the 

gardeners improved metheds of grow-| force of workers shall be many times 

ing vegetables and protecting them| increased and that the money that is 

from insect enemies and fungous dis-| now expended in Institute work shall 

eases. They have disseminated in-| be much more abundantly supplied 

formation with regard to the effects of | than heretotore, and that the organi- 
cultivation upon soils for the conser-| zation of the Institutes shall be more 
vation of moisture for increasing their} systematic, so that the best results 
fertility, and also have shown the im-| possible may be secured and the most 

portance of adapting the crop to the} economical use of men and money be 

particular kind of soil upon which it} had. Many years will doubtless elapse 

is to be grown. before all of the people of the United , 

The Institutes have not done all of| States shall have been reached, but 
these things for each state, but they| the phenomenal growth of the Insti- 

have done one or more in every state.| tute system during we last twenty 

They have not reached the entire| years gives promise of the ultimate 
27,000,000 of farming people, but they| accomplisament of this desirable end. 

bave given instruction to about Adjourned until 9 o’clock next day. 
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SECOND DAY. 

The Institute met at 9 a. m., Conductor F. H. SCRIBNER in the Chair. 

HOME SURROUNDINGS. 

DELBERT UTTER, Caldwell, Wis. 

ti, our buildings are located and arranged 

Me > and our manner or planning and car 

A Ps » ing for our home grounds. 

A peal \ Influence of Surroundings on Char- 

A a A acter. 

é : p Y The influence of good home cur- 

\ roundings, as it pertains to exterior 

2 as well as interior conditions, has an 

m cS appreciable effect upon our lives and 

i oe has much to do with forming the 

BR ‘ 4 ae habits and moulding the character of 

Jt ie P era our boys and girls. The boy or girl 

1 tl Pi 4 brought up where thrift, order and re- 

i ih us ee finement are noticeable on every hand, 

‘ a ees will be more likely to choose farming 

\ | as an occupation than where condi- 

V / tions are the opposite, and the boy 

N y or girl who chooses some other occu- 

N j pation, as* many of them must, will 

SS y leave the farm with a better training 

NS y and with a love for the home tkat will 

a make them stronger and better men 

and women and they will look upon 
Mr, Utter. = 

the old homestead as the dearest spot 

Our reputations as individuals or as on earth. 

communities as regards thrift, culture . - 

and character depend largely upon The Financial Side. 

our home surroundings. The passer- Financially considered, the im- 

by, be he neighbor or stranger, forms] provement of the appearance of our 

his opinion of us by observing bem jouer is a good investment, as the 

well our roads are constructed and | prospective purchaser of a farm will 

maintained; how well our fields are | be attracted to a locality where there 

fenced and cultivated, and how well | is an appearance of thrift and the 

our live stock are bred and housed:| home grounds are well laid out and 

He notes with particular interest iwi kept in a neat and tidy manner, and
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he will pay more for a farm than he, and shoula be in the foreground, while 
would where such conditions do not|the barns, out-buildings, etc., should 

exist. be in the rear. 
The farmer is largely a creature of Trees and shrubbery should be so 

circumstances, he is seldom a chooser | placed as to give protection from cold- 
ot his home; he may be heir to the old! est winds, generally on north and west 
homestead or may be obliged to pur-| sides are where they are most needed, 
chase according to his ability to pay.| and the next object is to place them 
AS a consequence, buildings have} where they will airord shade and add 
been located and built by others, often| to our general plan of improvement. 
with little regard to appearance, and| Sheds, out-buildings, barnyard and 
many times with little attention to| parts of residence that are unpleasing 
convenience. to the eye, may be made less conspic- 

The early settler had little thought | uous by planting trees and shrubbery 
tewards beautifying his home; his|or covering with vines. 
whole intent and purpose was in mak- 
ing the land avauable for the growing| Choice of Frees and Manner of Plant- 
of crops; his whole energy and ing imporiant. 
strength was applied to the destruc- The ¢heice ef wees is of much im- 
tion of the forests, every tree seemed portames, as well as the manmer of 
an enemy and he ruthlessly cut it planting. Mvengreens should net be 
— consequence he had not ieft emt, as they are the best for 

ppreciation of what Na-| shelter and as specimen trees are very 
ture had done to beautify his home. crnamental. Phe Norway Spruce is 
The result is a barrenness about some well adapted for windbreak, wile 
of our Wisconsin homes that gives the Blue Spruce, austrian Pine and Sibe- 

ie ‘The generation at tones oe| ag Abr Wik ae fox ea, 4 
pioneer has more time and should wal = = admired 
have more wealtn and culture and. s vite 7 re ann : pe ? | is useful as a sereen to hide barnyard wnat is better, inclination and taste or fenee. = 
to make ais home surroundings as For deciduous trees, the hard or 
beautiful as can ve afforded. sugar maple is a favorite, as it is 

Artistic Rules Should be Followed. co eaxchg ees eo gaa 

It is not so much a matter of ex-| ties. The elm is said to be stately, 
penditure of money, as it is of plan-| but the maple is noble and nobility is 
ning and arranging buildings, fences,|to be preferred to stateliness. The 
drives, trees and shrubs, so they will| box elder is not to be despised; it 
harmonize with tne natural surround-| grows well anywhere, is a fast grower, 
ings. Our plan should be the same as| holds its foliage until late and is 
tnat of the artist, as landscape gard-| shapely if kept well trimmed while 
ening is picture building and we fol-| young. 
low the same seneme to improve our The arrangement of trees should be 
home grounds; our fences, hedges and| planned to harmonize with natural 
trees are the frame and background; | surroundings. If we have hills and 
the house, barns and out-buildings are| trees in the background, we choose 
the principal objects and should be| our trees and so place them that they 
made prominent or obscured, accord-| will appear to have grown there nat- 
ing to the importance or appearance.| urally, while if our location is bare 
The house should be the main figure! and nearly level, our plan may be more
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formal and we may plant a row of| be seconded in her-efforts by the men th 

evergreen on west and north sides and | folks, and the whole premises should 4 ti 

nil in at back and sides of house with | be cleared of debris that has been ac- ii 
trees and shrubbery. Hedges jie owen these many years. There i 

side of yard give a good effect if well| is that old brush heap you left last He 

cared for. | spring or the year before and that you ni 

intended to burn the next day; there ig 

Use Care in Selecting Paints. is the old wagon box, the old hay rack, | 1 

The color scheme is the first thought | P¢™haps a wood rack and the old crate il 
of the artist ana so it should be to the} Which tne pig was shipped, all if 
home builder. How often is the eye| Housht to be too good for fire wood i 
offended in onserving the too glaring | °" kindling, but now too rotten for i’ 

or too sombre colors that are used to| that purpose and only good for a bon- ii 
decorate our farm buildings. We can|#Te. Perhaps there is little time to i 
choose a white, pearl, gray or green | spare at this busy season, but if care i 

for our house and if we must use the| ‘8 taken to keep things cleanly, much i} 

red mineral paints for our barns they ae fe yeas, More will be avatied Hi 
ean be toned down to brown or some Le Eeneee? appenrance oF town and id 
cther neutral tint, making them har-| COU2try is improved by this organized ik 
monize with the natural colors. effort and the influence upon others is iq 

of importance. 

Neatness First — in Improve the tsa i 

While the farmer cannot be a land-| _ TB lawn should not be a combina- HE 
scape gardener, or afford to employ tion of flower garden, orchard and it 

one, he may by study and observation ee: A few trees that are neat in i 

learn how to improve his grounds. habit of growth may be grown in front iy 
We say improve, for there are very and at sides of house, but a good ex- ii 

few who have had a chance to plan | P@s¢ of lawn should be in view from e i 

them, as that has been done by others. 2 ee ee ae ee I 
When we speak of the home should be used often and rubbish 4 

grounds, we do not mean the front picked up; hedges trimmed in their i} 

yard alone, but the back yard, the|"°™2e"; vines trained and trows il 
barnyard, the garden, the roadside, ‘watched tor vermin. This care, while i 
and the adjoining fielus as well. Neat-| it takes time, causes us to study na- i 
ness is the first requisite in our im-|‘¥Te’s laws in growth of branch and i 
provements and is as necessary out- leaf, gives us a better appreciation of i 

side as inside our homes. Outdoor country life and we are encouraged by , 

improvement clubs have been organ- the expressions of commendation of 

ized in our cities with the object of| fiends and travelers. 
improvement of home surroundings, = 

in which each member agrees to plant en My 
at least one tree and spend one day in Good drives should be made by ex- 

cleaning up, repairing or removing old| cavating six or more inches, accord- ii 

fences, renewing walks and drives,| ing to the physical condition of soil, | 

planting shrubs and vines and adding} filling first with cinders or coarse } 

ag much as possible to the attractive-| gravel, finishing with screened gravel i} 
ness of their homes. or crushed stone, and the edges kept i 

The farmer’s wife has her day of| straight by drawing line and cutting 
cleaning the dooryard, and she should! with spade or hoe, 

i 
\ 
i 

it
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Flowers. mulched, so that the grass will not 

We should not forget the flowers,| "OW around wem; then they need 
for a taste for flowers should be en- trimming each year in June or Au- 

couraged in every household. It has sust. There are two seasons of 
been said that a person that loves | S'Wth, June and August. 
flowers cannot be really bad. Flow- sn ate oe ee oe ae 
ers, like children, thrive best when | OU buy? 
loved and given the care and watch-| Mr. Utter—A tree that has been 
fulness that goes with love. Flower| ‘™@2splanted two or three times, fif- 
beds may be at the side, or in the| ‘©e@ or twenty inches high. 
back yard, while for cut flowers, those}. Mt. Imrie—I have already set a 
are better grown in the garden.| Bedse, they were termed saplings, I 
There is more pleasure in growing think taken right out of the forest 

flowers in the back yard than else-|®?cund the swamps, and many of them 
where, for they are within view of the| “ied. Afterwards I got plants trans- 
busy housewife and are nearer: aj Planted twice from the nursery, 
water supply and are more certain to| ®°@tly two hundred, and they all 
receive frequent attention. lived. We took a plow and removed 

the sod entirely and filled the space 
Results Greater than Cost. about three feet wide with earth, 

Anything that is worth having costs| Prousht in good, rich ground, and 
money and labor and this is true in| they are looking nice. 
beautifying our homes, but I think it Mr. Utter—Another object of setting 

is well expended and it is our duty to| ‘tem in the garden is, if there are 
expend all we can afford for the con-| S°m¢ that have not grown freely, you 
veniences and some of the luxuries| °2" select so as to have your trees 

that make farm life enjoyable. even. Another thing is that you will 

With the modern methods of heat-|>€ more apt to have a specially pre- 
ing and lighting our houses; with free} Pated place for them, which is neces- 
rural delivery of mail, bringing daily | °2"Y- You must get rid of all the June 

papers to our door; with telephone} %!@SS and white clover. 
connection with town and country] A Member—What do you use for a 
and electric railroads reaching every} ™wch? 
hamlet, our position will be indeed| Mr. Utter—Half rotted straw is the 
enviable. best mulch. 

Mr. Hill—I am pleased with all the 
hints in that paper with one excep- 

o=ceeor tion, and that is, I never plant a box 

Mr. Imrie—How soon after planting] elder for ornament, or any other pur- 
would you begin to trim the white} pose. I have planted a good many, 

cedar hedge and the arbor vitae? and for awhile they grow fast and 

Mr. Utter—Just as young as possi-| make a nice tree, but later they grow 

ble. It is as well to buy your young] to be very unsightly. 

trees that have been transplanted two Mr. Utter—I think if they are well 

or three times, and it is well to set| trimmed, they are a beautiful tree. I 
them in the garden to remain two} have two of them which are admired 

years. This insures a good growth.| by everyone. They have a wider 

Tney should be set about four feet| spread than any other tree on my 

apart, on land that has been cultivated| grounds; one has a spread of nearly 
and well manured the previous sea-| fifty feet. 

son. They should be set earefully and| Mr. Foster—What would you recom-
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mend for a hedge that would grow| and if you once cut the outside leaves | 

more quickly than white cedar? © of this arbor vitae, you have destroyed i 4 

Mr. Utter—I know of nothing that! the plant. You must exercise care to Hi 

will grow quicker; in five or six years/ trim in August. pt 

you have a sightly hedge. | Mr. Utter—You should not trim i 

Mr. Imrie—Some of ours this year,} close enough to make it look bare. Hy 

tne second year after planting, have| The habit of growth is different from 

grown from twenty to thirty inches. any other tree, because it makes a 

Capt. Arnold—You don’t speak about | second growth in August, and I want 

basswood, I think that is one of the! it to make some growth after trim- 

most beautiful trees we have. ming. There is no doubt that it is 

Mr. Utter—I think perhaps it is in} much better to buy trees from the 

the localities where it is natural for| nursery. You will see the result of | 

it to grow. Where you have elms, a| that in the prairie states. I made a 

basswood looks very well. trip last fali from Chicago to Omaha / 

A Member—Is white birch a hard| by daylight, and I saw some of the 

tree to transplant? most beautiful homes in a strictly . 

Mr. Utter—I think not, when it is| prairie country. Those people saw 

bought from the nursery and where it} the necessity of providing trees, and q 

has been given plenty of room to| there is the finest tree growth and the 

make a good root growth, but taken. best arranged grounds that I have ever 

from the forest, I should think per-|seen anywhere, while up in some of 

haps it would be. The only way to get| our northern and central counties they q 

a tree to grow well from the forest is| have neglected saving any of the for- | 

to get one quite young and then trim| est trees, and few nave been planted. 

back, leaving just the body of the] Take Barron county, it is rightly 

tree. named. It seems pitiful the condi- HG 

Mr. Imrie—Don’t you think, Mr. Ut-| ticns we see -here. ! 

ter, that as a rule it is more econom- A Member—In setting out a white 

ical to buy, especially evergreens, cedar hedge, would you put manure in 

from a nursery after they have been| the bottom of the holes? 

transplanted, rather than to try and Mr. Utter—Yes, if well rotted and } 

take them from the woods? mixed with soil. The soil must be 

Mr. Utter—I think it is, certainly.| rich, and the more manure you get in 

Never plant a tree unless it is well] there the better you can conserve 

formed. One that is grown spindling,| moisture, and they need all the moist- if 

better be thrown away. ure that can be saved. i} 

Capt. Arnold—I have always Prof. Hamilton—I noticed you omit- 

trimmed my hedge early in June.| te to mention California privet. Was f 

This year I trimmed it in August.| that intentional? ' 

Will it be necessary to trim it again? Mr. Utter—I have had no experience | 

Mr. Utter—Not necessarily, it will] with it, and I question whether it 

keep its shape until next June. If we} would be hardy in this latitude. j 

trim in August, it is best to trim early A Member—Have you had experi- | 

enough so as to allow it to make a] ence with nut trees? 

little more growth. Mr. Utter—I have not, except the 

Capt. Arnold—I had an idea that] horse chestnut, and that is a very | 

trimming in August was a bad thing.| pretty tree. 

You know you cut brush in August, The Chairman—Will Prof. Hamilton 

and it is more liable to kill the brush| tell us something about the tree he 

than any other season of the year,| mentioned?
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Prof. Hamilton—it is simply a hedge) it is a very hardy tree. The Norway 
plant, a very beautiful plant, makes a spruce very often dies, I notice. 
splendid hedge, is easily controlled.| Mr. Chureh—Maybe it was owing to 
lt is not altogether an evergreen, but! too close planting that the ever- 
the leaves stay on until late in the win- greens died. 
ter, and it is a very popular hedge} Mr. Imrie—Capt. Arnold suggests 
plant. I have four kinds of hedges} white pine; that does not make the 
around my yard, one is a thorn hedge, | same kind of a windbreak that Norway 
another is osage orange, another is| spruce dees, White pine has quite a 
honey locust, and still another is the body of limbs which are high, whereas 
California privet, pnd it makes a very] tne Norway spruce makes the foliage 
beautiful hedge. right down to the ground. 

A Member—What tree do you prefer | Mr. Utter—The tree is broadest on 
for a windbreak, Mr. Utter? the ground, that is the beauty of 

Mr, Utter—I think a Norway spruce. them, and we should cultivate that 
Question—Doesn’t it take a long] habit, never allow the lower limbs to 

time to grow? be broken or cut off. I think the 
Mr. Utter—They grow from two to greatest mistake that farmers make 

four feet each year on my soil, sandy | in growing evergreens is that they 
loam. usually are planted too closely, and 

The Member—Mine are spruce of! instead of cutting out, or discarding a 
some kind, I don’t know whether they | tree, they will trim them up, which 
are Norway, but I don’t think they spoils it as far as growth and beauty 
have grown four feet In the last eight | are concerned. 
years. Mr. Philips—I have a hedge of Nor- 

Mr. Utter—Are they cultivated? way spruce thirty-five or forty feet 
The Member—No. high. The great trouble about the 
Mr. Utter—They should be culti- Norway spruce is that you must give 

vated and the grass never allowed to them plenty of room, and most people 
srow around them. They should be} do not. The best hedges in Minnesota 
mulched until the lower branches| that I have ever seen had trees set 
cover the ground and shade it. about twenty feet apart, so as to give 

Capt. Arnold—I think the medium] them room to spread, and then another 
white pine excels all other evergreens, | row about sixteen feet from that. 

a & '
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MILK FERMENTATIONS. 

E. L. ADERHOLD, Neenah, Wis. 

mms) | fiavors, absorption of odors, unclean 

| | utensils, and bacterial ferments. 

i a | Probably seventy-five per cent of the 

} Fe trouble is caused by ferments, so it 

a ‘canal the duty of every dairyman 

Fé - familiarize himself with milk fer- 

} B ee and its causes. 
| These ferments are caused by 

, e 4 4 | germs. The germs are so minute that 

ae sd # jit is impossible to see them with the 

eee Fr is | naked eye, but when they gain access 

PS aS . |tc milk they may create fermentations 
Fs abet | which will injure the quality of the 
eit st y | mills, cheese or butter. 

S ; ‘ — Action of Various Kinds of Germs. 

4 % The various kinds of germs produce 

} | ditferent products. One kind works . 

I on the milk-sugar and converts a por- 

| tion of it to acid, thus cauging milk . 

H to become sour. Other germs produce 

offensive flavors, such as_ fruity, | 

I | sweety, vinegar, bitter, rancid, etc. . 

| As a yeast ferment creates gas in 

Mr. Aderhold. om so certain milk ferments cre- 

ate gas and, in cheese making, it is 

In my work as traveling instructor | caught in the body of the curd and 

in cheese making, I have, during the} causes a porous texture, and usually 

past five years, made a curd test of| a bad flavor goes with it. 

each patron’s milk separate at about} One kind of germs produces poison- 
two hundred factories—including the | ous products and occasionally we hear 

milk of between five thousand and|of instances of cheese or ice cream 
six thousand patrons. The results at} poisoning. 

nearly every factory proved that from Germs grow slowest when milk is 

twenty-five to fifty per cent of patrons | coldest, therefore the changes in milk 

furnish milk that makes a decidedly| are very slow when held at a low 

bad curd. This inferior milk is put| temperature. Their activity is great- 

in the vat with the better milk and the| est at a temperature between seventy- 

whole product is injured. Therefore,| five and one nundred degrees and 

it is almost impossible to produce per-| that is why we have the most trouble 

fect cheese or butter in our factories.| wich milk in hot weather. A very 

high temperature kills most of the 

Causes of Imperfect Milk. germs, consequently boiled milk will 

The general causes for imperfect| remain sweet longer than raw milk 

milk are: Cows out of condition, food | will if kept at the same temperature. 

J
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How Germs Gain Access to Milk. cows. You know when you see a little 
Not ail germs are injurious, The ray of sunshine shining through a win- 

troublesome varieties come from de- ean ee on eae ie 
caying substances such as we find in = . 
the stable or around farm buildings. and so we shouldn’t stir up the dust ‘They are also formed in stable dust before milking. We want to have a 

ana in unclean utensils. Cows lie| £004 System of ventilation, and light, 
down in the stable or barnyard and clean stables. We want to have ab- 
some dust and dried manure particles | S°Tbents in the gutters, so there is not _ 
adhere to tre udder. Some of this} ™UCh fermentation going on, and a 
dirt falls into the pail during milking| £004 System of ventilation like King’s 
—and with it the germs. It has been| ®¥Stem. I was in a stable the other 
demonstrated tnat in this manner, — ey was: full of cows, 900 you 
with the careless milker, milk will be-| CCtldn’t smell manure in there at all, 
come infested with germs at the rate because they had such @ good system of over ten thousand to the teaspoon- of ventilation. The air was almost 

ful, and there is no doubt in my mind perfect. Anybody can put that sys- 
that unclean milking is the cause of = See ake cea 

a Be oe ee taint while the animal heat is in it? 
. Mr. Aderhold—Yes, it will take it 

How to Keep Germs Out of Milk. | just as quickly while it is warm as 

The stable should be bright, prop- byes 
erly ventilated, and reasonably clean.| _@¥estion—Will it do to set oe 
The milker’s hands should be clean| °@” = Sere there 
and dry and the cow’s udder should paint? 
always be cleaned before milking.| Mr. Aderhold—Milk will take on any 
‘rhe milk showu not remain in the| dor; I don’t think that is a good plan 
stable to absorb dust and foul odors.| t all. It might take on a faint flavor 
It should be cooled to a low tempera- | at least. 
ture as soon as possible after milking] Mrs. Howie—Will a thunderstorm 
to prevent fermentation. When milk} fect milk? 
is cold it shoud be covered to keep| Mr. Aderhold—Well, it often makes out dust and odors. All utensils| ™ilk sour, because the weather is usu- 
snould be thoroughly washed and well| #lly very hot, and that is the kind of scalded at least once a day. weather when the germs are most 

dangerous. I don’t think it is the 
thunder. Farmers often lay the sour- 

DISCUSSION. ing of the milk to a thunder storm 
A Member—Do you prefer to milk| when their neighbor’s milk goes 

with wet or dry hands? through the same storm all right. I 
Mr. Aderhold—Dry hands. I learned | don’t think it is the storm at all, it is 

to milk with wet hands, it was just| carelessness. 
like washing my hands and the cow’s A Member—Is there any objection 
udder in the milk itself, a dirty trick. | to separating milk in the Stable? 
Question—Wouldn’t it be well to Mr. Aderhold—Yes, sir. 

have the air of the stable clean enough} The Member—Where should it be 
so that the milk should not be con-| separated in the winter without hav- 
taminated by it? ing it freeze? 

Mr. Aderhold—Yes, it would be| Mr. Aderhold—Some of these dairy- 
nice, not only for the milk, but for the| men can tell you that, I am no dairy-
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man. I want to say one thing, the/ and may do a whole lot of harm, be- 
seams on the cans ought all to be| cause they say that anywhere around | 

soldered. farm buildings the air is so full of | 

Mr. Nordman—And don’t you think| germs that during the aerating pro- | 
it is important for farmers to put up| cess the germs mix with the milk and 
ice? may cause a great deal more trouble 

Mr. Aderhold—Well, it would be-a| than benefit, and they have ordered 
nice thing, those that have it like it their farmers to quit airing it and cool 

very much, but in cheese factories the milk down as quickly as they can 

they are usually not in the habit of and shut the can up tight, to keep 
doing it, and they can keep the milk cut germs and odors, and they are hav- 

sweet from nfght till morning very ing less trouble than they did when 

well, if they are very careful about it they aired the milk, and =e cannot 

and cool it with water. Of course, if| V@TY Well buck that kind of experi- 
they have the ice, it would cool to aj °?°® 
lower temperature and be a good The Chairman—Mr. Goodrich and i 

~~ oo hie Sontag, ood T flak ome | in. wi Mr. Bradley—Wouldn’t the milk be! ye 2 good play to have him tell of 
a good deal easier to handle if it had | some of the conditions he found with 
been cooled down quick within a few} reieenen tn dn tetier. . 
minutes = it was milked? Haven’t Mr. Goodrich—This subject of the 

you said so? care of milk is an important one, be- | 
Mr. Aderhold—It is very important | cause butter is made from milk, and | 

to cool it quickly in order to retard| jf there are any germs in the milk, 7 
fermentation, | they show in the butter. We have ex- | 

Mr. Convey—Would you recommend | amined some thirty or thirty-five sam- 
aerators, and if so, what kind? ples of butter, and I wish to say that : | 

Mr. Aderhold—I used to recommend |on the whole it &verages well, very 

them earnestly, but I do not so much | much better than a lot of butter would 
any more. I think the proposition of| ten or fifteen years ago before the 

earing for milk for cheese factories| Farmers’ Institutes and Dairymen’s 
is different from what it was fifteen| Association had put in their work, but 

years ago. I don’t believe I ever saw] it is not all perfect yet, of course. I 

miik work nicer than where aerators| can see that the women who have 
were used and no cooling in water,| made it have taken a great deal of 

but a few years later, in the same fac-| pains and part of it is very good, but 1 

tory, it didn’t work at all; there was| there is some that has a very objec- 

trouble for months. We could not|tionable flavor. I don’t know who is 
make a good cheese. We have got a|to blame for that, but when I find 

great many more ferments troubling| stable flavor in it, as I do in some 

us than we used to have. The old| cases, I believe the man is to blame. 
troubles are a great deal worse and| Then there were two samples that had 

we have three or four new ones that|a very pronounced smoky flavor. I 

are bothering us. You know we have| don’t know who is to blame for that, 
more diseases in the human family| whether the man is to blame for not 
and we have more troubles in milk,| having a good stove or a good chim- 
and we must take care of that milk| ney, or, in one instance it was a smell 

according to the present conditions; | of tobacco smoke, and I think the 

and some factorymen take this theory,| man is to blame for that probably. I 
that aerating milk does some good,| speak of these things so you will think 

i
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of them and guard against them as,smooth. Have one of these small 

much as possible. tools that looks like a potato masher 

Mr. Convey—I would like to call at-| end pound it down with that, and I 

tention to one other thing that people| will tell you a trick that we used to ! 

make a mistake about, and that is a do when we wanted the grain to look 

finish on the butter, putting figures on! nice. We put a piece of cheese cloth 

it, or having an uneven surface on top. on the top and rolled it over, and that 

Mr. Goodrich—The best way to fin- | made it look very nice. It is also all 

ish off a package of butter is to leave | right to cut it off with a string. 

it level and smooth and not rub the} Mr. Convey—But the same string 

ladle over it, that makes it el should not be used too often. 
greasy. When it is marked up, that is Mrs. Howie—A fine wire is good, or 

objectionable. Leave it level and | a very thin wooden knife. 

FRUITS FOR THE FARMER. 

J. L. HERBST, Sparta, Wis. 

| are surprised to learn the small num- 

| ber of farmers that raise enough fruit 

| for the family use. For the family use 
is what I shall speak of, and not com- 

| mercially. 3 
SEES, Having been connected more or less 

cyanea | with those in the business of growing 
eae fruits commercially for the past fifteen 
Sachi years, I am satisfied that the average 

’ | |farmer cannot grow fruits success- 
">= =| | fully for commercial purposes. I have 

eae ez expressed my views on this subject I 

~~" | | believe, at a previous meeting of this 

~ =| | kind and will not dwell on this part 
| | now. 

ms s When we ask the farmer why he 

p: f does not grow enough fruit for his 

{ own use, he will give various excuses, 

but invariably they are poor ones. So 

many times he will say, “I can buy 

i cheaper than I can grow them.” No 

| doubt he can, for as a rule he will buy 
for his family probably eight or ten 
quarts of the small fruits and a half 

Mr. Herbst.» bushel of apples for the winter 
months. He will say, “I have not the 

The subject, “Fruits for the| soil and location.” Why bless your 

Farmer,” should be of interest to| soul, there is not a state in the Union 

each and every farmer of our state,| that cannot grow the strawberry. You 

and yet, when we come to look over| can at least grow some of the fruits, 

our state as we pass through it, we! and if not of one kind, no doubt some
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A Cluster of Sparta Berries. 

of the others. More often we hear|take care of the fruit garden and fig- 

the excuse, “I can’t afford it.” The| ure the profits you will derive, you will 

question should be, not whether you| find out that you are more than paid 

can afford it, but rather can you afford | two-fold for your trouble and besides 

to be without the fruits. When, you| having the satisfaction of profiting by 
take into consideration the expense,| your own labor. 

time and labor required to properly ! We owe it to our families to have
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our tables supplied with fresh fruit.) of it, they have purchased what after- 

A fruit garden is one of those things | wards turns out, if it lives, to be not 
on the farm that makes the home sur-| above the common and invariably be- 

roundings pleasant and the farm more| low. In purchasing plants and trees, 
valuable. It is one of those things| order direct from your nearest nurs- 

that help keep the children on the|eryman. In this case you get stock 
farm. it is ome of those things| that is more nearly adapted to your 
that, when in after years the children| locality. Choose those varieties that 

are gone to new homes, they will re-| have been tried and are known to 

member the old home as the dearest| have been successfully grown for 

and pleasantest spot on earth. years. Trees and plants shipped in 

The successful farmer of today is the| from other states necessarily have to 
one whose farm home is made pleasant| Come farther, which makes express 
by the surroundings. A neatly kept} nd freight higher. Coming a long 
lawn, dotted here and there with orna-| distance, they are, as a rule, pretty 
mental shrubbery, vines climbing] Well dried out when they arrive at 
about the porches, the back yard de-| their destination. Having been grown 
void of old rubbish, a neatly kept|im a much different climate, they may 
vegetable garden, a small fruit plat| 20t be adapted to your particular so.1 
and orchard, show that this farmer is| 224 location. Wisconsin is pretty 

up to the times, that he is as a rule] Well supplied with good, honest nur - 
successful in his work of carrying on|@Tymen, and the one who understands 
the farm, and that he thinks more of | his business is ready any time to help 
his home and family than the care-| You out on varieties and methods for 
less, easy-going, shiftless neighbor. caring for the same. The following 

Time is too short to go into the de- list can, however, be safely planted in 

tails of growing all the fruits which ec fe ee Sate oe 
we should have. Besides so many well in nearly all sections of the state. 

timely articles are written by men . . 

who understand the business and Good Nerieties: 
which are printed from time to time Strawberries: Warfield and Eaver- 

ir. our agricultural papers, that Ij !ena, fertilized with Beder Wood and 

would probably not give you anything | Splendid. 
new in the management and care oi Red Raspberries: Marlbsro for 

the fruit garden. carly and Cuthbert for late. 

Black Raspberries: Conrath for 

. 3 ‘ early and Gregg and Nemaha for late. 

Use Caution in Buying Plants and | “Blackberries: Hldorado and Sny- 
der for early and Ancient Briton for 

I am satisfied that a good many of| late. ‘ 
those who have tried growing fruit Gooseberries: Houghton for early 

and failed have been unsuccessful on| and Downing for late. 

account of not planting varieties that Currants: Victoria, Red Dutch and 

were adapted to their particular lo-| White Grape. 

cality. Too many are led into the be- Grapes: Moore’s Early, Delaware 

lief by the traveling nursery tree| and Niagara. 

agent that some high-priced, never Apples: Whitney, Longfield, Duch- 

heard of variety of tree or plant is] ess, McMahon, Pewaukee, Wolf River, 

what they want. They are told of its| Northwestern Greening and Wealthy. 

marvelous growth, of its big yielding| Plums: Plant native varieties only, 
qualities, and before they are aware| such as DeSoto, Surprise, Forest Gar-
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den, Quaker, Rockford, Hammer and| well spread. If you have noticed, 

Wolf. while digging a plant, tree or shrub, 

Cherries: Early Richmond. you have found that the roots have 

x rs grown out in a spreading direction. 

Location of the Fruit Garden. In setting out our trees and plants, 
The location of the fruit garden| we must take particular care that the 

suould be as near to the house as con-| roots are well spread and dirt well 
venient. The orchard can be located | firmed about them. The tops should 
turther away. The site for the small] also be cut back to some extent to bal- 

fruit garden would probably not be|ance up what has been lost of the 

an ideal site for the tree fruits, so] rocts in digging. 
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Melons Raised Under Glass by John Vanloon, La Crosse, Wis. 

that the two possibly should. be- Care and Cultivation. 

planted separately. Do not attempt| Avout the care and cultivation can 
to grow the small fruits between the | be said in a few words, but those few 
rows of tree fruits, as poor results | words mean, if kept in mind, a fruit 

will follow this course of treatment.| garden and orchard that will be a 

Plant as early as possible in the| piessing to our homes and the admir- 
spring, the earlier the better. | ation of all who pass the farm. 

The work of caring for the small | These few words are, clean and 
fruits can be done much easier and} thorough cultivation. Weeds and 

handier if the rows are rather long,| strawberries cannot both be grown on 

instead of being short. Give plenty| the same plot of ground. The cane 
of room for all fruits. In setting the| and tree fruits cannot be grown in 
plants or trees, the roots should ne
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No outlay of expense will be needed , will say, keep in touch with these two 

for tools, as most farmers have those} institutions, write for their bulletins. 

imp.ements which can ao the work:|The men who have charge of this 

The same hoe that is used for the po-| work are there for the purpose of giv- 
tatoes and corn can hoe the anal! ing you information as regards varie- 
fruits. The same cultivator that cul-! ties, locations, methods of setting out, 
tivates the corn and potatoes can do) care and cultivation, pruning and the 
the work ot cultivating the fruit gar-) best methods of protecting, and all 
den and orchard. The little time that] this free for the asking. 

is required to do the work of caring 

for our p.ot of ground amounts to but 
very little. The cultivating can be DISCUSSION. 
done when we go to cultivate the corn Mr. Philips—I wish you would 
or potatoes, and what little hoeing is} strike out the Pewaukee from tnat list 
necessary can be done evenings. AJ or apples before it goes into tue Bui- 
little less time wasted whenever we] jetin. ‘‘nere dre very few piaces in | 
go to town and put on the fruit gar-| Wisconsin wliere the Pewaukee is be- 
den, will keep it free from weeds,| ing sougat after or planted now. 
make a strong, vigorous growth to Mr. Matteson—Why? 

stand the winter and produce a boun- Mr. Phiips—I was just going to tell 
teous supply of fruit. you. 

The Uuairman—Pewaukee is heard 
Bulletins Regarding Care of Fruits. | trom. 

I have said but little in regard to] Mr. Philips—Mr. Stickney set out 

the care and management of the va-| °Me hundred trees and he has dis- 

rious fruits. Perhaps a good many of| Carded ail those trees because they 
the farmers throughout the state are| are not profitable. I do not know of a 
not aware of the fact that a good| Single section in the state where men 
deal of information in regard to the} have raised the .ewaukee that are 
growing of fruits can be had free| Planting it now. It is an apple that 
through two sources in our state;|is good in but very few parts of our 
namely, the Experimental Station and| state. The rest of the list is all right. 
the State Horticultural Society. Both} Mr. Utter—How many years would 
of these instituuons are carried on by| it be before somebody would advise 
the state. You are helping to pay for| discarding the Wolf River and North- 
carrying on the work of these two in-| western Greening? 
stitutions and you are entitled to the} Mr. Philips—Except for certain pur- 
results of their work free, and it| poses, I would discard the Wolf River 
should be had for the asking. The} now, but the Pewaukee is so univers- 
State Horticultural Society, by locat-| ally dropped in the state that I think 
ing experimental orchards throughout| » should not go into the record. 
the state, is endeavoring to show Mr. Matteson—Isn’t one Pewaukee 
what varieties are best and will give| apple worth a dozen Wolf Rivers? 
good resuits in that particular section} Mr. Philips—No, not on the market. 
of the state. The Experimental Sta- Mr. Matteson—I mean for eating. 

tion some few years ago started ex-| There is an orchard near me some- 

periments with the small fruits, but of} thing over twenty years old of Pe- 

late years for some reasons we have| waukee apples, and very few of them 

not received much information in re-| die; they bear each year; they are 

gard to this line of work. To those| good sellers. ; 

who are endeavoring to grow fruit I Mr. Foster—Does anybody like the
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Whitney? In my experience tney, guish and be careful to raise the right i { 

bear all right, but even the boys won't| kind under those circumstances when it 
steal them. | wecan raise them so easily by avoid- 1 

Mr. Philips—When the minister] ing the imperfect .ossoming berries. i 

goes by our place he stops his horse Mr. Herbst—I have seen periect Hd 

and steals my Whitney apples. uowering strawberries that were ab- \i 

Supt. McKerrow—lf the Whitney is| solutely barren. They will biossom 4 
going to demoraiize even the minister, |out very heavily and produce very lit- +i 

we better cut it out. tle fruit. I have recommended four | 
Mr. Philips—I planted the Whitney | varieties here that are good yielders, i] 

all along the road so tae people can| good quality, and the very best for tne ii 

nave apples when they go by. tarmer’s fruit garden. Of course, if I 

Mr. Foster—You wanted to give| ne wants to plant all staminate va- HY 

them the idea that the rest are :ike| rieties, 1 have no objection, but I have if 

them, so they won't go inside. recommendea a list that seems to 

Mr. Herbst—I don’t expect all these| aave done well in all sections of the 

varieties are going to do well in one| stave and have given good results. { 

section. 1 am trying to give a list} Mr. Matteson—If we plant simply 
tnat will do weli in most sections of! tne Clyde and the Splendid, won’t that { 

the state. The only way you can do| be all right? 

is to plant these varieties that are Mr. Herbst—I know of a party that | 

grown near your home, and tnat you] is growing fifty varieties, and out or 

have known to have succeeded in your] that list of fifty, probably forty are . 

section of the state. staminates. Out of that list of forty 4 

Supt. McKerrow—We must under-| Staminates there are not more than } 

stand Mr. Herbst is not advising any| five that are good yielders of fruit. ‘ 
or these from the commercial fruit] hey blossom out very heavily. Hi 
grower’s standpoint, but from the Mr. Matteson—I had some rows of a] 

standpoint of the farmer who is only} Clydes last year about ten rods long 
growing a few. I come from Pewau-| ‘nat yielded me about a hundred and i 

kee as well as my friend Matteson; | fifty quarts to each row. They are | 
we are growing pretty good Pewaukee} not a good shipping berry, but a splen- | 
apples down there, and we don’t want| did yielder and good for home pur- | 
to be shut out from growing Pewau-| poses. . 
kees. We are going to leave this list] Mr. Utter—I think Mr. Foster struck i 
just as Mr. Herbst recommends it. the keynote of the cause of fauure in ij 

Mr. Foster—There is another fault] the farmer, in just that one point that i 
that I have to find with Mr.|/the farmer does not give enough | 

Herbst’s paper, and that is] thought to the selection and care, both 
that I consider the growing of| of his fruit and vegetable garden, to | 
the imperfect blossoming straw-| have success. If he hasn’t thought 

berries as a device of Satan to dis-| and care enough to look out that he 
courage us farmers from raising] gets the right varieties of strawber- 
strawberries. I have seen a number] ries, he isn’t going to succeed with 
of beds set out by ordinary farmers,| any berry he will grow or with his 
they were absolutely fruitless, and} garden. The time has come when, if i 

tney did not know what was the mat-| we are to have a good garden and good 

ter until I told them. it seems to me} fruit, we must give it some thought 
that would be all right for commer-| and attention, the same as we do the 

cial purposes, but it is too much of a| cther parts of our farm work. 
task to ask of us fellows to distin- Mr. Matteson—I understand, Mr. 

| 

i iy
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Herbst, that it is right to prune back, the roots from the lower side and 

the apple trees according to the loss] plant the tree. It needs all the roots 

you had suffered in the roots. As 1] that it has to start the top. 

understand it, that is contrary to the A Member—What kind of a fruit 

teachings of Mr. Coe. I set out an} tree can I plant on molding sand? 

orchard bought from him three years Mr. Herbst—I am going to turn that 

ago, and he said not to prune back the] question over to Mr. Philips. 

mrst year at all, but to prune the sec- Mr. Philips—I don’t know what 

ond year. molding sand is. Is it molding sand 

Mr. Herbst—Well, most all the or-| such as is used in a foundry? 

chards that I have had any connection The Member—Yes, about five to six 

with and have helped set out, I have| feet of molaing sand. 

always practiced pruning immedi=tely Mr. Philips—If I were g-ing to plant 

- after the time of setting. a tree there I would dig a hole about 

Mr. Philips—I say, cut the top back| four feet square and draw in clay. 

at the time of setting to correspond The Member—I did tLat; I dug a 

witn the root. If your root is very| bole six feet square and filled it up 

small, do not leave all the top. If tne| with ground, but I can’t get any tree 
root is very small, it cannot start all| to grow. F 

tne top, and in endeavoring to start it, The Chairman—It would be more 

it makes a failure and does not start} profitable to sell the sand for molding 

at all. Cut off the bruised ends of| purposes, I guess, and buy the apples. 

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN. 

L. E. SCOTT, Stanley, Wis. 

| “All things come to him who waits,” 

gare | is an cold and very common expression 

| which is made much more comprehen- 
A —— | sive by the modern addendum, “if he 

A | nustles while he waits.” 
A ; “The world owes me a living” is an- 

i od | other old saying. It does, most likely, 

: if we work for it; it does not if we do 

i oe not work. No one has the right to Z 
i ca expect the good things of this world 

without labor, and few of us obtain 

them without due effort, the Institute 

worker not excepted. But what may 

v4 be expected from the effort? 

‘ There is locked up in tae laboratory 

vy 3 of the average Wisconsin soil the ele- 

: y ments necessary to produce the most 

VN ¢q y toothsome dainties, if only the right 

N y seed or plant is introduced and given 

N / the proper manipulation of cultivator 

X y and hoe. 
_ y There is no man, however wealthy, 

we _— who can live quite so well, so far as 
Mr. Scott. luxuries of the table are concerned,
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as the fore-handed farmer. A few) never buys a horse for his own use . 

hours’ delay upon the road, or in the| that is light in the flank. The stom- 

grocery, wiil often destroy the delicate | ach supports the brain as well as the 

aroma and flavor a choice vegetable| brawn, and a dyspeptic would be of 

might have possessed had it gone di-| little use as a Farm Institute worker, 

rectly from the garden to the kitchen] and, while he may be the subject of 

but an hour before dinner. pity, is not the most useful or agree- 

I have been called the best and| able member of the family. . 
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Some of the Sweets of Northern Wisconsin Sugar Camp at Forest Lodge 
Farm, Stanley, Wis. 

most regular feeder upon the Wiscon- “Feed your stock a variety of suc- 

sin Farm Institute force, a reputation| culent and nutritious food,” has al- 
based principally upon the hotel ob-| ways been the advice of our best 

servations of my fellow workers.|stockmen. Should we not do as well 

While I would resent the charge of| by our families? And yet there are 

“gormand,” I believe in good living.| many men who take pride in well- 

I notice that while Mr. Goodrich looks | bred, well-fed and carefully groomed 

first at the cow’s eye, he places equal | stock, that consider the family vege- 

stress upon a ‘well-developed jaw ol table or fruit garden beneath their 

a capacious stomach. Supt. McKer-| dignity, a matter only for the man of 

row says, “No foot, no horse,” but he! small mind or the potterer. To me
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there is something lacking in such a| transplanted into it and the portion 
man’s nature or his management. sormeriy occupied by the tomatoes 

may also be reuued and planted to 
How to Lay out the Vegetable Garden.| melons, or tne eariy bed may be dis- 

The excuse made by most farmers | Pe#Sed wits and we tomat.es anu cau- 
for not having a good garden is lack | °88¢ started im the house, and we tu- 

of time. This may be overcome by PIBEOES | DS, PImn OUI 1800 oe 
having the garden so laid out that the uotbed the last of April at the time of 

' most of the work of cultivation may Blanes p02 ne 
be done with a horse, and hoeing How to Build a Hotbed. 
thereby reduced to a minimum. This ‘ 
may be done by planting everything A hotbed should be Luilt warm. 

iu rows not less than ten rods long|42¥ Caeap lumber will anower, 1 
and sufficiently wide apart to admit|@2<ed om a aouble wall built and 
of horse cultivation, which, in every | #//eu witu sawaust or hurce manure. 

case, snould be shallow, fine and fre-| 42Y ©!d sash or the storm sash trom * 
quent. It is not necessary that the|YOUF house will anawer, but it 1s 
entire row be of the same vegetable, | 't#¢er hard on the sash, as the amount 

or planted at the same time, but let | ©! Steam softens we putty. ‘Lhe reg- 
the row be straight, so as to admit of | /@F hotbed sash is not very expen- 
close cultivation with a fine-toothed | *‘¥¢ 42d is manaier. “ne reguiar size 

cultivator, then with a sharp, bright|“! Wese is three by six feet, and as 
hoe the weeds may be cut out from| @@2Y of them may be used as desired. 
tetween the hills in a short time. It] This would make the bed six feet 
the work is attended to while the| Wie. A bed of that width shiuid be 

weeds are still small, it is another case| ‘WO and one-half feet high on the 
where “a stitch in time saves nine,”| S°Uth side ana three and one-haif feet 

if not, indeed, nine times nine. on the north. 
4ill to within a foot of the top with 

Preparation of the Soil. fresh horse manure, evenly distrib- 
" uted and fairly tramped. 

It is not necessary to tell you that For the early bed, cover with five 

the soil should be well drained and inches of well prepared garden soil, 

should receive each year a dressing} which should have been piled in a 
of fine manure, which should be well} conical form, near by, the fall pre- 

worked into the soil. vious. Put on the sash and wait tll 
: tne rank heat has subsided. Then 

A Hotbed a Valuable Aid. sow the seeds and keep sufficiently 

A hotbed should have its place upon| moistened. Cover glass upon cold 
every farm, and two of them would Le] nignts with an old carpet to prevent 
better, one for the starting of such| radiation and raise the sash at the 

plants as tomatoes, early cabbage and| rear during the heat of tne day, to 
cauliflower, and tne other for melons, | prevent too nigh a temperature and to 
early cucumbers and the later growth| provide fresh ‘air. Run a wire over 
of the tomato, previous to planting| tne sash to prevent their being blown 

out. ot and broken. 

One bed will answer, starting it For the late bed, instead of garden 
early in March, and when the cabbage] soil, cut some loamy sods six inches 
is ready to set, say the last of April,| square. Reverse a sharp spade so as 

the portion occupied by the cabbage] to hold it perpendicularly and cut a 
may be refilled and the tomatoes! long strip of sod six inches wide,
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straight and true, and then trim and | the table from that date till frost 

cut into perfect squares. Run a close | came and later, and this upon a heavy ) 

tined fork under at a depth of four} soil the coldest and wettest season 

or five inches and pitch onto a a ever known in our part of the state. 

wagon or into a wheel barrow, and| For varieties we plant “Vaughan’s 

take to the hotbed. Place them | Earliest of All” for early, and “Atlan- 

closely, grass side down, upon the top| tic Prize” for medium. For late, there 

ot the fresh horse manure. Trans-| is, in my experience, no tomato that 

piant your tomatoes, which you have | will equal the “Stone.” This is a 

started in the earlier hotbed, or in the large, but not overgrown, smooth, 

house. Also plant in sods in a por-| meaty and brightly colored tomato. 
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Some of the Products of the Vegetable Garden at Fairmount Farm, Sparta, 

Wis. 

tion of this bed cucumbers for early,; The earliest varieties of all plants 

water melons and musk melons. At-| are of the poorest quality and the 

tend as previously directed and trans-| smallest yielders. The first named 

plant the last of May. variety in this is wrinkled, but it is 

early. I am trying this season, in con- 

Best Varieties of Tomatoes. nection with the above list, “Sparks’ 

I have transplanted tomatoes when eee oe early = highly rec- 

in blossom and some fruit set, and ne CSE CREE EE OEE 

melons that were commencing to blos- 

som. We had, in 1903, in latitude 45 aoe see eee 
degrees, or that of St. Paul, ripe toma- For musk melons we plant “Early 

toes July 20th, and all we wished for| Hackensack” for early and “Osage”
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for late. The last named gives us, Some Benefits Derived from a Hotbed. 

great pleasure when ripe, but is late. The hotbed may be used for rad- 
The “Peerless” or “Ice Cream” water |ishes, lettuce and the like, but its 
melon is a white seeded variety, very | greatest value is in starting those 
sweet and crisp and is all right for| plants that require a long season in 
home use and the boys. which to grow and which we can get 

but little good from if planted in the 
Insect Foes. open ground. It will give us a longer 

Bugs will seldom attack musk] period in which to enjoy these good 
melons ‘or cucumbers which are/|things and tue higher the latitude and 
started in a hotbed, but those we plant | tne shorter the season the greater are 
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A Dish of Strawberries, Fairmount Farm, Stanley, Wis. 

ip the open ground we sprinkle with | the benefits to be derived from the 
land plaster as soon as above ground, | hotbed, 
when the dew is on, or after a rain.| Lima beans may also be planted in 
We use this liberally and, while ft is| sods and put out in the open ground 
not poisonous, the bugs don’t quite| when all danger of frost is over. 
like the grit and you can often save For a few days just previous to 
your vines by this simple process. I} planting out, the sash should be taken 
refer only to the little striped bug and | off during the middle of the day, so 
not to the large, flat-ironed shaped | that the plants may harden up. 
squash bug. 

For cabbage worms we use a little 

Paris green applied in water up to the DISCUSSION. 

time heads form. After this we use Mr. Hill—In applying Paris green 

air-slacked lime, which will kill every| to cabbages, I haven’t had good suc- 

worm it touches. cess in putting it on with water, but
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by mixing it one portion to. two of|better remedy was land plaster, and ig 

flour, it will stick. from that day to this I have used land 

Mr. Scott—I think air-slacked lime | plaster and used it successfully, but 

will do as well. tne flat-iron shaped squash bug you t 
Mr. Hill—I have tried air-slacked | cannot poison, because he does not eat i 

lime and they didn’t care anything|the foliage, he sucks the juice from 
about it. the stalk of the plant and no poison 

Mr. Scott—That is very strange. I| will reach him. The only thing that 

never saw air-slacked lime applied to|can be done is to protect the plant 

a cabbage worm but what it killed it} with a netting, or else catch the bugs 

almost as quickly as it touched it. and destroy the eggs which you will 

Mr. Matteson—I have found hard-| find on the underside of the leaf. 
wood ashes all right. Mr. Martiny—I think there may ; 

A Member—Mosrt any kind of dry | have been some point in the fact that } 

dust will kill the cabbage worm. Mr. Scott said he applied this land 

Mr. Foster—What poison do you use|plaster to every other hill. That 
for these squash bugs? might send the bugs to the hills be- 

Mr. Scott—You can’t poison them. |tween that didn’t have it on. 

Mr. Foster—I can’t understand how] Mr. Scott—i have used it on every | 
you get these little striped bugs to]hill for ten years. I think where it 

eat it from the bottom of the leaf and| fails it is because it is applied too | 

get the grit in that land plaster.| sparingly. 

Nothing of that kind ever affects my A Member—When a person is apply- } 

striped bugs; I have tried every-| ing a remedy or going at anything, he 1 

thing, but they are too cute, they skin| should stand by and watch the effect 
off the under side of the leaf. of it and see that it has the right i 

Supt. McKerrow—Everything and| effect, see whether he has used his 
everybody up near Fairchild are cute| remedy strong enough or not, not sim- ¢ 

and tenacious, they are stayers. ply throw it on and walk off. 

Mr. Goodrich—And they are in the} Mr. Foster—I agree with the 
skinning business up there. speaker, and so the plan I have 

A Member—Did you ever use salt-| adopted is to cover my plants with : 

petre and water? some cheese cloth, then they can’t get 

Mr. Foster—No, but we have used] at them. 
kerosene emulsion and all kinds of Mr. Hill—A remedy has been adver- 

dust and things, but the little striped|tised for these flat-iron bugs at ten 
bug, we have to catch and pinch him. | cents, I know of a party that sent ten 

Mr. Matteson—Insect powder,| cents and got the remedy; it was two 

sprayed on the cabbage, would be} little sticks and the directions were: 

sure to cure it. “Catch your bug and put him between 

Mr. Scott—There is that hen man| the sticks and press them together.” 

again. Mrs. Howie—How would you plant 

Mr. Foster—I have tried that, too,| your early melons? 

blew it right up at them under the] Mr. Scott—We just plant the seed in 
leaf, and they laughed at it, thought| these sods. We cut the sods six | 
it was some kind of pie I was giving| inches square, put the grass sod down . 

them, upon the horse manure about the 

Mr. Scott—A number of years ago I| 25th of April, and we plant the seeds, 

wrote to Prof. Goff and asked him| just taking a knife and mellowing up . 
about saltpetre and how to apply it,| the center of the sod and planting the ! 
and he wrote back that he thought a! seeds in the center. Care for it as | 

bi
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you would any ordinary hotbed, and; body has an asparagus bed. Time is 

along the last of May or the first of| too short to cover everything. 

June, when all danger of frost is over, Mr. Bradley—In our Institute work 

take to the garden and plant them! tuis winter, where we have asked the 
out in the mellow soil; the roots will| question as to how many have aspara- 

soon penetrate through and beyond gus, it would average about three in 
the sod and you have a nice plant. a hundred instead of every one. 

Mrs. Howie—How many seeds do Mr. Scott—The asparagus bed 

you plant? should have a place and due attention 

Mr. Scott—We plant six or eight,| in every garden and my principal rea- 

but we thin down to four for musk] son for omitting a mention of it in this 
melons and two for water melons| paper was that Mr. Hill has a very 

after we plant them out. nice treatise upon this most delicious 

Mrs. Howie—You put the sod right} vegetable in last year’s Bulletin. A 
cut with them? very common error, and probably the 

Mr. Scott—Yes, we don’t disturb the | reason that many do not plant aspara- 

roots at all. We used to use straw-| us, is the notion that it is a hard 
berry boxes tor tomatoes, just leave| plant to grow. Nothing is farther 

out the bottom of the boxes and you] from the truth. Plant in any rich, 

have a mass of roots with the dirt ad-| mellow soil, not so deeply in heavy 
hering, but we have tried the sods for | clay soil, as some recommend, say four 

tomato plants the last year and we] inches deep, and give reasonable cul- 

find the sods are preferable.* tivation. That is all there is to it, and 

Mr. Hill—\,hat is the matter with| a bed once well established will last a 
the asparagus bed, why don’t you rec-| lifetime with a little attention. Two- 

ommend that? year old plants are preferable and may 
Mr. Scott—It is supposed that every-| be obtained from any nurseryman or 
— seedsman, or you can grow your own 

* Tomatoes grown at Stanley in the| plants from a five-cent package of 
season of 1904 by the sod method pro-| seed, but it will take longer. 

duced ripe fruit July 21st. 
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SUMMER COW FEEDING. 

Cc. P. GOODRICH, Fert Atkinson, Wis, 

To make cows profitable, they must; tue cows can eat it. This excess of 
have an abundance of good miter | grass soon ripens and dries up, be- 
ducing food for the whole year round| coming innutritious and unpalatable, 
both winter and summer. so that cows will not eat it. Then, 

There has never yet been a sum-! when the heat and drought of mid- 
mer in Wisconsin wuen pasture alone: summer and autumn come, fresh grass 
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“Dairying Don’t Pay”—Unless You Feed. 

would supply a suuicient amount of , grows so slowly that cows cannot get 

such food all the time. If the pasture | enough without working too hard for 
is large in proportion to the number | it, and to do well they must then be 

of cows, the grass, during the rapid |fed something else. Tnis is not an 

growing season in the fore part of | economical way of doing, for there is 

the summer, grows much faster than |a large amount of good feed wasted 

8
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and one cannot afford that, especially dency to scouring which is common 
where land is as valuable as it is in| when their feed is nothing but the 
most parts of Wisconsin. green, rapid-growing, watery grass of 

spring at times of abundant rains. It 
Supplement Pasture with Green For-| aico makes them proof against any 

age Crops. trouble from bloating when their pas- 
A better way to do is to have the| ture is young clover. 

number of cows proportioned to the 
pasture, so that they will keep the Feed a Small Amount of Grain. 

grass fairly well fea off during the Many years ago I tried feeding a 

most growing season, and supplement| small amount of grain food to cows 

the pasture with a succession of| while they were on pasture, and I was 

green forage crops. First may be rye} so well satisfied ‘with it that the cows 

(which, by the way, should be fed| on my farm, which were giving a good 

rather sparingly, for green rye, if it} flow of milk have ever since been 
is the exclusive feed, will be likely to| fed a grain ration equal to about cne- 

impart a disagreeable flavor to tne| half of the usual winter ration, con- 

milk), then follow in their order, first | sisting usualiy of equal parts of ground 

crop of clover, green oats or oats and| oats and corn and bran. I found that, ’ 

peas, second crop of clover, early fod-| although it did not always immedi- 

der corn, later fodder corn, evergreen} ately increase the milk flow suffi- 
sweet corn, and sorghum. ciently to pay for the extra feed, yet 

It is not necessary that these sup-| with cows of a strictly dairy type, 

plementary crops should be fed per-| which were almost sure to milk down 

fectly green, making it necessary to| very thin and poor on grass alone, it 

cut it each day as it is fed. In fact,} would enable them to keep up their 
I think it is even better that they be| strength and condition, so that they 
wilted or partially cured, so that| did much better in the fall and follow- 

enough can be cut at one time and| ing winter for having been fed grain 

somewhat dried to last several aays. while on pasture. [ think they also 

If there are more of these supple-| did better the next summer. 

mentary crops than are needed to feed Whether it will pay a man now, 

during the summer, they can be cut/ with the high price of grain, to feed 

when at the right stage and made into| it in summer depends on the type of 

hay and curea. cows and the ability and skill of the 
2 owner as a aairyman. If the cows are 

Also Feei Dry Forage. not of strictly dairy type and the man 
I have 1ound it a good way to feed| who handles them is not a first-class 

some dry forage in connection with| dairyman, it will not, in my opinion, 

sugculent pasture grass, or any other} pay to feed grain on good pasture. 

succulent food. For more than twenty-} 1 have known of some men who have 
five years tne cows on my tarm have] been very successful in dairying, who 

been fed every day during the summer | did not pasture at all, but fed their 

some nice, early cut hay, usually clo-} cows all summer in the stables, 

ver hay. It is put in their mangers|on green forage crops, with some 

every time they are put in the stable| grain, letting them have the run of a 

to be milked and they always eat some] small field for exercise, with a grove 
with great relish, no matter how good} where they could lie in the shade and 
the grass may be in the pasture. I|take comfort. In this way, many 

am sure it is good for them or they| more cows could be kept on a given 

would not eat it. It checks the ten-| number of acres, and the income of
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the farm greatly increased. Of course,| venient form possible to feed. The ; 
. it took more work, but these men say| cows will eat the silage with great 
that they cannot afford to pasture| relish every day, no matter how good 
good tillable land, worth $80 to $100/tne pasture is, though they will not 
an acre. | eat as much as in winter when on 

otherwise dry feed. 
A Gooi Silo the Best Solution of the | I know personally several men 

Question. | who practice this way and feed silage 
Now I wiil tell you how I think is every day in the year, and I need not 1 

the cheapest, easiest and best way | teil you they are very successful men. 
provide summer feed for cows, I know a few men who feed silage | 

| 

5 : 
| 
| 

. 

| 

“Golden Morning,” First Prize Yearling Guernsey Bull, Junior Cnampion 
and Reserve for Grand Champion, Worild’s Fair, 1904, Owned 

by Geo. C. Hill & Son, Rosendale, Wis. 

It is to have a good silo and put up; the year round who do not have any 
corn silage. If you have a gocd pas-| land in pasture. I have in mind one 
ture this silo needs to be only about| now who has a small farm and keeps 
one-half as large as the one which] as many head of cattle as he has acres 
holds the winter silage. It should be| of land. He has nearly one-third of 
smaller in dimensions, but just as| his land in alfalfa and the balance, 
deep, so that enough can be fed from outside of that occupied by buildings 
the top each day to keep the silage| and yards, is used for growing oats 
from being damaged by exposure to| and corn. He has the material for a 
the air. In this way, you can have| well-balanced, succulent ration every 
the best of feed to tide over a time| day and his cows produce splendidly. 
of drought and short pasture. It will] Practically one acre feeds a cow. If 
be always ready and in the most con-| he needs to buy a little concentrated
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food, the pork made from the skim Mr, Goodrich—I don’t know, I never 

milk is ample for that purpose. Need] ied any rape to cows. 
I tell you that this man is getting for} Mr. Matteson—Wouwidn’t you supple- 
his labor and his feed a very high| ment grass for your strippers with 
price indeed? They, who do as he| some succulent food, peas and oats, or 

does, are getting many times as much| <:omething of that kind? 
as some men who work harder than Mr. Goodrich—Remember I said 
they do, just because they use intelli-| that every one of them had some nice 
gence, juagment and skill in summer tay twice a day. 

cow feeding, as we. as in winter cow Mr. Convey—I think that where we 
feeding and in selection, breeding and| have good soiling crops to feed in 
care of cows. Lroper condition, it is unnecessary to 

feed grain, that is, with good pasture 

and good soiling crops. I don’t say 
DISCUSSION. you wouldn’t get somewhat better re- 

A Member—How much grain do_you Bults, but I believe it = ~ the Hine of 
feed your cows in the summer on the | CC°20my to furnish soiling crops average? rather than grain crops and we are 

Mr, Goodrich—We will say about working along tnat line more than 
four pounds a day. formerly. Formerly we depended 

Question—Principally corn meal? quite largely on feeding some = 
Mr. Goodrich—Corn meal and bran Mr. Goodrich—You remember I said 

er corn ground, cob and all, I have] ‘#@t it might be a question now that 
known a good many who have under-| 872 eg aie pat here Beet up 
taken to teed cows in the summer who and I believe it pays me, but it would 
have said that cows would not eat| 2° unless they — good dairy cows. 
bran wnen they have fine, fresh grass.|_ T- Foster—What would be the mat- 
‘lney will eat corn meal. The cow ter in following the rule & feed emoee 
knows enough to balance up her ration | C°WS stain if they paid for it? if you will give her a chance. Nature Wouldn't that settle the whole ques- 

prompts her to take that which is| 10m, not feed them grain because 
necessary to supply the demands made | “¢Y re a dairy type or anything of 
cn her and if she gets grass that is] ™8t Kind, but if tuey pay for it. 
balanced about one to four and one-| ™MT- Goodrich—No, I don’t want to 
half, she doesn’t care whether she has| ™* it in that way, because I have said 
any bran or not, but she will take|JUS¢ what 4 mean. Of course I expect 
some corn meal, because that is more| ‘em to pay for it, but how do you 
carbonaceous. Try it and see. know that they are paying for it? 

Mr. Foster—Do you give her all she] YOU have got to have a year’s work 
wants? to find out, Of course if you try ita 

Mr. Goodrich—No, not always. I whole year and find that your cows 

just said three or four pounds, ana|™#Ke you a bigger profit than they did 
that to cows that are giving a good before you fed grain, then it is safe to 

flow of milk in the summer, and are| 5@Y that feeding that grain paid, but 
cows of a good dairy type. I wouldn’t| %°U can’t tell it from one day to an- 
feed it to cows that would put it on} ther. 
their backs, and of course not to strip-| Mr. Braaley—Suppose one season 
pers; I wouldn’t feed grain in the sum-| was a dry season. 
mer, that is, if they have good pas-| Mr. Goodrich—We are not depend- 
ture. ing on pasture, we have the silo, too. 

Mr. Nordman—How about rape? Mr. Foster—If you are feeding your
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cows with silage, and with pretty fair| handle the cow so as to make the | 
pasture and if you find by the addition | greatest possible profit. {i}! 
ot a little grain that you gain more Mr. Foster—I claim that no man is i 
than enough milk to pay for that) bred right to take care of a cow if he i 
grain, if your cows increase their flow,|is going to trust to that cow’s judg- Hi 
isn’t it wise to feed grain, and if they| ment as to whether she will pay her HG 
do not, is it wise? Now, you haven’t| poard or not. Are you going to trust | 
got to wait till the next year to find| that cow with a lot of grain, trusting Hy 
that out, not if you know what your| and hoping that she will pay for it a 
cows are doing. Therefore I say it is|next winter or next year? Your ii 
a good rule to follow to feed your cows | grocer won’t take you that way, he ii] 
next summer, no matter what the| wants to know something about you, i 
weather is, what grain they will pay| he wants to know what he is getting, i 
for. what the prospect is, therefore, I i 

Mr. Goodrich—No, Mr. Foster, you| claim that a cow should not be fed | 
don’t understand me. We will sup-| more grain than she will pay for right | 
pose that you should commence to| then and there and we ought to know | 
feed grain and feed five cents’ worth a| about it. | 
day, and it increased the milk so that} Mr. Goodrich—That is the point ex- te 
you got four cents’ worth more of| actly. Maybe she doesn’t pay right 
milk, that wouldn’t be paying just ; down any more than you do, but if she 
then, but if you kept right on feeding | is juct the right kind of a cow she will 
this grain that cow would come along| pay before the year is up, the same as 
better in the fall and winter, a great! you do. i 
deal, than if she had not had it, and Mrs. Howie—Would you advocate Hi 
in the end it might pay, because a keeping your cows housed all the tif 
keeping up her strength and vitality | time? 4 
and keeping her up to the highest | Mr. Goodrich—No, I wouldn’t. My 
flow of milk possible. way is to give them a small pasture if 

A Member—Don’t you think there is| that they can just about consume the i 
2 great deal in the individuality of| grass while it is growing the fastest f 
the cow as to whether she will pay| 2nd then supplement with some other . 
for the grain or not? food of course, preferably silage. 

Mr. Goodrich—This man has struck A Member—Are you not bothered 
it exactly, you must have a cow that|-with milk fever where you feed so MH! 
has the ability to turn her food all| high? | 
into milk except what she needs to| Mr. Goodrich—I used to be bothered | 
support her own life. So you must| with milk fever, because I did just 
have cows of a high dairy type, or,| what somebody suggested here a little 
with grain as high as it is now, you| while ago; I fed stripper cows grain i 
could not afford to feed them grain on| and got them a little too fat, but when | 
pasture. And there is more than that,|I didn’t do that, reduced the feed a | 
tne cow must be bred right, and the| little while before freshening, I did 1] 
man must be bred right, or he can’t| not have milk fever. 

e 

ii 

+ 
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WINTER COW FEEDING. 

W. F. STILES, Lake Mills, Wis. 

AEE of the feed as possible on his own 
4s seer > farm. Now, what are the best feeds 

logs ek ee aire se for dairy cows that most Wisconsin > 
fee. cad 2 = farms will grow abundantly? Of the 
is ° coarse fodders, the crop that will pro- 

i a ; duce the most feed per acre is corn. 

eee: ae Ae Next comes clover, then clover and 
oes Y sl timothy and the upland meadow hay. 
ee. We hope that we will soon be able to 
| ae J : add to this list alfalfa. 
are es se " When we come to consider the 
okie = grains, the best of these is oats, then 
ara ors oats and wheat, then corn, and in 

4a 7S Ns some sections of the state oats and 
eral peas, or peas alone. Where peas can 

\ a 7) be grown successfully, they make a 

~ , very rich cow feed. 

V ? ] As the dairy cow does her best in 

y the month of June when on good pas- 

, ture, we should take a lesson from this 

y and give her as near these conditions 

i ye in winter as possible, both in regard 

_ to feed and surroundings. What are 
: Mr. Stiles. some of the characteristics and quali- 

ties of the summer feeds? In the first 

As friend Goodrich has just finished | Place, this feed is very palatable; next, 
feeding these cows for the summer,|is easily digested; third, it contains 
we know that they are in good shape | all of the elements of nutrition in the 

to enter the winter. If a cow is not| right proportions for summer feeding, 
in good condition to start the winter, | and last, but by no means least, it is 
it will make a good ueal of difference | Very succulent. For instance, in 
in regard to the profits of the winter | mixed pasture grass there is three per 
feeding. The old saying, an animal |cent of protein, thirteen per cent of 

well summered is half wintered, is | carbohydrates, eight-tenths of one per 
_ very true, especially when it applies |cent of fat, two per cent of ash and 

to dairy cows. As the summer feed-| seventy-five per cent of water. Now, 
ing is always the cheaper, it behooves | we have all heard about the balanced 

us well to see that our cows enter the |ration. What is that? It is the ratio 
winter in good condition of health and | Which should exist between the di- 

flesh. gestible protein and the digestible 

carbohydrates and fat in the feed. In 
Best Feeds for Dairy Cows. this grass we have just mentioned we 

In feeding all classes of stock, the | find that the ratio is one part of pro- 

farmer should try to produce as much 'tein to four and nine-tenths of ~arbo-
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hydrates. This is somewhat narrow,digestible protein, twelve pounds of ’ 
but we must remember that grass is] digestible carbohydrates, and half a 

a summer feed. In winter feeding, we} pound of fat. As clover hay is com- 

can add more of the carbohydrates, | paratively rich in protein, when possi- | 
for it will require more heat formers] ble this should always form part of 

to maintain the warmth of the body.|the ration. When it is abundant, 
By a number of tests it has been | allow the cows to eat all they will of 

found that in-winter feeding it is safe|it. If part of the corn crop has been 
to feed a ration as wide as one to six.| put in the silo, then give the cows 
This is what we call a balanced ration | about forty pounds each daily. Where 

for dairy cows in winter. Let us now | fodder corn is fed instead of silage, 
take these various feeds that we have|tnen give each cow two bundles as 

on our farms and see which is the|they come trom the binder. These 
best way to combine them so as to] should be given in two feeds, as should 
approach as near as possible all of} also the silage and hay. Besides this, fl 
these qualities of the summer feed. they should have ail the corn stover 

tney will eat up ciean. | 
Best Combinations for Winter Feeding. Now, as a cow’s stomach is not : 

In selecting winter feed, one should |large enough to hold all of the feed 
first select the coarse feeds, as they | She requires of the coarse fodders, it . 

are usually the cheaper. Of these,| Will be necessary to feed her some 

hay of the various kinds should be|srain or mill feed. For most seasons, 

considered first; then corn fodder in| perhaps the best mixture, when silage 
its many preparations, and in some|is fed, will be three pounds of corn ; 
cases, but rarely, straw may be used. | 2nd oil meal, three pounds of oat meal, 

Then from the grains which are grown | 2nd two pounds of bran or middlings. 

on the farm and the concentrated | When no silage is fed, then substitute 

feeds that are on the market, the|two pounds of oil meal for the bran. 

feeder must select those which are the | A year like this, when oil meal is $25 { 
best and cheapest compared with their | and bran more than $15, I believe oil 
feeding value to feed in connection | meal far the cheaper. j 

it eds. eT . | 
age gg ln in the price is Regularity in Feeding Important. 

not too great, I believe that it is al-| Another important point in winter 
ways best to feed home-grown grains | feeding is regularity, not only in re- 
in preference to the by-products of | gard to the feeding, but with all of the | 
the mills, There is a flavor and a pal-| work with the cows. The feeder } 

atability to fresh ground grains which | should watch and study his cows in- | 
is not found in most of the mill feeds, | dividually and know what each one is | 
and palatabjlity has much to do with| doing at the pail and also observe f 
digestibility. This being the case, we|their likes and dislikes for the differ- | 
should see well to it that all our crops} ent Kinds of feed. ‘1nere is as much : 
should be cut in season and put up in| difference in individuality of cows as | 

the best shape to retain as much as|there is in the individuality of men. | 
possible of their flavor. For this reason, it is best to feed as } 

It has been found by various tests | zreat a variety as possible, so that if 

that a cow that is giving enough milk | 2 cow does not relish one kind of feed 

to make one pound of butter a day | she may make up on another. 
needs a daily ration of about twenty- There is one food, however, [ think 

five pounds of dry matter. In this|is not necessary in order to increase 
there should be about two pounds of | the variety, and that is stock food. = 

.
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Give the cows a handful of salt] the protein we want more than the oil 
every other day, or, still better, have | for the dairy cow, and I think you can 
a box in the yard where they can have] get just about as good results with the 
access to it at all times. old process oil meal as with flax seed. 

A Member—Would you mix oil meal 
Give Cows Plenty of Fresh Water: | with grain? 
One other point of nearly equal im-| Mr. Stiles—I would as soon as the portance to the feed is to allow the|cow gets used to eating it. Some 

cattle to have all of tue pure water| cows don’t like it at first. I have fed they wish to drink. Do not compel] it first alone, and then as soon as they 
them to drink from a tank that is half} got used to it I mixed it with the other 
full of ice. If the feed is all dry, they] feed. I don’t know that it makes any 
should have all of the water they] difference, except that you are a little want twice a day. Get them in the| surer of giving the cow just the right °bit of drinking before they are fed| amount if you do not mix it with the 
tneir grain. other feed. If you mix it, it is apt to 

. Ww Palatability of Feed an Important a oo. eee ee 
Essential. little handful for each cow and then In closing I wish to emphasize the] ; know that each cow gets about a 

fact that all of the feeds should be pound at a time, or two pounds a day. 
fed in tne most palatable form possi-} phe Chairman—That is about the 
ble, for we must remember that a only way you can feed according to 
cow gives us a profit on that feed individuality. 
which she eats and utilizes over that Mr. Foster—If you were short of 
waich is required to maintain her, protein and buying grain in order to 
therefore, the more a cow can be in-] hatance the ration, you couldn’t bal- duced to eat, especially of the coarse ance it by feeding erain and flax seed. 
feed, the more rrofitable she is in the Mr. Stiles—I don’t think it is advis- 
dairy. Note that I said coarse feeds. able to buy the whole flax seed any- As a rule, a cow should have two- way, you gef too much oil. Ground 
thirds of her feed of the coarse fot flax seed is all right for calves, but for 
ders, and one-third of grain, but right the dairv cow I would prefer oil meal. here the individuality of the cow Supt. McKerrow—Suppose you had 
must be taken into account if we a dairy cow that was feverish and out 
would feed profitably. of condition, then wouldn’t your flax 

et seed have a laxative effect that would . DISCUSSION. be of value over and above oil meal? 
Mr. Foster—How much oil meal] Mr. Stiles—Oh. yes, of course: T am would you feed, and how? sneaking of healthy cows and feeding 
Mr. Stiles—Oil meal this year is| them for profit. 

comparatively cheap, but it is not safe The Chairman—Don’t yon think that to feed too much, even if it is cheap.| an animal that is being fed almost en- I wouldn’t give a cow more than two tirely upon dry, carbonaceous foods pounds a day, because it is a little| that in that case flax seed would be strong. all right? 
A Member—Is not clear flax seed Mr. Stiles—Oh, maybe in that case, better than the oil meals? but if you are feeding as you ought to, Mr. Stiles—I don’t think it is. It good, succulent food and good clover ‘ has a lot of oil in it and with the oil hay and early cut timothy hay and 

meal that has been taken out. It isl upland meadow hay, then a cow fs not
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liable to get in these conditions.; middlings as compared with bran as Hi i 

Flax seed has a medicinal effect upon | a cow feed? 11 8 

the digestive tract, and it helps to di- Mr. Stiles—The way they are get- ‘ 

gest the other foods. ting out the bran now, just taking the Hid 

Mr. Utter—How does germ oil com-| shell off the outside of the wheat, I 

pare with linseed meal in price? would rather have the coarse mid- 

Mr. Stiles—I think it is quite a lit-} dlings to mix with the feed than that 

tle higher and is not as good as corn} bran. 

meal. Mr. Convey—I think fffat where they 
A Memt:1r—Have you tried gluten | are fed in connection with some coarse 

meal? food, so as to guard against feeding i 

Mr. Stiles—Yes, I have tried it, but| too fine food, they prefer the mid- / 
it has a flavor that the cattle don’t| dlings, on account of the bran having | 
like. Asa rule, it is a very good feed.|S° much fibre. i 
Some of the cows like it and some| A Member—What grade of mid- j 
don’t. If you can buy it for $15 a ton| dlings do you use? j 
when oil meal is $25, it is a good| Mr. Convey—The brown middlings, i 
thing to add, say, two pounds of that| Standard, as they are called. 

and only one pound of the oil meal. Mr. Stiies—A good many years ago 
Mr. Hill—You spoke of feeding the | We got a different bran, and I liked it, 

cow two bundles of corn fodder inj but at the present time, tne bran 
place of ensilage. Would you feed| Seems to be only the outside shuck 

‘hat whole or run it through a cutter?} 274 there is a good deal of crude 
Mr. Stiles—That denends a good | fibre. 

deal upon the cost of running it] Mr. Convey—In recent feeding ex- 
thioueh the cutter and the amount of| Periments they claim that middlings 
corn fodder that you have. If the corn} are worth twenty to twenty-two per 

fodder is abundant and help is high-| Cent more than bran. Of course-they 
priced, I would as soon feed it in the] !ave not the laxative effect, but with 

bundle. ensilage to feed in connection with the 

Mr. Hill—Wouldn’t you have to feed | “iddlings, I prefer them to bran. 
it out of doors? Mr, Foster—I think it is given in 

Mr. Stiles—No, we feed it in the| Prof. Henry’s “Feeds and Feeding” 
manger. that the cleaner the bran the better it 

Mr. Hill—Do you let the hired man | is for cow feed. ’ 
clean out the manger? Mr. Stiles—Of course the experi- 

Mr. Stiles—I do all but Sundays. ment stations do a great work, but the I 

The Chairman—I have heard Mrs.| ld cow is the jury that decides this | 

Howie say that losing buttons en-| thins. 
courages profanity. I have thought] Mr. Convey—By chemical analysis, 
that these long corn stalks encouraged | bran shows a higher per cent of pro- 
profanity, too. tein in quite a number of cases, but f 

A Member—Have you ever fed any| there is so much crude fibre in bran 
mangles? that there is not the large per cent of 

Mr. Stiles—Yes, last year I fed| digestible protein that there is in 

mangles every day, and they are first | middlings. I 
rate food if you hayen’t any other sue-} Mr. Nordman—Don’t you have to ; 
culent food, but it is a little expensive| mix these middlings with something 
te grow mangles, it takes a lot of| else? { 
work to care for and store fliem. Mr. Convey—Oh, yes, you can’t feed , 

Mr. Convey—How do you regard! ground feed to any kind of animals | 

|
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without having some coarse feed to] doesn’t. It is a pretty hard question 
mix it with; I feed with ensilage or on| to answer, but there is this fact about 

= roots. it. You cannot take a cow that will 
A Member—Have you ever tested] give three per cent milk and give her 

the results of feeding bran as between | such food as will cause her to give six 
when it is costing $7 and $15 a ton? | per cent milk, but you can take a cow 

Mr. stiles—That doesn’t cut any fig- giving three per cent milk and give 
ure in the quality of the bran. her straw to eat, and she will give a 

Mr. Convey—But it makes a sight! mighty little bit of milk and it will 
of difference, because when it is cheap | pe rich, but she won’t give very much 
many people want to feed it by bulk,| putter fat. As a rule, you cannot feed 
and when it is dear they want to feed | fat into milk. 

it by weight, and they generally don’t; 4 Member—Can you feed it out? 
feed enough. Mr. Stiles—I hardly think you can. 

A Member—I had read about the Question—Then the difference is in amount of protein in bran and I mixed che amount of milk we get? 

omits cate. tee, amy horse. ENSY | “aur. Gtiles—¥oe: that ts. tt .. Your 
pg pel icin ages feeding | tost remains nearly the same. 

= A Member—Several years ago I no- 
Mr. Convey—At the Utah Stati-n| sicea that the test at the skimming 

they got just as good results from) -tation fell from 3.8 to 2.6. Now, 
bran and middlings as they did from what caused that? 
cats, just as good results in keeping] " y,__ Stiles—Perhaps your cows got 
up the condition of the horses, and out of condition. The health of the very much better results as far as the cows cuts a good deal of figure. 
cost of the feed was concerned. A Member—Did your cows stay out 

Supt. McKerrow—There are none of doors that night? 
our mill feeds that will put the same 

nerve into your horse as oats will. The Member—No, 
A Member—Do you feed your mill -Mr. Tubbs—I know we can make 

feed dry or wet to the cow? richer milk. I have seen an appreci- 
Mr. Stiles—I feed it dry. able difference in the quality. 
A Member—Do you think that is Mr. Stiles—Perhaps so, for a day or 

better than wet? two. 
Mr. Stiles—I don’t know that you| Supt. McKerrow—To make short 

would get any better results, but it is| tests, there is nobody questions that, 
easier work. but you cannot make a change for a 

Mr. Foster—Besides that, you oblige} long period. 
the cow to eat it slower and she is apt} Mr. Stiles—If it can be done, it 1s 
to get more in. kind of funny they don’t do it with 

Mr. Stiles—Thére may be certain] these cows that give a big flow of poor 
mill feed which will pay to soak, it) milk and make that milk richer. You 
will add some succulence, but I think,| can fix up a cow so she will give a big 
take it all in all, it is better to feed it| test, but then she will run down 

dry. ee again. When they are drying up, they 
A Member—Does it make any differ-} will shrink in their milk, but it will 

ence as to the richness of the milk] be richer in fat. . 
what kind of food you feed? Mr. Goodrich—Mr. Tubbs said he 

Supt. McKerrow—The old question| could increase the amount of butter 
of feeding butter fat into the milk. fat in milk by changing the feed. 

Mr. Stiles—Why, it does and it] What kind of feed shall we feed our
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cows to make them give the richest] A Member—You got the strippings } 
milk? a at night? q 

Mr. Tubbs—I have fed bran, then) yr. Goodrich—No, sir, I want it un- 

substituted ground oats in place of) derstood that that was the exact test i 
bran, and I got more cream from the | of that cow. You will find if you read 
same amount of milk. It is very evi- the Patron’s Hand Book, that at the 

eee. that it did increase | ban-american there were some varia- | 
: tions almost as big between morning 

Supt. McKerrow—Did you test it for} .nq noon and from noon till night. ' 

butter fat with the Babcock test? The cow was milked as clean as I 
Mr. Tubbs—No, but we know by the mid soit ber 

amount of butter. SS . 
The Chairman—You know the The Chairman—Well, how do you j 

cream varies as much as the milk|¢count for this change? | 
does; the only safe thing is the Bab-]| Mr. Goodrich—She is a very deli- tl 

cock test. cate, thin-skinned cow. She was out | 

Mr. Hill—Did you get the increasea|in the pasture; she had never been : i) 

amount of butter through increasing | out when it was cold enough to freeze i 
the amount of milk? and that night it was almost cold 

Mr. Tubbs—No, 1 think not. enough to freeze, and when I went out 4 

Mr, Goodrich—I want to read the|in the morning she was standing by i 
test that I made of a cow that was|tne stable door shivering. She came i 
seven-eighths Jersey. I wanted to see|in and I milked her immediately, and 4 
how good her milk was. This was in|her milk tested two per cent. At 4 
1890. It was the 28th day of May, in| night she gave more milk and it tested 
the morning; she gave eighteen|5-5 Of course I don’t know what hap- 

pounds of milk, which tested 3.1. The| pened, but I believe it was in conse- j 
twenty-ninth day she gave seventeen|quence of that cow feeling uncom- ia 
pounds in the morning and it tested|fortable that the test went down. 
two per cent. That same evening she | Her average test was about 4.5 for the 
gave twenty-one and one-half pounds | Whole summer. H 

of milk that tested 5.5, and the feed| Recess to 1:30 p. m. | 
had not been changed at all. f 4 
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194 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 p.m. Conductor W. F. STILES in the Chair. 

FERTILITY. 

D. B. FOSTER, Fairchild, Wis. 

abundant food, within easy reach and 
y in 7 in the proper form. 

Ah te . When a returned traveler tells us lj " that in the northwest they grow from 4 6 : if forty to fifty bushels of wheat per 
/, . 2 es acre, our first impression is not one 

fi ‘ Pig of excellent seed, or improved cultiva- 
ie <n ete tion, or of great, good luck, no, our 

[ Os ont eH se very first thought is of the fertile, 
oF 5: fruitful soil that enables that result. 

Atte we When we hear of a man who raised 
aa a ene hundred bushels of corn to the 
- > acre, we know that his soil is good 

\ a a 3: because otherwise such a result is not 
‘ es 3 = possible, no matter ‘how good the seed 

Ne Es nor how perfect the cultivation. 
Sy, It is urgently proper, therefore, that 

. we inquire into this soil of ours and 
find out whence comes the difference 

8 between half crops and full crops, 
A which if continued mean to the 

Mr. Foster. farmer, good times or hard times, 
prosperity or adversity, success or 

By fertility we commonly mean the] f@ilure! 
plant food in the soil that is in a " 
proper condition for the plant to as- The Composition of the Soil. 
similate. A soil may be stored full of The original rocks, of which, so 
material for plant food, but if it be} these learned scientific men tell us, 
not in the right form so that the plant] the earth was first composed, after be- 
may use it to make growth, that soil] ing ground in Nature’s ice-mill to fine 
would not be called a fertile soil. Our ) particles, and then decayed and weath- 
low-lying, cold, sour soils are an illus-| ered into still finer ones, and trans- 
tration of this. posed and mixed through the agency of 

Many things are required to bring|rushing torrents and Noah-like del- 
a plant from seed time to a success-|uges, were then fitted to become the 
ful harvest, but we will agree that one | frame-work of a soil, just as the crude 
of the most needful of these is food, | fiber in our plants acts as their frame-
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work, and although usually largely in-; her boys would be with her treasures 

digestible by our animals, is still in- | if she let them have full swing, 

dispensable, as it furnishes storage | wisely put us under limitations as to 

room and protection for tne food parti- the amount of fertility we might draw 

cles. 2 | out of tne soil, w.ch our heedless, \ 

Now the frame-work of a soil is no | wasteful ways. She put us upon a } 

more a fertile soil than the frame-work | yearly allowance, so to speak. Why, i 

of a cow is good roast beef; it is the | ize chemist now tells us that there is q 

accessory furnishings that are neces- | fertility enough in the ordinary farm q 

sary; so Motner Nature simply fol- | soil to produce good crops for a thou- i 

| ane ah eae a ee eee] 
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Starting Some of the Old Crop on Foster’s New Dairy Farm, Fairchild, Wis. in 

lowed good, practical farming ways| sand years, and yet the farmer knows ti 

and by growing all the plants that|to a certainty that most soils can be 

were adapted to her farm and return-|“run out” and made unproductive 

ing in an economical way the soil | with just a few years’ injudicious 

product to the soil, she finally brought | cropping. Well, it is like this: the t 

this earth, after uncounted ages, to| fertility is there all right, but the ! 

the perfection in which we find it, and| great bulk of it is in such form that i! 

handed it over to the sons of men, not | neither you nor your plants can use it, f 

for our very own, but in trust for the| it is locked up, and all you may have i 

coming generations of her children, | this year is just What Mother Nature 

even to the thousandth generation. | will hand out to you. It is like money 

Having created us trustees of this | in the bank, behind bolts and bars; it 

great fund of fertility, Mother Nature,|is yours, yes, but children and reck- 

knowing how careless and wasteful! less spendthrifts are not allowed to t 

. 

i
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even handle all the money that may); How to Renew Plant Food in the Soil. 
belong to them. Now as we,.take out some of this 

Now, let us take this soil apart and plant food in every crop we grow, we 
examine some of the essentials for| can soon “see our finish,” so to speak, 
plant growth which it contains. unless the supply in the soil is con- 

stantly renewea, and this can be done 
Principal Elements of Plant Food. | in three ways: 

a ist. By buying fertility from those The chemist tells us that the three | wno have it to sell in the form of com- principal elements of plant food are| mercial fertilizer. This may sound all 
nitrogen, potash and phosphorus, or right, but it is too expensive for ordi- 
phosphoric acid, as it is commonly nary farm crops, as it costs so much called. He tells us that the u.e of each money that it doesn’t leave profit 
of these elements is as follows: ni- enough to live on. 
trogen is the forceful part of the 2d. Mother Nature is constantly 
srowth; it takes force to push tne unlocking fertility, but that is too 
nead of the plant, up, up, into the air; slow altogether for us fellows; it it takes force to grow corn twelve tezc means summer fallowing and waiting, 
high; it takes force to lift the tons of and so it is not practicable with high- 
water to keep the leaves alive. He priced land and expensive families. tells us that nitrogen is some relation 3d. By returning to the soil a 
to the saltpetre which gives the ex- goodly share of what grew there and 
plosive effect to gunpowder; that it is holding it there by an intelligent the nitric acid which, when mixed| method of cultivation that will also 
with harmless glycerine, makes the develop and quicken chemical and mi- terribly explosive _nitro-glycerine, | cropic action in the soil, and this is waich is again transformed into the] the key to Nature’s treasure house. 
powerful dynamite. So no matter! wach of these elements, nitrogen, 
whether we grow corn, or shoot game, potash and phosphoric acid, has a or blow up big pine stumps, nitrogen | market price at which they are bought 1s the force that does it. and sold on the open market, and as 

He tells us tnat potash combines| the farmers of this country spend 
with and softens or dissolves the $50,000,000 per year for commercial 
sand grains and other minerals, so| fertilizer simply to get the nitrogen, 
that the plant can use them to stiffen potash, and phosphoric acid which 
its stalks or stem so that it will stand they contain, we can easily get at the 
up. You know that grass and grain | value of each on the market, and we 
which grows on very ricn ground often | find that nitrogen is worth not less 
falls over and lodges; plenty of nitro-| than twelve cents, potash four and 
gen there to boost it, but not enough | one-half cents, and phosphoric acid 
backbone to hold it up, don’t you see? four and one-haif cents per pound. 
And the phosphorus, he tells us, is Now, at these prices, a ton of clover 
what is needed in the top, in the erain,| hay is worth $7.23 in fertilizing ele- 
in plants, in the brains of men. We| ments alone, and yet there is lots of 
tip our matches with it to get quick,| clover hay sold for less than $5 per 
bright results; phosphorus stands for} ton on the farm. The reason for this 
concentration and ability; I should say| ics because the farmer didn’t have to 

- that a man without phosphorus in his| earn or buy the fertilizer that went 
brain would be like a head of wheat] into that hay, if he had he would 
without the kernels, a cob without} know what it was worth; his rich 
corn. Mother Nature saved that fertility
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and left it to him and ordinarily he, living under the same outward condi- 

doesn’t think of the cost of that fer-| tions. The farmer must understand j 

tiuty any more than the young dude| Nature’s rules and follow them closely y 

in the city does of the dollars which| if he would enjoy the highest success. - 4 

his daddy earned and left to him. i 

Does the dude who never earned an i 

honest dollar in his life know any- DISCUSSION. i 

thing about the market value of dol-} A Member —What is the value of j 

lars? Doesn’t he squander them just| timothy hay? i 

as if they weren’t worth twenty-five Mr. Foster—As a fertilizer, accord- 4 

cents apiece? He don’t know how] ing to the chemist, it is worth $4.31 } 

many backaches or sweat drops each| per ton before it is fed. With every 

of those dollars cost! No! He didn’t} ton of hay that you feed, with every 

earn them, and the farmer who al ton of grain that you feed, w.th the 

his fertility at less than the going|grain that you sell, you should figure 

market price, is, it seems to me, in| tne fertilizing value, it will add ma- 

pretty near the same position. terially to its apparent cost. When 

Now in farming, I believe that the| you sell hay, you ought to figure what 

best method is to raise as much as we} !! costs you, both in tabor and in ma- f 
can and buy no more than we have to, | terial. 
and this rule will apply to fertility as; The Chairman—Compare that tim- | 
well as to meat, or grain, or fruit. A} othy hay with clover. ; 
proper rotation of crops, combined Mr. Foster—Ciover is much richer 

with a proper making and application | ‘2 fertilizing eiements. Clover aiso a 

of manure, will enable the farmer to| “as an advantage in that it leaves a 3 
gain fertility, and reap the reward of greater portion ot these elements in 4 

larger crops each year tnan were pos-] tne soil. Clover adds a good deal to 4 

sible before. But if he is deluded into| the land from this free tund of nitro- q 
adopting the practice of buying his} SeD in the air, and therefore leaves i 

fertility in commercial fertilizers, he} ‘2¢ land richer tuan it was when it 
is contracting the same foolish habit| Was taken off. 1 refer to clover, not f 
that some young married folks have of| because selling clover hay at less ) 
buying their victuals at the store in- than the market price of its manurial i 

stead of cooking them. The soil is|clements would make a man poor 1 
the pantry of our raw materials from} necessarily, but simply because of the 4 
which the farmer must prepare the| foolish practice of sellings things for 4 
proper food for his plants, and he may | 2 good deal less than they are worth. iW 

well compare the work of the good} Capt. Arnold—as I understand that, i 
cook with that of the poor one. Both|that is based upon the proposition 4 
being given the same materials in the| that the three principal elements i 
form of raw meat, vegetables, flour,| there are nitrogen, potash and phos- i 
etc., the one will produce a meal of| phoric acid. i 

victuals fit for a king, while the other} Mr. Foster—Yes. i 
could not properly feed a hungry| Capt. Arnold—Are there not other 4 
tramp. So of the two farmers with| qualities necessary to make fertility i 
the same elements of fertility in their| fcund in clover‘ | 

soils, one of them will, by intelligent! Mr. Foster—Yes, particularly humus. i 

cultivation, form such a combination| Humus is the form in which we store { 
with the forces o1 Nature as to suc-; up nitrogen. Humus is the carbon it- i 
ceed in the higuest degree, while the| self, some of the inside furnishings q 

other will fail to make even a decent| to a good soil. Humus is the sub- i 

4 
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1 
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stance that holds moisture and that) and the spring rains wash tue soluble 
keeps it there in a dry season. <A| iertility out or it and onto the grouaa, 
great share of the nitrogen is stored| were every bit of stubbie and every 
up in that humus and kept there until| bit of leaf that is on that soil grasps 
we use it. 44 SOaxs -. up, and holds it and keeps 

Mr. Nordman—What element of fer-| 1t taere until the next rain comes and 
tility is necessary to have in the soil] Washes it Gown to the roots of tae 
to nelp stiffen the straw where it} plant. 
lodges? ur. Jacobs—According to reports, 

Mr. rhea alee nea perhaps, | cover hay contaims the most teruuz- 
it would be potash. I have heard men ing eiement ald we aiso kKnOW Lnat it 
say tlfat by plowing our soils a little| taxes iess trom we land. Now, isn’e 
deeper where oe va lodged, by turn-} it very 1ovlisn tor the tarmers to raise 
ing up some of the soil underneath,}so muca umotny hay as they ao, 
tnat we would prevent the lodging to] either to teed or to sell! z 
some extent, and that would be rea- Mr. #oster—Well, I don’t know. = : . > > 
eared a ne there may be circumstances where it 

nek. : 
work on the oats and perhaps it would ct ste a ae Fav = as . . ; zs > 
eat Soeen poly eee auce has | aura value, but then, where my 
Be an asia eing very SolU-) caica of clover was not first rate, 1 
eras an by dite Geet Saute Want sometiing to fill in. Clover and 

intended for oats, shallow instead ot ee premier idl g ae 

. oo a a oe et result and] on an amount of surtace that will oniy 
Dees he = S stand mp. support a given number of red clover 

Mr. MeCormick—Would you recom- plants there will still be room for a 

pay Se See —— barn- diiterent rooting system. The clover 
ee 2 F roots go down deep and we can scat- 

see ee pager rae ter a little timothy or alsike seed that 
= roots shallow and there will be room 
cod condition. Now, fresh e 

= not humus. This humus a pane eeosee ee See ene, Pacmne ae ae e e not crowd each other, just as you can 
a ~~ eee = take a tumbler full of buckshot and 

root crops, I would advise putting ae yeaa er a sed 
fresh manure, but I would advise hay- ‘A Moiter—Amoiher eeason in that 

tere Sonar ed hein an MERE | cover i apt io teen ont and tn and forming humus. othy is not, and if the clover does 

Mr. Jacobs—How would it do to ap- saacae Se ere eee 
ply it to .we clover crop the year be- = 
fore? A Member—Isn’t it better to have a ? ae 

Mr. Foster—That would be the best et en: a , 
plan. It is a good plan to haul the} Mr. Foster—I think we are going 
manure direct from the stable and| ver the line a little into tillage, but 
spread it thinly upon the grass I practice a short rotation four years. 

ground, or, if it is fine manure, upon| We come to the subject of tillage 

the fall plowing, then work it in in} next. 
tne spring. On the grass ground it is Question—Which, in your opinion, 

still better, because then the winter| is the best floor for a stable, earth,
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or plank, or cement, for saving fer-, think he is not living up to his oppor- Hie 

ulity? : | tunity. Why does he not sow some iq 

Mr. Foster—Cement will doubtiess | erop like clover that will not only save 14 

save the most of it, and a great deal| the nitrogen be has, but reach out i 

more will be saved if you use land| for some more? What is the use | 
plaster in your stables as an absorb-| of doing business just to do it at cost ' 

ent of the ammonia instead of putting| and net make amy profit? His rye i 

the land plaster on your fields first.| adds nething but humus to the sgil, WH 
Anywhere where there is fermenta-| and it takes nothing out of the soil, Wh 
tion going on, there is a waste. The| except the humus, it will make the 

ammonia, or nitrogen, is worth twelve| plant foed a little mere available as f 
cents a pound, at least, and you can’t| the rye decays. Byen if I raised rye, “ 
buy it for less than that, unless you|1 wouldn’t want to plow it under that 

buy it of some foolish farmer, but that! way, because these crops are worth i 
is getting away whenever your ma-| probably three-quarters as much for } 
nure ferments. Now, do not get this| manure after they are fed as they i PF 
termentation mixed up with evapora-| were before, so | would prefer to feed 0 

tion. You spread manure on the field | that erop, whatever it is; then I would Kn 
and it dries out, it does not ferment,| haye all the milk and meat that I had i 
you lose simply tne water. You pile| made from the feeding and three-quar- ” 
it in a heap and it ferments, the gas| ters of my fertility left. The Danes, f 
goes off, and that gas is composed | I understand, send way up to Min- i 
largely of nitregen worth twelve cents | neapolis and buy our oil meal and i 
a pound. Can you afford to let it float | take it clear across the ocean and feed q 
away? it there te cows and use the product 4 

A Member—There are hardly any|of our feed to rob us of the British 7 
cement floors in this country. I have| butter market. They know that that 
had them for four years and I find| linseed meal is worth to them a great } 
them more serviceable and more! deal for it8 manurial value, and they + 
cleanly, certainly, and I think it is a| have to buy their manure largely. at 

great saving all through with this ab-| We do not appreciate it, but when we i : 

sorbent upon it. get down to the point we are getting ie 
Mr, MeCormick—We have a didn to fast, here and there in communi- an 

living near Menomonie who sows S| ties sprinkled through Wisconsin, we i 
crop of rye in the fall, as he says,| shall be depending on fertilizers, too, 4 

partially to keep it from washing and| and when we get there, we farmers q 

partially to keep the nitrogen from | will lose our independence. When a Wl 

escaping from the exposed surface.| farmer has reached that point, he is iq 

fe turns tmis right down in the| no more lord of the soil, he is simply | 

spring. What is your opinion of that?| a tenant, buying his fertility as he an 

Mr. Foster—Oh, I won’t say that i wants it, and feeding his soil before | 
is not a profitable thing to do, but I| he can raise a crop. My 
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TILLAGE. 

A. F. POSTEL, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

- being the oldest in use. Nowadays 
| . ¢ we have the plow, the harrow, tne 
| : * roller and the cultivator, all of differ- 
| ent description, but serving the same 
fe. ro purpose, each in its line, the ultimate 
ces 3 2 cbject being to put and keep the soil ok  N im such condition that it will produce 

po the best possible crops. 
— : R. The plow opens the soil to greater P re a depth and exposes the same to the in- 

3 . “ _ tiuences of the atmosphere, also pro- (oss . - viding storage room for moisture, | 4 ” or which is so essential in the produc- 
{oe . ~ —— tion of crops. The deeper we plow, {ee S . the better it is, because the more | 3 plant food will become available, the : >. q larger will become the storage room ‘ <*{,) for moisture, and the better will the 

as a ‘ plant roots be enabled to penetrate 
| z into the deeper strata of the soil and 

aN gain a firm foothold. Deep culture is i particularly necessary for all the cul- i avated crops, like corn, potatoes, root 
crops, and also for the successful 
growing of clover. If the roots of the Mr. Postel. latter are enabled to penetrate speed- 

Bis Uietktene db crepenie ie neces ily into the deeper soil, there will be 

that the soil be worked or tilled. Till ae a aa 
age serves ceveral purposes, it opens not be deepened at once, but gradu- 
the soil to the influences of the at- ally, as otherwise too much of the 
mosphere and particularly to the oxy- raw or dead soil would be brought to gen of the air, thereby creating more the surface. This would cause poor 
available plant food. It tends to pre- crops until the soil again becomes 
serve the moisture in the soil, which | sertile through the influence of the is necessary to dissolve the plant food atmosphere and the application of sta- 
and make it available for the plants. ble manure, which latter is indispens- It has also for its object to keep the able in successful agriculture. It will weeds down and so give the cultivated be far better to deepen the soil first SSOns 2 SURROS te, Ske SAGE INS) a tne (ad "ak oo gus ese plant food which otherwise would be throw but one inch of the dead soil 
taken up by the weeds. 2 cn top at a time. This must be done 
Tools Used for Tillage and Methods| in the fall and not in spring, so that 

Employed. the action of frost and moisture may 
Tillage is accomplished with differ-| decompose the raw soil. Deep plow- 

ent tools, the grub hoe and the spade/| ing and sub-soiling in the fall will also
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enable the soil to fill up with mois-| tend to preserve the moisture in the a / 

ture, whereas in spring it would natur-| soil. Wn 

ally have a drying-out tendency, as If the soil is plowed in spring, the | Te 

such soil will remain more loose. If| harrow must follow the plow at least aH 

soil must be plowed in spring, it| once every half of a day. Itisa bad Hh! 

should be done as early as the condi-} practice to continue the plowing, es- B | 

tion of the same will permit andj pecially of a large field, and not har- i 

never to a greater than the usual|row it until the plowing is finished. ati 

depth. Dead soil thrown on top in| The soil will lose an immense ty 

spring will prevent the weeds from|-amount of moisture in this wise and Ht 

early sprouting, so that the farmer| will be very hard to put in good con- pi 

will have no chance to kill any of| dition for a seed bed, even in case of > 

them before planting time, which is| rain following the plowing, but still “ 

very essential, particularly in the| more so in dry weather. The prac- j 

raising of small grain where there is| tice of allowing the soil to lie too long g 

no chance to keep the weeds down|in the rough furrow is largely re- i 

afterwards. The wet plowing of the|sponsible for a bad stand in crops of A 

soil in spring must also be avoided,| «very description in case of a dry i 

as otherwise it will be hard to get it|spring. This, together with the evap- As 

in a fit condition for a seed bed and| cration of moisture which takes place, i” 

may become so hardened under the; results in the poorer crops which are 

horses’ footsteps that it will be impos-| raised in a dry season. 

sible fer the plant roots to penetrate When we prepare the seed bed, we Bh 

deeper into the soil. Result: a bad|use either a pulverizer (disc harrow) Ss 

crop. cr the cultivator attached to a broad- a 
cast seeder. The soil is then loosened z 

. Preserving Moisture and Preparing| well and the moist soil from under- - 

Seed Bed. neath is mixed with the dust mulch } 

+ + on top, the harrow follows and then ¥ 

arrose oe the roller. The soil should be well it 
either in the rall or in the spring, the packed, as otherwise, if left too loose, i : 

est wiove would belin the diceciion | = "ore eet t.dry cut and wit also . ie 
of preserving the moisture in the soil be; unable. to draw) the maiataeg is 
and preparing the seed bed. from the deeper strata by capillary at- 9 

Soil plowed in the fall must lay in traction in case of dry weather. \ 

the rough furrow over winter, but as}. Plants gun take their food only in ay 
soon as tae soil begins to dry up in liquid form; for this reason moisture | 

spring and the horses can be walked is absolutely essential in promoting | 

over it without leaving too heavy foot- plant growth and in producing good dl 
prints, it should be harrowed and crops. After the soil is rolled and i 

made fine on top. This will create a packed well, a dust mulch should be yl 

dust mulch, preserve the moisture in| ‘Teted by harrowing once with the Wl 
the soil ana encourage the weeds to Baerow, tot <hrawn, hack. 1 

grow. Should the soil have run to- i 
gether over winter and become hard Planting. i 
on top, a pulverizer should be used Now we are ready for seeding or i 

first and the harrow follow immedi-| planting. Where broadcast seeders i 

ately. The harrowing should be re-| are used, the grain is usually culti- qj 

peated either after a rain, or else| vated in. In this case the harrow and | 

within,a week at least. This will kill] roller will follow the seeder. Here I 4 

a good many sprouting weeds and! should like to draw the attention of a 

| 
+ 

ii 
1 

4 
i
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the farmers to a roller which may be| tubes, to rise up by capillary attrac- 
termed a disc, or corrugated roller.| tion as soon as tne soil becomes dry 
This roller packs the soil well and|on top again. These capillary tubes 
leaves it with a surface similar to that| wust be kept covered up on top, as 
left by a harrow. It saves a good deal| otherwise the moving atmosphere or 
of harrowing and yet makes the soil} Wind would suck the moisture from 
very fine on top. It may be used to| the ground and the latter would dry 
good advantage in any kind of a soil,| Out. If the dust mulch is not shifted 
but is still more valuable in the prep-| from time to time, little funnels would 
aration of a heavy soil. It is the very|form and thereby connect the capil- 
instrument to use after seeding and | lary tubes with the air and the results 
pianting. If a smooth roller is used,| would be as stated, a drying out of 
the harrow should follow as hereto-| we soil. The dust mulch also enables 
fore stated, as otherwise the soil] tae oxygen ot the air to penetrate the 
would bake very heavily on top after] soil, thus avoiding the nitrification of 
a rain and becoming dry, crack open,| the ammonia contained therein and 
which wouid give the moisture in the| enhancing plant growth thereby. At 
soil a chance to escape. the same time the dust mulch does 

draw the night dews to itself, which 
Cultivation. provide a great deal of the moisture 

In cultivated crops, like corn, ete., oo Pini: arowihh duzing, 

ee Eataee — Cultivation is continued until the 

the weeds. Cultivation mnnedliy bagies awe [hal 2B. Diants s89:20; big that alkos the ‘pleats show above ground tney would only be injured thereby, 
Ss “| from which time on they are able to The first cultivation of corn and po- take care of themselves. 

tatoes is usually accomplished with : 
the harrow; that of root crops with a oa 
cultivator which cultivates but shal- DISCUSSION. 
low. Shallow cultivation is best for} In the absence of Mr. Postel, the 
all crops, as deep cultivation injures| discussion was lead by Supt. Geo. Me- 
the fine rootlets of any of the plants,| Kerrow. 
loosens the soil too deep and in this Mr. Foster—Did you say anything 
wise renders it subject to drying out.| about changing the temperature of 
What we want is a dust mulch on top| tne soil by tillage? 
to keep the soil from drying out, in- Supt. McKerrow—I said one of the 
cidentally we also kill the appearing objects of cultivation was to allow the 
weeds and keep them from growing,| warm air to pass freely through the 
as otherwise they would take so much] soil. 
nourishment away from the plants Mr. Foster—We are informed that 
and eventually smother them. The} shallow cultivation, cutting off evap- 
result would be a poor or no crop at| oration, is what warms the soil, and it 
all. Some farmers might say, what’s| also helps in the more moist seasons, 
the use of cultivating if there is a] when we have more moisture below 
dust mulch on top and no weeds to| than we want, to carry that extra 
kill? Yet this is necessary. There| moisture off. 
is in every soil present a system of Supt. McKerrow—That is very true. 
capillary tubes, which is especially Mr. Jacobs—I have found that free 
well-developed in a tile-drained soil.| cultivation will not only conserve 
In case of rain, the moisture will go| moisture, but relieve unnecessary 
down by gravity in these capillary! moisture in the soil.
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Supt. McKerrow—Any ¢ultivation| wind and sunshine to make a crop of | 
will allow the water to get away.| beets, but last winter, after making 4 

There are two objects in cultivation,| these experiments, he said that it Mn 

one is to conservé moisture and the} would be ruinous to follow one year i i 
other to let the water get away. along after another with sugar beets a 

A Member—Do root crops have ajon the same ground. They tried it i 

tendency to rob the soil any more than | three years; the first crop was good, HIE 
any other crop, sugar beets, for in-| the second crop was a little less, and i i 

stance, mangles or carrots? the third was not worth harvesting. a 
Supt. McKerrow—Root crops, when Supt. McKerrow—We are getting | 

they are good, big crops, do take a| over a little onto Mr. Finkle’s subject. wa 

good deal of fertility. We make this| This statement of Mr. Goodrich must | 

fertility available by good, thorough| impress this fact upon our minds, and f 

cultivation, and in that sense we are| tnat is, that we should follow a proper i 

cropping out the fertility pretty fast,| rotation of crops and not try to grow A 

but if we only grow root crops once in| any cultivated crop twice in succes- \ fi 

three or four years, the root crop is a| sion, unless we want to kill out a } yi 

benefit to the soil, because the soil} patch of Canada thistles or quack aA 

needs this cultivation. Of course, if| grass, cr something of that kind, then yi Li 

we keep on raising potatoes, beets, or| two thoroughly cultivated crops, one 4 
any other root crop year after year on | following the other, is a very good nm 

the same soil, we will certainly work {thing otherwise we should follow a q ; 

eut the available fertility very rap- rotation. The tobacco growers of | q 
ialy and the soil will show the effects |southern Wisconsin, the old hop 4 

of it. growers, all these people who have fol- a 

Mr. Goodrich—I presume that ques- |lowed some special line of work, find ; {} 

tion was asked because the gentleman }to their sorrow, as did the potato mt 

was thinking about raising sugar (growers of central Wisconsin, that by it 

beets. I was in the Michigan Farm-jtrying to grow crop atter crop, even mt 

ers’ Institutes last winter; at one !theze crops that they thought did not - 

time I was right in the district where = much out of the soil, that they ‘i 
they were raising sugar beets, and I!did deplete the fertility very rapidly; i 
made all the inquiries and got all the {therefore we should all have good af 

information that I could, and came to | sense and follow a system of rotation. - 

the conclusion that on this point of} Mr. McCormick—We have a num- f 
beets taking fertility out of the soil, |ber of what we call hay farmers up in | 
it is a fact that a crop of sugar beets | northern Wisconsin. They grow hay | 

grows lighter each succeeding year, | because it is not much work, and they | | 

and after they had raised sugar beets | are in the woods in the winter. They | 

three years on the same piece of|have cropped continuously with the i 

ground at the Experiment Station,|hay until they have their farms so Wl 

their crops were light following the|that they couldn’t raise sour apples. nt 

beets. Where they raised only one | Now, we all grow hay here in this part 4 . 
crop of sugar beets, they got a fine | of the country, but you would not ad- Hl 

crop of something else afterwards. | vise us to stick to hay. We do not i 
Mr. Clinton D. Smith, six years ago|advise the farmers to stick to beets, i 
when I was there, talked in public} but on the authority of the best agri- i 
that sugar beets did not take fertility | culturist, Prof. Marks——TI think he is j 

from the soil to any great extent, that |called the chancellor of agriculture i 

the sugar was made from condensed |in Germany, he makes this statement, | 

sunshine, and it took a good deal of | that after fifty years of cultivation of } i 

1 
i 

a i 

th
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sugar beets, fhere are farmers there, good physical condition, fairly well 

producing twenty-five per cent. more | gultivated, that it will not only hold 

oats and barley on the same soil after; moisture better, but it will take up 
tne crop of sugar beets, than they did| moisture from the atmosphere just as 

before they had the sugar beets on|a wagon wheel will take up moisture. 
the soil. That statement stands with-| All cultivated soil will actually take 

out question, and Germany is pretty| moisture from the atmosphere. The 
good authority on agriculture. The} question was asked here if the grow- 
theory is that it is on account of the| ing of rye on land adds to the fertil- 
intense cultivation and the clearing of| ity of the soil. Of course it adds to 
tne weeds and bringing the fertility| the physical condition of the land; if 
into such condition as to be used by| there is something on the surface of 

the other crops. the land it prevents storms from pack- 

Supt. McKerrow—In order that Mr.| ing the land. and it is considered one 

McCormick may not be misunder-|of the best American methods of 
stood, I want to say right here, the] farming to keep a growing crop on 
crop of sugar beets, or any other] the land as nearly all the time as you 
reots, does not take a large amount|can. Rye sowed in corn will keep the 
of fertility out of the soil, but it]1and in better condition and this is 
teaches the man who grows that crop| esnecially true of light soil where the 
suecessfully how to till well, and it! fertility is apt to leach out. 
gives the land upon which a later Mr. Toner—Where the land is heavy 

grain crop is grown the benefit of| elav. how are you going to get on that 
good cultivation once in three or four] land after rain? 
years, therefore we say that in rota- Sunt. McKerrow—The best thing 

tion the work may count for good. It| for that soil is tile drainage. The 

is true, as he says, that in Germany| next best thing is surface drainage 
where they cannot buy fertilizers and| «na then the deep rooting plants, like 

make it specially profitable, they grow| clover. which in a sense. is a drain- 
sugar beets by rotation and keep their| ace nlant. You have got in some way 
land rich in that way. to get the water away to get on that : 

Mr. Convey—Mr. Goodrich has} land quickly, because if you get on it 
spoken of the experiments conducted | when it is too wet and puddle it, then 
at the Michigan Station in regard to| you will damage the texture of the 
sugar beets. I went over that ground] soil. A goodly amount of humus in 

with Prof. Smith, asking a lot of ques-| that soil will help to get the water 
tions, and I found that they applied| away. The clover plant is good, not 
commercial fertilizers in large quanti | only because it is a deep rooter, is a 
ties to the ground that they raised the| drainage plant. but the humus allows 
beets on, costing more than they could] jt to rot quickly, the moisture passes 
possibly take out of the beets. That} oic¢ in the drier parts of it. 

was because of the poor physical con-}| Mr. Foster—What are the advan- 
dition of the soil. Even where they] tages of this rotation you speak of? 

applied the commercial fertilizer,) Supt. McKerrow—Tbat intense cul- 
there was such a lack of quality in the] tivation that you give the root crop 

land that they did not raise more than| develops the nitrogen into nitrates 

half a crop. The rotation of crops| very rapidly. and they pass into the 
will keep your land in proper physical | air, that is why Mr. McCormick’s man 
condition, and it is just as essential as| sows his rye to save the escape of 
fertility; in fact, I consider it more] nitrogen, and those rye roots that 

essential in this respect; I am satis-| have used up that nitrogen are there 
fied that if you take a soil that is in! to help the physical condition of the
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soil later, and there is some humus to) them with each kind of a crop, and a ‘a 

it, and for that reazon the rotation ot| good many of them of course with the i. 

crops, as a rule, keeps adding some| cultivated crop in your rotation. so i 

humus, and then they will not draw| there are many advantages in rota- i 

the same proportion of the same ele-| tion, although we are only talking at 

ments, allowing your soil to rest in| about rotation as applied fo the till- 

some of its elements in raising the| age side of the question. i 

different kinds cf crops. Besides the Mr. Graves—What kind of soil is it i 

rctation of crops meets the weed ques-| over there in Michigan? i i 

tion in different forms. Some weeds Supt. McKerrow—At Lansing, their Hi 

will be smothered by your clover crop,| farm is 2 sandy and clay loam, a little i 

some weeds will fail to ripen with| lighter than we find on some of our a 

your grain crop, and you kill some of! cak openings in Wisconsin. | 
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Cultivating Sugar Beets. 

I have been asked to say a few Preparation of the Soil. k 

words on sugar beet culture, and am Sugar beets can be grown success- 

this industry is growing and spread-| fully cn any soil that will produce a 

ing so rapidly, it is a question many | good corn crop. My best results were } 

are interested in. | cbtained on a clay subsoil that has j 

| 
y
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five or six inches ot black surface soil. |are two inehes high, take a single I should like the ground to be well en- fae and a light corn drag and drag riched and deeply plowed the previous them lengthwise of the row. This fall, then as soon as the ground can will break the crust and disturb the ; be worked in the spring, disc and cul- | Weeds without injuring the beets. Re- tivate at intervals, knowing that every peat this dragging several times at in- time the ground is worked millions of | tervals of four or five days, when the sprouting weed seeds are destroyed, | beets will be large enough to bunch. 
> hs this by going down the Tow and 4 cutting out the plants the width of 
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Cultivator for Beets. 

tuereby lessening hand labor in the, jh» hoe, then leave a buneh of several crop. Continue the cultivating watil plants, and remove them the width seeding timé, which in this locality of the hoe blade again. ‘his bunch- will be from the first to the tenth of ing can be accomplished rapidly, after May. | a little practice. 
ss . = The next step is to thin the beets to Planting the Seed and Cultivation. single plants, always leaving the 

Now, when you have the soil in the strongest plant in the bunch, and not finest possible condition, mark off into closer than seven or eight inches in rows twenty-one inches apart. The| tne row. This may strike the begin- seed can be sown with a Planet | ner as a thin stand, but you will be or any small seeder. When the beets satisfied when you come to harvest
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them that they were left thick ettough., as far down as the leaves start out 
Now keep the cultivator going and | with a heavy knife, and the beets 

don’t allow the weeds to gét a start. were thrown in a pile in the center of 
You ean kill the weeds before they! tue circle, and covered with the tops. 
are fairly up by going tarough once | You are now ready for shipping or- 
veek with a culuvator and v little e ft th t hi 5 

wich we 4 Tone will be Scams: Geni iarmee be ae wae 
Continue the cultivating witil the mid- | vantage. I feed mine to milch cows, 
dle of July, or as long as you can ra) and they give a decided increase in 
through the row with a hotse. If a|tne flow of milk. I have had no ex- 
few leaves are broken off no I perfence in feeding pulp, but am con- 
will result. The last couple of times vinced it is valuable when fed with 
through, adjust the cultivator so as to; ether feeds, and I intend to give it a 

| thorough trial this year. 
py | In general, I can say in regard to 

} ' sugar beets that they make a strong, 
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Large Beet Drill. . 

throw the soil towards the beets. vigorous growth, are not subject to 
this will have a tendeney to reduce rot, blight or insects, respond readily 
the amount of waste crown that must|to care and cultivation, and I expect 
be removed at harvest time. | to increase my acreage this coming 

season. Harvesting the Crop. ns 
When my beets were ready to har- DISCUSSION 

vest, I took an old J. I. Case plow, re- tele a a in ae 
moved the mold board, had the shear ember—Does it make any 2 
cut down to about eight inches and T| ference which way the rows run? 
had a fine beet digger. I would plow; Mr. Finkle—I would prefer north 
our about ten rows of beets for a Tow | and south, if possible. You see that 
of pits, the boys would take them by? will let the sun and light and the air 
the tops, ratfle the dirt off, and lay| in better. It is better for corn, and 
them in a circle, tops out. They were|I think it will be better for sugar 
then topped by removing the crown: Leets.
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Question—Do you plow your beets| couldn’t see the ground, I never saw 
out of the ground? anything grow like them. | Mr. Finkie—Yes, we ran this plow Mr. Nordman—If you were not liv- | } right under them, and they stood ing near Appleton, where you can get I right up. I hire some boys and they | these boys and women, would you in- ; take hold of them and rattle them to-} crease your acreage? 
gether and get off what dirt they can Mr. Finkle—There are generally ond lay them around in a circle. Then neighbor boys that you can get. Of | I hire some women to top them. 1 course it is an advantage to be where | have a sack with some straw in it,| you can get help, but it isn’t as much and they kneel down and top about] of a job as lots of you people think | two and a half tous a day, each of| jt is. 
them. A Member—Did I understand Mr. | Mr. Birmingham—I will give you a| Finkle to say the rows were twenty- 
kind of original plan of my own that I| one inches, and if so, isn’t that a 1 have. I take a common hoe, sharpen | pretty narrow space to drive a horse | it up in good shape, and go right} and cultivator through? 

tT along and clip off the tops of two Mr. Finkle—I used the Planet Jun- : rows, then let taem fall between the| ior cultivator, not the smallest 
two rows, and I can clip off more tops leacreine about an inch and a quarter 
with one hoe then four men can with} wide. I used that first and finally my } a knife. Then I go to work and rake| brother invented a cultivator that 
up the tops, then I take a plow and] would take four rows at a time; the 
plow out the sugar beets, and all you] nicest thing that I ever caw used. 
have to do is to pick them up and| A Member—I have used a 1400- | snock the dirt off and throw them in} 20und horse cn an eighteen-inch row, 
the heap. without doing any damage to the 

Mr. Finkle—We tried that with su-| beets. 
gar beets, but the trouble is you can-| Mr. Finkle—Sure you can, if you rot cut them accurately. They have| 24Ve an intelligent horse. to be cut just about go. Mr. Brill—Did you have any trou- | Mr. Birmingham—I can cut the} %/e with your plow breaking the 

| sugar beets just as accurately with a| heets off? fi hoe as you can with a knife. Mr. Finkle—You will, sure, if you 
Mr. Finkle—All right, come to me] 0n’t go deep enough, but I had one 0 and I will give you a job, with good of those J. I. Case plows and it was 

pay. — seid ae ae always went 
Mr. Birmingham—I will try it at} oe your place next fall, and show you E A Member—Could at these shovels 

how it can be done. be used for potatoes? 

Mr. Finkle—Yes, if it sets up high 
Mr. Finkle—All right, you are en- enough. They cut right down into gaged for next fall, remember, and I the clay. 

will pay you $4.00 a day. E A Member—Did you cultivate every Mr. Toner—Was there any sand in week last summer? 
that black soil? Mr. Finkle—Yes, any time I wanted 

Mr. Finkle—Yes, there was some.|to. Our coil is peculiar, the water 
It was no swamp land, it was good,| seems to go down and still it stands strong soil. the drought well. 

A Member—I sowed beets, and the Question—Have you no other drain- 
beets covered the ground entirely; I age? 

i
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Mr. Finkle—No, no, just natural. most every beet there is a kind of lit- 
Mr. Goodrich—Mr. Chairman, I want|tle sunken place where the fibers, 

to find out the most important thing | roots, come out, and that is filled with 

about this business, and that isj dirt, and you come to rattle that off 

whether there is any profit in raising| and it makes a lot of difference. I 

them. In the first place, does Mr.|told Mr. McCormick that it was too 
Finkle know how much it costs to| much to lose nine tons on three car- 
raise an acre of beets? loads, but come to sum the thing right 

Mr. Finkle—No, I do not. I know| up, I concluded it was not a bit too 
how much it cost to thin those beets.| much. I brought a basketful to my 

. It eest me on two acres and a half| wife one day, and showed her the 

ebeut $6.40. The other work we did| amount of dirt that I shook off of 
with the hired men at odd times and | those beets. You know the season 
J didn’t keep track of it. was wet, the ground was very wet. 

Mr. Goodrich—Do you know how| There is one thing about it: those peo- 

many tons you ratsed an acre? ple can’t afford to beat the farmers; 

Mr. Finkle—I got over twenty-four} i.ey don’t dare do that. Now, here is 

tons per acre on two acres and a half.| a beet right here in my hand; you will 

Mr. Goodrich—And how much did| be surprised to see the amount of dirt 

you get a ton? that clings to that beet, especially if 

Mr. Finkle—Four dollars and twen- the weather is bad. Yoy are in a 
ty-five cents. I want to say generally| hurry when you harvest, and you can’t 

you do not want to contract unless| get the dirt all off of them. 

you take a per cent. If I had had a A Member—I visited the factory 

per cent. I would have had $6.40 a ton.| this fall, and I was surprised to see 

Mr. Toner—You got that for your] the dirt on the beets. That one, Mr. 

heets on board the cars and the com-| Finkle, is very clean, comparatively. 

pany paid the freight? Mr. Finkle—I have seen the dirt an 

Mr. Finkle—Yes, the company paid] inch thick on beets and I tell you that 

the freight. “This was an awful bad| weighs heavy. I weighed my own 

season, we couldn’t get a worse sea-| bects and kept track of them, and on 

son than this last one. I think if we| seventy-two tons I was nine tons shy. 
had a good season with sunshine and Mr. McCormick—A statement has 
good weather, that there would be no} been made here which might possibly, 

trouble in our beets bringing us pretty] without explanation, reflect upon the 
near seven dollars. They would test| company of which I am manager, and 

about eighteen per cent. I would like to say a word in our be- 

Mr. Toner—How high did yourj/half. Beets are weighed on the 
beets test? wagon, sey et Kaukauna, coming out 

Mr. Finkle—Sixteen and six-tenths.| of the soil, there is more or less clay 

A Member—Our beets don’t test so} here, then they are weighed on the 

much. I sent eleven tons and a half|car. Those beets dry out in the 
and I got paid for eleven tons andj course of three or four days, the jolt- 
ninety pounds. ing of the car shakes more or less of 

Mr. Finkle—I had a big shrinkage.|t..c dirt to tue bottom. The beets are 
On three carloads I had nine tons] unloaded out of the cars into our shed, 

shrinkage, but I didn’t blame those] and I have seen cars with six inches 

men and I will tell you why. They| of dirt in the bottom, all over the bot- 
didn’t get all the beets I had, I put six] tom, that ordinary clay, and that will 

tons of beets in my cellar, I am feed-| weigh anywhere from two to four 
ing them every day, and come to ex | tons. You understand that everything 

amine those beets, on each side of al-4is weighed by a man hired by the rail-
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} road company, and sworn to do it/a crust form on top of that soil, if you right; he is not hired by us. When had lots of seeds under it, it would | the car goes back again, the dirt is raise that up so that your beets would f weighed out; the difference is called get out, but on our soil it never crusts ; the gross weight over all. This gen-| over to amount to anything, and fif- | tleman who is complaining, weighed | teen pounds are enough. } that dirt on his wagon, and therefore] Mr. Toner—You have had consid- | claims a difference in weight. If any | crable experience with crops. How do | man will stop to consider this, he will| you consider beets and potatoes as | realize these facts, and I believe will compared? \ confirm what Mr. Finkle says here,}| Mr. Finkle—Of course, there is a . j and I can confirm what he says, that| tittle more hard work, but the culti- ; the company could not afford “to kill vating I shouldn’t think was any more. | the goose that lays the golden egg,”| 1 really enjoyed cultivating sugar i we have enough money to live on beets. 
{ 5 without beating you out of a few dol- Question—Doesn’t the fact that you rk lars. know how much you are going to get i Mr. Finkle—They can’t do it but! for your sugar beets add to your en- i once, gentlemen. joyment? } A Member—You spoke of dragging} Mr. Finkle—Yes, your beets are } beets. What do you mean by that? marketed before you sow the seed and it Mr. Finkle—We have a light horse they furnish the seed. I am not talk- } drag made from two-inch square tim- tag for those folks down there. I Fi ber and old horse rake teeth cut off | would jump on them just as soon as .and sharpened, and it is fine. It is anybody else if they didn’t do the fair } sharpened round and you can go over;thing. Outside of this thinning, the | them just as nice as can be. Of cultivating wouldn’t be any more than | course, you want your ground clear so| for potatoes. 

there won't be any corn stalks or any-| Question—You get sixty tons on j thing of that kind. There isn’t any| two acres and a half? I crop that you ever raised that will! yr. Finkle—Yes, clean beets. | show the results of cultivation a3 well Question—How do you thin them, ! and as fast as sugar beets will. after you clip them off with the . Mr. Imrie—Did you ever use a hoe? 
i weeder? Mr. Finkle—I have boys. One boy | Mr. Finkle—Yes, and they are not| had was nine years old, and he did | worth a cent. My neighbor has one, just as much as any of them. : I borrowea it three times, and I said Mr. Toner—I would like to say that 1 wouldn’t give a pin for it. all the farmers raising beets for the Mr. Imrie—What amount of seed do Menomonee River Sugar Company can you use? equal Mr. Finkle’s record, and it was Mr. Finkle—I use about fifteen} geod record, particularly for the pounds of seed, but I presume on| first year. I am interested in this some of this hard soil a person would matter because I held forty sugar want to be sure to put in seed enough | beet meetings among the farmers of so that sometimes when there may be‘ this section last year. 

} 

{ | 
: 
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CHEESE FACTORIES. 

£. L. ADERHOLD, Neenah, Wis. 

The cheese industry beeame well,ery are causing a loss to farmers of 
established in Wisconsin at a time] Soom four to six cents per hundred 
when scientific knowledge in the art | pounds of milk. 
of cheese-making was lacking. As a Will it pay to improve the faetor- 
consequence, many errors were made jies? Let us look ahead and see. The 
in building and equipping factories | production of cheese in the United 
and in the methods of manipulating |Siates in the past ten years has e 
milk and curd. The light of the pres-| grown very little—if at all. While 
ent day indicates plainly that, with | most dairymen could easily feed twice 
modern factories, we could enhance|the number of cows they now have, 
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First Prize Swiss Cheese at Cheesemakers’ Convention, 1901. Made in Mon- 
roe Co., Wis. 

the value of our annual cheese prod-; the rate of inerease in milk produc- 
uct hundreds of thousands of dollars.| tien is restrieted by the number of 
We improve very slowly because the| cows farmers are willing and able to 
farmers (who must pay for all these| milk. The demand for cheese—ow- 
mistakes) in general are not wware of ing to eur rapidly imereasing popula- 
the loss that is caused by imperfect | tion—is growing with giant strides. 
methods and therefore do not demand | That is why cheese was high in priee 
better factories.. Cheap competition | in recent years and for the same rea- 
between faetorymen is another obsta-| son it will be comparatively high- 
cle. Unclean whey tanks, poor cur-| prieed in years to come. Yes, we will 
ing rooms and old-fashioned machin-| need cheese factories as long as peo-
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f ple will eat, so let us equip and oper-, and should not begrudge him an hon- 
; ate our factories properly and stop} est living, because they cannot very 

these big losses. well get along without him. Yet, with 
the price of cheese exceedingly high, 

} Some Problems to be Faced. on account of inadequate remunera- 
Can the factoryman afford to make tion, the Tanks of the cheesemakers 

tne necessary improvements? His are becoming so thinned that, with 
| property is of unstable value and he ail the scrubs counted in, there are 

} cannot afford to materially increase not enouga to fill all the positions. 

; u.s investment unless his patrons = 
| properly appreciate such improve- DISCUSSION. 
| ments and give him their united good - j will. Questicn—How often should the 
' is the compensation for manufac-| W2¢Y tanks be cleaned out? 
| turing cheese adequate for the best| Mr. Aderhold—Once a day as a rule 
| factory service? For years it has| i hot weather. 

| been (in the eastern part of the state)| Mr. Foster—I didn’t hear you say 
te one and one-fourth of a cent per pound| ®#ything about sanitary conditions 
| for flats and one-eighth to one-fourth | OUtSide of the factory. 

of a cent better for smaller varieties.) Mr- Adernold—They only gave me Many factcrymen have been unable to| ‘€2 minutes. in the first place the 
| make their plants respectable and|/actory should be located where you 

salable, and a large per cent of them} 22 get good drainage, and there | have never owned a decent dwelling} ®20uld not be any whey or washings house. The running expenses have} °F anything like that spilled on the 
increased since five years ago, on ac-| STound, because it will soon cause a 
count of higher priced supplies, labor| V€TY bad odor around there. We want | and machinery, and because more ma-|it clean, we don’t want to make 
cainery is now necessary. No, the cheese where it stinks and where 
compensation is not adequate for the| ‘ere are a lot of flies gathered. . best service. A Member—Wouldn’t it be advis- 

. 
able to run the whey through the 

| How to Correct Some of the Errors. | ficor and hence out onto the highway? 
Can the patron afford to increase} Mr. Aderhold—No, I would run 

| the price of making? Yes, for he is|@verything out above the  fioor, 
i receiving an advance of two cents per|‘hrough tne wall. If you run it pound as compared with the price of through the floor, you are sure to spill 

five years ago, and he can well afford | Some. 
to take one-fourth of a cent out of| 4 Member—I mean to run it through 
that two cents and add it to the price} hole in the floor onto the ground 
ot making. Then he can say to the| and hence onto we highway. 
factoryman: We want you to keep Mr. Aderhold—Oh, you don’t want 

that whey tank clean; we want you| to do that. You would have an awful 
to furnish a better curing room; we|™mess underneath. We would prose- 
want you to get a boiler and curd agi-| cute you if you did that. 
tator; we want you to keep the flies} A Member—It is being done in this 
out and to keep your factory in a sani-} county. 
tary condition. Mr. Aderhold—It should not be. 

The cheesemaker cannot get money | Here is the law on that: “Any per- 
out of the factory. He must get it|son or corporation who operates a 

} out of his patrons, and they owe him,| cheese factory shall maintain his 

j
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premises, in a clean and sanitary con-) cheese vary with the amount of but- 
dition,” and if he does not, there is aj ter fat in the milk? 
penalty of trom $25 to $100. We prac- Mr. Aderhold—Not exactly. 
ticed on that law a little last summer. Question—Then how near dces it 
The first man that had the honor of| come to being a fair test? 
paying a fine for having a dirty fac- Mr. Adernold—You know usually at 
tory lived up sere in Brown county. | factories the highest and the lowest 
If some or you have been patronizing | tests will be something like one per 
that kind of a factory, just send word | cent apart, or perhaps a little more or 
to the Dairy and Food Commissioner | a little less, and within those limits 
and he will mane it his duty to attend | the yield of cheese is almost exactly 
to that fellow. according to the test, but when you 

Mr. Imrie—What percentage of| get farther apart, say, two per cent cheese factories pay by the test? apart, with one testing three per cent 
Mr. Adernold—We have about 1,100| and another five, the yield of cheese factories tnat make American cheese| Would not be quite in proportion. and probably six hundred of them | The reason why we test milk at all is 

ing brick and limburger. Those Swiss| becauze there is a difference. If it all 
cheesemakers do not pay by the test) tested alike, we wouldn’t have to pay 
at all, and out of the 1,100 that make by the test, and the bigger the differ- American cheese, I think probably; erce, the more necessary it is to pay 
half of them pay by the test—I am| by the tect. It is very seldom such 
guessing at that. wide differences appear, but one herd 

on ae eG + ,|0f cows may be fresh in the spring 
‘Manat ax Miat # your iden of the and another in the fall, so that one 

Z 2 aerd may be strippers, having a high ots etcrheld There sta only. cms | s.2+. while the ather will ba fresh and 
fair way, and that is to pay by the they will give poorer milk, of cours, test. The farmers who do not like the but six months later it will be just 
test are not well acquainted with it. the other way, and so the thing will 
They think they have to have a high even itself up in the course of the test to get a high price for a hundred year. 
pounds or milk, but the test alone does + not tell him how much money his cow] “4 Member—Well, if there is so is earning. much butter fat, it goes off in the 

whey and they can make butter of it. Poe bae Chee im aman Ino | ivy saderkold “Well! aie te a thew: neighborhooa who claims that milk sand pounds of whey, we lose from 
‘nat will test wwo per cent will make three to four pounds of butter fat. We 
just as much cheese and as good cannot save that, even under the most cneese as milk that will test five per -killful management. There isn’t any 
om more fat in the whey from rich milk Mr. Aderhold—iuey ought to send than there is in the whey from poor 
him to the lunatic asylum, milk, so that the fat does go into the Question—How often do you test? cheese. 
Every day? Mr. Jacobs—Isn’t it a fact that the 

Mr. Aderhold—No; with corrosive quality of the cheese from rich milk 
sublimate tablets, you can keep a sam-| will be increased so that it really 
ple two weeks. I usually test twice a/ makes up the difference? 
month, taking a sample every time Mr. Aderhold—There is a little in 
they bring milk. that, but our buyers do not recognize 
Question—Wul the amount of! it when they make the price, so I do
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' not usually speak about it. You can-) figure. Now, you baye to furnish that \ not have the yield in proportion to the| aired man everything to work with, 
fat, and have it get richer at the same] tne team and tne plow and the horse 

’ time. Of course, when one milk tests| and the winder, and his bed and board 
t two per cent higher than the other,| and wages, aud you can’t get @ cent 
j it would make a little richer cheese. | oui of aim, Can you? The only way 
: The Chairman—Does not Dr. Bab-| you can get any benefit out ef him is 
| cock say that the richer cheese holds| wrouga pis work. So you haye to 
; more moisture? agure very closely what kind of a job 

H] Mr. Aderhoid—Yes, it helps the] ue is Going 1or you. When you come 
' weight of the cheese. 49 Geal Wile Lhe tactoryman, how ao 

| A Member—If a herd tests four per| you go to work at it? You just loo« 
| cent in the summer, what ought it to| at tne one side and consider how cheap 
| test in the winter; I mean a herd| you can get tuat man to work. You 
; fresh in the spring? don’t ask what kind of a job you are 
; The Chairman—h they test four per| going to get; you don’t ask if he is 
; cent on grass in the summer, I would| gomg to waste mye or six cents on 

Fi expect, if they were fed pretty well,| every hundred pounds of milk, and 
' they ought to test pretty nearly five} you are paying tor the losses. You } per cent in the winter and give half | don’t ask fim to stop taose losses and 

as much or one-third, but that is a}doa better job. No, sir, the only ques- 
pretty haru question to answer. tion is, how cheap can we get taat 

f Capt. Arnold—About how much|man to work? And you think eyery 
more cheese would one hundred eignta of a cent you can pinch off his 
pounds of milk testing five per cent| wages you are in that much, but you 
make than one hundred pounds test-|are mistaken. Your relation to the 
ing three per cent? faetoryman is exactly the same as it 

| Mr. Aderhold—it would make about| 18 to your hired man on the farm. / four and one-half pounds more, and| You have to furnish everything, you it would be a little richer eheese. Be-| have to pay for the factory, for the | fore I sit down, I want to talk to the| buildings, fer the machinery, for the | farmers and ask them to look ahead a| Wear ana tear, and you can’t get one } little. You farmers have to pay for} cent out of that factoryman and he } all the mistakes that are made at the| Can't get one cent out of the factory, 
factory, either directly or indirectly,| he has got to get it out of you, The 
and you can’t get out of it. Many of| {factory is no producer. You take so f you do not understand your true rela-| many pounds of milk to the factery 
tion to the cheese factoryman, the| amd you take away the same number 
cheesemaker. Wher you hire a man| ®t pounds ef cheese and whey, and 
on your farm, you have two points in| there is nething left. Your farm is 
view, namely, what wages does he| tne producer, you take a great deal 
want, and how good a man is he, and| More out of it than you put into it. 
if you have two men to choose from Now, the faeteryman has to make 
and you can get one for $15 a month| his living out of the farmers, and if he 

. and the other you cannot get for less|.can’t make it honestly, he has te make 
than $20, you size up the two and you| it some otner way, and there are some 
say, “I have to pay this man $5 al of them that have to knew how to do { month more than the other, but he| it, and they do know—you would if 
will do twice as much work and he] you were in their places. They have 

{ won't eat any more, so he is really the] to support their families, they have 
{ cheaper man.” That is the way to|to make their living off the farmers. 

ii 

ii
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Now, here is another thing: It costs, and do a better job than you used to 

a good deal more to run a factory now-|do. It will cost more to keep that 

adays than it uid five years ago, be-| whey tank clean than it used to, it 

cause everything costs more today.| will cost-a good deal more for ma- 

Labor is higher, supplies are higher, | chinery and an agitator, but it is worth 

and the only solution to this problem/|a good deal more than it costs.” You 

is that he shall charge more for mak-/| can’t get along very well without that 

ing and a great many have done that} cheesemaker and while his business 

the last year. Up around Seymour,| may not be as noble as that of the 

they raised the price quite a little, and| farmer, it is a respectable busin2:s, 
the farmer has been getting two cents| and he has a right to get enough profit 
more for a pound of cheese than he] out of it so that he can make an hon- 

got awhile ago. He ought to take a| est living, fix up his factory, and have 
little out of that and add to the price|a decent house to live in. There are 
of making, and then they ought to tell} a whole lot of cheesemakers that 
the cheesemaker, “Here, we know it| haven’t decent houses to live in, they 

costs you more to make cheese than| live up under the roof above their old 

it used to and we want you to fix up| factories. 

CREAMERIES. 

E. C. JACOBS, Menomonie, Wis, 

is That creameries nave been of great 
> > benefit to Wisconsin farmers needs 

4 >» only a ride through any creamery dis- 
J _ \ trict to prove, but the benefits go far- 

“ —<— » ther and are of a more enduring na- 
eS ‘ ture than a superficial observation 
eee, would indicate. The creamery has 

5 Ree ee \\ | made possible and helped to establish 
= ee a better system of farming by which 
“= 7 = \ | the soil fertility is conserved, thus as- 

y | | suring success for the future while se- 
= curing immediate and regular profits. 

| tau" It has helped to solve the transporta- 
. ee } | tion problem for remote districts by 

] | putting the products of the farm on 
~ / | the marke: in condensed form and in 

/ gocd market condition. And, what is 
Y ") of greater importance, it has relieved 

N a i / the housewife on we farm of a seri- 
N \ } ous burden, thus making vrighter the 

N lives and homes of farmers and their 
bs families. 

NS —— Location of New Creameries. 
es In building new creameries, care 

Mr. Jacobs. should be exercised that they are not 

10
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built too close together and that there ;eries, and there are many of them 
are a sufficient number of cows to|tnat are giving the very best results. 
cupport them well, as it is a business 
in which compeuition is not a benefit, Benefits of a Hand Separator. 
for, other things being equal, the There has been a constant change 
larger tue business the cheaper it can | in creamery practice, brought about 
be done and the better will be the re-| by the adoption of improved machin- 
turns to the patron. But I am not in ery, and at the present time the use of 
tavor of tne larger plants located at | tne hand separator is causing another 
central railroad points and shipping | and important change in the business 
cream from a large territory. and one which as a rule has not been 
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Gathering the Crsam for E. C. Jaccbs’ Farm Creamery. 

No doubt a co-operative creamery ; looked upon with favor by buttermak- 
that can take the cream from a radius ers, for fear it was going to impzir 
of five to ten miles from the factory | the quality of the butter. 
will be the most satisfactory and give One of the first things to be e-nsii- 
the best results in a majority of cases, | ered in favor of this change is the cost 
but should not be built through the | of transportation of milk to and from 
aid of a creamery promoter. If the| the factory, and it is greater than 
farmers are not able to organize and | farmers often realize; but if time is 
build a creamery for themselves, it is | money, and anyone will only have to 
good evidence that they would not be employ a little of it to be convinced 
able to run it successfully if it were | that it is a fact, this feature i; well 
built and they had much better [ere considering. As only about one- 
pend on private or individual cream- eighth of the whole amount is going
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to be sent to the factory, it can be, will furnish an object lesson to the 
gathered by a team from the factory | patron furnishing poor cream. 
with about the same economy that It avoids having skim mili: hauled in 
mail can be delivered by rural car-| milk cans and often left in them un- 
riers and will lessen the cost to at| til sour and the cans dif:cu’t to wash 
least one-third of that for delivering | properly. 
whole milk, and will, I think, more But no doubt the greate:t sain will 
than offset any depreciation in price | ve derived from the inercased value of 
that may result from gathered cream. |the skim milk when fed d recUly from 
Tt also affords an opportunity for the | the hand separator. 
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Filling the Silo on the Farm of E. C. Jacobs, M-encmonie, Wis. 

factoryman to note conditions and sur- Gathering ihe Cream. 
roundings of mix and cream and make In gathering cream, a spring wagon 
helpful suggestions as to the proper | should be uscd, vith jacketed cans for 
care, carrying the cream; a weighing can 

It saves sending back milk or cream | about eight inches in diameter; a pair 
that has become sour or otherwise | of spring scales that can be adjusted 
unfit for use, thus enabling the fac-| to show tne net “eight; a tin sample 
toryman to “live peaceably with all] tube about one-fourth of an inch in 
men,” as it can be left at home, or, if | diameter and as long as the weigh can 
there is much of it and there is room | is deep; as man; small, wide-mouthed | 
in the factory, can be manufactured | bottles as there are patrons, with the 
separately and sold on its merits|numbers on the corks or covers, are 
without doing any injustice to the pa-|also essential. Samples should be 
tron furnishing good cream, which | taken from eac weighing and by be-
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ing taken with the tube the whole | ance remaining from the sales will be 
i depth of the cream in the weigh can, | aivided among the patrons in propor- 

} a sample will be obtained in proportion | tion to the number of pounds of butter 
j to the amount of cream weighed.| fat delivered and in this way all fric- 

f The samples being taken to creamery | tion in regard to overrun will be 
: before a preservative is added will fur-| avoided, for it has all gone to the pa- 
' nish the buttermaker a means of lo-| trons. 
| cating anything that might not be Overrun is the difference between 

i right in the quality of the cream, al-|the butter fat as shown by the Bab- 
j though the cream gatherer should] cock test and the churn yield of but- 

have his sense of taste and smell well| ter, and may vary from ten to seven- 
developed. teen per cent in milk and from twelve 

j The greatest profit from the gath-|to twenty per cent in cream. The 
ered cream system will only be ob-| overrun is influenced by une losses in 

; tainable when the factory is run en- skimming and churning and the 
} tirely on that plan and the cream| amount of water held by the butter. 
; gathered from the factory, but as this The analysis of samples of butter 

i} change is likely to come about gradu-|from fifty Wisconsin creameries 
i ally and both miik and cream will be | shows a varfation in butter rat of from 
} taken at the same factory, as many | 77.07 per cent to 87.50 per ccnt, with 

are doing now, it will be necessary in | an average of 84.70 per cent butter fat. 
calculating dividends to take into ac-}| The buttermaker will not be able 

i count tne losses the cream patron has|to make the same amount of butter 
already sustained in skimming. from different lots of cream ccntain- 
When it is shown by the scales and ing an equal number of pounds of but- 

Babcock test that the cream patron |ter fat. 
has delivered one hundred pounds of The improvement of machinery and 

} butter fat, we know, if the weighing | methods and the work of graduates of 
and testing has veen done correctly,|our dairy school, have brought our 
tnat there is one hundred pounds of| creameries to a high state of perfec- ~ 
butter fat that is available in the] tion, but this is truly a co-operative 

| cream vat, but when by the same pro-| business and unless tne farmer will 
. cess it is snown tnat the milk patron | ao his part by furnishing good, clean, 

has delivered one hundred pounds of , wholesome milk and cream, the busi- 
butter fat, there is only ninety-seven | ness will not be very successful, no 

| or ninety-seven and one-half pounds of | matter how costly the creameries are 
if butter that is available in the cream equipped, or how good buttermakers 
. vat, the other two and one-half or| we have. 
| three pounds have been left in the 

skim milk. To put them on a level| oss to Farmers from Improper Care 
| and do justice to both, we must deduct of Milk. 
| two and one-half or three pounds from The farmers-of Wisconsin are losing 
| every one hundred pounds of butter | many thousands of dollars every year 

fat delivered by tne milk patron, or,|in the quality of butter sold by im- 
what is usually the better plan, add| proper and indifferent care of milk 
the same amount to the cream patron’s | and cream, and when this change to 

account. the gathered cream system is brought 

| Between the patrons and the fac-| about, as it is sure to be, the farmer 

tory, I think the better plan is to pay | will have still more responsibility as 
the factory a certain price per pound | to the quality of butter and it is nec- 

| for making the butter, then the bal-| essary that he should be well informed 

ij
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on the care of milk and cream and do Question—Is the Chicago price the 

his part in an intelligent and consci-| same as the Elgin price? 

entious manner, not only to protect| Mr. Jacobs—Just about the same. 

himself from financial loss and the en-| We assume that it costs the creamery 

tanglements of the law, but because it|a cent a pound for freight and com- 

is his duty as a good citizen to fur-| mission, so the creamery shall receive 

nish an article of human food that|three and one-half cents for gathering 

shall be pure, clean and wholesome. | and making. 
Mr. Convey—Have you made any 

estimate as to the cost of gathering? 

DISCUSSION. Mr. Jacobs—I have. In our locality, 

Question—Why do you object to I think it costs us in the neighborhood 

shipping cream by rail into skimming | °f @ cent a pound, but this, as well as 

stations? the cost of making, depends very 

Mr. Jacobs—I have no objection to much on the territory, and the amount 

its being shipped by rail, but from ex- | ‘hat is made. 
perience we have had in the western| Question—Do you get better cream 
part of the state this year, I object to| PY doing your own gathering and do 
running those large factories, that you think it is a more economical way 

might be almost called in the form of | f handling the cream? 
* a trust, gathering cream from large Mr. Jacobs—I think we both get a 

territories and taking the business al- better quality of cream and it is more 

most entirely out of the farmers’ economical, the patrons will get bet- 

| hands, and they not knowing anything | teT net results in this way. 
| about the conditions of the factories] Question—How do they take that 

or the people running them. cream? 
Mr. Philips—What does it cost to Mr. Jacobs—It is nearly all taken by 

gather tne cream and make butter? the hand separator. Those that are 

Mr. Jacobs—It is costing three and | Skimming in any other way are doing 
one-half cents for gathering the cream | it at great loss. 
and making the butter. I will say,] The Chairman—How much would 
however, in justice to the creamery, this cream bring you for four thousand 

that it is a small creamery and the] ?0Unds of milk? 
cream is gathered from quite a scat-| Mr. Jacobs—You can take the Chi- 
tered territory. a “— for butter and figure it as 

well as I can. 
= 7. Ae eee Mr. Scott—How is this cream cared 

a tke eer tee oe aclan Slee for when it comes from the separator? 

two cents a pound, and they do a large Mr. Jacone—Perhaps it tent all 
Eacineas eared for as well as it should be. The 

" way we aim to have it taken care of 

Mr. Jacobs—This was a co-operative | is to have everything done in a cleanly 
c.camery and it was done absolutely | manner, the cream cooled as rapidly 

| at cost. as possible and kept in tin cans at as 

A Member—What was the average | low a temperature as possible. Some 

price paid for cream this last season? |of them have ice and some do not. 

Mr. Jacobs—I couldn’t say, but it|Of course, those who do not have ice 
was four and one-half cents less than | have a little more difficulty in keeping 

the highest Chicago price for the but-|it, but they have no trouble, where 

ter it contained; that is, the patrons|they have taken reasonable precau- 

received that. tion, to keep it the length of time that
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| is required before it is gathered, which} A Member—Do you have to stir that | is twice a week in winter and three cream during the cooling proces3? : times in summer. Cream that is kept} Mr. Jacobs—No, it is not necessary, | in ice water and hauled in jacketed | if it is cooled in small sized cans, as | cans will not warm up but very little, | we always recommend, these common | although it is being hauled quite a dis- shot-gun cans. They always should | tance. Cream that is kept in a wagon | be set in cold water. Never depend on | three or four hours will arrive at the ecoling in the air. 
il Creamery Gften, in Ge WAE™ | | Gur. “Scott If you have not tee i ae oe higher temperature | water, you would prefer to have a f an fifty-five degrees. large volume of water? i Question—Then you want this cream : Farce ks Nave fame. of | cooled as quickly as possible and at as at vi eS that re ae nes | low a temperature as possible? hides oa is oe im MY SE EaEn ee | Mr. Jacobs—Yes, that and cleanli- poe eae 7 aaa a nee | ness comprise the whole thing, 2 = ber ee oe hide ea 

Question—Could you get any more | “'¢?™ ane ae eestent i cut cf your milk by taking the whole| Mr. Jacobs—No, we would not ac- I milk to the factory than you can to] cept it until it was cooled, and do not 
keep the milk at home and take the | accept it if it is sour. 
cream? Mr, Scott—Would you allow warm 

Mr. Jacobs—You could if you set it | cream to be put into this cold cream? 
at home, but if you skim with the Mr. Jacops—No, we are very par- 
hand separator, I don’t think you] ticular about that. 
could. 
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ADVANTAGES OF A FARM SEPARATOR. 

L. P. MARTINY, North Freedom, Wis. 

mip, Under the best methods of deep set- 

é > ting, it is rather difficult to keep the 
te na NX loss of butter fat in the skim milk 

dA Ps » aown to three-tenths of one per cent, 
{ which witt mean a loss of $60 in a herd 

/ of twenty cows each giving five thou- 

A a \ sand pounds of four per cent milk per 

if i annum. This is a very conservative 
i \ estimate, for if we were to take the 

I | | average of all the conditions through- 
out the state the loss would be about 

| twice as great as | have estimated. 

“ 4 Progressive dairymen, as a rule, are 

reese aware of the advantages of the cen- 

x Mee rifugal separator over the old process 
: a vata } and comparatively little milk is being 
wet im . | } skimmed in that way, most Wiscon- 

et y sin dairymen delivering their whole 
ae : y milk to the creamery, cr using a farm 

i i separator and delivering the cream to 

y tne creamery. 
= S The point that will most interest the 

Se eee net ear a ‘oones is ee 
; advantages 0’ e farm separator 

Se system of creaming and then deliver- 

While the merits of the farm sepa- ne — ee rislptcreanarlalcgchi 
rator are quite generally understood, eo woe ston ee ane ene 
dairymen in many instances fail to ectiae + ener chi sculpt: 
properly appreciate that it is invaria- ; 
bly applicable to tneir own individual Petrentages Over the We bors matt 

conditions, and that to every one sepa- System- 

rating cream from milk it offers a The principal advantages of the 

means of better and more satizfactory | farm separator to the patron of the 

results. creamery are, increased value of skim 
milk, saving of cost in hauling the 

Advantages Over the Gravity System. | qairy products, less expense in making 
The advantages of the farm separa-|UP the butter, a smaller and les; ex- 

tor over the gravity system are too| pensive creamery plant, and a po:si- 
numerous to give a full or extended | bility of a better butter product. I 
enumeration, but those of the most im-|have named these advantages of the 
portance are, more perfect separation, | farm separator in their value of im- 

greater value of skim milk, saving of| portance, although there may be a 
time and labor, saving of ice, and a|gzeat many exceptions to this enu- 
better quauty of butter. meration. For instance, the les-ening
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H of the cost of delivering the dairy, man that delivers cream should re- 

products to some distant creamery | ceive about one cent per pound more 
may be of greater value than the in-| for his butter fat than the man that HH creased value of the skim milk, and | delivers whole milk, because in con- 1} there may be other conditions that | nection with the less expense of mak- i would change the order of the advan- ing up the butter, the creameryman f tages of the farm separator. suffers none of the loss of fat in his j Users of the farm separator find one | skim milk, while there is always a ; of their greatest advantages in having | small loss of fat in the skim milk of 

: the warm, sweet, skim milk, fresh|the man that delivers whole milk. ' from the cow, for calves, pigs and The possibility of a better butter | other feeding purposes. With separa-| product is very evident from the fact 
| tor skim milk there is no scouring,|that the dairyman has a less volume | or other digestive troubles, with|to care for, there is less filth in the ' calves, and this one point is not fully| cream to hasten fermentations than 

| appreciated, for this trouble impairs} there is in the whole milk, fermenta- i the future usefulness of our cattle] tions go on more slowly in rich cream ] more than we think. than in whole milk, and the cream 
: Where patrons deliver whole milk | does not need to be heated at the fac- 

at the creamery, it will cost them|tory, as does the whole milk, which 
: on the average about eight cents per] process cannot but hasten fermenta- 

one hundred weight for hauling. With | tions. 
Ss, giving one 

a aurea = ae an-| Some of the Objections Made to the 
nually, this means a cost of $80 to get. Farm Separator. 
it delivered at the creamery. In de-} One of the objections to the farm 

| livering cream, it usually costs ab-ut | Separator is the first cost, but when 
one-half a cent per pound of butter | we stop to figure on the profit there is 
fat, which means with one hundred|in the investment, the cost is not 
thousand pounds of milk testing four] worthy of much consideration, besides 
per cent, or four thousand pounds of|they must be well made of the very 
butter fat, that the cost will be $20, a} best material and the best workman- 
saving of $60, and very often the|ship to run well and be durable at the 
creameryman hauls the cream himself | high rate of speed at which they must 
free of charge, because he can reach | run. 

out farther from his factory and haul] Some creamerymen object to the 
a larger quantity of butter fat to his| introduction of the farm separator at 
factory, in the form of cream, com-| first and condemn them in a great 
pared with what he could haul in the | many ways, but, as a rule, they object 
orm of milk, and thereby increase the | to them because they do not care to 
business of his factory. make preparations for handling the 

The man that delivers cream to | cream, for it generally comes in in too 
the creamery should receive more per}small quantities at first. It necessi- 
pound for butter fat than the man that | tates different apparatus for testing 
delivers whole milk, because he has|and more work for the comparatively 
saved the creameryman the expense of | small amount handled. 

i separating the milk, which means that Again, some object to the use of the 
he does not need as large and expens-| farm separator on the claim that but- 
ive a creamery, less high-priced ma-|ter made from farm separators is not 

{ chinery, less help, and less expense in| of as good quality as that made from 
| running the factory. As a rule, the|whole milk. The cause of the poor 

j 
ij
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butter is not in the use of the farm durable, remembering that the fastest 

separator system, but in its abu-e by/| running parts, as in other machines, 

not taking proper care of the cream,|are generally the first to wear out, 
| not delivering the cream often enough | and fourth, see that the machine runs 

and not keeping the separator prop-|easy and is easy to clean. S-me 

erly cleaned. Right nere is where a|makes of separators are so con- 
great many short-sighted separator | structed by the use of a very light 
agents have done a lot of harm to the | gearing that they will run easy, but 

system by claiming for their respec-|they are very short lived and should 
tive machines that it is unnecessary to] be discriminated against, as they are 

wash them more than once a day, and | made to sell without much regard for 

sometimes not so frequently. If there | their future usefulness. 
is any milk utensil that needs wash- 
ing it is the bowl of the separator. 

It gathers filth from the milk and DISCUSSION. 
holds it and if the milk is run through| A Member—What do you mean by 
this bowl after it has stood for twelve | standard machines? 

hours, it will undoubtedly cause bad| Mr. Martiny—I mean machines that 
flavors. have been used for quite a number of 

A Few Pointers to Buyers. — and have given good satisfac- 7 
tion. 

It might be well to mention a few os 
points on buying separators. In the A Member—What are their names? 

first place, see that they skim clean. The Chairman—Write fe emg 

Select one of the standard makes of periment station and ask them nee 

machines, even if it costs a little more they think are standard machines. 

than some other make. Don’t be ina} Supt. McKerrow—We have three 
hurry to invest in some new and un- advertised in the Institute Bulletins 

tried make of machine under the rpre- that we call standard. Get the pele 

text that they will do about as well.| ‘ims and read the advertisements. 
Suppose one machine leaves two- A Reeve would you keep 

tenths of one per cent of fat in the that separator? x 
skim milk more than another, with a] Mr- Martiny—We have ours in our 
herd of twenty cows giving one hun-| barn. Some may object to having it 

; dred thousand pounds of milk annu-|i= the barn and doing the skimming 
ally, it means a loss of two hundred there, but in our case the separator is 

pounds of butter fat at twenty cents | Started before we are done milking 
per pound, which means $40 annual and the cream is taken away from the 

loss by the use of the inferior ma-| arn just as soon as it would be if we 
chine. didn’t have the separator there, so I 

Test them under all the adverse | 40 not think that it is a very bad prac- 

conditions you will be subject to in|tice- Of course, if you had a barn 
the practical use of the machine, such | that was very filthy, it would be a bad 
as cold milk, uneven speed, making a practice to have the separator in the 

heavy cream, etc. barn. 
In the second place, see that they Mr. Scott—Isn’t it a fact that a barn 

Be will separate to their claimed capacity | that is too filthy for the separator is 
by actualy determining it by the use | too filthy for cows? 
of a watch and scales. Mr. Martiny—Yes, that is true. 

. Third, see that the gearing is so Mr. Foster—What power is best to 

. constructed that the machine will be| use with that separator?
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Mr. Martiny—You mist decide that; skims four hundred and fifty pounds 
; in your own individual case. We use| an hour, you could commence skim- 

} jhand power, but a man can invest a ming and the four milkers would keep j few dollars in a small tread power and | that separator full, and when they are i have it run by a calf, or a sheep, or a| done milking they are done skimming. 
' dog. Question—Do you skim immediately 
' A Member—Which make of separa-|aicer milking? : : tor do you advise? Mr. Martiny—That is the best time, 
: Mr. Martiny—Any of the standard|as soon as you can when it is fresh | makes, the De LaVal and the United | from the cow. 

| States, any of those standard Separa-| Mr. Imrie—We have used a sheep ; tors that nave a reputation among|for three years, the same sheep, a 
; creamery men are good separators. sheep that is kept only for that pur- | Mr. Bradley—Have you ever figured | pose, feeding him little or no grain. ; out how much it would cost you to} we keep him in the stable the whole : turn the separator by hand? year on clover hay and a little ensil- it Mr. Martiny—No, nor have I figured age and it costs but very little. The : out how much it would cost to keep | fleece will just about pay for his keep. 

a sheep and have it to bother with. He gets. a little ensilage and what Mr. Foster—Have you ever figured clever hay he wants. 
{ out the advantages of turning it by a] Mr. Scott—Mr. imrie and I have 

gasoline engine? been associated so long in Institute Mr. Martiny—No, I haven’t. There| work that we know how to back up is one thing in buying a separator to|each other in our statements, ani I consider. A great many farmers make | want to endorse what Mr. Imrie has 
the mistake of buying too small a|caid. I have run separators by hand 
separator, especially where they are|and by steam, and last year we ran 
turning it by hand. The higher capac- | one by sheep power; for a time I was 
ity of machine you buy, the cheaper it| somewhat discouraged, so I wrote to will cost you according to the capacity | yr. Imrie and he told me to keep right cf the machine. I would want one|at it, and I find it is the most prac- 
that would skim six hundred pounds | tical way I ever tried, we are very of milk an hour if I had more than six much pleased with it, indeed. 
cr seven cows. Mr. Hill—I will suggest another ‘ Mr. Imrie—The size depends alto- way. We have separated cream on 
gether on whether you are going to| our farm tor about twelve years and run it by hand, or sheep or other| tne power is run by a bull. All good power. It depends, too, on the num- dairymen who have good cows keep a ber of milkers. If you have twenty | bull, of course, and probably keep it 
cows and four milkers, a separator|in the barn, and the exercise on the that will skim four hundred and fifty | tread power is just what the animal pounds an hour, if it is turned by| needs; we have found it a perfect suc- sheep power, is large enough, and for cess. 
this reason, if you have a large sepa- Mr. Convey—In the multitude of de- rator skimming six hundred pounds | vices, you can select that which you 1 per hour, perhaps these four milkers| prefer. The sheep for the small tread could not keep it supplied with milk, power does not give satisfaction in all so you would have to have a can stand- cases. For instance, you buy a power j ing there with milk in it, and you and run it with an animal that is just { would have to have some one to put | adapted to running the separator when the milk in the separator. If it only|it runs just right and everything is 

j 
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satisfactory, still if you are a little, have to walk fast and it was not set . 

bit short of weight in the animal that | up steep, so it was not: hard work for 
you choose, if your tread power is run-| him, and as for speed, we could have 

ning at a low rate of speed, it may not | that absolutely regulated. There was 

be able to handle it in an emergency. |a regulator on the machine that would 

You must have a regular speed, and|keep the speea at just what we 

a sufficient speed. You will find in| wanted. I don’t know but a gasoline is 

the winter time that your power will | engine is better, but that is good. 

run a little bit stiffer and harder than Supt. McKerrow—I am glad to see 

when the temperature is just right.| the day when the dairymen have to go 

We have used ail sorts, the hand | into the sheep business. 

power, the horse power, and the gaco- Mr. Scott—I have no objection to 

line engine, and by all odds I myself | Mr. Goodrich and Mr. H'll using the 

prefer the gasoline engine, especially | larger power and exercising the heads 
| with the oil cooler. of their herds, but we don’t all want 

Mr. Martiny—I object to the gaso-|to pay $200 for the power. Some of 

line engine because it is not an even|us want less power, and the sheep is 
speed. I have seen the separators |all right and more cleanly, which is 

run with a gasoline engine, and every | quite an advantage. Now, with our 

time the gas in there would explode | De LaVal separator, we found the pul- 

you would hear that separator howl. | ley that came with it too small and we 
Mr. Convey—The modern gasoline | put on a wooden rim, making the pul- 

engine doesn’t run that way. With] ley larger, then we put a pin in this 

tne old engine, there would be that|rim, which served as a crank handle, 

extra impulse. I run two gasoline en-|and it was very valuable in helping 

gines myself, and I get the steady mo-|out the sheep when we put him in. 

tion all the time. Instead of tying in the sheep, we put a 

Mr. Goodrich—I ran a separator on | bar in the rear of the power with two 

a farm a good many years. We com-|or three ten-penny wire nails, You 

menced in 1890, the boys ran|may think perhaps that this is in- 

it about two weeks by hand,|humane, but it is not, it does not 

and they didn’t like the fun] puncture the skin, it just starts him a 

of it; it didn’t turn hard, but it | little bit, and we find when that sepa- 
was monotonous, and then we took |rator is running too slowly, that there 
our big horse tread power and at-|is something the matter with the sepa- 
tached it to that; we used a Jer-|rator that needs attention and we go 
sey bull and used that same animal | to work and clean it up and start it up 
for five years and it kept him just as | again and find no trouble in maintain- 
docile and gentle as any animal could | ing an even speed. But I would sug- 

be, he just enjoyed it. He didn’t make | gest in buying a power, that you buy 
us any trouble at all after he got ac-|one that you can regulate the tread, 
customed to it, he liked it, we would | that is, with a lever, without slacken- 
open the door to his stable when we|ing or tightening the belt, such a 
got ready and he would walk on of his | power as is made by the United States 
own accord. We didn’t even tie him| people. I want to ask Mr. Convey 

in, or put a bar up behind him, and | what size gasoline engine he uses. 
when we got through we set the brake| Mr. Convey—We uce a one and one- 
and told him to come out and he came | half horse power engine, but we pump 
out and took his place in the barn.| water with the same engine and run 
It used to take about forty minutes,}a feed cutter witn it and churn and 
on an average, twice a day. He didn’t | everything. We can churn and sepa-
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i 
fi rate at the same time and do it right, they are using their own separators, 

t along; also pump. will they take the farmers’ cream and 

i A Member—von’t you have any|mix it with their own separated 

Hi difficulty in running a gasoline engine | cream? 

tl in cold weather? Mr. Martiny—I said before that at 

i Mr. Convey—Not the slightest, with | first when the farm separators were 

| . the oil cooler. I wouldn’t have a ma-| introduced, the creamerymen ob- 

i chine about the place without a bat-| jected to them, but it is not the fault 
i tery and an oil cooler. of the separator, it is because the 

i A Member—We have run our tread |creamerymen do not want to handle 
i power with a bull with a good deal of | the small amount of cream that comes 

: success for a good many year:, but| from one farmer or a few; they have 

it we have changed to the gasoline en-|to test differently, but they are glad 

| gine. Probably from the standpoint | enough to have a large quantity of 

I of the bull, the tread power is very|cream. There was a creameryman in 

HH much the best, but from the stand-|our county that was bitterly opposed 

i point of the dairyman, I like the en-| to the farm separator, but the farmers 

| gine best. put them in and he saw he had to 
| Mr. Scott—There are thousands of | come to it, and then he turned in and 

| men in this state today that can buy] encouraged the hand separator busi- 

} farm separators who can afford a|ness, and it was but two or three 

i sheep power at $17.50, but cannot af-| years before every one of his patrons 

1 ford a gasoline engine at $100.00 or|had separators, and he saw he could 

f more. make up the butter so much cheaper 

| Mr. Convey—The important thing is} that he went to work and hired a 

t for the farmer to be careful not to|teamster and paid him, I think, a cent 

} buy too small a power. a pound and hauled the cream. I 

i A Member—Would you advise run-|tiink the coming way for the cream- 

| ning a 600-pouna machine by hand. ery business is the hand separator 

Mr. Martiny—Yes. There’ isn’t a|system. The time is coming when 

I great deai of difference in turning a| every man that owns a cow will have 

fe machine that runs 600 pounds over aja separator of some size. 

We 450-pound machine. A Member—Do the farmers gener- 

Mr. Bradley—I think if this gentle-! ally test their own cream at home? 

i man has it in his mind to buy a hand Mr. Martiny—No more than they 

separator, he will find it easier to turn | did the whole milk; the creameryman 

a 600-pound machine ten minutes than|tests the cream just the same as he 

a 450-pound machine thirteen and one-| did the whole milk. 

third minutes. Mr. Hill—Mr. Philips tells about a 

Mr. Convey—Another thing about a|creamery over in his section that 

small machine: it is a question of ten| makes butter for less than two cents. 

minutes’ time for two persons, one to | How is the cream gathered there? 
turn and one to put the cream in. I Mr. Philips—Gathered with teams; 

wouldn’t buy a small machine, the|it is gathered cream. 

f chances are that you will want a big- Mr. Hill—How much butter do they 

j ger one in a short time. If your milk | make in a year? 
t gets too cool, put a little hot water in Mr. Philips—Nine hundred eighty- 

{ it; it won’t hurt the milk at all. seven thousand pounds last year. 
| A Member—In creameries where Adjourned till 7:30 P. M. 

f 
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 P. M. same day. The following committee 
on resolutions was appointed by Supt. McKerrow: W. C. Bradley, Hudson; 
Cc. I. Brigham, Blue Mcunds, and Geo. S. Church, Winnebago county. 

Conductor W. C. BRADLEY in the Chair. : 

HOME-MAKING A FINE ART. 

Mrs. J. W. BATES, Broad Ripple, Ind. 

I am glad to bring greetings from; Women helped to card the wool, 
tue many thousand home-makers of|scotch the flax, weave the garments, 
Indiana to this representative body of}and knitted tue hosiery _ besides. 
auxiliary home-makers of Wisconsin. | Washing, ironing, patching, darning, 

To many fine art may mean a| sweeping, cleaning, etc., were side is- 
Kaphael, Landseer or Rembrandt, | sues, to be done when time permitted, 
waose faithful brush and accurate eye | but these days, and all primitive days, 
have portrayed to canvas the beast of |are fast being relegated to the past 
tne field, the beauties of a land-cape,|and books of ancient history. In the ; 
or the infant Jesus, or, there may be | twentieth century home, luck no 
memories of a Mozart, Strauss, Bee-| longer rules the kitchen; no longer 
thoven or Wagner, whose musical com-| are the flavor, color or grain of the 
positions have charmed your ear and | butter, the crispness of the loaf, the 
soul with their melody of a march, | juiciness of the steak, the sanitary 
waltz, sonata or opera. There may|conditions of the home and family 
come to some the music of the human | trusted to that treacherous god. Al- 
voice, whose magical tones have car- ready the hand of science has emblaz- 
ried you to other worlds with their art | oned in bold letters, and cried in tones 
of oratory, but home-making, with|louder than the roar of the mighty 
its various diversities of work, of] deep, “Thou hast been weighed and 
care, and the rearing of children, has | found wanting.” 
a ringing note of purer rhythm than The home-maker’s brain should be 
the musician’s touch, a picture of | educated equal to her brawn, if not 
brighter hues than an artist’s brush | more so, according to her strength. 
can portray, and the shout and laugh-| The skilled homemaker, with her 
ter of the children’s voices far| magical instruments of lard, butter, 
sweeter than the magical tones of the | flour, meats and vegetables, stands 
orator. equally by the skilled mechanic with 

In the primitive days, two of the|his saw, hammer, nails and lumber. 
chief objects worked for by the] And why not? Does it not depend 
home-maker was to prepare suf- upon her in a great measure whether 
ficient edible food for the fam-| the child shall be tainted with an in- 
ily and sufficient clothing to protect |herited disease, or malformed body 
them from the inclement weather. ' from non-nutrition through the period
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il 01 motherhood? A great number of | teids, fats, carbohydrates and mineral il! intestinal diseases are caused by un-| matter. 
i sanitary conditions and improper| Fats form fatty tissue, and are 
i food. Fissures of the skull, mal-| found in fat of meat, butter, olive oil 
iH formed joints, cholera infantum, non-| and oils of corn and wheat. 

| formation of the frontals, chicken- As the body is constanuy wearing 
| bone chest, early decayed teeth, pal- | and throwing off energy and heat, our 

it lid cheeks and pale lips, with the flesh | diet necessarily regulates the ma- 
| tightly drawn over the little body, and chine, and for the maintenance of 
i] of a glistening appearance, tell the health, the food must contain these 

H story too well that the frail body has} tour elements in proportion, and the 
: not received some element of food to| absence of any one of them will in 
| balance the delicate machinery. A | time result in disease. 
} number of our serious crimes, and in- 

| mates of our jails, prisons and alms- Preparation of Foo-s. } houses, have been committed by an 
i abnormal appetite, formed by the ab-| The preparaticn of food is an art ii sence of a something they did not re-] alone, both from an economical and | ceive in their food wnen they were|scientific pomt of view. It is a i} maturing. worthy knowledge fcr the home- 

| maker to know how to prepzre a 
| Classification of Foods. roast, or broil a steak so as to secure 
Hk 189 grains of nitrogen from one pound i Foods are divided into three claszes: of lean meat. It is, also, an item of i proteids, carbonydrates and mineral importance to know when the body it . matter. Protein, or albumen, is the needs the use of more nitrogenous \ first in food value, and is one of the matter. The man who works in the | essential elements for growing chil- fieia, who uses his brawn more than 

| dren. It is principally found in lean | pis brain, in cold winter days, is the 
| of meat, fish, eggs, casein of milk, one who uses the more salt psrk, as 

and cheese. Starches, sugars and|it contains more heat than beef, but | cellulose form the Lulk of the carbo-| eet is more easily digested, is better 
| hydrates, which include in a great for students, growing children, and ie measure wheat, corn, rye, rice and persons with weak digestive qualities. it potatoes. Peas, beans and lentils, al- In selecting beef it should be a good 

though usually classed among the red, firm under the finger, and have a 
i vegetables, really form a distinct layer of clear, white fat around it. 

class by themselves, although rich in| pork chops, veal cutlets, tenderloin 
protein matter. steak, and mutton chops come from 

Fruits consutute a great part of the along the backbone. These chops are 
food found on the American table.| more tender than other cuts of the 
The mineral qualities help to build up meat, which is caused by those mus- 
bone, muscle and blood cells, while | cles not being in such constant use as 
the juice, or water, of which fruit eon- the muscles in other parts of the body. 
tains about nine-tenths, acts as a sol- To broil a steax, the skillet should 
vent to wash out impurities in the sys- be smoking hot, the meat, about an h tem. Fruits form a perfect carbona- inch in thickness, neither hacked, | ceous food, and with the addition of pounded, nor chopped, salted nor { the proper nitrogenous matter, consti- floured, but just as it is received from { tute an ideal dietary. All the ele-|the shop, and without any grease. 

| ; ments required include water, pro-| Throw the steak into the hot skillet, 

ii . 
ti 

i ii 

i
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sear, then, with a broad-bladed knife,|of utensils for work in the kitchen. 
turn, and sear the other side. In this} Uertain laws and rules cannot be put 
manner, all the juices are held in the| down for every home-maker to fol- 

meat. When cooked sufficiently, place | low, as each home and home-maker 

on a hot platter, add salt, pepper and | have their individuality and their own 

butter. This same method is used in} peculiar imprints of personality, but 
cooking all meats where the juices|it is the right of a home-maker to 
are retained. Only a boil or stew is|have a first-class range, with good 

plunged into water at the temperature | draughts, plenty of fresh air and sun- 
of 212 degrees F. at the beginning of|lignt in the kitchen, and plenty of 
cooking. A roast is placed in a very | utensils known to the culinary depart- 
hot oven until seared, then the tem-| ment. 

perature reduced. If the kitchen will permit in size, 
Salt should not be used at first, as | the work table should be placed in the 

it draws out the juices and hardens the | center, with a shelf beneath, where 
meat. Do not use in boil or roast un-|the everyday utensils can be placed 

1 within twenty minutes of serving,| ready for use. A gasoline stove is a 
unless it is used in the making of) ereat luxury in extreme warm weath- 
soups, then place the bone in cold|er, when wishing to prepare a meal. 
water with the necessary amount of|>:r when ironing or canning fruit. 
salt. The covering of the floor should be 

Sanitary Conditions. one that is economical and easily 

A first-class cut from a choice steak, | “¢aned, also pleasing to the eye. 
tne delicate flavor of the butter or] It is every home-maker’s duty to 
muk, will become tainted if perfect |S4ve as many steps as she can while 

| sanitary conditions are not enforced.|@t her work. Sometimes if a little 
Lecaying vegetation, onions, carrots, | thought is given before preparing the 
cabbages, a can of spoiled fruit, if meal, cnce going to the cellar will 

lexu where milk and butter are, will|>ring all the vegetables needed, or 
taint them in a short time, as there is | Ce going to the dairy, all the but- 
no article of diet that absorbs odors | ter, milk and cream can be brought. 
so quickly. Any of the things named, Again, if the meal is thought of before 

if left in a damp cellar, will breed dis-]Teparing, the nece:sary articles can 
ease germs and cause illness in the |>e Prepared for tea the same time as 

family. for dinner. 
A number of cases of diphtheria in On wash and iron days, while the 

Imwana were traced to a heap of de-|Tange is not, a pot of vegetables, 
caying turnips in a foul cellar, where roast, meat pie, baked beans or baked 

tne germs found luxuriant quarters to|@PP!es, can be cooked in the oven 
thrive and multiply. Typhoid fever while the washing or ironing is being 

has been carried by flies in a number | 4n¢- 
of cases, while the greater amount of If the home-maker is short or tall in 

it comes from water. stature, she should have her work 
All waste water and refuse from | table, wash bench, ironing board and 

out-buildings should flow from the |@nse elevated or reduced as needed. 
well that supplies the home with|#conomy of time and of strength 
drinking water. : means economy of health. It is a 

poor excuse to try to do all of one 

Arrangement of the Work. week’s work in one day and then suf- 
Home-making cannot be an art if|fer excruciating pains as a reward. 

there is no systematical arrangement Home-makers must learn to make
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their work a finished product; they, the brain and sinew of our farms, the 
must plan and execute their work with strength and valor of our armies. 

; as little waste of energy and time as| The maker of such a home is a queen 
possible. lt is every one’s duty to|in her rights, her children her sub- 
take a stroll in the morning or even-| jects, her husband her counselor at 
ing as a relaxation to the nerves and| ail times, her home circle her palace, 

| strengthen them with communion |her scepter of government is love, and 
with nature’s tonics, pure fresh air,| love is the unseen guest, the unseen 
sunshine, flowers, grasses and trees. | host at the marriage feast, and lives 

a = in a rich temple hung with gems that 
: Character Building. never dazzle, but breathe a benedic- 
The home-maker needs to build her | tion when entered. 

home not only with things that are a| Bonaparte says he thinks “every 
pleasure and blessing materially, but | good or evil of a child entirely de- 
ot such that her children will “rise up| pends upon the mother,” and these 
and call her blessed,” for characters home-makers, these mothers who hold. 
that are trained by a loving, tender, | the balance of justice in their hands, 
devoted mother, whose aim and ob-|who balance the physical, moral and 

ii ject is to mould her children to be | the spiritual welfare of these children, 
strong, wise and pure, and to be fit|they are the uncrowned queens of 
jewels for the King’s crown, are the | America, and they are the ones who 
-backbone and energy of our nations, | elevate home-making to a fine art. 

EDUCATION AS RELATED TO LIFE. 

| Prof. FRANK H. HALL, Aurora, III. 
a 

yy > There are three theories of educa- 
y ~ tion. The first has its foundation in 

— » religion; the second, in culture; the 
4 N third, in service. 

Paes N The first seeks the enjoyments of 

N Heaven. The second seeks the higher 

intellectual enjoyments of this life, 
_ with faith in varying degree that 

: i these will be continued and enhanced 
“~ in the unknown beyond. The third 

seeks enjoyment in doing things that 

need to be done. “Happiness through 

} | work,” says Baker, “is the new creed 
Y / of the dawning century.” 

I Y / : 
V y The Religious Phase of Education. 

YN | y According to the first theory, the 
‘ y function of education is to fit one for 

N y tne enjoyments of the future life— 

SS y for life beyond the grave. It was in 
; NS yy accordance with this theory that the 

SS early schools of New England were 
Prof. Hall. established.
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“We are told that up to 1665, the being at least, the downfall of the- 
catechism and the Bible were almost | ocracy. Democracy—the rule of the 
the only books used in the schools. | people—was about to be put on trial 
At this time the Psalter containing |in place of all other forms of govern- 

the Psalms, the Proverbs, the Sermon| ment. A most vigorous and partially 

| cn the Mount, and the Nicene Creed | successful attempt was to be made to 
was introduced. The classes ranked | build on the ruins of monarchy and 
as follows: 1. The Psalter Class, or] aristocracy and theocracy a govern- 

_beginners. 2. Testament Class. 3.| ment of the people, for the people, 

The Bible Class,”* by the people. 
The schools were established, they But the people represent every va- 

said, because it was the project of|riety and every shade of religious 

that old deluder, Satan, to keep men} views and practices. There is the 

from a knowledge of the Scriptures. | Catholic and the Protestant; the Trin- 

Therefore ai the children must be|itarian and the Unitar‘an and the Uni- 
taught to read. versalist. Among the Trinitarians are 

We are told that so deeply imbedded | several varieties of Baptists; the 

was the religious idea in one colony | Church of England, High and Low; 
that when it became a state, the state|the Methodists and the Free Metho- 
officers were required to “profess | uists; the Presbyterians and the Cum- 

faith in God the Father, and in Jesus | berland Presbyterians and the U. P.’s; 
Christ his only Son, and in the Holy | tue Congregationalists and the Luth- 

Ghost, one God blessed for evermore; | Tans and the Christians. Then there 

and to acknowledge the Holy Sorip- | are the Quakers and tne Shakers, and 

tures of the Old and the New Testa-|now we have the Christian Science 

ment to be given by divine inspira-| people, the Faith Cure folks, and the 

tion.” Dowieites—and I have not named the 
Only those teachers were employed half of the denominations to be fcund 

who were “sound in the faith” and un-|!" the city of Chicago alone—surely 
derstood, not the metric system, nor the theory of public school education 
the science of human government; not | © 20° longer relate itself directly to 

the binominal theorem, nor the phil- the rewards and punishments of an- 
* osophy of education; not the word other world and to the true methods 

method of teaching reading, nor the of securing the one and avoiding the 
elements of agricultural science,— other. Hence the second theory of 

but the “plan of salvation.” education. 

Our Cathouc friends, too, main-| the Claims of the Higher Intellectual 
tained, and perhaps to some extent Life. 

a yo nace cf vag nar i According to this theory, the func- 
function, relates to religious duties— tion of education is to fit one for the 

to divine obligation; hence the paro-|©™°Yments of the higher intellectual 
chial school and its direction and man-| if, here and perhaps hereafter. 
agement by ecclesiastical authority. fee becomes “the word of ambi- 

But a complete blending of reli- tion,” and the culture ideal takes the 

gious and secular education is possi- place of the religious ideal, and gives 

ble only in. theocratic government, form and quality to public school edu- 
The overthrow of monarchy in this cation. Culture for culture’s sake, 
country carried with it, for the time art for art’s sake, truth for truth’s 

sake, are the favorite maxims. Says 

*Journal of Education. W. H. Payne, an apostle of this the- 

at
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. | ory, “A love of knowledge for its own A Third Theory of the Purpose of. 
it! sake is the highest and most compre- Education. 

| i} ist pg on — = But there usa tnird theory of educa- 

Hy this theory of education—“The old] “°"- According to this theory, the 
t " . purpose of education is useful activ- 

. Hii idea of a scholar was or one who in ity—service. Each student t 
| the serene contemplation of truth, must be 

iit) beauty, and goodness nds a never- Snes .—. that needs 
j failing source of delight.” Men were ae ck See be in the 

it to be measured, not by the depth and] |i eae re an er and of the Pu 
ih quality of their religious faith, cer- Sausann = = oe ucative period. “A 

Hil tainly not by the amount of their ma- em tt aed ae ee Saye Ue. Woe 
Hil terial possessions, but by their knowl edge.” ea oe for ue 

i edge and culture; by the‘r ability to it. ae grow out of it es eA 
i enjoy, through the cultivated imagina-| "}, ama oe Geass th sande! = bi 
i tion, the beautiful in nature and in lit-|in6 working out 2 = a ec tie 
ii erature, and in all the products of the] O50. the terior BecligeBi aes - 

i fine arts. Beauty and symmetry and iieite anak pesiciga Ahig aa Sone 
i harmony must be enthroned, it was t must be th Ds ae = ja 

| said. And the supreme purpose of |“ ™USt be the enjoyment of achieve- 
| education was the cultivaticn of those a eerevomneste ou lines that con- 
} qualities in mind and heart and per- oe to the good of the Tace. The 

fi son, and the ability to recognize and —— peta tearm: tte re feature 
| appreciate them in the world cf na-|% life, not upon knowing or beliey- 
| ture and in the world of ars. The} 7% ©f eMJoying. It is upon perform- 
i symmetrical, weu-balanced, cult:vated | °"C® "POR doing, upon efficiency ia 
j man, living in a world of tribulation |°°@® Teputable employment. Men 
} and sorrow and danger and d’saster, a be measured, not by what they 
i should be able to turn his back on all| “OW, not by the amount of their 

these and with “his eye fixed on the wealth or of their culture, but by what 

f ; polar star of truth,” secure for him-| ‘PY 40, by the amount they contrib- 
self “poise, serenity and contemp!a- ute to the well-being of humanity. 

hee tive delight.” Men may possess great wealth, great 

| The ethical element occupies a, knowledge, great culture, and yet be 
i prominent place in this second theory, useless. It is useful men that are 

and the spiritual is by no means en-| Wanted in this day and generation. 
Hi tirely wanung; for both these ele- Says President Woodrow. Wilson, of 

ments are necessary to harmonious | Princeton University, “We want use- 
development. Sectarianism is largely | ful men, not men who think they are 
eliminated, but the ethical and spiit-| better than other people because they 

| ual principles that are common to all} have something in their heads which 
the churches are retained and empha- | is useless.” 
sized. Now by far the greater part of one’s 

It will be observed that both these |contribution to human gcod comes 
theories make the ultimate purpose of | tarough his vocation. Hence, accord- 
education enjoyment. The first puts|ing to this third theory, education 
the emphasis on the far-away joys of | must relate itself to vocation. The 

| Haven; the second on the intellectual | primary function of public education 
i ¢4d spiritual joys of the higher life | is to fit one to earn. I do not say ac- 
i 1 on earth. guire. I say earn. He earns who 
th) 

i ; 
; 
ii 

i <
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does some of the world’s necessary The schools of ye:terday faced 

work. He earns who by his own effort| towards the learned professions and 
contributes something of value to|tne enjoyment of the higher intellec- 
community life. His contribution may|tual life. The schools of tomorrow 
relate to the material, the intellectual, | will face towards every legitimate vo- 
the ethical, the aestheic, cr the spir-| cation and the enjoyments cf achieve- 
itual. If he contributes he earns. If| ment in every useful occupation. The 
he does not contribute, ke does not] nechanic arts, commerce, agriculture, 
earn. If he contributes more than he] ind domestic science are to be given 
consumes and destroys, ke is a public} *he place in the schools which their 

| benefactor. If he contributes less importance demands. 
. than he consumes and destroys, he is{ fhe Dawn of a New Epoch in Educa- 

a parasite—a dead weight upon so- tion at Hand. 

i. would be better off} some recent notable utterances 
The preache: Th nake us believe that we are at the 

fc Carne e teacher reginning of a new and interesting 

earns. The physician and surgeon h in educational theory and prac- earns. The editor earns. Some law- by foe 2 2 
yers earn. The merchant earns. Th : “ 
mechanic earns. The farmer ae Says G. Stanley Hall, “The germs 
and the house-wife earns. * ana extracts of as mazy trades as pos- 

All need the help of the schools as eee be introduced Into the 

a preparation for earning—for service. : Private and public welfare alike de| This must be done that stu: mand that this be given. Since the dents may see the relation of 

founding of Harvard, the schools have | ‘Beir school work o pee faced toward the professions; at first |!F Which they wish to fit them- 
towards the ministry; later towards selves. Tnis must be oe in elas 

all the so-called learned professions. that “a passicn for service’ a. fuse 

This fact is just beginning to be under-| With @ pass.on for knowledge,” that 

stood and its effect realized. The | ‘2¢ child may learn things as a prep- 

machinery of the schools has been un-| 2?ation for doing things, and thereby 
consciously employed to take men|ecome a uzeful law-abiding citizen. 
away from the farms and workshops ‘Interest a boy in useful occupation,” 
and into the pulpits and law offices | S@Ys Fra Elvertus, “and you transform 
and teachers’ desks and editoria]|Chaos into cosmos.” “Interest a boy 
chairs. The theory that the purpose | in making things and he’ll stop break- 
of education is primarily to prepare |ing things.” 
for the enjoyment of the higher intel-| “Education,” says President Hyde, 
lectual life has led men away from | “should fit one for three things: 
all useful activities except those that} “1. To earn one’s living by the ex- 
are mainly intellectual. ercise of trained powers. 

The theory that the purpose of edu- “2. To support the institutions of 
cation is service, not primarily enjoy-| society through intelligent apprecia- 
ment, the very best possible service in | tion of their worth. 
any and every useful occupation, is “3. To enjoy the products of art and 
turning the thoughts of educators to-| civilization tnrough the cultivation of 
ward manual training, toward com-|the imagination.” 
mercial high schools, toward domestic Note the order: Earn, contribute, 
economy, and the science of agricul-|enjoy. This is the natural order, for 

ture. one who cannot earn cunnot contrib-
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ute, and one who does not earn and | students of pedagogy on both sides of 
at contribute has not fulfilled the condi-| the Atlantic. I refer to Dr. Nicholas 
Hi tions necessary to the highest enjoy-| Murray Butler, the president of Co- 
iy ment. lumbia University, and Dr. John 

| i Says Dr. John Dewey, “The educa-| Dewey, of the University of Chicago. 
| tion of yesterday was but the survival Dr. Butler speaks of what has been 

of an education designed for the lei- called a liberal education as “a very 

i sure class.” narrow and tecnnical course of study 
tii We want an education now for the | that was invented for a very narrow 
Hl working class. “And,” says Ruskin, | and technical purpose.” 

ii happy, among hoth rieh and poor; and | S%%5 Dr. John Dewey, “It is our . i ue etna weak. wicked ea mis-| Present education which is highly 
Hil exabis amon both sick eal a specialized, one-sided and narrow. It 

| | It is the function of education to in-|!8 2% education dominated almost en- 
i crease the numbers in the working peer by se » sige chan Ny = 
i} class and diminish the numbers in the oe a aor nae ra 

Hy idle a among both rich and poor. intellectual aspect of our natures; our 

i} The True Education. desire to learn, to accumulate infor- 
i i mation, to get control of the symbols 

i Says eo aaa ioe ' aa of learning; not to our impulses and 

i BUSES ee ee eee aed ARIES 46 make, to do, to create, 
| gets at it, the better. This being ad- to produce.” 

1 mitted, the fuller the preparation the A 
i } better, provided the final goal is al-| The new education does not think 
ie ways kept in view.” mainly of breadth, but of efficiency. 
fel The especial goals which the Farm- | !t accepts Hegel in his statement that, 

Ht ers’ Institute of Wisconsin would have | “inapplicable knowledge is a cum- 
| the young people in the schools keep | »rous load — only that knowledge 
i in view, are the farm and the home.| Which subserves the ends of life be- - 

ie The time has arrived when some peo-|©°mes a working power.” It would 
Hi ple—many people—must be educated | @ducate for usefulness in its broadest 

iH with reference to achievement as agri-|Sense. It would give so much of gen- 
Nii culturists and home-makers—farmers | ©Tal education and so much of spe- 
ye and farmers’ wives. A passion for do- cial education as will insure the lar- 

ket ing such work and doing it intelli-|Sest possible product, expressed in 
ie gently must “fuse with a passion for |terms of efficiency. Not the general 
i knowledge.” education first, and the special after- 

lig “But,” says one, “this is a narrow wards, but | both fusing together—to 

(i view of education and of life. We|S¢ Dr. Bliot’s term again—with the 
i want a broad and liberal education | 80a! of great and useful achievement 

’ for all our people, not one that is nar- | ¢ver in view. 
f row and specific.” The student who accepts this the- 
iy But what is a “liberal education” | ory will be obliged to turn his back 
J as the expression has been used in the | on much that is attractive and inter- 

tik past? What does it mean to be|esting. He must seck that and only 

0 “broadly and liberally” educated? that which will increase his power for 
iit Listen to the testimony of two very | good in the world, his power for do- 

ti able educators in regard to the|ing necessary work, for feeding peo- 
| breadth of the education of the past,|ple, for dressing people, for housing 
iy educators whose names are known to| people, or for rightly pleasing people 

ii 
ae 

ii . 

|
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with the arts or sciences, or any other | limits. But when a love for learning 

subject of thought. diminishes the desire and power for 

It will be well for the student and | earning, it is a positive misfortune. 
well for his family and well for the | “That book,” says Emerson, “is good 

community in which he lives, if he]|to read that leaves the reader in a 

will accept the teaching of Ruskin | working mood.” . 
that, “Humanity is a divine family, “It must be remembered,” says 

the ideal of which is that each shall| Wade Rogers, “that life is not for 

work for the good of all and precisely | learning, but learning for life.” 

in so doing secure for himself the “The mission of education,” says 

greatest good.” the late Governor Russell of Massa- 

It will be well for him if he can|chusetts, “is not contemplation; it is 

realize with DeGarmo that, “Men are | <ervice.” 
eternally going to the wall financially “The catechism of the university,” 

because they lack the will or the abil- | says Dr. Baldwin of Yale, “comes very 

ity to seek the advancement of them-| near teaching that the chief end of 

selves through the advancement of | life is to get an education. It would 
others.” not be far wrong if it taught that the 

It will be well for him if early in| chief end of life is to use an educa- 

life he accepts the wonderful phil-| tion.” 
osophy in that marvelous paradox And so it goes; the leaders in edu- 

‘ tnat one must save his life by losing | cation, Eliot, Butler, Hyde, Dewey, 

it—losing it if need be in self-denying | Baldwin, Jordan, Cooley, Rogers, Dut- 
service—or in absorption in some |tcn, and hundreds of others are adopt- 
torm of useful, efficient labor. ing the service theory of education. 
How much education? How much| It is the general acceptance of this 

knowledge for you and for me?|theory that provides for the agricul- 
Charles Dudley Warner says, “Greedi-| tural college, the Experiment Station, 
ness for intellectual things is no more | the agricultural high schools, and for 

praiseworthy than greediness for ma-| the teaching of the elements of agri- 

terial things.” It is easy for one to| culture and domestic economy in our 
spend time in getting that ought to} rural schools. 

be spent in giving. And this is as] To use a common expression, “men 
true of knowledge as it is of material | are falling over each other” for an op- 

wealth. portunity to express themselves in 
“But,” says one, “I want my share|favor of such teaching. The word 

of the world’s knowledge and wealth.” | practical is no longer a red rag to the 

What is your share? According to| masculine element in a teachers’ con- 
Carlyle’s “Pig Philosophy,” it is all|yention as it was twenty-five years 
you can yet out of the general swine’s|ago. The great majority agree that 

trough without being literally pound-| children should be given such knowl- 
ed on the head for it. edge as they can put into practice, 

According to the true philosophy of | make practical. 
life it is all you can get honestly 
(that is, by giving a full equivalent Wisconsin a Leader .in Practical 

for it) and use effectively( that is, for Education. 
the good of the race, yourself includ- In this work Wisconsin has been a 

ed). And this applies to knowledge | leader, and today she occupies a place 
as well as to material wealth. in the very front of the line. The 

A love of books is regarded as |turee H’s have made themselves heard 
praiseworthy. So it is, within certain |and felt to the very borders, not of
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i the state but of the land—Henry,)for this purpose. It is currently re- 
ai Hoard, and Harvey. ported that he milks his appointees 
i The co-lavorers of these, McKer-|and that some of them have “kicked” 

it tow, King, Babcock, Russell, Farring-|most vigorously—but since for the i ton, have made their names familiar | space of one full year I allowed myself Hii in all the Institutes and in many a|to ke tied to the public crib by this 11] farm home outside of Wisconsin, |same governor, it is not proper for me . iil while in northern Illinois the cows are |to tcstify in this case. I am not a . Hi treated a little more humanely and thc ; competent witness.) 
| caives a little more tenderly, and the j i: i i young colts and pigs a little more gen. What Is Being ee in Ili- 
i tly because Mrs. Howie has been 
i across the border and made her prac-| If you think Illinois is not as tall iit tical, scholarly, womanly, motherly|and strong as Wisconsin in the mat- 
t] plea for the young things on the farm.|ter of agricultural education, do not | +1 If Illinois is not as tall and strong | forget that Senator Stout lives in Wis- 
} as you with your veterans—in the use| consin, and do not forget that our Wy of this word I do not mean to include | growth during the last six years is un- 

ii Mrs. Howie—with your veterans in| paralleled. There are more teachers 
tit your college and station; with your|in our college of agriculture today 

tH short courses, your farmers’ dairy|than there were students six years 
thi school, your experimental club with|ago. Four times in five years our if its hundreds of members; with your | umber of students has doubled. Six 

i seven state Normal schoots and your | years ago the value of our agricultural te six county training schools for teach-]2quipment at Urbana was estimated 
tt ers, and your two county agricultural | it $7,000.00. Today we have a build- 
te schools, and your law requiring teach-| ing that cost $150,000, with its two 
‘ ers of your rural schools to be exam-| acres of floor space and 113 rooms, in 

f ined in the elements of agricultural] ‘nich there are more than 300 cap- 
; science and domestic economy, with|2ble, enthusiastic boys and girls sit- | “Feeds and Feeding” in your school] ting at the feet cf more than twenty 

| libraries, and Hoard’s “Dairyman” on] of the best teachers money can pro- 
ie your parlor tables, and a Mabcock | vide. 

tester, separators run by sheep andj} But I am in Wisconsin. If this 
; bulls and by gasoline in your dairies, | sounds like boasting to you Badgers, 

ia and free bulletins for distribution at|remember that we acknowledge you 
your Institutes, and a wholesome seu-} as our leader and teacher, and give 
timent in regard to the “dual-purpose | unmeasured praise to those who have 

4 cow”—if Illinois is not as tall ana|managed the work at Madison and 
strong as you, you must not forget | throughout the state. We have had 
that we did not begin to grow as soon|good men in Illinois, and we have 
as you did by some twenty years; yor | sood men now, but somehow until re- 
must not forget that we never had a|cently the conditions have been 
governor who looked after the inter | against us. The cause of agricultural 
ests of our cows and calves. (We | :ducation never had a better friend 
have a governor now who spends al | ‘han old Prof. Turner, whose body we 

| kis time putting up fences. They. dc | aid to rest in a Jacksonville cemetery 
j say that he had one cow so dear tc |i few years ago. Don’t let the next 
| his heart that he transported her tc | zeneration of farmers in the Badger 
} { the mansion barn, even thongh he was | ;tate forget their indebtedness to the 
| i not permitted to use an express frank | man who was the prime mover for the 
i 

hy 

Hi 
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Morrill act (signed by the immortal) But there are three classes of 
Lincoln) which made our agricultural | earners: — 

colleges possible. Geo. E. Morrow was| ist. Those who earn less than they 
| a capable and true friend of the farm-| receive and are continually complain- 

er. He sowed much good seed dur-| ing because they are obliged to do so 

ing his life, though he did not live to} much work and get so little pay. 

enjoy the harvest. 2d. Those who are willing to earn all 

The men who are managing our|they receive, but not one cent more. 

Agricultural College and Experiment 3d. Those who always earn more 

Station now, the Dean and the heads | than they receive. 

of departments, are among the most} Promotions are usually made from 

capable in the land, and what encour-|the third class. The world wants 

ages us most is that the people from|men in great numbers who earn all 
Cairo to the Wisconsin line have faith|they receive and more. It has no 

in them and generously provide all| place for those who habitually earn 

necessary funds for carrying forward |'ess than they receive. It is said that 
the great work in taeir hands. the world loves a lover. It admires 

If we at length outstrip you in this | and rewards the earner, the man who 

great work, as we believe we shall,|can and will contribute something of 

you can point to us as an example of| real value to the community in which 
what a pupil may accomplish who has | he lives. 

hau the benefit of the best of instruc- It is my firm conviction that the 

tion by pioneers in this field, among] tendency of the service theory of edu- 
whom none deserve more credit than} cation would be to put more men and 
tae three H’s and their co-laborers in} women into the last named class, 
Wisconsin. : those that earn more than they re- 

ceive. It will help to make our young 

In Conclusion. yeople feel that all labor is honorable, 
In conclusion, let us come back to| 2nd that he serves himself best and 

our subject for a moment. serves God best who forgets himself 

Men must learn more in order that|‘n the service of his fellows. 
they may earn more. Adjourned to 9:00 o’clock next day 
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: : 

1 THIRD DAY, 

1 The Institute met at 9 o’clock A. M., March 17, 1904. °C. P. GOODRICH in | the chair. 
; 

| 

IMPROVED LIVE STOCK. 

i R. E. ROBERTS, Corliss, Wis. 
i 

| 
keeping abreast of this age of pro- i : WSS gression and improvements that are ! a N being constantly made. Methods that it rg were profitable some years ago have : eS become wholly unprofitable now, so 

= \ the first and all important step to be 
- i ‘aken by the average stockman is the 

| S rd \ ‘mprovement of our farm animals, to 
ror | cave an ideal in mind and to breed for 
ad | 1 purpese. By the aid of science in 

5 } | 2griculture and live stock breeding, 
} ve have obtained a knowledge 

panes / vhereby we can produce an animal 
z y machine that will consume and con- 
oA y/ vert in a condensed form for market, 

Fy / at a profit to the farmer, our high- 
nd y priced grains and feeds, in a first- 

. y class article of food for mankind. 

X y First Steps Towards Improving a 
ae ry Dairy Herd. 

Mr. Koverts. The up-to-date dairyman has real- 

ized the necessity of a special-purpose 
The live stock industry of this great |dairy animal for successful dairying. 

agricultural state is the sheet anchor | In raising his dairy herd, while it is 
oft our prosperity and as such should | necessary to secure form and type, 
command our careful consideration. | his attention is given more to the per- 
The live stock interest in some of its fcrmance, in dairy production, of their 
branches stands at the head, and | dams and grand-dams. 
ranks first and foremost with her sis- In selecting his dairy sire, he must 
ter states. No state in the Union has possess the form, type and right an- 
better natural resources for the pro-| cestry, bred for a long period of time 
duction of high class dairy products, | with the object of intensified dairy 
beef, mutton and pork, than ours, yet| performance. With this ideal, he ac- 
we do not all avail ourselves of the|cepts him, with reasonable certainty 
advantages and means at hand, by|that his progeny will resemble him, 

j
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advance his work, and impress heavy| The Most Profitable Cattle from a 
miiking qualities upon daughters of Beef Standpoint. 

his herd. Formerly, the big-boned 1,800 to 
The average dairyman must take | 2,000 pound steer was held in high es- 

advantage of this grading up of his|teem; now the long yearling or two- 

herd, as few can afford to replace a|year-old “handy weight,” weighing 

common herd by a pure bred one, but} from 1,200 to 1,500 pounds is in the 

the improvement must be made by the | highest demand. It has been demon- 

use of a pure bred sire, as the intro- strated that no greater weight can be 

! e 

e 

i 

| ‘ 

A Fair Feeding Type. 

duction of good, improved blood will | produced with a given amount of food, 

work wonders to grade up the herd} and no cheaper meat made on an ani- 

for dairy purposes. Only by working | mal, than while it is young. 

on this line shall we be able to make In view of this fact and the greater 

dairying successful and our invest-} cost of producing meat on the older 

ment in high-priced land profitable. animals, owing to the larger amount 

But the danger and risk is in the | of the food of maintenance, we should 

use cf common, unimproved, scrubby | keep the young animals growing right 

stock, with results that surely end in| along from the start, and never allow 

disappointment and loss to the dairy |them to lose what is termed their 

farmer. All farmers are not inclined | baby fat. 
the same way and will not make dairy- With stock of good blood, there is 

ing their leading line, but would] no difficulty in making a steer two 

rather raise cattle and market them | years of age top the market and bring 

for beef. a good profit for the feed and care
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# 
i given, however, the great bulk of,to work to dispose of them and when 

ft stock shipped to our leading markets | he does the price is disappointing to 
are not of the above class. One will|the farmer, as it is only about one- 

1 readily ascertain at the stock yards |half the price per cwt. that the best 
that quality counts for more than |class brought. 

quantity, and that fat alone is not suf- A portion of this class consists of 
ficient. Buyers will ride into a pen of | stock with an infusion of dairy blood, 

cattle and are anxious for a chance to| while they make good gain, their feed 

bid on them, and perhaps will raise | goes to the production of internal fat, 

their first bid in order to get them, and} but a greater per cent are common, 

| 

| | 
| 

| | 

| 
| 
| 

« Unprofitable Feeding Type. 

the seller easily disposes of them at | unimproved, inferior antmals, in fin- 

the top price o1 the day. This class|ish as well as form. This class com- 

are of the high grade, good beef type| prises about fifty per cent of the 

and conformation, with capacity for |stock forwarded to market. 

producing the greatest percentage of Now, this simply means that the 

high-priced meat. They are what the | ‘armer has received about half the 

buyers term the smooth, fleshy lot,| price for the animals he has raised 

with their meat on their back and|and forwarded to market that he 
ribs. But this class only comprise | would have received if they were 

about ten per cent of the bulk. In| properly bred, grown and finished. It 

adjoining pens buyers will ride in, | has taken as much of the food of main- 

view the stock, then ride away with | tenance and as much feed to grow 

the remark, “Will not give the price, | every pound of their weight as though 

they are too rough.” The seller has |they were worth twice the money. It 

sib =
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is due to this class of stock raised | profitable, but I am in debt, and can- 

, that many farmers claim that grow-| not afford to buy one now, I have got 

ing live stock does not pay. to be content with the scrub until I 

The class referred to certainly does | get out of debt.” This is not logical. 

not pay. It is folly to attempt to en-| Going into debt is excusable where a 

gage in beef production with such a|man plainly sees good results from 

elass of animals, especially where|his investment. When a farmer most 

stall feeding and intensive farming} needs quick and profitable returns is 

are practiced. There is no reason|when he is in debt. The man with 
why such stock should be grown, as|money and no debts is the only one 

Profitable Pork Producers on Rape Pasture 

the type and conformation can be im- 00 can afford to breed inferior stock, 

proved in a most effective manner by | but the man in debt cannot afford to 

the use of good, pure, beef-bred sires, | do so. 

and the more grading up by pure ? : 

bicod animals of approved form, the| The Best Kind of Sneep to Raise. 
better the results. Four or five gen- This is also applicable to a portion 

erations ky a pure bred sire will es-|of the sheep and swine forwarded to 

tablish a herd of live stock that is| market. While good sheep are profit- 

practically as good for all feeding |sble on our best and highest priced 

purposes and yielding as large a profit | lands, sheep of poor mutton qualities 

for feed and care given as pure breds. | will not pay any more than keeping a 

A remark farmers are often heard to| dairy of twenty cows that produce no 

make is: “I am convinced that the|more milk and butter than ten good 

use of a pure bred sire would be more] cows will, or raising and fattening un-
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| improved, inferior cattle, but by the|ment. If he has not reduced the cost 
i! use of better mutton sires, possessing | of production of pork, he has increased. 

it quality and the highest characteristics |a marketable product without extra 
it ef the breed selected to grade up with, | feed or care, but every experienced 

| and better selection, care and manage- | hog raiser knows that a broad back, 
ment of the flock, sheep raising is cer- | improved-bred hog can be grown and 
tainly profitable. finished at a profit when the scrub 

| The people are anxious to secure all | would evidently be a loss. . 
ik the choice mutton and lambs in the : 
i market; there is apparently no limit | Some of the Results of this Improve- 

| to the buying -or consumptive capac- ment. 
i ity. The demand for choice mutton 

i . and lamb exceeds the supply. The| /t seems unnecessary to further 
owners of good mutton sheep are as- | 978¥e that the first object in breeding 
sured of good prices for a first-class | °°" farm animals should be quality, 

article, as quality is what the market | 2% the market especially demands 
i demands. quality in all its meats. It calls for 
| tne best beef, choicest mutton and 

iW pork, as it is for the excellent roast, 
iW a ee cel we pei steak and chop that the customer is 
} willing to pay the price asked. We all 
ti In regard to the hog, it is not 80| know there is a shortage in the sup- 
Hi much the amount that he eats, but] ply of the best and the only way we 
H what he produces from what is eaten|can become able to produce the 

Ii that makes him profitable, as the hog| pest from the common herds and 
ie that obtains the most out of the food|agcks of the country is to grade 
il eaten is the best paying animal, yet/inem up by the use of good, 
ey there is a vast difference in the ani-| ure bred sires, at a little 

‘ mal machine which is to be fed. cost, and keep on grading upwards, 
4 No farm animal receives greater at-/ .nq get up on the higher plane of live 

; tention or improvement in the hands | .,9¢ breeding, and also receive the 
ay of breeders than the hog, yet many] jener scale of prices in the market. 
OH farmers are not keeping abreast Of |-rhere is plenty of room at the top; it 
(WH this progress in selecting their breed-|is aiso pleasanter and more profitable, 
i" ing stock for profitabie pork produe-|}yt too crowded among the scrubs. 
‘Sl tion. As an illustration: Ifa farmer] hove all this, there is a satisfaction 

| with ten brood animals, instead of us- in breeding and raising good stock 
i ing an inferior sire, would secure @| nat cannot be measured by dollars 

i good, improved-bred one at an outlay and cents. 

i of $20.00, or a little more, the crop of cee eee 

: pigs, an average of six to a litter, will 

+t number sixty head, when marketed at eae 
fe eight months of age, they will weigh In the absence of Mr. Roberts, the 

; from forty to fifty pounds per head | jiscussion was led by Conductor F. H. 

t more than the same number would | 3cribner. 
iy sired by a scrub sire. At the average] The Chairmati—You see Mr. Roberts 
he price of pork on foot for the past quar-| :elieves in improved stock. He be- 

ij ter of a century, $4.50 per ewt., the} ‘ieves in improving them for a special 

Hil minimum gain of forty pounds per| »urpose. Now ask Mr. Scribner any 
Hh head would amount to $1.80 apiece, or | juestions that you would ask Mr. Rob- 
i 3108 profit on the crop of hogs, which | erts. 

i is a very good margin on the invest- A Member—Which would you con- 

1 208 
| i
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sider the most profitable to raise,|are a large number of farmers that 

heavy stock or roadsters? will never take proper care of their 

Mr. Scribner—For the average | cattle, the care which is necessary to 

farmer, there is probably no question |make dairymen. They have to do 

but the heavy horse is the most profit- | something, they should be put to 

able. There are few light horses that | some use in the world, and they are a 

ever get to the top. The two-minute | class of men who have a class of cows 

horse is a scarcity, and unle:s we have | that will give milk. There is cer- 

race horses that are at the top, we | tainly no place in the state of Wiscon- 

would make a failure of the business. | sin for a cow that will not give milk, 

kor the average farmer, I think the|I don’t care what breed she is, but 

heavier horse is cheaper and more | there is a place for a class of cattle 

profitable, as they are more easily han- | that are sufficiently hardy to be able 

dled and grown and do not require so | to overcome the ill-treatment that gen- 

much training to put them in market- | erally maintains on the average farm 

able condition. of Wisconsin. That man can make 

A Member—What breed would you | what we call the beef breeds profit- 

recommend in raising heavy horses? | able in this state and obtain as good 

Mr. Scribner—Oh, I would get my-| results if they give milk as they will 

self into trouble if I told you what|to breed for the dairy. I notice that © 

breed I prefer. We have several |all the good cattle that they show on_ 

, breeds of heavy draft horses; a man | exhibits are from cows that give milk, 

must make his own selection. If he|no matter what breed they may be; 

prefers the Percheron, that is: the| there is no particular breed that has 

kind he ought to raise, if he wants the | the monopoly in giving milk, and 

$Snires, or any other particular breeds, while heredity has much to do with 

it is his business to make the selec-| this matter, the individuality has also 

tion for himself. a great deal to do with it. I noticed 

Capt. Arnold—It seems to me, while |in Mr. Brown’s herd at Minneapolis 

we ought to have an ideal in all our|tnat all his show cattle were from 

efforts, that a man should study his | cows that were good milkers, and you 

surroundings and what he will be able| go anywhere among show cattle and 

to accomplish and what he is willing | you won’t find one from a dam that 

to do before he starts out in any one| was not a milker, that couldn’t raise 

line. There is an old saying that ex-|her own calif. Now, these things are 

tremes are always wrong, and ex-|to be taken into consideration and I 

tremes are always wrong unless a| maintain that a farmer in the state of 

man is willing to follow the extreme. | Wisconsin has got as good a right to | 

If I was going to be a dairyman, I | consideration, even if he is net a born 

would get a dairy bred cow and 1} dairyman, and that we should seek to 

would give it that care necessary to | build those men up and fit them out 

produce the best results, but we have | with a class of cattle that they can 

a large class of farmers that are not | work profitably, even though they can- 

born dairymen, tney never will be|not be dairymen. We have a place 

dairymen. The main reason why the|for men that are not dairymen and 

stock from Wisconsin fetches so poor | such men ought to be encouraged. 

a price in the Stock Yards is because| Mrs. Howie—Do I understand Mr. 

it is dairy bred stock and it is una- Arnold to say that we should encour- 

voidable, we can’t expect to get as|age these men to use inhumane treat- 

good prices for our stock as in other} ment to any kind of an animal, and 

states that are not dairy states. Here |that these men must have an animal
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| that can bear ill treatment? Is that|color cuts very much figure. I don't 
| the proposiuon? care what color a hog is as long as he 

i! Capt. Arnold—Mrs. Howie does not |is black. 
i understand me. What may be inhu- The Chairman—Beauty is only skin 

i mane treatment for one sort of an ani-| deep anyway. But to come back to 
i mal may be the best treatment for ~apt. Arnoid’s talk, I didn’t just get 

| another kind of aninial. The beef ani-| the drift of it. It seems to me that he 
} mal that is subjected to the same kind | believes in what they call a dual-pur- 
i) of treatment that the dairy cow must pose cow. It seems that ke believes 
ii have, would not thrive. The man who|that a cow can give milk and make 

i will abuse his cow or his dog will] beef profitably at the same time, is 
i abuse his wife, and I have no patience | that it? 
i with that kind of a man, but men that Capt. Arnoi.—Her progeny will 
i] want to raise meat have to have cows|make good beef and she will be a 
i that give milk, notwithstanding they profitable cow. I wouldn’t have a cow 

want to raise meat; you can’t raise a] around that wouldn’t do both. 
calf without milk. I doubt if Mrs. Mr. Convey—In this state, people 
Howie knows how to raise calves| are making gross mistakes along the 

1H without milk, as much as she knows.| iine of breeding. Most of the stcck 
Ht Mrs. Howie—Yes, but the mother | that is put on the market under the 
i that gives the milk—she must have|name of beef is low grade material 
be the very gentlest, the most tender | that brings very poor prices. The 
i treatment. dual-purpose idea may work all right 
1 Capt. Arnold—I agree with you. from Mr. Arnold’s standpoint, but the 
iy Mrs. Howie—Whether she is a beef general farmer tries to compromise 
ie cow or a dairy cow, it doesn’t make | with breeds and cross breeds and the 
a any difference. result is something that cannot pro- 
iH Capt. Arnoid—I never quarrel with | duce milk at a profit, nor beef at a 
: alady. I have no piace for a cow that profit, and he falls down between the 

4 doesn’t give milk. two, and I believe that we ought to 
; The Chairman—Did you ever know discourage that in the Farmers’ Insti- 

i ot a cow that didn’t give milk? tute. You go to Europe. Do you find 
i” Capt. Arnold—I have seen them any locality where they are making an 
ii pretty near it. effort to preduce both from a certain 

| Mr. Philips—I have seen them up at} breed? In certain localities they pro- 
, Arnold’s. a duce beef, but they produce a high 

14 A Member—The gentleman spoke | ciass of beef, they have got to do it to 
f about some pigs in the same litter] make it profitable. They cannot afford 
4 weighing more than the rest. I have|to give high-priced food to stock that 

\ pigs in the same litter that weigh} will only bring half price, and it 
RY about seventy-five pounds apart, and | works exactly the same with dairy 
i they are six months old. cattle. It is time for Wisconsin to 
1 Mr. Scribner—T.at might happen in | find out where she stands. I say, milk 
+i any kind of stock. There is always| your beef cows and get what you can 

if one little one in every flock. from them, but carry your work either 
ii A Member—Some of our local meat | a:ong beef lines or dairy lines, some- | market men claim that the white hog | thing that you can get one hundred per 
th makes better pork than the black hog. | cent profit from, but do not fall in be- 
ili How is that? I can’t tell the differ- | tween and get left. It is time we-tried 3 ence when it is on the table. to do first-class work, hecause there 
ii Mr. Scribner—I don’t believe the|]is an opportunity for first-class people 

i 

Hi 
} 
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to do first-class work and make |may have an ideal of some particular 

money at it. The people who are do-| breed, never will reach his ideal by 

ing the other kind of work are having | making hash and crossing first one 

a hard time of it and always will. way and then the other. 

Supt. McKerrow—There are dis- Mr. Convey—we will agree in that 

tricts in England where they breed | particular, and I have noticed about 

for both beef and milk some very |taose men who claim that they have 

large herds of Red Polled cattle.|dual-purpose cows that occasionally 

There are some Shorthorn cattle that | they get an individual that is really a 

are very large milk producers and pro-| dual-purpose cow, but they fail to se- 

ducers of very good beef, bringing|cure a herd of that kind; there are 

probably not the highest price, but] isoiated cases where they are appar- 

good producers of a good quality of|ently dual-purpose. Nobody that I 

beef. I can refer you to several herds | know of has a nerd of that kind. 

of Red Polls and Shorthorns in that Supt. McKerrow—Mr. J. W. Martin, 

country, but the men who breed those |of Richland City, has a herd of that 

cattle have a standard, an ideal. You | kind. 

may call it a dual-purpose or double- Mr. Convey—I have seen animals 

ideal, if you please, but it is an ideal,| from his herd that were almost ideal 

the idea that Capt. Arncld was trying | beef animals and I have seen animals 

to draw out. You speak of Wisconsin | that made six hundred pounds of but- 

farmers. The great bulk of the Wis-| ter, and you can’t call such an animal 

consin farmers may have the dual-pur-}a beef animal at all. 

pose idea in their minds, but do not Supt, McKerrow—When that cow is 

nave an ideal o: the animal they |in good condition, she is pretty good 

should have, and that is where they | beef, I guess. 

make the mistake. They will grade Mr. Convey—She is one of the best : 

with Jerseys and still expect beef, and| bred cows, not from his own herd but 

they make a failure of them. Then|from his locality, bred for a special 

tney say, we will get this by crossing} purpose. I have my eyes open looking 

with Shorthorn or Hereford or Polled | after those things, and I have no pre- 

Angus, and they make a cross and |judice against any class of cattle, but 

then they fail on the milk side of the] we ought to have an ideal and work 

proposition. They have no ideal in| up to it, not an ideal that will bring 

their minds, no urect line of breeding, }us half price for what we do, but an 

and therefore they make hash, and so] iaeal that will bring us the very top 

at a Wisconsin Institute we want to] price. We don’t want to have people 

discourage that idea. To the dairy-|see-sawing, backing and filling in, 

man who is going to make a business | cross breeding, making hash that isa 

cf dairying, we have advised the use| disgrace to the state. I wouldn’t think 

of a strictly dairy cow. To the man |of raising a steer on my farm. I know 

wno is going to make high class beef | the flavor of Jersey beef is all right, 

his ideal, we will advise a strictly beef | but how much does it represent? 

animal, but I believe that Captain | When I put them in competition with 

Arnold is right in saying that with | good beef cattle, I get about four cents 

a beef animal the cow should provide | when the good beef cattle are bring- 

a fair amount of milk, so as to give|ing six cents, and that kind of work 

skim milk to raise a good beef steer | doesn’t pay me, or anybedy else. 

and start the animal right in the Supt. McKerrow—That is very true. 

world, but the man who is bound to} You know about one Shorthorn cow 

have both beef and butter, though he| that was brought to the Experiment
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1 
Station that was a wonderfully good}oxen here. I am acquainted with a 
producer. There was another cow|}man who came from some place in 
that everybody said would not be a] Austria, and he says that the only 

! producer, because she took on flesh so| team his father had was a good pair 
| rapidly. But feed cuts a great figure, | of cows, and vue only cows he had on 
| and when they got her feed changed |the farm. Those cows, he says, were 
| and properly regulated, she raised | good for milk, their steers were good 
| in about two years from two hundred | for beef, and they drew the plow good 
| pounds of butter with a great deal of | and strong, and when they went to 
} flesh on her back, to four hundred and}town with a load of garden truck, 
| twenty-six pounds of butter with less | sometimes. they took some of the 
| flesh on her back. These are things | mall children and when the children 
} tnat we want to lay before the farm-| wanted something to eat all they had 

| ers of Wisconsin, The poor you al-| +o do was to muk the team, I believe 
ways have with you, the dual-purpose |in going still further, we can add 
farmer will always be a fixture in |other things to what this cow can do. 

\ wisconsin, and we want to pay some} Why not add speed? About four hun- 
attention to his conditions as well as | dred years ago, when the southern 

} tae other fellows, but by trying to put | part of this continent was settled with : 
1 the right kind of an idea, an ideal into Spaniards, some of their cattle es- 
ih his mind. If he is bound not to have|caped from civilization; they ran for 
it Jerseys or Guernseys or Holsteins aundreds of years on the plains, con- 

i and is bound to have something else, | ending with wild and fierce beasts; 
i then let us get that something else of | only those could survive that were the 
if the best sort fixed in his mind. fleetest of foot, and those having the 
iy Mr. Convey—I would advise that| sharpest horns. After the working of 
E those people who advocate the dual-| the law of tne survival of the fittest 

| ih purpose cow do not forget to follow | for three or four hundred years, a race 
nie the ration as well that will make a|of cattle was developed that were 
hel dairy cow out of that kind of cow. fierce fighters, with broad, spreading 
We Prof. Emery—I have been informed | horns, and they were remarkably fleet 
ia that Mr. Goodrich has recently devel-|of foct. After awaile the Mexican 
i oped a new idea in regard to the tri-| with his lasso captured some of these 
ii purpose and the double-dual-purpose|animals and redomesticated them. 
H “| . cow, and I think it would contribute | Only a few years ago, down in Texas, : 
aa to the benefit of this meeting if we]a man traineu a Texas steer to drive 
ia had that presented to us. in a sulky, the same as a horse; he 
ie The Chairman (Mr. Goodrich)—I|was entered on the race track at a 
li thought it was apout time to close county fair and he won the race and 
ie tuls discussion when the superin-| took first money. Now, why not add 

(ie tendent compared the dual-purpose | hat to our cows? Why not, I say? 
i | man, the believer in the dual-purpose | If we have such a cow as that, we will 
tae cow, to the poor that we always have} have one that will give a good mess 
4 r with us. Now, for the time being, 1| of milk, her steer will make a good lot 
if am a believer in the dual-purpose cow.|of beef, you can harness her in the 
ie I believe that we should do with our | yoke and plow your fields and besides 
if animals everything that we can do| that we will have a cow that when the 
if with an animal. I am not satisfied | young man on the farm wants to ride 
it with a dual-purpose cow, I want the | out with his best girl on the fourth of 

F/ tri-purpose cow. In some countries July, he will start out with a fine har- 
i they work cows in the yoke as we do| ness and go at a spanking gait into 

i 

ia
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town, with the stars and str.pes ;need some refreshments, all they will 

streaming from the tops of each of the | have to do is to get out and help them- 

seven-foot spreading horns. Then if | selves. 

they want to be economical and they 

SHEEP FOR WISCONSIN. 

W. C. BRADLEY, Hudson, Wis. 

For the past three years, on account Summer Feeding. 

of the scarcity of hired help, and the] The man who pastures through t=e 

high price of mill feeds for milk cows | -ymmer should sow with all his grain 
a great many farmers who realize that| some clover and turnips for pasture. 
they ought to keep live stock} ,.s soon as the grain is stacked and on 
are asking the question, “Will it} his corn ground that is cleared for tre 
pay me to grow sheep? Well, | silo, rye should be sown with the last 
that depends. If you have rea-| cyjtivation, which makes a good pas- 

sonably dry land that will groW|ture till snow comes. In this way 
clover, rape, turnips, and corn, |jambs can be moved frcm field to field : 
and are willing to give sheep careful | op fresh pastures and avoid any trou- 
attention at the right- time, it is @] bie from worm disease, and the land 
pleasant and profitable way of convert- growing this second crop that is fed 

ing the coarse feeds of the farm into] ),_ by sheep is actually better than if 

a concentrated product, in this Way | it were bare, and the ewes pastured in 
handling a large amount of stock with | inig way are in fine condition as 

very little help and keeping the fer-+p;eeqers. 

ulity on the farm. 

Care of Breeding Stock. 

Breeds and Management. In our selection of ewes, let us cull 

Just what breed, or how they shall|the old ones that have passed their 
be managed, depends on our location. | prime, and any young one that has 

If on high-priced lands, and close to a | failed to be a good mulker. The sclec- 

good mazket for early lambs, some of | tion should be made and those marked 

tne large mutton breeds, lambing in} while lambs are with their mothers, 

January or February, ought to pay|so we can tell whicn are growing gcd 

best, If barns and sheds are fitted | ones. 
for this work and the lambs fed lib- Then, in select:ng a ram, get the 
erally on a variety of. good feed that|best you can afford, and you can’t 

will grow them quickly, they can|afford a poor one, no matter how 

be put on the early market and very | cheap. 

little land used for pasture. If, on the - 

other hand, you are far from market Wintering the Flock. 

ana on cheap land, it might be better The breeding tiock should kave 

to have some of the medium mutton | plenty of exercise and be liberally fed 

breeds, having the lambs come on pas-|on a variety of feeds and straw, tim- 

ture, which will require little or no|othy hay and marsh grass can be left 

grain, if the lambs are to be fed the|out with profit. Clover hay, alfalfa, 

following winter for market. oat and pea hay, bright corn stalks, 

12
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* 
ensilage or turnips, make a good vari- | Wisconsin. In the town where I live, 

ety. % there is a bunch of six thousand sheep 

e i bemg fed—I think they would be a 

Lambing Time. great deal better off if they were in 

Before lambing time, all the tag bunches of five hundred—but this man 

locks shoula be chpped from udder, so | i8 feeding them in one bunch, oe 
tne little fellows will have no trouble |# lot of roughage that he gets from 
in finding what they want, If lambs | the farmers of the town, and is also 

come in winter, the ewes should be |5@Pping in screenings from Duluth 
fed a little grain two or three weeks | 224 finishing them. It seems to me it 
before lambing, then after the first would be better for the farmers to 

few days feed’ the ewe a variety of finish their own sheep instead of sell- 

grain, and the best roughage you can | ing them and selling the yousenee - 
get. Lambs should be fed apart from|tae man to feed them with. Two 
the ewes. Oats, corn, and a mixture years ago they were feeding twelve 

of nine parts of bran to one part oil thousand or fifteen thousand sheep 

meal, fed in different boxez, gives the |Over in Winona and the farmers of 
right variety. Wisconsin were hauling in their clover 

from twelve and fifteen miles and seil- 

Shearing. ing it to that feeder over there who 

diane Backs all: : ie was fattening some of the very sheep 

aia gia aarp ee until a that they had sold him, and then they 

2 2 i h produce of warm ‘weather, much to the discon | See ee ae a iene th 
fort of the flock and loss to the lambs, a a ae niakiee money 
because ewes that are too warm can- cect! feed they had raised that they 

Beene SF A BE 28 AE SOON | aril have fed on their own farms. 

: = — a ider 
Keep the flocks clean outside by eee ee, spascmgeamernc 

Siupiie.heew, wom. clekn. insite. Wy Mr. Bradley—If a person is feeding 

aoe i eras Ge tor raising early winter lambs, if his 

ne ' lambs come in January or February, 

oy a aes ieee just as soon as the weather begins to 

4 *| get warm, say, in March, if you have 

ee ate tacks, one reasonably warm stables so that you 

slow and learn the business and if you ee prceliens reer 
like 1t there wiil be money in it. able, take the wool off of them. This 

—_—_—— time of year, or perhaps a month later, 

would be all rignt, but as soon as you 
DISSES SION: see that tne ewes are uncomforiable 

Mr. Jacobs—Don’t you think the |and the lambs by their side, take the 

farmers of this state are losing a great | wool off of them. It will be necessary 

deal of money in shipping their sheep | if it is raining or misting when they are 

to market in an unfinished condition, | shorn, or shortly after, for the shep- 

ana also in shipping their corn to the | herd to be around and get them under 

man that finishes the sheep? cover, not allow tuem to be out in the 
Mr. Bradley—Yes, that is so. There | rain, but I think fully half the sheep 

are a great many sheep shipped to the |in northern Wisconsin carry their 

St. Paul market and the Chicago | fleeces until June, and they ought not 

market that ought to be finished in | to do that, because they suffer greatly.
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H = : 
i A Member—Do you keep your sheep ao it upon different foods. Now, the 
a in with a barbed wire fence? best food for the fattening lamb is a 
W Mr. Bradley—Yes, but you should |ration containing considerable corn. 
Hi nave the barbed wires pretty close|For growing animals, putting them 
MY together, there should be about seven | into the best possible form, oats, bran 
iy wires. If the bottom wires are strung | and peas are best. For making an ani- 
i pretty tight and tne posts not farther | mal fat, where you expect to dispose 
H apart than sixteen to twenty feet, they | of them, use a large quantity of corn 
ay will be enough. Barbed wire is not an|in the ration. A lamb would eat as 
f | ideal fence for sheep, and I think al-| much as half a pound to a pound of 

ti most every one is trying to fence his|corn, and they get up sometimes to 
fu ! farm with some kind of woven wire|two pounds of corn a day. When a 

oe fence. lamb is eating the equal of two 
i Supt. McKerrow—Is barbed wire an | pounds a day, with some clover hay, 
Ht ideal fence for any kind of stock for|1. ought to gain half a pound a day. 
il the first two reet from the ground? Two pounds of corn ought to put on 
' | Mr. Bradley—It is all right for cat-|nalf a pound of gain, making abcut 
| } tle, about four barbed wires make a| four pounds of grain for one pound of 
Bi very good fence, but it doesn’t make|gain. That is a little better than we 
#| a good fence for sheep, horses or hogs.|can do with pigs. A pig will take 
i We find it better to have twenty to|about five pounds. There is in this 

it thirty inches of woven wire and then|state a great opportunity fcr you 
it! two barbed wires on top of that. farmers that want to make some 

4 A Member—I don’t think four| money, that want to go into the live 
fh barbed wires make a good fence for | stock business and have not much cap- 
1 caule, because they are apt to break] ital. They are perhaps on the home 
if in to reach over. I think woven wire |farm, they want to grow a side line, 
He at the bottom is better for all stock. |and I urge upon those young men to 

u Prof. Henry—I wish to call the at-| get a little flock ot sheep and try to 
he tention of farmers to the importance | produce early lambs. I went into tiis 
fia of fattening lambs rather than mature | business myself as a fourteen-year 
ial sheep, if that is possible. The farmer | old, I had a uttle flock of sheep, and | 
ia may get the impression that if he will] know how muca it helped me in ga.n- 

let a lamb grow up and get a couple] ing ideas along agricultural lines. It 
i or years old then he can fatten it very | is one of the simplest propositions we 
he economically, while to feed a lamb is|can start out on; the only other ani- 
fa extravagant. Now, farmers, get that|mal that compares is the pig. Any 
fea notion thoroughly out of your heads. | young man can turn out a lot of mut- 
lea From a given quantity of food, a|ton each year and do a nice busine:s. 

ts young lamb, pig, calf or colt will make | He can easily learn to shear his own 
ha : the most gain in weight and not the|sheep. I urge on tne farmers, let your 
(aay older animal. If possible, crowd your | boy have a few pigs or sheep, and just 
ie animals anead young, a lamb will|see how that poy will grow into a fine 

if gain as much as half a pound a day,| business man. if you should come to 
i while it is a lamb. You feed that] Madison, you will see us feeding 
ie amount of food to a two-year old|lambs that are five weeks old that 
te wether, and he won’t make over a| weigh thirty-five pounds, They will 
et quarter of a pound gain. You can fat-| get to Chicago for the Easter market, 

Hi ten a lamb thoroughly in from eight |and we expect to get about eighteen 
ii to twelve weeks, making him as fat|cents a pound. ‘ney will weigh about 

i as the market will require; you can|forty to fifty pounds. We will get as 

i 
il 
Hi
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high as $8 for a lamb that is five or | qickly than you can‘with sheep. We 

six weeks old, and there is good |can show you today at the University 

money in it. Eighveen cents a pound,| Experiment Station farm some ewes 

live weight, is pretty high, and there | that were shipped from Montana and 

is not a very big market for that, but |sold for $2.50 a head. Those ewes 

the market has not been overcrowded, | were bred to a splendid Southdown 

and there is a splendid chance for a| sire, and the lambs from those $2.50 

person to go into this line of business |ewes went down to the Fat Stock 

in Wisconsin. It is a little like run-| Show in Chicago and won the prize, 
ning a hothouse. You have to be spe- | beautiful, round, fat lambs that stood 

cially fixed up for it and make it your | out in contrast and quality with any 

line. The average farmer, you krow,| sheep in that great show, and their 

gets along any way, and if you are an| mothers were $2.50 Montana ewes, 
average farmer, you don’t want to go | and their sires are fine, pure bred, reg- 
into this, but there are, I hope, a good | istered Southdowns. Now, buy good, 

many young men in this audience that | healthy ewes, and you can buy Mon- 

can take up that business, and it will|tana ewes that cost but a very few 

bring them a nice little income and! dollars apiece. Then get a good sire, 

_ develop them into stock farmers. spend your money on the sire, or have 

Mr. Bradley—I think there are a|several of the neighbors get together 

good many farmers in the northern|and buy him. In that way you will 

part of the state who are not able to| get cross breds that will bring high 
equip good dairy farms and who are a| rices for mutton. Use that sire on 

long way from the market, but they | about twenty-five ewes a year or two, 
are on cheap lands and they can easily | and sell him and get another good sire. 

keep a flock of sheep and make money | ‘he first lot of lambs will have been 

out of them while they are clearing up | half Southdowns. Your next crop will 
. their farms, and while it would be| be three-qtarters, and you will have a 

impossible to do first-class dairy work. | splendid lot of sheep. It is really easy 

The big ranches in the west are being | to do and pays well. 
crowded out, settlers are getting into Supt. McKerrow—I am very glad to 

montana, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming | hear Prof. Henry bring out the idea of 

and South Dakota; those big sheep|the great improvement that can be 

ranches will soon be extinguished;|made by using a good sire. I 

tne country is settling up and we must | have always said that when you were 

depend on smaller farms to raise our | grading up from scrubs, the sire was 

mutton in the future. The demand |all the herd, so far as improvement 
for mutton is growing all the time, | along blood lines is concerned. In im- 

and the Wisconsin farmer who will] proving your flock, you must keep it 
start with a flock of well selected | firmly fixed in your mind that you 
sheep—they need not be thorough-| must have a good sire. One of those 

breds, but they ought not to be|Southdown sires costs probably $50 

scrubs—and handle them well on the|or $100, but you cannot possibly suc- 

sheep lands in northern Wisconsin, | ceed without having a good sire of the 

certainly will have a business that will | right breed. 

not only improve the farm, but it will Prof. Henry—Would you go to your 

furnish him with a market for the|neighbor’s flock and pay him $10 for 
products that he raises. a male, or would you pay him more 

Prof. Henry—I wish to say to the | money? 

farmers here that there is no line in Supt. McKerrow—I would pay more 

which you can get to the front more| money. If you had paid $10 for the
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ih sire you use at the University, you|here have sheep and the lambs are 
i would not have got the prize for the | now being dropped, let me urge upon 

ie sons of those Montana ewes in Chi-| you the English sys.em of having a 
if cago. lamb creep, an arrangement by which 
i capt. Arnold—There is one thing we | an animal can pass through into an- 
Hi should consider. We fail in not study- | other part of the enclosure and get to 

} i! ing the wants of our animals. Mrs.|its feeding trough, this passageway 

| Howie does when she starts her dairy | being so narrow that the ewe cannot 

HT cow, but Mrs. Howie would be off if|get through. Run a couple of boards 
} a she undertook to feed a fattening | horizontally with slats up and down so 

| steer and put him in the right shape. | near together that the lambs can get 

} i) She would find out that the steer did | through but not the ewe; have a little, 

} Hi not enjoy tnat Kind of treatment. |low trough with a flat bottom on the 

| Bi When we are handling any kind of cat-| other side and sprinkle a little corn 

i | tle, we should diagnose their needs | meal, a little bran and coarse ground 

HH) and conditions, we should study them, | oats, several different kinds of food, 
F | and above ali .uings we should make/and let the lambs eat it. Each 
i! tnem comfortable. That is what good |lamb won’t eat a handful, at first, but 

a treatment means, to make them happy |it will make them grow surprisingly 

iH and contented; that is what we must/fast. You don’t want the ewe to get 

| hi do if we are going to succeed. I | much grain, but you want the lamb to 
. sheared my sheep last year in March, | get all you can, and you will be sur- 

Hi and I think I will this year if the| prised to see how fast they grow and 

weather will admit, because I am sat-| what splendid sheep they make, either 

I isned that the ewes are much more|for breeders or for mutton. You will 
in comfortable witain three days at least,| also find that your flock increases 

iy and besides that you get rid of the | wonderfully in its quality. If they are 

i ticks. Many farmers are so anxious|bred right, you will get about two 4. 
i to get a heavy fleece of wool, that|lambs for every ewe. That is what 
tia they say they cannot shear until the | our flock at Madison averages and the 
i: oil comes out, and they leave it until]ewes will be strong enough handled 

warm weather. I suppose they do lose | properly to care for those two lambs, 

i a little wool, vut the health of the}|and in that way you multiply your 

itt sheep is more impbrtant. It will not |animals more rapidly and your profits 

i | do to undertake to fatten lambs un-| correspondingly. Kemember fhat the 

i e less you feed them right from the |tume to make money is in feeding and 
td start. It will not do to undertake to|caring for young tnings. It is my 
i make baby beef unless you feed them] business to take care of boys, and I 

i right from the start, and that is where | know that the young creatures are the 

a many of us fail, we do not feed enough | best kind of animals to care for. We 

iB: when the animal is young. I wouldn’t}]can do more with boys than we can 

- give much for a lot of lambs coming} with men, so I am all the time work- 
fe late in the year; they always have]|ing with the boys. With your young 

Ha worms, you cannot finish them up]|animals, keep pushing them and 
ti and you have to sell them as year-}|strengthening them and helping them, 
Het lings. Early lambs are what we want|and remember that your feed never 

Hi and it will help along to make the] goes so far‘as when you are push'ng 

ii) ewes comfortable by shearing them | young animals ahead with it. 
i early in the season if you have com- Supt. McKerrow—Be sure to put a 

i fortable quarters. railing about eight inches above that 

i Prof. Henry—If any of the farmers] trough or the little rascals will be 

q . 
i
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over in the trough all the time. And| satisfied with an inferior carcass be- 

then be sure not to feed any more at | cause it has a little more wool on ifs 
a time than they will eat up clean in | back. 

an hour, or they will spoil a lot of food Supt. McKerrow—Yes, I breed all 

and you will get disgusted. my sheep from the dua!-purpcse stand- 

Mr. Bradley—We have a better way} point, that has been my ideal for 

than the Professor suggested. We | thirty-five years, the production of the 

i have a trough nailed on the wall, so| largest, strongest, best formed lamb 

the little fellows can get their heads|and the production of a very large 

in there, but they can’t get into it with | amount of milk to grow that lamb, 
their feet at all, and there are four| just the same as you are after in a 

different partitions into. which we put | good cow. I want the best lamb and 

different kinds of food, and they will| the best milk to grow it. 
take out a mouthful of one and a Mr. Convey—They claim at the Uni- 

mouthful of another and satisfy them-| versity that those western ewes that 
selves in that way. The Professor | did not have much breeding were het- 
says that the ewes at the Experiment | ter to raise winter lambs from. 

Station are dropping on an average of Supt. McKerrow—People who go to 

two lambs to the ewe. It has been | buy large bunches of ewes to produce 

said that there is one thing the Amer- | spring lambs, cheap ewes, can usually 

ican citizen is not prepared for, and |go into the markets and get western 
that is twins, but a sheep grower | ewes at a low price that give very fair 
ought to be prepared for twins. results, but they do not give the re- 

Mr. Convey—I want to know if Mr.|sults in producing a quick-growing 

McKerrow breeds from a dual-purpose | fat lamb that my grade mutton ewes 

standard in raising sheep. I know he| did, that can be picked up in smaller 
will say he wants the carcass well cov- | quantities at much longer prices. 

ered with wool, but what I want to get | They take them because they are the 
at is whether he breeds his sheep] best they can get for the money. 

from a dual-purpose standpoint and is 

COWS FOR DAIRYMEN. 

F. H. SCRIBNER, Rosendale, Wis. 

The cow for the dairyman is thefsome do. The man that is progres- 
cow that can make the most profit in | sive enough to get started along some 

milk, butter or cheese for feed con-|dairy line of breeding, has born or - 

sumed; just what breed does not mat-| created in him something of the next 

ter so much, it depends entirely upon | essential element to successful dairy- 

the disposition, taste and education of |ing, and that is good feeding. To be 

the dairyman. There are some peo-|a good breeder, then, is to be a good 

ple who are naturally fitted to take | feeder, and the reverse, to be a good 
hold of the special-purpose dairy cat-|feeder is to be a good breeder; the 

tle and make a success of them, while |two are inseparable; one cannot exist 
others require a fitting before they|to the highest point of perfection 

will be successful, and perhaps never | without the other; the well bred ani- 
will reach the state of perfection that | mal in the hands of a poor feeder is a
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far worse proposition than the poorly thing to the make-up of a good dairy 
bred one in the hands of a good | cow. 
feeder. In looking over many of the reports 

It has been my ill fortune to do] from men who have been through the 
some judging at fairs of different | country taking a cow census, I find 
dairy breeds, and I have judged them | ‘hat the aairyman who has tried to 
all from the standpoint of a dairy- improve his stock by introducing into 
man, the cow that in my judgment | bis herd a thoroughbred sire of some 
could bring in the most dollars with | sf the distinctly dairy breeds, is the 
the least cost. one who has realized the most profit 
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Wisconsin State Fair, 1904, owned by Ed. Finn, Whitewater, Wis. 

It is often said that the dairyman ,cvery time. I want the dairymen to 
coes not need to look so closely after | have the best cows, and if I speak for 
some of the fancy points of breeding. | the special-purpose cow and do it 
This is true in a measure, but I think forcefully, I do it because I believe in 
today the two classes, the breeder and her, and because I believe the dairy- 
the dairyman, are more alike than|man who is doing anything short of 
they have ever been before, the breed-| this is not living up to the full possi- 
cr giving in to some of the more non- bilities of his business. 
essential points, and the dairyman 
who is looking out for his best inter- | Special-Purpose Dairy Cows Should 
ests and for the best production from Have the Best Kind of Care. 
his cows has his eye out to a large As I travel through the country and 
number of the so-called fancy points,|see the condition stock is in, how it is 
which after all do contribute some-| cared for and the feeds used, I am in-
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clined to think that perhaps there is economy and profit of those who are 
a place for the common or dual-pur-|»reeding along dairy lines, would be 
pose cow, until such a time as the| convincing evidence enough that the 
breeder shall turn over a new leaf,|average farmer should not throw away 
“quit his meanness,” as Sam Jones|time, feed or money on mongrel or 
says, and improve his way of feeding | dual-purpose stock, when the same has 
ana caring for his stock. I have been | not the capacity or ability to serve but 
in places this winter right here in the | sne, so by all means discard the mon- 
state of Wisconsin, where cows were | zrels and start right by getting a good 
kept out of doors all winter, with a|dairy sire and join the procession of 
run in the old corn field, a little poor prosperous, advanced husbandry. 
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| The Sire is Half the Herd. 

i hay, and the straw stack for shelter. The True Dairy Type. 
Would the strictly dairy cow be able Dairy type is not an accident and 
tc do business under these conditions? | ;,ore is good, sound sense in every 

{ She might possibly survive, but the] int of make-up. In the matter of 
‘sea of profit would be entirely out of | judging dairy cows, there is nothing 
the question, for it would take at least | so reliable as the milk scale and the the first half of the summer for her to] paneock tester, but a prospective 
pull soul and bedy together, and by| puyer in some cases, or a judge in the that time she would have gotten all] cnow ring, must have a quicker way 
cut of the notion of giving much milk. | o¢ judging, and he must have the abil- 

It seems as though the experiences ity to recognize at a glance the signs 
we have given from time to time in] which have proved to be the evidence 

| cur different publications, as to the|of the true dairy type. The Short
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Tt Course at Madison has been a great | and from year to year that will win 
i educator for the young men in this | out in the end. 
i respect, and the teaching they have Geet ott 

Hi received there has been very helpful; 
i they are able to select and pick out z pe 

if according to points the best dairy| Mr. Philips—I want to say a word . 
Ri cattle, and I find that about seventy-|02 this cow question. At our Insti- i five per cent of the boys were right | tute at Bangor, I was glad to hear Mr. 

hia in their judgment and selection as to | Bradley say tuat we had one of the 
oh tne best producers, judging merely | best dairymen that there is in the 
od from outward appearances. I know| State and the best herd of cows. I 

Ne: of a case of judging at fairs where,|fimd in the constitution of our 
H fe) after the judge had placed the rib- | county agricultural society that it is 

il bons, an official test was arranged, and | formed for educational purposes. I 
i! it proved out that the judgment of the | have been secretary of that society 

) Hy judge was correct. for a good many years and it is sup- 
HF Invariably the leading characteristic | Ported by the farmers. Last year, in 

| a of a good dairy cow is a strong devel- | order that our young men might have 
ih} opment of stomach and udder, not over- | the benefit of the instruction, I asked 
Hi development, but enough to indicate | the owner of this herd what he would 
Huu ability to do a lot of good, hard work. | charge to bring his whole herd onto 
i, Large, mild and prominent eyes, broad|tne fair grounds. He never would 
fi forehead, broad muzzle and wide| bring one cow, because he knew it 
i nostrils, the wedge shape of the body, | would injure her producing qualities, _ 

tf large milk veins, constitution indi-| but he said he would charge $15.00 to 
. . cated by plenty of room for heart and | bring the herd. Then I wrote to Gov- 

at lungs, and general appearance. The|ernor Hoard and negotiated with him 
Ve dairy cow is bred to yield all that is|to come. The cows were brought 
Va not absolutely necessary to her sup-| there, and were brought into the ring, 
ha port in the milk pail, and if any one |so that everybody had a chance to see 
had will follow these indications, they will}them and learn about their records. 
i not go far wrong in their selection. One cow had produced over 705 
\ The matter of persistency, which|pounds in a year; another one had 
rf we consider one of the essential | made a thousand dollars worth of but- 
aa points, is probably a matter of educa-|ter in twelve years. We stopped the 
Bi tion as well as heredity. Mrs. Howie | trotting horses for an hour and a half 
Re says, “A man is what a woman makes|from using the track and we never 
4 him,” so a cow is what a man makes | had an exhibition of more value to our 

4g her. Cows like petting and apprecia-| people. I read those records, then I 
ie tion as well as a man, and why noft|turned to Governor Hoard and I said, 
ie give it? A balanced ration is not com- | “Here is a text for you to talk from.” 

re plete without it. And he did talk, and I never heard 
it The whole thing is a matter of|him deliver a better discourse. I 

it adaptability, the man to his business, | would not serve as secretary another 
ie the cow to the man, and the feed to} year and when they met this year they 
f the cow; with such a combination a}resolved to have no more stock ex- 
it man is sure of success. It is no one | hibitions on that track on account of 
i thing that we are going to do that is] stopping the trotting. 
i going to bring us success, but the con- Mr. Foster—That is where Mr. 
i stant attending to the little wants and | Goodrich’s speed cow would come in. 

i comforts of the stock from day to day Mr. Philips—I was hoping that that 

i
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would lead up to something else in | makes your hired men better men, bet- 
the way of regular exhibitions of|ter milkers, more interested in the 

cairy cows. work, and incidentally makes you 

Mrs. Howie—Mr. Scribner, you say | more money. \ 

that in selecting your good cows you Mr. Imrie—How long do you have 
look at all these dairy points and con-| cows go dry? 

sider them, but atter all have you ever Mr. Scribner—We prefer to have a 

found exceptions to that rule, and|cow thoroughly dry six weeks. We 

when you found exceptions, what | commence about eight weeks, it takes 

would you make the test of the real | about two weeks to dry a cow. We 
dairy cow in your herd? think we get more milk in the year 

Mr. Scribner—Of course we do find|and we certainly get a stronger, 

exceptions. We find occasionally an | healthier calf. 

animal with a little beefy tendency Mr. Convey—How do you dry off a 

that makes a remarkable record, but | cow? 
they are not the type we care to breed Mr. Scribner—You take a very per- 

to get the perfect type of dairy cat-| sistent cow and it is quite a difficult 
tle. The main thing is a good pro-| matter sometimes. We have to take 
ducer. We want individuality with | away all food having milk-producing 

good breeding. We want a type of| qualities, and keep them on dry food, 
cow of good dairy form. I used to go|starve them if it is necessary. Per- 
out with my father to buy dairy cows, | haps Mrs. Howie won’t like that idea, 
and he didn’t buy those broad-backed, | but we have to put them on food that 
beefy fellows, by any means; he| will not make milk as far as possible, 

bought those wedge-shaped cows, well|and milk them only once a day, then 
cut up in the flank, with large udders. | after awhile skip milking for a day. 
That is the kind that is making the | Sometimes it is quite a difficult piece 
money for us, and those are the ones | of work. 

we are after. Mr. Foster—You would avoid that 
Mrs. Howie—Yes, supposing you had | trouble by keeping dual-purpose cows. 

four or five cows in a row, and you Mr. Convey—What harm is done if 
wanted to tell which was the best cow, | you fail to dry your cow off and milk 
and they were all perfect in dairy |her from one period to another? 
type and all that, how would you goto} Mr. Scribner—The chances are we 
work to find out which was the cow | would not get nearly so much the next 
that was making you the most profit} year. If by some mistake you do not 
and the one you wanted to keep in the | commence to dry your cow off in time, 
herd? better then milk her right through, be- 

Mr. Scribner—Then the only way|cause she begins to secrete milk for 
would be to weigh the milk and test}her next calf and you don’t want to 

it with the Babcock test. try to dry her off at that time. 

Prof. Henry—Do you weigh the milk} A Lady—Would you dry off heifers 
and test it in your own herd? as early as six weeks after the first 

Mr. Scribner—We do. We have fol-| period of milking? 

lowed that practice for a great many Mr. Scribner—No, that is where the 
years and I would not be without it] persistency comes in in the education 
for a great deal. The milk sheet in a] of your animal to give milk longer. I 
barn is worth everything to a man, | prefer to have a heifer milked eleven 
not only in the satisfaction he gets in} or twelve months the first time, but I 
knowing what each individual animal] would give her six or eight weeks 
is doing and how she pays, but it}just the same after that. making the
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i first milking period longer for the pur-|the looks of the hide. You can gen- 
i pose of establishing the habit of per-| erally tell if an animal is in good con- 
i" sistency. I remember a few years|dition by the appearance of the skin. 

Hi ago we made the mistake of drying | You look at a woman in the face, and 
| ott a heifer a little too early and ever | if she looks white and pale, you say, 

if after that she wanted to dry off at|/“You are not looking well;” so we 
ha the same time. Of course a record |judge animats by the appearance of 

yl should be kept so you know exactly|their skin and the hair, and if they 
ie when to dry off. Keep a book ac-|are all right we say they are healthy. 

Hi count with every cow. Mr. Jacobs—Isn’t there a difference 
ol Mr. Jacobs—What do you place the between healthiness and constitution? 
Si most importance upon in judging a] cow may be out of condition from 

Hie cow? : . some temporary cause and her con- 
q Mr. Scribner—I go a great deal by | stitution be all right. 

i) the form of the cow; I want to see a + : Mr. Scribner—Anything that is out 
) | ee pronase agp of condition injures the constitution. 

Bi ie - Mr. Foster—You have told us what ie | look at some of tne minor points, the!,. ry 
Ba udder, which is not very minor either. ee ae a oe ,F 
Ht We want an udder that will milk out R ee at : the state of Wisconsin does not give a soft and pliable, so that we can get 200 pounds of butter a year, does not 
We the last particle of milk out. If you| ~~ P° pes 

i do not get it all out, the cow will not | @¥ for her keep. Now, tell us what uy 8 zi shall be our first steps toward reform. ii secrete only so much after awhile, Shall Kill off th fitabl 
ie ena in order to be able to get it all “aah = ee ee 

a cut, you must have the right kind of postdees and Boy a: tot of =o eee 
and get soaked on every hand? What te an udder. Then we want a cow that cial we ao ie velnen? g 

i muks easy. If not, the milker doesn’t i 
i like to milk her, the cow doesn’t like] Mr. Scribner—Educate yourself, that 
Fis to be milked, and tnere is not the mu-|is the main thing. It is the educa- ig tual affection between the cow and | tion of the farmer, the dairyman, that 

the milker that there should be. we want more than cows. There are 
H Supt. McKerrow—Do you pay any lots of good cows in the state of Wis- 

h attention to the size of the cow? consin if they only had the right kind 
ty Mr. Scribner—tI do like to see size.|f treatment, somebody that under- 
a I like to feed for size. Mr. Gozdrich | Stood how to feea and take care of ae came into my barn a year ago and re-| hem. I have heard Prof. Carlyle say 
igs marked that my cows were remark-| / could take a calf of any breed, 

able for size. I think if an animal is|born in the state of Wisconsin, and 
H going to build up a constitution, it]™ake a 300-pound cow from it by tak- 
i must do it in the first two or three | ing care of it properly.. There are a 
ib years of its life, so I want to feed in| Sreat many animals, of course, that 
i euch a way as to get a lot of growth | are not good producers. We have got 

ae end constitution. Constitution is the|t© select, we have got to take our 
iti main thing in any animal. common stock and breed up. You 
f Supt. McKerrow—To what points do | Cannot go out and buy thoroughbred 

| you look for constitution? stock from anybody, unless you pay 
i Mr. Scribner—General appearance | long price for tuem. 
i is one thing; wide through the heart Supt. McKerrow—From what you 

i and lungs, plenty of room for the|said about care, you mean feeding? 

heart and lungs. It is indicated in Mr. Scribner—Yes. I - calculate 

i. 
i 
i.
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there is just as much in feeding as |my life that were not profitable, that 
there is in breeding. aid not reach the 400-pound mark. 
Question—How many do you have Mr, Philips—Mr. Griswold says that 

to weed out of your herd after you | six out of ten he keeps. 
have bred up? Mrs. Bates—When a cow is reduced 

Mr. Scribner—That depends upon ra a oe it reduce the per cent of 

the man behind th in. MICCGE FA? 
A ieee ee the man be-| Mr. Scribner — Not necessarily. 

hind the gun; I want to know what| That per cent of butter fat is fixed 
you are doing. in that cow the day she is bern, and 

Mr. Foster—We want to know how | YoU can’t change it very materiaily. 

you got your good cows and got rid of You may change it for a little by 
the poor ones. How long did it take changing the conditions, but it will 

ee noe er PAREN cr eemen sinh ecco -ents ont 9 soon. 
Pon é of condition, reduced in flesh, I don’t 

Mr. Scribner—It takes about a year, think she gives as much milk, and 
sometimes we have to wait longer. perhaps her test might run up and 
Seme cows develop quicker than perhaps it might run down. 
others; it may be their third or fourth Mrs. Bates—The same amount of 

calf before they are at their best. milk will have the same amount of Mr. Foster—How many out of ten butter fat? 
would it average that you would have Mr. Scribner—About the same. We 
to discard after you have been to all find in feeding cows to make a high 

me oubie of raising them? butter record for a week, or a year, by Mr. Scribner—It depends on what feeding the best food that we know 
your ideal is. My ideal is pretty high, how to feed, we cannot change the 

may be a little too high for some of per cent of butter fat very much, but 
you fellows. I have got By ideal UP | we can change the per cent of butter to 400 pounds. A cow that can’t make fat by good breeding, good feeding, 
400 pounds a year when she is mature and selection. 

Seanet sey 62 cur famm.A f6W) ye. Noriman—You say your ideal is years ago I had it 250; the cows got 400 pounds. Do you keep in your 
better and T had to raise it to 300. I herd any calves that by good feeding 
have raised it to 400, and now I have and care you cannot get up to 300 
got to go higher. We have some that pounds? 
make 450, 500, 600, 700, 740. Where Mr. Scribner—No. 

Bun Soin to place an ideal?) 1 have | 0.0. Chafrman—1 had to’do’omie re got to have it above me, or I will jecting when I commenced to grade 

BSVSE ADEDEOYS- up from pretty good common stock 
A Member—What is the paying]|with a thoroughbred sire. The first 

point? set of heifers that I had, after testing 
Mr. Scribner—A cow has to more|them I rejected thirty per cent of 

than pay for her food. them, and I always had some to re- 
Mr. Foster—But I want to know/]ject. They might pay for their feed 

how many you will have to discard | au right, but they didn’t pay as much 
entirely, what per cent will be profit-|as I wanted, I wanted those that 
able to keep? would pay the most possible, so that 

Mr. Scribner—I can’t answer that |I always rejected as many as fifteen 
question, because I don’t think I ever | per cent and some ox them better than 
had a half a dozen that I discarded in | scrub cows. e
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Mr. Convey—Mr. Scribner’s rejec- | tne state it looks very much as though 

tions make a very small per cent, | just such ideas prevailed over a good 

for he has been grading up with pure | jeal of the state. Now, farmers, get 

| bred stock. He is trying to get the|out of that habit. If you go among 
r very best he can and he takes special | the farmers on the other side of the 

| precaution against the introduction of | water you will find that they adhere to 

| poor blood in his herd, so that he|types. You go into any district in Eng- 

| would naturally have a higher per|land and you will find cattle, sheep, or 

cent. pigs of one type in that district, the 
; Mr. Secribner—It does make a differ- | climate, the soil and the ideals of the 

t ence. If we have even a little of the | farmers have combined to bring about 

ip mongrel blood, we have a larger per|those results. The farmer who was 
BS cent which we have to reject. breeding Southdown sheep continues 

A Member—At what age do you pre-| to do so. The farmer who is breeding 
i fer to have heifers freshen? Hereford cattle, goes on breeding that 

He Mr. Scribner—I have changed my|way. The Jersey cow is good enough 

Hye mind a little on that. We used to say | for them and if they like that kind of a 

i at two years, but 1 am inclined now,|cow, and good enough to hold onto by 

I 4} and I think all of the breeders of the |a whole community. And so are the 
strictly dairy type of cattle are in-| Herefords, and so are the Shorthcrns 

id clined to think the way I do, that per- | good, if you like them, but they are all 
i haps it is better to have them come in| poor if you mix them up. Our stock 
i at two and a half years of age. We]is ring-streaked and speckled; our 

bi get a little more size and constitution, | butchers cannot buy good steers; a 

a and my young heifers at two and a|dairyman cannot buy a carload of 

YS half that have freshened this winter 1 | dairy cows, and that methcd of doing 

1 am very well pleased with. They | business is costing us tens of millions 
hi 1 nave very large udders and we think | of dollars a year, and we ought to get 

Hl! we are making improvement along |out of it as fast as we possibly can. 
te that line. Remember, I am speaking | Now, how can we do it? Take the 
i of the strictly dairy type, and if we| best we have in our community and 

i! tried this on some of the beef breeds,|stay by that. For instance, your 
iid: a mistake would be made. Then, as I | neighbor is breeding Jerseys, don’t go 

ta said, we would want to milk them]ou and buy a Holstein just so as to 
py pretty nearly a year beiore freshening |have something different from your 
5 again. neighbor, but if your neighbcr has 

Sy Prof. Henry—There is another point | Guernseys or Holsteins, njake up your 

ie of great importance to this subject.| mind that you will have the same 

ee It is so common in farming distiicts | thing, then one bull will do for both 
i to find a mixture of breeds. For in-| farms; you can buy a better bull, or 
ig stance, one farmer thinks he will|three or four can use the same bull, 
te adopt the Holsteins; he goes and buys | and when a buyer comes around there 

it a Holstein sire; he keeps the bull a|is something in that neighborhood to 
Ae year or two and he says, “I have|choose from. Let me illustrate one 
if neard at the Institutes that Jerseys |case. It happens that at Lake Mills, 

hk are pretty good. I am going to try|in Jefferson county, many years ago 
Hf Jerseys.” So he tries Jerseys for | several men began to breed Holstein 
i awhile and he gets tired of them|cattle; the farmers around used the 
WF and he decides that he will have some | bulls from those herds and the result 

i | beef, and he goes and buys a Hereford |is that down there the cattle are 
| bull and a grade at that. Going over | nearly all black and white, many pure 

it 

Hi
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breds and nearly all grades. Now,|at Lake Mills has taken in $60,000 for 
what happened? I-get letters from|Holsteins. A man will pay from 
men every little while,—Hoard’s | $50.00 to $500.00 for pure breds. Now, 
“Dairyman” gets letters saying, “We| supposing that one farmer there had 
want to buy some Holstein catile.|Shorthorns, another had Guernseys, 
Where shall we go in your state to| another Jerseys, and another Red 
look them up?” And I respond, “Go| Polled, and a man could not buy more 
to Lake Mills.” Now, if there was|than two or three of a kind, they 
one herd at Lake Mills and one at|never could buy them by the carload 
Kaukauna, and one over at La Crosse,|}as these Calitornia men were doing. 
a man coming from Montana, or Cali-|'they wanted to get them as nearly in 
fornia, or Mexico, or New York, look-|a bunch as possible. 
ing for Holstein cattle, after look- We are a great people to stand 
ing it up on the map, would say to apart, to fall asunder, we do not cc- | 
himself, “I don’t know whether I want operate, we do not work together as 
to go into that state to buy cattle,” we should. We are too blamed inde- 
and he would go some other place, it| pendent. Independence is a gcod 
he could find some other place where thing, but our independence in these 
there were several herds together. J| matters costs us in the state of Wis- 
took the train not long ago with two | consin millions of dollars every year. 
gentlemen from California, and they | Let us be rational and stay by good 
told me that they had come ea:t to] lines of live stock and join with our 
buy Holsteins and were on their way neighbors and have a community in- 

(- to Lake Mills. I rode down to Lake terest and work together. I found 
Mills with them, and in two hcurs| down in the horse disiricts of Ken- 

) they had left $2,200 there for cattle. |tucky that those men did that; when 
While we were driving around we they found they could not trade with 
came across a man who said that he|a man, they would pass him along to 

| was buying cows and that if they | their neighbors; there was never any 
would give him a dollar a head he | back-biting, or anything of that scrt. 
would go around and buy cattle for! Let us work up that p’easant spirit 
them and put them on the cars. He| of neighborly help and community of 
was buying calves, two-year olds,| interest, all working together to get 
yearlings, strippers, anything that was | the money of these men who want to 
wanted, at a dollar a head, and he told | spend their money here, and get it 
us that in eight months he had bought honestly and fairly, because as a com- 
800 head and shipped them out, nearly munity we have got a lot of good stuff 
all grade Holsteins. That community | to sell. 
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j | RAISING CALVES. 

} Mrs. ADDA F. HOWIE, Elm Grove, Wis. 

i On noting my subject and the allot-| provided by inimitable Nature; and 
: ment of time allowed for its presen-| when the time arrives to separate the 
f tation, my first impulse was to briefly | mother and her little one, the herds- 
i suggest that the surest and quickest}man should remember that a c2lf’s 
i method would be to raise the calves|stomach is of small dimensions and 
| by dynamite, and, after careful de-| that to distend it unnaturally by a too 
\ liveration, 1 am fully convinced that | iiberal allowance of milk would result 

if the average calf cf Wisconsin and | in impaired digestion; therefcre, a 
a El all those that fall below this stand-| well-grown, thrifty calf should be 

ard, were to be finished by so rapid given no more than two quarts of 
i and effective a means, the farmers of | milk at a single feeding, and for the 

i cur state would be greatly benefited | first three weeks it should be fed, at 
thereby and might then be able to de-| regular intervals, this amount, and no 

H vote more time and thought to the|mcre, three times a day. The milk 
| Hi skillful breeding and better rearing of }must be warm, ninety-eight degres, 
Hey the gocdly number of youthful bovines | and fed from a strictly clean pail cr 

i ! that may safely be classed above the pan. 
1 H average, for the progressive dairyman At the end of the first week a small 

a of today must not only give considera- portion of the milk may be skimmed; 
| Uon to the care ana feeding of an ani-|by the end of the second week, the 

i mal in order to-secure the most desir-|entire amount may consist of skim- 
a able type, but will find it quite as} med milk, and, while a little later the 
tt | necessary to study intelligently the | quantity may be raised, it will not be 
ity records of previous generations, that } found necessary to do so, for as the 
i oe he may be enabled to perpetuate or|calf grows older and requires more 
fal: eliminate characteristics that may liquid, water may be added, and from 
i prove either desirable or detrimental] tne very first a calf should be offered 
ia, to the live stock interests of our land. | at least twice daily fresh, pure water, 
is in order to accustom it to drinking 
wi Care of the Young Calf. large quantities of water, which will 
EI If sire and dam have been wisely | aid materially in digestion and at the 
i selected and the mother has been|same time act as a valuable agent in 
i properly fed and cared for, the little | fiushing the system. 
i creature that comes to the herd will From the day of its birth, it may be 
be be a bright-eyed, lively little thing,|given some bright, clean hay, for I 

a and one of the most impcrtant lessons | have seen calves when a few hours 
is in its education is that from the very |old trying to imitate the _mother in 

i first it should be taught to regard the| chewing hay. Now, on no account 
te dairyman its friend. Three days is|throw the hay down on the floor of 
it) not too long a time to leave it to a|tne calf pen, where it may become 
ht mother with a maternal instinct that | trampled and soiled and, consequently, 

i strengthens its body and regulates its|unfit or even dangerous as a food. 

i) t digestive organs by furnishing meals | Make a little rack in one corner of 
\ at all hours of a kind and quantity | tne calf pen, from which the hay may 
i 

| 
|
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be pulled in small quantities. A calf DISCUSSION. 
may be safely given all the roughage} py), Chairman—I notice ycu do no: 
it cares to consume. approve of turning your calves out on 
When ten days or two weeks oli, a| pasture. I have round that to be in- 

little box may be placed in one corner jurious myselt. 1 always keep them 
of its pen and in this may be put a|on dry feed if tney are spring calves. 
handful of whole oats. After it has Mr. Martiny—What do ycu think of finished drinking its milk, a few oats silage for calves? 
may be rubbed on its nose; it will Mrs, How:e—After they are three 
soon find the box. or four weeks old, you may safely . 

give them a moderate allowance of i Good Housing Important. silage, and it is good for them. 
Now its ration is skimmed milk,}| Mr. Scribner—My experience would 

whole oats and clean hay—all that is | liffer a little. I think slage is a good neceszary to insure a steady, na‘ural| eal of the nature of grass, and I growth, and one calculated to provide | -hould think it would be detrimental 
the requisite bone and muscle-form-| Until the calt is :ix months old. I ing elements so important in the con-| Never turned out a calf before that, 
struction of a hearty, healthy animal, | @0d I think ensilage wculd have the 
and, while the proper amount of food, | S@me effect as grass. 
systematic care and invariable kind-| Mr. Imrie—I think that woud de- ness must rank as important fac ors| Pend on the condition of the cilage. 
ir raising a model calf, a clean, dry|DoO you think weil macured silage 
pen, flooded with sunlight and lerge | Would have a bad effect on calve_? 
enough to afford ample exercise, is a] Mr. Scribner—Yes, I think so. 
Positive necessity to insure best re-}| Mrs. Howie—I was very skeptical 
sults, for nctaing will prove more det-| 02 that point myself and would not al- 
rimental to the health and welfare of | !ow the calves to be fed any silage 
a young animal, or an old one for that | Whatever untu after they were a year matter, than filthy, damp quarters. old. Finally we began feeding a l.tt.e 

when they were younger, and at last 
Pasture. I commented on the fine appearance 

of some-of the young calves, when my 
The fall and winter calves should|son began to laugh and said, “They 

not be put on pasture until the succu- | seemed to enjoy silage so much that 
lence of the grass has somewhat dried | we give them a handful every day,” 
cut, and never in a pasture unprovided | and it keeps them in good condition— 
with shade, shelter and pure water.|however, we do not feed a great 
Spring and summer calves are be‘ter | amount. 
for being kept indoors during the] yr. Scribner—That migit do if ycu 
heated season and should not be|do not have nice clover hay. My ex- . turned out until late in the fall, when perience is that good clover hay and 
a couple of weeks on pasture may |skim milk is enough. 
prove beneficial. . Prof. Emery—Do you feed any oil 

These simple rules, when carefully | meal, or anything like that? 
followed, have given most excellent} Mrs. Howie—None whatever. We 
results and I can unhesitatingly rec-|do not want to get them in the halit ommend them to those who earnestly | of taking cx fat, therefore we confine 
desire to improve the quality of their | them to skim milk, hay and the whole 
herds. oats, and then this last year we have 

13
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given this ensilage in very small quan- | fcund them at three and four days old 

tities, more as an appetizer than any-| munching hay. They don’t get much, 
thing else. of course, but it is developing the cud 

Mr. Scott—We feed silage in con-|chewing propensity. Sometimes when 
1 nection with our clover hay and we|a calf is not as strong as we would 

1 : have not noted any bad results; in| like, it is fed whole milk for two or 
| fact, it has been satisfactory. three weeks, but at three weeks there 
1 A Lady—How long do you feed that | is hardly a calf on the farm that is not 
i milk? fed on skim milk, and many of them 
i Mrs. Howie—We feed it a long time. | receive no whole milk after they are 

We have had calves that were fed |two weeks old. 
milk up to fifteen months old and Prof. Emery—You spoke of the 

they were almost ashamed to come | sp2ce being sufficiently large for exer- 

and get it. We sell cream and have|cise. Is that in your barn? 
all the skim milk left on the place,} Mrs. Howie—Yes. We keep them 
so we can afford to be liberal afier|'m the summer in a place where it is 
they are older, but until a calf is | 53baded, but in the winter let them run 

pretty well developed one should be! 2: @ large pen flooded with sunlight. 
. i cautious about the kind and quantity | We turn them from the small pens 

} i of food it takes, and when you raise | into the larger runs during the day. 
| the amount of milk do so gradually| Prof. Henry—One of the great trou- 

i: and watch the result very carefully, bles in calf raising, where skim milk 

H because one may easily overfeed a]is used, is through scouring. Now, 
i calf. will you bring out some of the points 

' A Member—A neighbor of mine has| ‘hat must be watched for, or the 

! some very fine looking calves about} »ethod by which they can avoid this 
| sixteen months old and he tells me he | scouring of calves? 
{ i is feeding skim milk that he brings| Mrs. Howie—In the first place, you 
t back from the creamery. must have the proper kind of milk and 
it Prof. Emery—What is the maximum | ‘hen the proper amount, and you must 
i amount of milk you feed a calf? have it at the right temperature. You 

i Mrs. Howie—After the calf is about | 22nnot give a calf cold milk and ex- 

two or two and a half months old, we | pect good results. It will certainly af- 
| begin raising the quantity gradually, | ‘ect its digestive organs. You can- 

. as I have before stated, up to about|not put milk heated to ninety-eight 
Y ten quarts, that is, five quarts in the | Jegrees in a cold pail and expect it to 
, morning and five at night, and they |remain the same temperature. When 

t get that until they are twelve or fif-|the milk is given to the calf, it must 
t teen months old. be the right temperature. A _ther- 

The Chairman—At what age do they |mometer costs but twenty-five cents 
d commence eating oats? and anyone will save money and per- 
y Mrs. Howie—We have found them | aps the calf’s life if he will use it 
the at ten days nibbling at the oats. We|for the first three months. Another 
if like to encourage them to chew these| hing, one must be careful to note 

i oats, because it develops the glands|that the milk is fed from clean ves- 
: which secrete the saliva and this sa-|:els. Germs of disease are in dirty 
1 liva will aid the digestion. We want | dishes and a calf will begin to scour 
i to get them in the habit of chewing | at once when given milk from an un- 

{ their cuds and secreting +.is saliva|clean dish. Another cause is opening 

; at an early age in order that they may | barn doors when turning out the cows 

be 400-pound cows later on. We havejand thus rapiaiy lowering the tem-
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perature of the building, therefore it Mrs. Bates—Do you recommend the 

will be better to have the calf pens | patent calf feeders? 

im a separate room, even if the tem- Mrs. Howie—We have never found 

perature is lower, so long as there is | it necessary to use them. I believe in 

no sudden change, because so soon as | having everything as simple as pos- 

you lower the temperature of the cow | sible on the farm. I have been told 

barn by putting the cattle out, the|that they were good, but if one is 

calves may become chilled, and that | careful and has the sympathy and wis- 
"wilt cause scours. A draft coming | dom of a real dairywoman, he will find 

across the calf pen will also have a profitable to stand and feed a calf 
tendency to bring on this trouble.|and while doing so rub its back and 

Every time the constitution of a calf|talk to it; then there will be little 

is injured, it will leave an effect that | danger of its eating too rapidly and 

will show later on when that cai is a| it will thrive quite as well withcut a 
cow, therefore one should guard | calf feeder. 
against a blemish in the constitution Prof. Henry—Let the patent calf 

of a calf from the day of its birth to| feeders alone. We have them sent to 

tne day of its death. We like to keep | the Experiment Station two cr three 

our cows until they are fourteen or|times a year, and every inventor is 

fifteen years old. Another point I|sure he has the only practical c2lf 
might make, and an important one, is | feeder that was ever put on the mar- 

above all keep the calves’ pens clean.| cet. Those devices nearly always 

I have seen places where the p:zople| have places in them where the milk 

said the barn was in good condition, | sours and putrifies, and you can’t get 

plenty of bedding in the pens, etc.,| ‘ it to clean them properly. The 

but if one was to take a pitchfork and | simplest kind of a pail you can get, 
stir it up a bit he would find filthy, | with the least creases and places for 

damp bedding below, and this injur-. | dirt, is the best device you can use. 

ious condition will have a detrimental | or, if you use a trough, have it as sim- 

effect on the health of any young ani-| ple as you can, and be sure that it is 
mal. seraped and kept clean. Do not put 

Mr. Convey—Do you not consider}any money into these nonsensical 

that most of the troubles that arise|things. Our farmers generally earn 

in connection with feeding skim milk | quite a little money, but there are so 

grow out of the fact that the milk |many people trying to get it away 

when it is brought back from the fac- | from them. 

tory is not in proper condition and The Chairman—Let it go with the 

not of the proper temperature? milking machine. I have tried the calf 

Mrs. Howie—we have had no ex-|feeder and discarded it. I tried the 
perience of that kind, because we|milking machine and discarded it. If 

have a separator at the farm, but I|/I hadn’t I wouldn’t have any cows 
have heard many complaints of this | that would give much milk. 

nature during our Institute work, and A Member—Why is not grass good 
it is easy to see that sometimes the | for calves? 
farmer himself is to blame for bring- Mrs. Howie—It is not a balanced ra- 

ing the milk home and allowing it to| tion when fed with milk. 
stand for several hours in the can it Prof. Henry—I believe in keepirg a 

- Was brought in, which more than|calf in the barn as the easiest way 

likely is not thoroughly clean and may | out. I think the trouble is not be- 

ecntain numerous germs that will af-| cause the calf is out and eating some 

fect the digestive organs of any calf.| grass, but he is out in a place where
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the grass is often poor, because it is | our calves off from grass, but this last 
too long, or too rank, cr too dirty, and | year I turned them on grass, well ma- 

: especially because of the fliez. AJ tured grass, where the sugar was in 

i calf’s hide is very thin. A fly will] the stalk, and I have come to this con- 

Ff draw a drop of blood and often there | clusion, that we must feed a calf some 
are hundreds of flies on the calf at| matured food for roughage, therefore 

| one time, and they get full, and an-|I believe that well matured grass, or 
f otuer hundred come along and an-|ensilage that is fully ripe, in limited 
i other hundred, and the calf is bled to | quantities, is good for the calf. We _ 

! 1 death by blood-sucking flies. When | are liable to go to the extreme, and so 

ol you keep a calf in the barn, you are| it is safer to keep them off the grass 

i pretty sure to darken the barn and | entirely, but if we have that kind of 

i the calf is not bothered. If there was | pasture, I don’t believe it would hurt 

R any way of keeping a calf out of|tkem to go on the grass. Of course 
doors, where the grass is all right and | tne flies are bad, but in order to have 

| the flies don’t bother him, it would | good constitutions, our calves must 

be all right, but with those other con-| have plenty of sunlight and air. 
i ditions prevailing, the simplest way Question—Did I understand you 

. Ei is to keep him in the stable, that you do not allow your calves out 

Wa The Chairman—Skim miik is largely | of the stable at all? 
ie i protein and if we feed anything with Mrs. Howie—Not out of the stable at 

if it, it ought to be something of a more | all. They have a large run that they 
ia carbonaceous nature, and grass is not | are turned into in the daytime after 

i carbonaceous enough. That is the | they are five or six months old. That 

tee! reason why a combination of skim|is inside also. If the day is bright, 
m! milk and fresh pasture grass is not a|the windows are opened. There is 

1a geod combination for a calf. Out of |<cunlight in this pen, and I think if 

heat doors is not a good place for a calf | you were to see them you would read- 

tia to be. It makes my heart bleed to|ily agree with me as to their thrifty 

is see a poor calf tormented with flies. | appearance. 
| Capt. Arnold—I have always kept Recess to 1:30 P. M. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 P. M., same cay. Mr. DELBERT UTTER in the 
chair. 

ANIMAL DISEASES. 

Dr. A. S. ALEXANDER, Madison, Wis. 

Cause. 

> Difference of opinion exists in this 
N country and Europe regarding the ex- 

- » act identity of the microbe causing 
4 \ infectious abortion, and little is 

x \ known as to the exact manner in 
= i \ which it produces the abortive act. 

_ oe 1 Evidence leads to the supposition that 
J o he ) | the European disease is even more 

ce | ) | virulent than that experienced with 
us, but, so far as America is con- 

— } | cerned, scientists have about decided 
iad 7 / that the germ is a bacillus akin to \ J |>acillus coli, that its habitat is the 

\ NO / womb, and that it doubtless invades 
y also the horns of the womb, the Fal- 

i y lcpian tubes and the ovaries them- 
y selves. This bacillus (germ) may be 

found in the discharges of a cow that 
: — has aborted, upon the lining mem- 

3 brane of her vagina and womb, and, 
Dr. Alexander. in some instances at least, between 

the cotyledons of the womb and the 
Abortion of a contagious or infec-|™embranes containing the unborn tious character offers such a menace | Calf. In Europe it has been found in to profitable dairy and beef cattle |the alimentary canal of the calf, but breeding that stockmen generally are |OUr scientists have not made a simi- 

studying the matter diligently and | lar discovery. 
seeking far and near for a remedy. 
Thus far it must be confessed that but Spread. 
little progress has been made towards The disease gains access to a herd 
eradicating the disease or actually | in one of several ways. The common 
curing a cow infected by the disease, | est manner of introduction is through 
but much has been learned relative to] an affected cow or bull. From these 
tne course taken by the malady and | the disease is spread to sound cattle, ene measure at least has been de-| until from one to another it may af- 
vised whereby affected cattle may in/fect the entire herd. The cow dis- time become immune to the effects of charges matter from her vagina in 
the germ. which germs abound. This falls upon
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the ground, dries, and may be con-, cars and similar places in transit, at 
veyed to the vagina of a healthy cow. | fairs, sales, etc, 
Where cows stand in a stable, the gut- 
ter catches the impregnated matter, Effects Produced by Germ. 
which is moved back of sound cows Soon after the introduction of the 
as the manure is shoveled out daily. | germ, small blisters may be seen upon 
‘inereupon cows switch their tails} tne lining membrane of the vagina 
into the gutter, wet them with tainted | and a discharge of varying appear- 
material, contaminate their vaginas|ance follows. As the blisters (vesi- 

meses ee a Rs Se b a = eases a ELE... pureseilies eectars tee ree ae ers Pa oe eis “ = ES gk ae } ad Gta, F a 
REE = ai é : eve = ee on , = 

Sipe ae ee Si ss 
elie oes ee ad Se OSS Hoi utes nga ee eee ; Peta 
Be ee are ae 
Come Sue gt Rae eee : ESET | eS. oe ee a ee. ap: ES ee eee ES vanes ae = 9 | 

Young sherthern herds being judged at Wisconsin State Fair, 1904. First 
prize hers cn right headed by World’s Fair first Prize winner, “White- 

hall Marshall,” owned by F. W. Harding, Waukesha, Wis. 

and so contract the disease. The} cies) burst, ulcers form and gradually 
ecrms are living organisms and when | heal, while fresh clustcrs of vesicles 
introduced into the vagina multiply appear or may be found further in. 
rapidly and find their way into the in- According ‘to the severity of the con- 
ner parts of the generative organs. dition created by the germs and the 
The bull by serving a cow affected | jiritation con equent upon inflamma- 
with the disease contaminates his | tion, abortion then takes place early 
penis and by this means inoculates |, late in the period of gestation, 
cows subsequently served. The germ 

may also be contracted from the Gradual Immunity of Cow. 
clothes of an attendant, tainted hands,| Having become infected and having 
or instruments, and is doubtless fre-| aborted once, the cow continues af- 

. quently contracted in shipping chutes, ! fected, but aborts later during next
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gestation and later the following one, | tible cows with which she is stabled or 
until after several abortions she may | pastured and bulls with which she is 
carry a calf the full pericd, but is still | mated. For these reasons the discase 
infested by the germ of the disease. | continues to make itself evident in a 
Experience goes to show that affected | herd so long as fresh material is in- 
cows in time become immune to the | troduced upon which the germs can 
irritating effects of the germ and are|act. As a fire dies out when com- 
then able to successfully withstand bu:tible material is exhausted, so in- 
its presence and consequently become | fectious abortion ceases to detrimen- 
regular breeders. tally affect cows when all have become 

et 
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Graded shorthorn herds being judged at Wisconsin State Fair, 1904. First prize herd on right headed by “Whitehall Sultan,” a winner at Worid’s 

Fair, owned by F. W. Harding, Waukesha, Wis. 

There is an exception to this rule, | germ-impregnated and immun ». Each 
and that is where the Fallopian tubes cow, however, will have aborted sev- 
become invaded by the disease and | eral times before this stage of immun- 
are so altered in function—which may ity is arrived at. 
include the ovaries—or obliterated or . 
blocked up by the products of inflam-| Staying the Effects of the Germ. 
mation that they cause barrenness. While working towards final im- 
Such causes are seen in most out-| munity of each cow in the herd, much 
breaks of the disease. During the}may be done to lessen the irritation 
time that a cow is becoming immune, |caused by the germ’s presence, and 
she continues to discharge germ-|if successful such measures pr_vent 
laden material from her vagina and | abortion when its premonitory symp- 
this discharge contaminates suscep-'tems are detected in time. Where
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abortion happens at a very early General Preventive Measures. 

} stage of pregnancy, threatening symP-| nije we do not consider it possible 
toms are difficult to detect, but later! +, 13 out the germ Sea vt any 

i symptoms sometimes precede the cow fully impregnated so that the 
' abortive act by several days, and in womb and Fallopian tubes have be- 

i such instances the act may itself be| 44 invaded, disinfectants may af- 

i aborted by suitable treatment. _, | ‘ord some hope of lessening irritation 
} The following symptoms may b?|.14 preventing further contamination 

i taken as indicative of threatening or spread of germs to less affected or 
if abortion: Sudden relaxing of the vulva clean cows. Carbolic acid has been 

and pelvic ligaments; increase in milk} Loch used with these ends in view: 
. } flow or sudden appearance of milk in injecting two. drachms of a three per 
ie the udder; restlessness; stepping up cent solution under the skin of the 

i and down with ea aes moe cow’s neck or side every ten days 
ii around at the s a a : °r| throughout pregnancy is allegei to 

changed appearing os nee : rom | srevent abortion. The administration 
| Vagina; bellowing, and, in stort, a7} \* cure carbolic acid ia feed also has 
. of the characteristic symptoms of its devotees and we have for y.ars 

ta either “heat” or calving. Following | ,ivocated the administration of this 
Ft ies ee oe ee ae preparation in the following way: 
Hi is eae ce calf is usually | Qb@BAalf drachm every other day, night 
a ar! siubtok withtul wkce nine and morning, to pregnant cows from 
Fil! irst to last of pregnancy, mixing it 

tf Treatment of Threatened Abortion. _ — ~ with feed, if they 
a Instantly isolate cow in secluded | ™ e eee oe aoe is .n water from a bottle or sp-ayed a box stall and administer one ounce upon their hay or other food, or mixed 

li / of fluid extract of black haw. If she i eale when ake ee = 6 
ts ! is restles:, add a wineglassful of lau- Bewehen taice dais ne ae ae 
; danum. Repeat dose every two or th: 7 if : es at have recently aborted, or that three hours until restles:ness and ag- have & diacharec from the vacina can. 
i gravated symptoms subside, then drop | _ . 5 *: ——, i stituting the discharge known as leu- t out the laudanum and go on with the corrhoea (whites); in the first in- 

] biack haw in half cunce doze three - i ti i 7 stance, the treatment to be continued 
h fines, datty unl vilve Dareey Up aid for at least two weeks and then given i all remaining symptoms of threatened every other day until again bred, and 

i | ae ene : in the second instance to be kept up 
4 . When cow is again in the condition until loncorrhocn disapocars 
ie! existing prior to the alarming symp- PP i 

i tems, she may be returned to the In addition to this precautionary 

i herd and will then as a rule go|treatment, the cow that has once 

‘ through safely to ner proper time of] aborted and is again in calf may be 

j parturition. In extremely urgent|kept isolated and treated with black 

# cases, the above mentioned doses may | haw and laudanum for a couple of 
ie be doubled, or given once an hour un-| weeks at the time when she would be 

itt til the desired effect is obtained. | liable to abort during the second preg- 
i Fluid extract of cannabis indica iz as | nancy. This time is about one month 
li effective as laudanum if of first-class |later than the period at which she 

: quality. It is, however, more expen-| aborted during the previous preg- 

i sive and less reliable in quality. nancy. 

Hi 
i. 
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External Preventive Measures. be frequently whitewashed with a mix- 

Scrupulous cleanliness must be | ‘ure of ordinary lime wash containing 

maintained in the stable occupied by|+ quarter of a pound of chloride of 
cows. Every day the vulva, inside of |!ime to the gallon. A spray pump may 
tail and thighs of each cow should be | be used for this purpose. 

washed, sponged or sprayed with a wie “ 

two per cent solution of zenoleum, or Pemecon,oe nun 
similar tar product disinfectant, or The bull is to have a large box stall 
with a 1-1000 solution of chloride of’ to himself with ample yard attached 

a get Re 

i al ~ 

an x 
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“Bonnie Lad,” First Prize Yearling ani Jr. Champion Hereford Bull, Wiscon- 

sin State Fair, 1904, owned by J.C. Robinson & Son, Evansville, Wis. 

zinc, or 1-3000 solution of bichloride) for exercise, and is not to run with 
of mercury. Gutters should be] cows at pasture. Service to neighbors’ 

cleansed daily without moving manure} bulls is to be avoided and herd bull 

along gutter from one cow to another, | should not be allowed to serve strange 
and the cleansing should be followed| cows, or home cows having a dis- 

by the free use of a strong disinfect-| charge from the vagina, or known to 

ing solution such as 1-50 solution of| have recently aborted. After each 

zenoleum, or “four pounds each of] service the sheath and penis of bull 

powdered bluestone (sulphate of cop-| are to be thoroughly flushed or washed 

per) and fresh lime in forty gallons of} with a disinfecting solution. For this 

water.”* Walls and woodwork should | purpose use half a gallon of a 1-1000 

— solution of chloride of zinc, or a two 
*Bulletin 125, Alabama Experiment| per cent solution of zenoleum or other 

Station. tar product disinfectant. It is best
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introduced into the sheath by means|the herd. Follow above instructions 
of a nozzle attached to a six-foot |in clean herds to avoid introduction of 
length of half-inch rubber hose fitted | abortion, 

; to a spout let into the rim at bottom Disinfect clothing and boots of new 
of a large, clean pail, to be hoisted | herdsman or other assistant before he 
above the animal's back by means of| is allowed to go among the cattle for 
a small rope and pulley. Insert one| the first time. 
end of nozzle in end of sheath. Hold Keep pregnant cows together; heif- 
skin tightly about end of nozzle to] ers in separate enclosure and stables; 

| cause retention of fluid, which should | cows that have aborted isolated from 
then be allowed to flow in until sheath |all other cattle and allow no cow to 

; is distended, when nozzle may be|calve in sight, sound or smelling dis- 
i withdrawn and the fluid allowed to| tance of pregnant cows. 

, gush forth. Repeat the cleansing at Lastly, protect pregnant cattle 
; least twice at each time of operating. | against all conditions, circumstances 

i! and influences liabie to cause abortion 
i Treatment Following Abortion. in animals known to be especially sus- 
4 When a cow aborts, burn foetus and ceptible to that accident. 

; beading, remove her to a box stall, Gan Steel 
and by means of the apparatus al- DISCUSSION. 

Hits ready described tush out womb and/ yr. Jacobs—in a herd that has be- 
i vagina with two gallons of milk-warm come immune in this way, in what 

i cisinfecting solution (1-1000 solution | -onaition are the heifers that come up 
te of chloride of zine preferred), remove in the herd? 

i afterbirth by hand, if it does not come} py. alexander—If the heifers have 
1 away promptly, repeat irrigation of | sone with the infected cows, they, too, 

a womb once daily for two weeks, then | wit] be infected. Where a herd is in- 
1) every other day for two weeks, then | tected, the heifers should be kept sep- 
a twice a week until time arrives when | arate, and if possible a separate bull i cow would have been bred had she not | noua be used. When the same bull 
1 aborted and at which time she should is used, he must be thoroughly disin- 
%. again be bred, if perfectly free from fected after serving each cow. In 

| : discharge. some cases abortion seems to die out 
ny sak of its own volition. The more we 

ie Additional Management. study it, the more helpless we become 
Ht Quarantine each newly purchased | in regard to coping with it. 
Bs cow and bull and prove former to be Question—What would you recom- 
ie; free from taint of abortion before she | mend as a common remedy? 

i is allowed to enter herd, and at that Dr. Alexander—There is no common 
H time commence and persistently fol- remedy. 
ie low instructions as to external disin- Question—Would it not be better to 
1g fection and internal use of carbolic | kiil the cow and burn her? 
i acid. It is best, however, to avoid pur- Dr. Alexander—Where you have 
fie} chase of new stock as much as possi-| only one infected cow in the herd, it 
i ble where treatment has been com-| certainly would, rather than communi- 
| menced towaras the attainment of im-| cate the disease to the balance of the 
i munity. herd. 
a; Treat sheath of new bull with disin- A Member—We want a way to get 
i) fecting solution for at least ten days | rid of it. 
i ‘ before he is allowed to serve a cow in| Dr. Alexander—Beef the infected 

‘ 

; 
H
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animal. Keep her a prisoner in the) eight calves out of fifteen. A man in 
farm “penitentiary” and feed her off.| Durand lost fifteen out of eighteen. 
The milk or meat will not be in any | [In Calumet county four or five of the 
way affected. best dairymen have had trouble. A 

Mr. Duggan—Is there any part of| man in Winnebago county lost sixty 
the state where it is more prevalent | calves. z 
than others? Dr. Alexander—It is impossible to 

Dr. Alexander—It seems to be uni-| pelittle this disease. It is one of the 
formly common everywhere. It i8|most serious afflictions the cattle in- 
more prevalent in pure bred herds in dustry has to contend with. 
Missouri, Kansas and parts of the} wry Duggan—Are not some breeds 
Dakotas, where they do not give @8/more susceptible than others? Are 
one en to their cattle as we) not our common cattle less susceptt- 
can Aere. ble than the pure breds? 

The Chairman—How many in at-| py. Senhieg: No. The germ is no tendance have not had trouble with respecter of breeds. 
oe on (About six! Mr. Utter—Prevention is better 

. than cure. 
Mr. Scott—How many have had 

trouble? (aay: nacre tails were Mr. Rice—I am over sixty years old 
veined) and until this year it has never ap- 

Mr. Duggan—I have lived here forty- peared in our herd, or in this county; 

seven years ana there is none around | 2°W ©Very manure pile in this section hase Phere i: ist a tedeae ta is covered with aborted calves about é ql ‘ ; 
town of Holland whose cows are trou- gre me ae ies : 
bled with abortion. I pay no atten- Sp eae ee NO ARTS 801 tion to my cows at calving time. They must be around here, but we have not 

are a reasonable distance apart, but ie ee = Lot tf 
there are no partitions between them. = a ner ieee Tigo to bed at ahi and often, find have not had their barns struck by 

that a cow has caived in her stall and Hebining. but od cannot tall where it 
the calf may be sucking another cow. = going to strike. And let me say to 

Dr. Alexander—I think the Lord has | YC" peeey, aay, Tet on eonoral been wonderfully good to you. Many principles it would be a gcod deal bet- 
men tell me they have not had a live ter for you and your cows if you would 
caif in three years give them closer attention and provide 

Mr. Scott—There is lots of it among mee ae eee 1 ft 
the best dairy herds in Wisconsin. ey ores BOF plenty. ¢ Mr. Duggan—There {s none of {t sunlight and fresh air help to prevent 

i. 
? 

around here. AES 
Prof. Henry—I would not boast too Dr. Alexander—Assuredly. Germs 

much. I would keep right still. love darkness and dirt. 
Mr. Duggan—All right, Professor Mr. Scott—Do not many cows abort 

henry, we know what you say is right. |00 pasture? t 
Dr. Alexander—Perhaps when you| Dr. Alexander—Certainly, end the know me a little better you will take|accident is often unnoticed by the 

a little advice from me, too. There is | Owners. 

searcely a day that I do not have a let- Mr. Duggan—ls not that on account 

ter regarding abortion. of the green, sloppy grass? 
Mr. Scott—We do not want to belit- Dr. Alexander—The disease may be 

ue this. .I know a man who has lost |induced by so many different causes
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that we should take every possible; a disease like abortion by weakening 
i precautionary measure. the system? 

Mr. Foster—Do you want us to wash Dr. Alexander—Certainly it dees. A 
out all our cows every day? cow in either over fat or emaciated 

Dr. Alexander—Certainly not, un-| condition is more susceptible than one 
less the herd is contaminated. n normal condition. Remember also 

Mr. Convey—Do you think that| that abortion does not affect dairy 
ergot is responsiple for much of the| herds alone, but is also fearfully prev- 
abortion troubie in low lying lands in| alent in beef herds. 
the southwest? Mr. Goodrich—I want to corroborate 

Dr, Alexander—Well, Uncle Willie} what the doctor has said in regard to 
Watson, who made a special study of| tue bull as a cause of infection. While 
the disease, used to tell me that he| abortion had been prevalent around 

‘yf had seen cattle on pastures practically | me for years, I had kept my herd free 
f black with ergot, yet without abortion. | from it, because, while generally good 

Hi) It seems to me that cattle may in time] natured, I was a crank on this sub- 
Hi become immune to the effects of ergot,| ject and would not allow my bull to 

as far as abortion is concerned. breed neighbors’ cows. Finally, when 
4 Mr. Convey—I have seen lots of| my son was in charge of the herd, he 
' ergot in the west, and I want to cor-| allowed the bull to serve a cow from 
i roborate the doctor’s statement. The|a neighbor’s herd. Neither of them 

i old cows do not abort, but those newly | suspected that the cow had abortion, 
; introduced into the herd where ergoty| but she did just tne same. The dis- 

teed is fed do so in a short time. ease was introduced and it took many 
: Capt. Arnold—Does not high feed-| years to get rid of it. 
i ing and lack of exercise predispose to 
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ORGANIZING A CO-OPERATIVE COMPANY. 

D. IMRIE, Roberts, Wis. 

the company at its face value,” so 

1a that the company can buy the stock 

li pee a and sell it to whoever they wish. 
et 7 Do not place the management of the 

ee _ company in the hands of several com- 
= Be se mittees, as it always causes confu- 

Be ee. sion and more or less trouble. 

4 See The Board of Directors. 

2 Co. In electing a board of directors, cee 
& i % to it that you get the best business 

Kg Be” men in the company, then stand by 
"| |them. This board of directors should 
ea meet immediately after election and 

NX E = from their number elect a president, 

\ es s BS vice president, general manager (who 

Y a . shall also be secretary), and a treas- 

VN urer. The treasurer and gencral maz- 

XN ager shall each give bonds for the 
N epee faithful discharge of their duties, to be 

NS ee approved by the board of directors. 

es Let the general manager have the 
24 management of the business undcr the 

Mr. Imrie. supervision of tne board of directors. 

What do we mean by a co-opera- Duties of the Board. 

tive company? We mean a company The board of directors should meet 

of individuals that operate together | every three months, at least, to look 

for their mutual benefit, so, in organiz- | Over the business of the company and 
ing a co-operative company, all mem-|to give the general manager such ad- 
bers should have an active interest | Vice as they deem necessary as to the 
in the company. To have this inter- | management of the affairs of the com- 

est, they should all own stock of|Pany. At least once a year, the bo-rd 
about an equal amount, therefore of directors should meet to examine the 

limit the number of shares that any | books and accounts of the general 

one member can hold, so that the|Manager and treasurer, making a 
business cannot be monopolized by |complete summary of the year’s busi- 
one or two members. I think it|ness, to be presented to the members 

advisable, as a rule, to have the stock | of the company at their annual mce:- 
transferable only by the consent of a|ing, making a full statement of the 
majority of the board of directors, or|moneys received and from what 
have this clause inserted in the by-|source; the moneys expended and fcr 

laws: “If any member wishes to sell| what purpose, so that all members 

his stock it shall first be offered to|will know just how the business
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stands. Make it just as plain as pos- DISCUSSION. 
sible; have no secrets; if you do, they * a . 

i" will be suspicious. Make everything =e prey 18 NO Cees OF _ 1 fi a ab board aad ple so little organized as the farmers. 
f 7 open and ‘above board and you If, by co-operation, we can improve 

i will get along better. our conditions, this is a very impor- 
P 7 = tant subject. i Legal Incorporation Most Satisfactory. Mr. Jacobs—Don’t you think that 

ie A good many co-operative compa-|one of the most important fields for 
ih nies have failed simply because, after | co-operation among farmers is in the i i getting them started, the officers | organization of telephone lines? 
i 
ii 
li : 

: 
Be 

f ie 
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4 Stack yard at “Bonnie View,” home of David Imrie, Roberts, Wis. 

neglected their duties and let the Mr. Imrie—Well, I don’t know as | 
company run itself, so to speak, but,| would say that. We have co-opera- 
on the other hand, if organized prop-| tive creameries and cheese factories 
erly (and by all means incorporate | more universally than telephone lines. 
under the laws of the state, so that | Some of them are not running as they 
you have a legal company) and con- | should, simply because the officers of 
ducted in a businesslike manner, | the company are not attending to their 

} there is no reason why a co-operative | business in a businesslike way. There 
conipany cannot be a success, espe-|are men who are trying to get the 
cially among the farmers with their |farmers to co-operate, not for the 
creameries, cheese factories, tele-| farmers’ benefit but for their own, for 
phone lines, and, in some cases, stores, | instance, as was spoken of the other 
in this country “of the people, by the day, to buy stallions for a community. 
people, and for the people.” If you are going to do anything of that 

ai
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kind, first organize your company, ought to. There are too many of them 
elect its officers, select some one to | tinding fault, and it is so all over the 
go to the breeders or the importers| united States. If the farming com- 
and select the horse. Do not let a|/munity would hang together, they 
man come around with a few horses |could run this United States and all : 
and show them off at the public ex-|of the business in it, but they won’t 
pense and get twice their value fromj|do it, too many of them are con- 
the farmers. That is being done all | stantly finding fault with their neigh- 
over the state. uae organization of | pors. 
telephone companies is easily done Prof. Henry—I have not studied co- 

ra 
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Steers fed at “Bonnie View.” Silage part of ration. 

among the farmers, and it is a nice, operation as a special study, but I 
thing. have watched it somewhat and know 

A Member—As near as I can under- | a little of its work in other countries. 
stand co-operative creameries, in or- | In France, the co-operation of the 
der to go at it to organize in a new farmers is enormous. There are mil- 
country, we have got to take the expe- | lions of letters written every year and rience of those who have tried it be-| hundreds of millions of dollars of busi- 
fore, and see what percentage of|ness done every year in France 
those have been successful in co-op- | through co-operation among the farm- 
erative creameries. There are so|ers. I saw a great wheat elevator in 
many little things come up, one farmer Germany owned by the farmers. In wants one thing, another wants an-| Denmark the farmers make all their 
other, and it is hard for them to join | cheese and butter in co-operative fac- 
together and stick together as they teries, also in the pork packing busi-
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ness. Eighteen hundred farmers bring , that little egg business? Denmark ex- 
their hogs to one place to be killed, | ports about ten times as Many eggs as 
they are turned into bacon and other | the whole United States, and she is a 

} ; products, all done by co-operative | quarter as big as the state of Wiscon- 
work. The eggs that the hens lay in|sin. She sends out more pork from 
Denmark are nandled co-operatively.|that little country, ships out mcre 
Now, what has Denmark done? In| bacon and probably more pork prod- 
the last twelve or fourteen years she | ucts, or about as much, as the state of 
has increased her egg exports enor-| Wisconsin, and she is doing part of 
mousiy, and it is largely done through | .aat work on grain shipped from the 
co-operation. The farmers have a| United States. She buys corn from 
syndicate at Copenhagen and they | Nebraska and iJlinois. 

have stations all over the country, and The farmers here ought to have a 
the farmer who belongs to the syndi-| more co-operative spirit. We ought 
cate stamps on each egg the number|to have more of a neighborly spirit, 

i ct his branch syndicate and the day |it would help every one to put money 
: that the egg was laid. 1f a farmer de-|in his own pocket, as well as his 
: livers an egg that is spoiled or dirty,|neighbor’s. Your local fire insurance 

7 it is sent back and he is fined. Now,|companies show that. Look at the 
| if tne advantage of that is that they do| money you have saved in your fire in- 

i their business at a very small expense, | surance, the product of this splendid 
4 aey produce a very high quality of |idea, Let us all work together and 

preduct, because every person is in-| unify our labors and we can accom- 
terested in getting as much as he can |plish a great deal more than if each 

‘a for his own product and helping his | cne is working for himself. 
ip neighbor. Now, what is the result of 
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: AE FARMERS’ CLUB. 

GEO. C. HILL, Rosendale, Wis. 

A farmers’ club is an association of on according to the rules of order. 
farmers organized to promote the in-/ This was helpful to all who took part; 
terests and weltare of the farmer, his | farmers improved in debate, learned 
family and the community. to think while on their feet, and to ex- 

press themselves more easily and 
The Rosendale Club. properly. Often the topic for the day 

such a club was organized in the | was introduced by a paper, the topic 
village of Rosendale in 1865. The|and person to lead in the discussion 
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Farm Home of Geo. C. Hill, Rosendale, Wis. 

club at first’ held weekly meetings , being chosen at the previous meeting. 
from November to April and occa-| After a few years, the club realized 
sional meetings auring the summer. | the lack of the social element, because 
‘the public were invited to attend and | of the absence generally of the farm- 
take part in the discussions, but only | er’s family, Then a change of place 
members could take part in matters of | was made and the club met at the 
business. A constitution, rules of or-| homes of the members. Occasionally 
der and order of business were |an all day meeting was held with din- 
adopted and put in printed form. All|ner served, picnic or otherwise. 
business and discussions were carried | Often, too, subjects were chosen in 

14
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it which the ladies were especially inter- | Farmers’ Institutes before the Wis- hi ested and then they would lead and | consin Farm Institutes were heard or it take part. Advantage was taken of thought of. These meetings were ad- it the opportunity to look over the prem- | dressed by prominent farmers and pro- i izes, stock, barns, tools, etc., and the | fessional men from different parts of 
entertaining farmer generally got his|tne state. Prof. Henry spent a day f place pretty well slicked up for the| with the club at a time when he was . i occasion. pretty near the waole College of Agri- 
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View in Mr. Hill's Orchard, showing 25-year-old trees loaded with Snow apples. 

Some of the Topics Discussed and | culture. He saw at that time where 
Work Accomplishez. tne system of producing young beef 

A wide range or topics are dis-| Originated and was practiced by mem- 
cussed, agricultural, horticultural, im-| bers of the club. Professors Morrow, proved roads, better schools, farm | Daniels and Goff came to help the club 
buildings, farm sanitation and village | 20ld some of its larger meetings. 
improvement. The club has had occa- In later years, the club has provided 
sion to act as anti-saloon league, it locally for successful meetings of the 
has not discussed party politics, but | Wisconsin Farm Institutes; it enter- 
has advocated best policies; has sent|taimed the summer meeting of the 
petitions to the legislature and been | Wisconsin Horticultural Society; -it 
in correspondence with the members | took the initiative in organizing the 
of congress; maintained an agricul-| own fire insurance company, which 
tural and horticultural library from] sas had an existence of thirty years 
surplus funds. It sent to Canada for|and carries policies amounting to 
a carload of seed wheat; held county | aearly two millions. 

i
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Some Objections Made to the Club. | tive to six bushels in favor of farms 
But not all the farmers joined the | OI the members of the club. The club 

club. Some would sit around the stove | arly advocated improved live stock, in the village store (we Wave no|and some of the noted herds of the 
saloon) and say funny things about |State are owned by members of the 
those fellows over in the school house, |¢lub. Three of its officers are now the place where the club held its | working for the state, with Institutes 
meetings, who must stand on their | or other associations. 
feet when they talk and talk by rule, A farmers’ club could be profita- 
too. “They did not need a club to bly sustained in many Wisconsin vil- 
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Barns and straw stacks on the farm of Geo. C. Hill, Rosendale, Wis. 

show them how to farm it.” Their lages and country districts. Its suc- 
method was cheaper, tco; they did not | cess will depend on having the offices 
have any membership fee to pay, and | filled with good farmers, who are in- had so much more for tobacco. terested in the work and will conduct 

its affairs in a_ businesslike way. 
Some of the Benefits to the Commu-| <0, a club will not run itself, unless 

nity. it be to run down. It can be made a 
At that time, wheat was one of the power for good in a country place, sup- 

leading crops. The secretary gath-| plying wholesome sociability. Thig 
ered statistics from the farmers of|eiement should be made prominent, 
the locality, members of the club and|and the young people enlisted. In 
otherwise, showing the yield of wheat | fact, the social, moral and educational 
on the several farms. It was found | welfare of the family is the chief end 
that the yield was an average of from | of the club.
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The club is a good medium for the | meetings in the course of the winter, 
, purchase of fruit trees; for the intro-| the ladies bring their dinner and they 
A duction of improved live stock, seeds| nave a good dinner, and wonderfully 
‘oa and machinery. Clubs can be formed | good meetings. Now I will tell you 
| for agricultural papers and other lit-| what you can do in every neighbor- 

erature. The club is a local Farm In-| hood, and that is what we have done 
: stitute, practically a better school|in La Crosse county. We have been 
} taan the State Institute, in that its| giving premiums to the children so 
/ sessions are more frequent and meet] long that we nave really raised there 
H local conditions. Doubtless it is more |a fair-going generation. These people 

difficult to sustain farmers’ clubs now | nave kept that club up so long that 
/ than formerly, on account of the in-| they have raised a generation of farm- 
i creasing number of insurance socie-| ers’ club people and it is doing a lot 
t ties of various names being organized. | oy good for those people. You can do 
| I cannot speak from experience as to]it in any neighborhood, but the first 
i their value, but of a farmers’ club I thing you want to do is to get the 
} L can say, I know it is a good thing. women interested. 

1 fees Mr. Jacobs—We are having about 
H the same experience in Dunn county, 
Hl DISCUSSION. although the work is very new and is 
; E Mr. Philips—After they quit the] done through the Agricultural School. 

"q Grange in our county, we got together | Institutes have been held all over the 
and organized the Horticultural Soci-| county. It has been a great help in 

4 ety, but that had to depend on a few| this way, that to the men who are 
i iq people to keep it up. Then, it was| elected as officers of that club falls 
tt f made broader, the La Crosse County|the duty of circulating petitions for 
i i Agricultural and Horticultural and | Institutes, to entertain Institutes when 
ie Dairymen’s Association, and that|they come, and it is a great help. 

ie brought all the farmers in and it has|They work with other clubs and that 
Ne been kept up for over twenty years in|kind of organization is centralized 
¥ : that neighborhood. They have four! through the county. 
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OUR HORSES. 

Supt. GEO. McKERROW, Madison, Wis. 

I placed this subject last on the pro-; expenses, because there was no busi- 

gram and assigned it to myself for|ness doing down at Chicago at that 

two reasons, the tirst of which was, | time in that line. I could secure the 
that I could cut it short or make it] services of Mr. Galbraith, of Janes- 

longer as time might demand. The | ville, and Mr. Briggs, of Elkhorn, and 

second reason was that I could not| Mr. Stericker, from Springfield, Dl, 

hire a noted horseman to come here} gentlemen whose names and ability 
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“Princess Goodwin,” 9849, first prize and champion Clyzesdale mare at World’s 
Fair, 1904. Owned by McLay Bros., Janesville, Wis. 

and talk to you at this time because , are well known upon both sides of the 

they are all too busy pushing the | Atlantic, but today I cannot secure 

horse business for themselves. It is|the services of these men because 
only a few years ago that I could get | they are doing a rushing business for 

such men as John ». Cooper, of Chi- | themselves, so I come to you to talk 

eago, the largest commission horse | horse as a taird-rate horseman. 

salesman in the world, in the largest 

horse market in the world, to come up Good Horses Scarce on the Market. 
to a Wisconsin Institute with pleas- 1 have handled a few good horses, 

ure, for a very small sum, or even his|some of them have been prize win-
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ners in this country, but only a few, | is the whole horse breeding world has f and yet I am here to give you the best stopped business for a series of years t there is in me. I am here to say to|and there is to be a lack of young H you, as I have said many times during horses for just as many years as they i the last seven or eight years, even ceased breeding. As the old horses ' wnen horses were very low, that we drop out, people are coming into the - are going to see much higher prices market as competitors for the younger 
for good horses, therefore, the farmers horses. Only two weeks ago last Sat- of Wisconsin who have good stock urday, I saw unloaded from the car in i] upon their farms should be breeding | the city of Milwaukee a pair of draft a few horses to take advantage of the | horses just bought by a leading busi- good prices that are coming. But|ness firm at a price of $700, $350 | many of my friends would not listen; apiece. for draft horses. Of course, / I meet some of them today and they they were draft horses, they had fin- i tell me they are having to buy horses. ish and style and quality, foot and I I am here to say that, so far as I| bone and body; they had nerve and 
can see, the prices of horses are to go | good constitution, all these qualities, i higher before they go lower. I am| put still that is a good price. 
here to say that we stand in front of + from three to five years of the best How to Remedy the Matter. 

if prices for good horses that this coun- Now, we are short on horses. What | i try has ever seen, and why do I make | are we going to do about it? We are Ve this statement? As I go over the short on good, young brood mares ee state of Wisconsin and surrounding upon our farms, because we s7ld those 4 states, and travel in our neighboring |we had to those fellows that wanted ie country of Canada, and as I have been | them and they have gone out of the ig across the water, I find that the work,| country, have been used uv in the . not only of this state, but of the|city, have been shipped away to Eu. 
United States and of other countries, rope, and we have to depend upon la is being done by old horses that are| such stock as we have upon cur farms. ia: fast dropping out of the traces and| About that same time there was no Hg there are very, very few young ones use for good stallions. I kept upon a in sight to take their places. my farm two good stallions, able to go iat When horses were so cheap in this } out and win the prize anywhere in the i ; country eight or ten years ago, people | northwest, but it didn’t pa~ to keep ‘a stopped breeding horses because they | them, so I sold them to somebody else, ea thought it would not pay to raise|and so every stallion owner through a: them. Our cheap horses were heard | the country has done, and we are ‘ie of over in Europe, the horse buyers | short of good sires. 

t -# crossed the Atlantic and came to the Of course, as Mr. Imrie stated in his 
Chicago market and bought a few paper on “Co-operation,” there are H hundred the first year, a few thousand | men organizing companies and send- ie the second year, and they ran along,|ing good horses into the connfry, but * buying up to many thousands that|I think as Mr. Imrie does, that where ¥ have been shipped across the water to | tae farmers do not have brains enough bi those foreign countries, and when our | to organize themselves into a com- iy cheap horses reached those markets, pany in a community and buy the Lo prices went down; foreign breeders good horse they want, they do not dq said, “We cannot compete with these | have brains enough to run that horse, i Americans on their cheap horses,” | or to run a cheere factory, or any tf and they quit breeding, and the result! other co-ope-ative organization, after 
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they have it organized. I believe in| importers’ barn: let them go to two or 

co-operative organizations, I know of | three, several barns, until they find 

come that are working well, but such | what they want, so they can cee a 
an organization must have brains in | dozen, twenty, forty or fifty horses to- 
itzelf to do the work and not let some | gether and have a chance to pick and 
man be paid two or three thousand | choose, and you can buy them for a 
dollars to come in and organize you | great deal less money. You can buy 
and sell you a horse and give him an-| first-class draft stallions in the barns 
cther thousand for the horse—prob-|of these importers and breeders at 
ably a good deal more than the horse | $1,500 to $2,500, better horses a good 
is worth. I have seen a great many | deal than these companies often pay 
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“Gov. Tillman’s Match,” 9432, first prize aged Clydesdale stallion at World’s 
Fair, 1904. Owned by McLay Bros., Janesville, Wis. 

horses sold to companies in the last; three or four thousand dollars for. 1 
three years in the state of Wisconsin | saw cne early in the winter sold for 
and I have not seen a horse that was | $4,200 to a company that was not as 
worth any more than half the money | good a horse as I could have bought 
he was sold for. If any have been sold | at the Chicago International Show for 
in the state that were worth their | 31.809 the day ne won the blue ribbon. 
price, I have not seen them, judging | After he won the blue ribbon, he sold 
from my standpoint. for $2,000. 

Organize yourselves into a company H s 

—that is the best way to own a stal- ow to Select a Good Horse. 
lion—all have an interest in him, send Now, how are we going to select a 
one, two, three or four of your best | good horse? I am going to talk quite 
norsemen down to some breeders’ or | largely on the draft horse, because he
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is the best horse for the majority of) not spring as that horse moves along 
Wisconsin farmers. A large roadster}on the road, I want a full, plump, 
is a good horse for some men, the | well-rounded foot, not too narrow at 
coacher is a good horse for some men, | the heel and not too wide, with a good, 

j and the trotter is a good horse for|tough shell upon it, and that shell 
| some men, but they are scarce, be-| thick and well fastened to the body of 
f cause you have to have a fortune to|the hoof. I want a properly sloping 
H keep him up. We will talk about the | pastern, that is, a pastern that slopes 

drafter. possibly at an angle of forty-five de- 
t Look for weight and quality. The/grees, or, if you drop a plumb line 
} market, when it talks about a draft|down the center of the leg, so that 

horse, means a horse that when he is| your plummet will fall a little behind 
: in good condition weighs 1,600 pounds|the heel. When your horse travels 
: or more, and the more weight, when/upon the road and strikes upon the 
} quality goes with it, the higher price | hard surface, either at a walk or trot, 

| he will bring. The horse of the draft/the jarring on a straight pastern 
: type that weighs less than 1,600] goes from joint to joint, from tendon 
} pounds drops into such classes as | to tendon, clear up the leg, but if there 
4 chunks, and down to 1,200 or 1,300/is a springiness in that pastern be- 

it pounds they are called chunks. If|tween the first two joints, that jar goes 
’ pretty, trim and active, nervy and |no further than the first joints. Again, 

a nicely finished, with style, he will} when we are speaking about the pas- 
: come into the class of expresser, fire | tern on the hind leg, if it is a straight 

le. department horse, etce., for which | pastern and you put that horse to a 
i 4 there is more and more demand, but|hard pull, the tendons naturally 
i] i they must be choice and full of nerve. | harden up and shorten up with the 
ie Then there is the buser, what they |hard work and pretty scon you will 

fi use on buses in foreign countries, and | have a horse that knuckles ‘over and 
q to some extent in this country. There | he cannot pull as much as if he had 

4 ; is a demand growing up for these | some slope to that pastern. 
i! smaller horses of tue draft type. A clean, fat leg, showing the tendons 
ia. I learned a little adage when I was | standing out, and, if he is the class of 

‘a a boy that has saved me some money | horse that carries hair on his legs, 
a in dealing with horses, and that is;then be sure that the hair covering 
ia this: “No feet, no horse.” When I/ upon that leg is soft, silky and wavy, 
at judge a horse, when I buy a horse,|not the short, kinky kind, such as a 

: when I look at a sire to use for breed-| negro grows on his head. The silky, 
iB ing purposes, I really look down at his | wavy hair indicates a good quality of 
ha feet first, then I look up at his top| flinty bone underneath and the short, 
1 lines, and then at the fat on his body. | kinky hair indicates a coarse, porous 
te You may buy a horse that is not | quality of bone underneath that cover- 
i: quite perfect in body and his top lines |ing. I do not mean to say that the 
i and with plenty of care and corn and | negro’s brain is necessarily that way 
f; clover hay and some molasses if neces- | under his hair, but the horse’s leg is 

i he sary (if you are going to let the other | that way, because I have cut them my- 
ie fellow have him pretty soon), you can | self, I have seen them cut, and I have 
df 4. fill up the weak places in his body, |seen invariably that very coarse anf 

i i but I never have found any way of fill- | rough hair on the leg shows a coarse, 
i ing up the places in his heels or his | porous bone, and clean, silky hair on 

| Y hoofs. So, starting at his feet, I want | the leg shows a flinty form of bone. 
| e a high, strong heel; a heel that will | A good, broad, flat knee. A wide
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hock. I am the most particular about The Back. 

the hock joint of any joint on the} | want a short back; but, you may 
horse—fully as particular as about the | say, how are you going to get a big, 
sloping pastern. Why? The hock|solid horse with lots of weight and 
joint has to stand the hardest strain power and have him short? No, I 

of any joint in your horse when you | would have him comparatively long 
put him at hard work. I want it wide | from the point of his shoulder to the 

; from the point of the hock, from the | point of his hip, but I would have him 
rear to the front. I want it compara-| short in the back, compared with his 
tively thin, flat and clean the other | length on the lower line, and you can 
way through, especially free from any | get that by having a pretty long hip 

- ’ r= a4 f 
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“His Royal Highness,” 10798, first prize two-year-old Clydesdale stallion at 
World’s Fair, 1904. Owned by McLay Bros., Janesville, Wis. 

looseness of joint and from puffiness|and having a shoulder with some 
and meatiness. I want the tendons slope. You may say that will do 
large, both below the knee and above.| very well for a trotter that has to 
I want him well muscled on the gas- | throw his leg out on an angle with the 
kins and up over the croup, and I do sloping shoulder, but a draft horse not 
especially want him well covered with having to do that ought to have a per- 
muscle over that loin; to my mind the | pendicular shoulder. We will admit 
next place that receives the hardest | that just for the sake of throwing 
strain after the hock is the loin. Be- | weight into the collar that a horse 
sides, there are two very vital organs | Should have a perpendicular shoulder, 
under those loins, the kidneys, that | put American and foreign buyers want 
need to be well covered with muscle. |.eyen a draft horse to have a good 

=
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walking gait, a free gait, and the|he is apt to be sulky. Again, we see 
horse that has a perpendicular shoul-| the opposite condition, a pair of ears 
der never gets his foot out freely and | tnat are close together, and especially 
straight, he is apt co have a bad gait, | jg they work nervously back and forth, waste action, he throws his toes in or | look out for that horse, for you will 
cut. If he has some slope to his shoul-| have a horse that is not very safe as 
der and some height to his withers, a rule, one that if you put a balky 
then he will get his feet up and get | griver up behind him will balk; one 
them straight ahead without waste that will become rattle-brained if 
action, therefore, I contend for a mod- something comes along that he isn’t 
erate slope to the draft horse’s shoul- used to. 

oe Disposition. 

ene Meche Disposition is indicated very largely 
A well finished neck, heavily right there in the brain development, 

crested. If I was talking about the and disposition means lots cf money 
sire, I should say, have him specially |in our horse. When I was a boy we 
well crested, as I have noticed that! ajan’t think half as much about the 
that is a good thing and indicates pre-| disposition of a horse as we do today. 
potency. Millionaires, people who are looking I want them as clean cut in the throt- for fancy teams, are willing to pay for tle as I can have them, with the wind- aicnosition. because they don’t want 
pipe showing out pretty plain from the | to have their familtes, their children’s 
muscle. You cannot have a thick, | tives endangered by having rattle- 
muscular draft horse as clean in the brained herzes, and other men are 
threat as your trotter or your coacher, ‘ooking for good dispositioned horses but have him as clean there as you | because they dence eare to have the'r can. Watch and see that the wind- Sne turnouts, their famey wagons, 
pipe is not hampered where it passes |hroken up by a horse that will get in between the forks of the jaw, have | »attle-brained. 
him wide in the jaw. Why? If these We want a large pair of nostrils to 
tarcats are affected at any time, it is | ‘ot plenty of air into that big wind- 
apt to leave tnem thick in the mem- vipe and into the big lung:. 
Lrane, thick winded, so I would Jay a - 
good deal of stress upon that. Side Bones. 

The Head. Now I have mentioned a few of the 
important points, but I forgot to say Then we want a medium-sized head, you should look ouc for the side bones with a large and bold eye, standing | 4, your draft horse. Foreign bvyers 

well upon the outside of the head, have been more particular than Amer- leaving a good width between the Jicans on the questicn of side bones, eyes, which I would have well rounded | +nq it is only a few years since some out. I would have it full also from the of cur best judges in America have eyes up to the ears, giving lots of room | heen looking out for side bones at all. for the brain, for we want brains in | jt is said that only a few years ago a the horse as weil as in the man or judge who has considerable reputa- woman. I would have a medium-sized tion as a norseman in this country, pair of ears, pretty well apart, on top was judging at a western state fair. of the horse’s head. Occasionally we | An exhibitor whose horse had been see a horse’s ears too far apart, lap-| turned down to second place objected ping over. Look out for that fellow, | that the judge had put the first prize 

~ a
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upon a horse with side bones, and itr “cre, and when they are bony and 
is said the judge went over to the| hard you have a horse that to some 
first prize horse and began to feel] extent will get sore as he works. You 
along his ribs, and he said, “This| can see it in the gait, and you can find 
herse has no side bones.” I saw an-| it when you take hold of those car- 
other judge who was called down in| tilages and try to move them. Do not 
the same way by placing the first| confound this side bone with a ring 
prize on a horse that had side bones,| bone, cr a partial ring bone. Ring 
and he went to feeling for the splints | bone is supposed to go clear around, 
just below the knee on the inside of | though not always. I have seen peo- 
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Grade Percherons at “Bonnie View,” Farm Home of D. Imr‘e, Roberts, Wis. 
Weight at 2 yrs, 10 mos., 3350 ths. 

the leg, and he found none. The side | ple ccnfound a side bone with a ring 
bene is just above the heel of the! bone. 
herse, it is a mere cartilage; it is put Another thing I should have men- 
into the heel, we believe, to give| tioned in relation to this is the hock 
springiness to the heel, to save in-| joint. It is the joint that throws out 
fiammation there when the horse] three-quarters of the troubles on the 
works and travels. Now, on low heels, | limbs cf our horses. If it is loosely 
ana especially on heavy horses, they |made, the chances are there is a 
put a good deal of weight on the heels, sprain and nature in mending that 
they get feverish there, and inflamma- | =prain produces what is called a bone 
tion sets in. Those cartilages harden spavin. Sometimes we get a blood 
and hecome bone in the effcrt of na- pavin, or it may be an enlargement 
ture to mend up the little strain, or | cf those sacs that hold the oil to lubri- 
make good the work of inflammation | cate the joint, and we usually call ita
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: wind puff, but it comes from a locse , have bought more than one-third of 
: joint as a rule, and a sprain upon the| the horses that have been sold to 

loose joint, and gives us thoroughpin | companies, because most of them have 
and bog spavins. some kind of a blemish, or some kind 

t = of a malformation. 
The Sire. 

: If we are going to raise horses, we Care of the Young Colts. 
should select our best brocd mares When you have bred your best 

and get the best sire we can secure | mares to the best sire you can secure, 
and do not stop for a matter of five or|then make up your mind to take 
ten dollars in the service. I have| proper care of the offspring. It does 
bought a few horses in my time. 1|not pay to go to that expense, to lose 

| remember two farmers who raised a|tue use of the mare and put up the 
i good many horses. One secured the|service fee, and then raise a poor, 
} service of a cheap sire, so long as he|scraggy colt. See that the mares 
} was big enough he did not care wheth-| nave sufficient exercise, good, nutri- 
} er he was perfectly made or bred, or | tious food, though not enough to make 
| not. His neighbor was always par-|them fat, and before the colt is to be 

; ticular to secure the service of a horse | born, if it is to be born in a box stall 
| that was well bred and full of quality,|in the winter time or early spring, 

and the result was that, notwithstand-| have the stall disinfected with some 
H ing they both fed about the same, the | good disinfectant. 
j man who paid the highest service fee| Have your bedding clean and all the 

and secured the service of the best |surroundings clean, as there is dan- 
a sire, sold his colts at least $25.00 in| ger of there being blood poisoning 

1 advance, and I think they averaged up | germs attached to the navel string of 
to $40.00 or $50.00 above those of the] the colt, even in good surroundings. 

; man who used the cheaper horse, and|I would dust it with some iodoform 
ie this demonstrated to my mind that | end boracic acid, half and half, that is 
, every farmer should be very, very|a good powder to have in your barn 

F careful about the kind of siré that he |to use on cuts and sores at all times. 
: a uzes in breeding his colts, as well as 

FE in breeding cattle, hogs and sheep. How to Train a Colt. 
* I was so much impressed with this As the colt grows up, start his edu- 

tnought from that time to this, that 1| cation when he is quite young. When 
5. have been an advocate of the Frénch | he is only a few hours old, I like to 
§ system, which is followed in some | put my arm around his neck and teach 
4 cther foreign countries, that is, of in-]him that I can control him, do it 
i specting the horses that are to go out | quietly and carefully, and he will not 

for public service. In France, they | struggle very much. You have given 
5 have to pay an inspection fee, and all|bim one lesson; it is a step in the 
; these horses are inspected by compe- | right direction, and a horse never for- 

] tent horsemen; they are given a li-| gets a lesson of tnat kind. I believe 
i cense to do business and they must | that is true if he gets a bad trick, and 
: be up to a certain standard before | you want to remember these things in 

i they can do business. An unsound | educating him. I like to put a little 
i horse cannot be used for public serv-| halter on him when he is a few days 
; ice in France. He must be sound, he |cld, and teach him I can control him 

A must be quite good in conformation, |that way. Do not put your strength 

y and I think if we had such a plan in| against his, handle him quietly, pull 

f the state of Wisconsin we would not | him forward by degrees, and when he 

; : 

W
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comes to you, pat him and give him a| the weakest side of the hoof and al- 

little sugar. Treat him kindly; he| lowing the other side to grow too 

will want a little of his own way; give | long. 

him a little, but give him a little more Keep him growing all the time, from 

of yours, outwit him. Treat him just|the time he is born until you are 

as you would your wife if you wanted | ready to put him on the market. If 

your own way and differed a little bit | possible, do not let him lose his colt 

with her, on the principle that you| flesh that he put on with his mother’s 

can catch a good many more flies with | milk. 

molasses than you can with vinegar. 

Teach him, as he grows older, to get The Brood Mares. 
used to straps, educate him little by Now, if you are going to use these 
little, put the bit in his mouth and | brood mares to do some spring work 
get him accustomed to that. Next|/on your farm, feed them lightly 
you check him up a little and then a|through the winter. Do not start in 
little more. Don’t jerk him up hard,|and feed them grain heavily just be- 
but get him used to the bit gradually,|fore you put them into harness. In- 
and if he is a little obstreperous and | crease their grain food a little, gradu- 
don’t come up promptly, put your ally, until you get them on a fair feed 
ropes on him and teach him that you] and work them through their spring’s 
can throw him down if you want to,| work, and ao not say, “I am going to 
and keep him down as long as you|turn them out in the pasture today.” 
want to. Some day just slip the hal-| Bring them in once a day and feed 
ter rope througn a ring in his tail,|them a little dry food, and then let 
so that he will have to walk in a cir-| them out in the pasture in the warmth 
cle, and he will begin to think that]of the day and change their food 
his master is a wonderful man, and gradually, both when you begin to 
it will do him good to think so. It] feed them and when you quit feeding 
won't do him any harm once in awhile|them on this grain. If you make 
to take him out and slip a big hand-| these sudden changes, you are almost 
kerchiet over his eyes, sometimes that | sure to have a lot of weak colts. 
will work wonderfully on a horse that Keep this colt growing; teach him 
balks with you. You must outwit] to eat oats and clover hay and to drink 
these horses, teach them in that way |a little skim milk. If you are going to 
and they will get confidence in you. show him at the county fair, the 

Never whip a horse, unless your | poorer your milk is skimmed the bet- 
best judgment says that one good, ter, so that when you wean him from 
sharp cut with the whip is necessary | his mother, he won’t know that he is 
to teach him some lesson, and then| weaned. It is better to wean the 
do not do it unless you have him] mother from him, leave him in the old 
where he can’t get away from you or|stable and take her out, so he is at 
get into trouble. home and knows where the oat box is 

Teach him to pick up his feet, so he | and where to get water. 
can learn to be shod, and then always The first year of the colt’s life is 
notice if they have not grown too|very important, therefore keep him 
much on one side, so as to throw him | growing the first year, keep him grow- 

. cut of balance, and if they have, trim | ing the second year, keep him growing 
off the parts that are too long, so as|the third year, and keep him growing 
to keep him standing squarely on his | the fourth year, and in that same year, 
feet. Many colts’ feet are spoiled by|if you are going to put him on the 
carelessness in letting them break off! market in the fifth year, feed him up
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i and get him fat. Fat covers a lot of;sold to Burgess & Son. He was the 
defects with horses. I don’t wan’t| champion horse for two years all over 
uim too fat if I keep him to work, but | this country. I have come to the con- 

' when the other fellow wants him, he | clusion that there are good horses in 
wants him fat. all breeds, but it is a good plan in one 

community to breed one breed, then . 
when you come to sell, teams can be 

DISCUSSION. sold and matched up better in the 
| A Member—What do you think of |ccmmunity, and let some other com- 

the Belgian horse? c munity take another breed. 
Supt. McKerrow—I have seen scme Mr, Duggan—The Shire, I believe, is 

very good Belgian horses and I have |a pretty good horse. If one farmer in 
seen some not so good. There are}a community would put $2,000.00 into 

! poor horses of all breeds. a horse, wouldn’t it be better for the 
| Mr. Duggan—If you believe in this|farmers to deal with him, knowing 

draft horse business, there are a great | him to be a strictly honest man? 
many farmers with probably eighty Supt. McKerrow—Yes, if you have a 
acres. Now, there are a good many | man who is public-spirited enouga to 
fellows going around selling horzes put up a couple of thousand dollars 
and they make the farmers think they | and buy a good horse, he certainly de- 

1 are pretty good fellows, and they dcn’t |serves the patronage of the commu- 
; look at the horses, they look at the |nity, but if you can’t get some fellow 
| 7 man. to put it up, club together and put it be 4 : Supt. McKerrow—You get lots of | up among you. 
ee peor horses, do you? Mr. Brill—What was the color of 

: Mr. Duggan—yYes, we do. tne team you saw sold in Milwauke2 
Supt. McKerrow—You spoke about | for $700.00? © 

a farmers having eighty acres. I am] Supt. McKerrow—They were a pair : not advising anybody to go into the |of dark grays. 
: horse business, but most any map Mr. Brill—And their weight? 

7 with an eighty-acre farm might keep Supt. McKerrow — About 3,800 
q a brood mare and raise a colt each | pounds I should think they would be, 

} year. from guess. They were very fleshy. 
‘ Mr. Duggan—These other fellows They were horses that on our farms r are advising us that we can keep forty | would weigh about 1,650 pounds, but 7 or fifty head of cattle and not bother they had a couple of hundred pounds 

i with horses. of flesh on them that really would not F Supt. McKerrow—Well, we have to | be necessary on a farm. 
E have some horses to do the work. A Referring to this chart, this horse 
; gentleman over there asks the ques- | was a prize winner. I think the art- 

tion as to which breed is the best. 1| ist has made a little more slope from 
have already said that there are good | the hip down to the tail than there 
cnes in every breed. I am not here to really was. We prefer, even in these 

e say that any one particular breed is breeds, to have them just about as i the best. I used to think when I cnly| straight on the hip as we can get ; had Percherons that that was the |them. 
i best breed or draft horses on earth, Here is another one that shows a lit- e and I hated Shires, but since that | tle better in that respect. That is a i time the best horse I ever owned, and | Clydesdale. Clydesdale and Shires, so a ene of the best in the country, was | far as general characteristics are con- 

i the Shire stallion Jim Corbett, that I| cerned, are very much alike. Here we 

P
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have another chart representing a, of exercise. It is the business of the 
high stepper, one type of coachers,| colt to grow bone and muscle as 
coming near the heavy road horse|strong and fast as he can. I would 
type in general conformation, only | give him a good feed of oats, and I 
with the heavy road horze we do not | like to put some bran and a little oil 
expect to get his knees and hocks so| meal in those oats to keep him 
high, but the high stepper must bring | healthy, and plenty of clover hay is a 
his knees and hocks high. fine thing for the colt, both for mus- 

Mr. Jacobs—rhat is of no value for|cle and bone. 
utility. That is simply because it is A Member—A neighbor asked me 
wanted by a certain class of people. | about a horse that stumbled, wanted 

Supt. McKerrow—It has utility be-|to know why, and I looked at it and 
cause it brings us dollars. That is all|in front of his knees was callous and of utility for us, if we raise them to} stuck hard with manure all the way 
bet ret ae ian down. I told him taat was the cause r. Scott—Izn’t there utility in the | o¢ the stumbling. 
crow? . ee Mr. Jacobs—I don’t think it. 1 See au vs ices oo 

Meare et lls aay Nee and SwDL MeKerrow=1 woud not un that ic what I call Sa . der any condition breed a filley before 

pes .,|She was three years old. She m‘ght 
ga ae See ar ee be large and well grown, but I would 
dolines we eb put oF i : “| prefer that they would drop the first 

e if 2 colt at four years. : Mr. Jacobs—Isn’t that action got up 
a good deal by practice? Question—Can you feed your colt 

‘* too much oats? Supt. McKerrow—By education, yes; eg a oe eee 
but if there is not natural action in i 
h * your colt lacks exercise, then you can the horse, you cannot educate him to feed him too much, but if he is getting 

ae i “ue Gaaulitte cn. all the exercise he will take every 

if yeu shoe him heavy all the time he day, I don’t think that you can. One ‘ » | of the best colts I ever saw had a self will get used to it, and then he won’t d. 
pick them up. Stepping him over coft teoier ~~ zai ol oe as ne i si ' ut he also lots of exercise, ani grcund when you are exercising him : 
wit do it, and then laying down poles he pew up. # wonderfully weil propor : : tiened, well muscled and boned coit. that he has to step over will give him Ewguid waless in food fice asiy since 
that action, but the kind of action that as Te eee 
is natural to the animal is the kind | ©@** of course. tian they can relish, that stays. that they will take readily and greed- 

A emter—Wal that hei a nore |Z, but ou fo Heep them non any that stumbles, driving him over | - - - D ot D poles? its legs go wrong, it was too fat, and 
Supt. McKerrow—Such a horse if it had not been a remarkably good, 
rateee active colt, they would have gone don’t usually have action enough to 

step over poles. ne zi 
A Member—How much do you feed Mr. Jacobs—Wouid you feed him your colt, how much can he stand in| this way until he became a fully de- 

the winter? veloped horse? 
Supt. McKerrow—He can stand all Supt, McKerrow—No, that colt only 

he will eat up clean when he has lots | had it until he was a year old.
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' Mr. Jacobs—This kind of feed just;loosen him and start him again. I 
' applied until he was a year old? would not advise buying stock foods. 

Supt. McKerrow—Yes, he had oats A Member—At what age do you 
{ after that. I would keep them all in| wean a colt? 

: good growing condition, but the first Supt. McKerrow—All the way from 
year is the most important year.|tnree to five months old. A three or 

' That year they are the most easily|four year old colt should not be 
stunted, and therefore they should be | Worked hard, because he is shedding 
the most carefully fed. teeth and is apt to get in a fever- 

| Mr. Jacobs—He will require as|ish condition that requires care- 
i much grain the first year as he will|ful feeding, some roots or oil meai, 

ever before he goes to market. and such hays as part clover and part 
Supt. Mexerrow—Yes, that is true. | alfalfa, to keep him laxative and 

| Mr. Jacobs—What would you do | cool. . 
with a stunted colt to start him grow- A Member—They generally run 

| ing again? down about that time. What is the 
} Supt. McKerrow—If I had skim milk | best to keep them up? 
| I would give it to him, and I would] Supt. McKerrow—I don’t know of, 
| pur some oil meal and bran into his | anything better than a little oil meal. 
| feed. I would feed him some roots | if they get down pretty bad, flax seed 

if I could, I would feed him up and! will be good, and a good pasture. 

t 

: a 
ie RESOLUTIONS. 

F The following resolutions were sub-| world in the quality of our butter and 
mitted by the committee and adopted|cheese. Canada and Denmark are 

i ; by the Institute: now getting better prices for butter 
Resolved by the Wisconsin Farmers’ | and cheese than we are, due, we be- 

; Institute in annual session at Kau-|lieve, to a system of inspection by 
kauna, which they are able to have cleaner 

That the thanks of the convention|and more sanitary creameries and 
i be extended to tHe people of Kau-|cheese factories and purer milk. 

f kauna and vicinity for the cordial re-| Therefore be it 
ception and entertainment of visitors Resolved, That we favor asking the 
and members of the Institute workers’ | next legislature to pass a law provid- 
force; also for good hotel accommo: | ing for an adequate system of inspec- 

, dations; efficient work of the local tion, to the end that the milk supply 
: committee in securing reduced rates,|shall be purer, and the demand for 

ha and help extended in carrying through | our dairy products greater, benefiting 
i one of the most comprehensive pro-|not only farmers, but all residents of 
La grams ever presented at a Round-up | the state. 

Institute, and especially thank the} Resolved, That in view of the great 
ie KAUKAUNA SUN for the enterprise | good to the agricultural interests of 

\ displayed in furnishing daily reports | tne country already accomplished by 
4 and programs of the sessions. the Experiment Stations of the sey- 
ae Whereas, Dairying being the lead-| eral states, and because of the steady 
Ny ing industry of Wisconsin, it behooves | increasing demands made upon them 

f the dairymen to keep pace with the | by the farmers for still greater serv- 
ie leading states and countries of the ice, we heartily endorse Bill No. 8678 

a 

;
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now pending in the House of Repre- Resolved, That the Superintendent 
sentatives and increasing the income | of Farmers’ Institutes be instructed to 
of the stations, and most earnestly |send competent persons to examine 
urge its early passage. the work being done in the trial or- 

Resolved, That the Superintendent | Chards of northern Wisconsin and re- 
of Farmers’ Institutes is hereby di-| Port on the same at the next Closing 
rected to forward a copy of the above | Iustiute, so it shall appear in the fol- 
resolution to the President of the Sen- | owing Bulletin. 
ate, the Speaker of the House, the| Resolved, That the farmers here as- 
Chairman of the Agricultural Commit-|Sembled commend the Wisconsin 
tee of both Senate and House, and to| State Board of Agriculture for their 
each Senator and Representative from | forts to maintain a high moral tone 
Wisconsin. to our State Fair. 

A year ago we asked the State Com- The purposes of such an exhibit are 

missién in charge of the Wisconsin and should be progressive and educa- exhibit at the World’s Fair to make tional in their nature and anything of 

liberal provision for our live stock ex- questionable mIOreiity: has no more hibit, and it is now place upon our Fair Grounds than 
Resolved, That we extend our|¥POD the campus of our University. 

thanks to said Commission for the| Resolved, That we favor a change in generous manner in which they have |°U" postal laws that will establish a 
responded to our request. parcel post and postal savings banks. 

Whereas, The northern part of Wis- We are paying the express companies 
consin is rapidly filling up with actual large sums for carrying small parcels 
settlers and home-makers, and tnat should be carried through the 
Whereas, The State Horticultural | ™@ils, and now that we have the rural 

Society is making an effort to have delivery, it is of more importance 

those people informed on the subject | ‘an ever that we have a parcel post. of fruit growing, so they will not be| Resolved, That Superintendent Me- 
imposed on by buying poor varieties; Kerrow .send copies of this resolution 

therefore, to our Senators and Congressmen. 

15 
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| WOMAN’S DEPARTMENT. 

; COOKING SCHOOL. 

Held at Kaukauna in Connection with the Closing Farmers’ Institute, March ; ; 15, 16 and 17, 1904. 

j Conducted by MISS ADELLA SATER, Orfordville, Wis. 

} Assistes by MRS. J. W. BATES, of Broad Ripple, Ind., and MRS. ADDA F. | HOWIE, of Elm Grove, Wis. 
? 

ia Stenographic Report by MISS NELLIE E. GRIFFITHS, Madison, Wis. 
iy i 

ti ——— es 

Fe FIRST SESSION. 
f Tuesday Afternoon, March 15, 1904. 

i. 

i : = Miss Sater—It has been said: “One 
c 7 > . of the most remarkable things in the 
b; world is the never-ending quest fer 

; fcod. Mankind has ransacked the 
ie whole earth; he has searched the ani- 
in " mal, the vegetable, and the mineral 

ie a / = kingdoms; he has ascended to the 
‘| i 5 very mountain tops, has gone down a i into the valleys, has dredged the ocean 
it | - »\ | bottom, in his hunt for food. This 

: i a | quest began ages ago and it still con- : a “4 | - “ eee tinues with all the keenness and anx- 
| Ba od aes | |iety of the past.” 

ql Pe be : Of course, food at first was eaten 
s CG raw. That goes without saying if man 

i Ss = invented fire. We have been told that 
&  -.- } tribes that cook their food are better ff Pe a \ off than eaters of raw meat; they are 
Ne * ‘ aes \\ more enterprising and energetic. 
a Ri ‘ aes tk mu y/ Cookery is the art of preparing food 1, a 4 y for the nourishment of the body. ie 2 et y Many kinds of food which in their hry Se #9 natural state hold valuable nutrients 
| a Miss Sater. in such form that the digestive juices at * ie 

ii 

i
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cannot easily work upon them, are so The first thing will be the dressing 
changed by cooking that they become| of the fish. Fish is cleaned at mar- 
easily digestible. ket as ordered, but usually needs addi- 

The cooking of food has much to do | tional cleaning before it is ready for 
with its nutritive value, therefore the | the oven. See that all scales are re- 
importance of proper cooking can] moved and then wash inside and out 
hardly be over-estimated. It is a mat-| with a cloth wrung out in cold water. 
ter of common experience that a well-|Do not leave it in water any longer 
cooked food is wholesome and appe-| than absolutely necessary. The juices 
tizing, while the same material badly | are extracted by keeping it in water, 
cooked is unpalatable. the same as in meat. After seeing 

Food is cooked to create a better | that the fish is scaled and cleaned, we 
flavor, to make it more digestible, and | shall proceed to bone it, which is not 
to kill parasites and disease germs.|as difficult a task as a great many 
Cooking swells and bursts starch housekeepers think. Indeed it is very 
granules, softens cellulose in vege-|simple. Remove the membrane which 
tables, and hardens albumen in eggs | we find covering the ribs by scraping 
and meat. It has been stated that a] with a knife; then put the finger un- 
large percentage of all illness may be/der the first two or three ribs and 
traced to improper diet. Hither the] follow to the end. Continue in this 
food principles have not been main-|manner until the bones have been 
tained in proper proportions, or the] freed from flesh on both sides. Then 
focd has been improperly cooked,}loosen the backbone. If the fish is in 
hence a knowledge of the composition | gocd condition, there will be little or 
and digestibility of foods is certainly | no flesh adhering to the bones. 
very essential. Question—Are you doing both sides 

The classification of foods and com-|at once? 
position of some of the common food} Miss Sater—I slip my finger in and materials will be discussed tomorrow | trace the rib right along, one side at 
afternoon. a time. 

Our program for this afternoon will] When bones have been removed, 
be as follows: sprinkle inside of fish with salt and 

stuff. 
Potato Soup > Stuffing. 

Baked Fish Egg Sauce Recipe. 
Corn Meal Gems Boiled Custard 2 . One cup cracker crumbs; one-fourth 

We will begin with getting the fish cup melted butter; one-fourth tea- ready for the oven first, so it will be spoon salt; few drops onion juice; one 
; ready to serve. teaspoon finely chopped parsley. 

Baked Fish. Onicn juice may be obtained by 
. rubbing the onion over a coarse grat- 

Recipe. er. I do not like the extracts; they 
Clean first, sprinkle with salt (in-|do not give the flavor that the fresh 

side), stuff and sew. Shape in form] onion does. 
of letter S. Place on greased fish This dressing may seem to you to 
sheet in a dripping pan. Sprinkle with | be very dry, but I think a dry dress- 
salt and pepper; dredge with flour. ing preferable for fish. You see the 
Bake in a hot oven, basting often. A| crumbs are not very fine. In getting 
four-pound fish requires about one] crumbs ready for croquettes, I put 

hour. them through the Enterprise chopper,
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but I do not like them too fine for| custard cooks the foam disappears, 
dressing. which is one indication that the cus- 

Sew and shape in the letter S. I do|tard is done. Another indication is 
not like skewers, as they are more dif- | the coating of the spoon. This should 
ficult to remove. Dredge the fish with | be watched carefully, for if the cus- 
flour and salt and cover head and tail] tard is over-cooked it will curdle. 
with greased paper to prevent scorch- | Should this happen, it may be restored 
ing. A four-pound fish should bake in | to a smooth consistency again by beat- 
one hour. Baste frequently with|ing with a Dover egg beater, but it 
water, butter and salt. will not be as thick as if not curdled. 

. . Add vanilla after custard is cooled, be- 
To Determine Freshness of Fish. cause much of the strength of the va- 
The eyes and gills should be bright | nilla will escape with the steam. 

and the flesh should be firm. 
Fish, with but few exceptions, is Meringue. 

less stimulating and Jess nourishing Recipe. 
than meat of other animals, but is us- . 
ually easier of digestion. It is less|_ Beat the white of eggs stiff. Add 
stimulating on account of the small |°%¢ 'blespoon powdered sugar for 
amount of extractives and less nour- ck 8B. Sue by encontnls cn water ishing owing to a deficiency in pro- which is hot enough, but not boiling. 
teids. Fish meat is generally consid- Remove from water with strainer and 

ered cheaper than beef. This is true wince ae = 
when compared with the more expen- “ e = 2 eee ee 
sive cuts of beef, but not so when the whites of Los eses. W 2 ee the 
compared with the cheaper cuts. yolks rs eee ae : nitale ci 

We will now make the custard, so it oo eg eee may be chilled before serving. much sugar than not enough. Allow 
one tablespoon of sugar for each egg. 

Boiled Custard. Adding a little salt to the egg makes 
it beat up quicker and lighter. 

Recipe. Question—Do you take a teaspoon 
Two cups sealded milk; yolks | or a tablespoon of sugar for each egg? 

three eggs; one-fourth cup sugar; Miss Sater—I take a perfectly level 
speck salt; one-half teaspoon vanilla. tablespoonful. All of my measure- 
Beat eggs slightly, add sugar and} ments are always level, whether a 
salt. Stir constantly while adding | spoonful or a cupful. Just a word 
gradually hot miik. Cook in double} about the measuring cup. I know you 
boiler until mixture thickens. all use them. They are a one-half pint 

Put milk in a double boiler to scald. cup and you can get your measures 
The scalding point is reached when very exact by using them. 
bubbles appear around the edge. Do not place the meringue on boil- 

Beat the eggs slightly, as a smooth- | ing water, as the albumen will become 
er consistency is obtained. Add sugar tough and hard. There is one general 
and salt and when milk is scalded add | 1ule to remember regarding foods con- 
it to the egg (instead of egg mixture taining albumen. All foods rich in al- 
to the milk) to prevent the egg from bumen, such as meats, eggs, milk, old 
hardening into lumps. Stir constantly | peas, beans and lentils should be 
while cooking. You will notice after | cooked below the boiling point. If 

‘ the eggs and sugar are added to milk | cooked so the albumen will be coag- 
a foam appears on the top. When the | ulated, but will not be tough and hard.
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: Albumen coagulates at a low tempera-|are not satisfactory, the cause is usu- 
ture. The white of egg is the purest | ally too much sugar, or are cooked too 
form of albumen. long. 

I think it is a little more dainty to] Question—Would you use the same 
have this meringue white instead of | amount of granulated sugar as of pow- 
brown, otherwise we could put it in | dered sugar? 
the oven and brown it, as we do for Miss Sater—Yes. the same amount; 

pie. cone level tablespoon to each egg. 
The age of the egg has a good deal} Drain the meringue to remove all 

to do with how it beats. A real fresh|the water. We will set the custard 
| egg beats up very easily. Insert a| aside until it cools. 
1 knife and if it comes out dry the egg 
! is beaten enough. Another test is to Corn Meal Gems. 
By beat the egg until the plate can be Recipe. 

; tipped without the egg sliding off. One-half cup cornmeal; one cup 
| Question—Do you prefer the pow-| flour: three teaspoons baking powder; 
I dered sugar to granulated? one tablespoon sugar; one tablespoon 

r Miss Sater—The powdered sugar | melted butter; one-half teaspoon salt; ij : makes a smoother meringue. I have | tnree-fourths eup milk; one egg. Mix 
used the granulated sugar, but the|anq sift dry ingredients. Add milk 
powdered sugar is better. gradually, egg well beaten and melted 
Question—I think what you are mak-| butter. Bake in hot oven in buttered es ing now is what we call “Floating Is-| gem pans twenty-five minutes. 

iq land,” is it not? Baking powder is composed of so- E Miss Sater—Yes; I have not known | dium bi-carbonate, cream of tartar, 
it by that name, but I think it is. Llana a drying medium, either flour or 

E believe for floating island the mer-| corn starch. Cream of tartar is ob- 
ingue is cooked by placing it on heated | tained from argols which are found in t milk instead of heated water, but the|wine casks. These specimens show 

, result is the same. the steps in the manufacture or refin- 
Question—Why do you use water in-| ing of cream of tartar. The first bot- if stead of milk? tle contains argol, the second shows 
Miss Sater—I think it answers the| where all impurities have been re- 

a purpose just as well. It is cheaper to} moved, and the third contains the 
; use water than milk, especially where powder. 

i city people have to buy their milk. When moisture is added to baking 
We will remove the meringue with powder, or to a mixture containing 

oy the egg beater. I generally use a| baking powder, a mixture known as 
; split cake spoon, but I will use the | carbon dioxide is given off and a solid 
i egg beater today to save dishes. A] known as Rochelle salts is formed. e part of a housekeeper’s work is to| Mixtures should not stand long after 
' save time, but we want to do our work adding the liquid, as the gas which is in a practical way. to make the mixture light will escape = Question—How many seconds should | before it reaches the oven. Always bd the meringue be left on the water? keep baking powder cans closely cov- 
Bs Miss Sater—That depends on the ered, as the moisture of the air will 

‘ia amount; the size of the egg has a|react with the baking powder, thereby f 5 good deal to do with it. You will have losing strength. 
4 to tell by the looks of it, it will look Question—Do you use any particu- ; dry. Be careful about using too much | lar kind of baking powder? 
! sugar in meringues. When meringues Miss Sater—Any good baking pow- 
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der. I generally use Price’s. I have Egg Sauce to Serve with Fish. 

used all kinds this winter, some of a 

them I have never heard of before, but Recipe. 
Price’s is what I generally use, al- Two tablespoons butter; two table 

though the Royal is very good. spoons flour; one-half teaspoon salt; 

We will mix and sift the dry ingre-| one cup milk; two hard boiled eggs. 
dients first, then add the milk gradu- Melt butter and when hot add flour, 

ally, the egg well beaten and melted |and cook until it bubbles. Then re- 

butter. move to double boiler, add the rest of 
Always measure flour after sifting.|the ingredients, and stir until thick. 

If the recipe calls for a cup of flour, eee ie a a higher bea 
it means sifted flour. In measuring|2ure than water, consequently the 
flour, be careful not to jar or ahake flour is cooked quicker. The eggs 
the cup, because it will settle and you |Should be dropped in boiling water 
will get more flour than by handling |#2 then set back where the water 
it as lightly as possible. One cupful will not boil, but be kept just below 

does not mean a heaping cupful, but the boiling point for twenty minutes. 

one level cupful. Tnat ae een ene ago aS to 

Chemical analysis shows that maize | °S85 Cooked in this manner as well as 
is fully as aes as wheat in all|in making the meringue. Boiling 
except its mineral ingredients. Maize | Water hardens the albumen and ren- 
is not only a highly nutritious cereal | 1's it less digestible. y 
from the chemist’s point of view, but} Question—How long does it take to 
has the further advantage of being prepare a medium cooked egg when 

very well digested in the human body. oe in water below the boiling 
It is also an economical food. We |? _ 
have white cornmeal and the yellow] Miss Sater—That depends on vari- 
cornmeal, but there is no difference |°US conditions; on the number and 
so far as the nutritive value is con-|*!z¢ of eggs, on the temperature of 
cerned. eggs (whether taken from ice box or 

‘ from warm room), and on the kind of 
We will add three-fourths of a cup 

ot milk quite gradually, the egg well pea ae puiog rar einstligaal 

beaten and melted butter last, because = “ s e 

when butter gets into cold mixtures it eee cee pare OO 
Eaves you have the milk heated? ~ 

é Miss Sater—It may be, but it is not 
Grease gem pans with clarified but- important. 

ter. Clarify butter first, because Question—You add it cold? 

the salt in the butter may make| ics Sater—Yes; I add it cold. 
the mixture stick to the pams.| Of course we have different kinds 
Clatify by melting butter so the|of sauces and different degrees of 
salt will settle to the bottom of|thickness. For a thin sauce we use 
the dish. If iron gem pans are used.| une spoonful of butter and one of 
they should be heated first. These|flour; for medium thickness, two ta- 
gems require a hot oven. blespoons of each to one cup of liquid, 

Question—Do you ever use sour]/and for a very thick sauce, for cro- 

milk in making cornmeal gems? quettes, etc., we use one-third of a cup 

Miss Sater—Not for this recipe. of flour and three tablespoons of but- 

Question—Do you ever use it for|ter. This sauce should be stirred con- 

graham gems? stantly until thick. 

Miss Sater—Yes; I have used it. Question—Why do you not make the
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' white sauce against the flame instead | Stock soups do not contain as much fF of in the double boiler? nourishment as was thought some Miss Sater—Because milk is very | time ago, because very little of the al- easily scorched. bumen is found in stock. Only the I Question—Is there any danger of | organic salts and extractives and a lit- the odor of the fish getting into the|tle of the soluble albumen (which we gems, baking them together? usually remove by straining) are 
Miss Sater—I think not. found in stock. Stock soups are stim: 

ulating and appetizing, Cream soups Potato Soup. contain more nourishment. i \ Recipe. In combining this soup, we will melt |! Cook three potatoes in boiling salted | the butter and add the flour and thea i water; when soft, run through ricer.|add to the soup. We combine butter ii Scald one quart of milk with two slices | and flour in this manner for two rea- ! of onion and a few pieces of celery|sons. As I said before, the flour is i and add to the potato. Melt two table-| more thoroughly cooked by adding it | spoons butter, add two tablespoons | to the hot fat. Secondly, if we dilute i flour mixed with two teaspoons salt|the flour with milk and add to the ! and a little pepper, and stir into the soup and then add the butter, the 1}? boiling soup. Cook one minute, strain | melted butter would float on the sur- } and sprinkle with one teaspoon chop-| face of the soup, which would be ob- it ped parsley. jectionable to most people, but if the ; Just a word about the boiling of the | flour and butter are combined in this potatoes for the soup. We know the manner this may be avoided. 
potato contains a great deal of starch,| For seasoning, we use a few slices of so should be put in boiling water. If onion and a little celery. The amount ' we examine a slice cut across the po-| of celery and onion used may be in- 7 tato we will find it consists of three 2reased or diminished according to the layers. The first layer is very thin, | ‘astes of the family. 
containing an acrid or poisonous juice, Cut onion and celery in small pieces, which is destroyed by boiling, or es- ‘ecause it will not be boiled. In us- capes with the steam in a baked pota- ‘hg celery, it is better to use the outer to. The second layer is also a thin] talks for flavor, because it will be layer containing the mineral ingredi-/strained out. You may use the cel- ; ents of the potato, so by paring the|ery salt, about one-half teaspoonful, : potato too thick much of this is lost. but it is not quite as satisfactory as ‘rhe third layer contains the starch. the celery. You can also use dry cel- Scientists tell us that “The starch ery leaves, which a good many house- grain of the potato is of specially large | keepers keep on hand for flavoring. size, and seems to be more easily at- Question—Do you mash the pota- tacked by the ferments than most toes? 
forms of starch, probably because 1t Miss Sater—I put them through the does not contain much starch cellu- | potato ricer. 
lose. Potatoes are, however, by no Always use the white pepper for means suited to constitute the sole, or | white sauces and cream soups. Black even the staple, diet of man. They|pepper is the whole pepper corn are much too bulky, and contain too ground, while in the white pepper the little proteid in proportion to their outer husk has been removed before starch.” grinding. It has a milder flavor. We have two classes of soup—those Croutons are very nice served with containing stock and those without. | cream soups. 

: 
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SECOND SESSION. 

Wednesday Afternoon, March 16, 1904. 

THE RELATIVE COST OF FOODS. 

. Miss ADELLA SATER, Orfordville, Wis. 

It is a common observation that no]the food then are to build up and re- 
more wonderful change has been|pair the various tissues of the body 
wrought by the civilization of the last | and to supply heat and energy for the 
century than the substitution of ma-|running of this bodily machine. The 
chine power for man power in the chemists, by analyzing the food, find 
work of the world. Within the mem-|of what elements each is composed 
ory of people now living the change|and whether it can be used to build 
has come with all its stages, from the up the body and by more intricate ex- 
flail to the smoothly running steam | periments whether it is useful for the 
thresher; from the carrying of grain | production of energy. 

- up the long flights of stairs of the We shall consider, briefly, the dif- 
elevator building to its elevation by| ferent food substances and for what 
steam or gasoline engine. each is fitted. 

This emancipation of man from so 
much drudgery of life has given great- Classification of Foods. 
er opportunities than ever before for Foods are divided into five classes: study and research. In no field has water, salts, proteids, carbohydrates this study been carried on with great- and fats. 

Lee eee ae co Water comprises nearly two-thirds 

sults been obtained than in the study of the weight of the body; trom this of human physiology and foods alone its importance as a food is ob- 
. vious. Further, nearly all the food 

preducts must be in a liquid form in 
Importance of Proper Food. order to be taken up by the blood and 

The human body is a machine and| nearly all waste products excreted 
avery complex one. The energy of | from the blood are in the liquid state; 
our bodies depends as much on the |it is water that acts as the solvent in 
food supply as the engine depends | both cases. Few of us drink any 
upon coal. We can no more expect to| where nearly as much water as we 
get the best results from the human should; one reason for this is the 
machine if supplied with insufficient | time-honored belief that the drinking 
or improper food than we can expect | at meal time is injurious to digestion, 
the engine to raise steam on poor | because of its action in diminishing 
coal. In several important particu-|the secretion of gastric juice. Ray- 
lars, however, the body is very dif-|mond says: “This idea is entirely er- 
ferent from the engine; one of these roneous, as water, even when cold, 
is that the body is self-building and| stimulates the gastric glands and 
self-repairing. The two purposes of|more of their secretion is formed.”
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} Since water is one of the most impor- | principal ingredients of the blood and 
tant ingredients of the body, it is es-| the muscles are supplied by this class 
sential that it is as nearly pure as|of foods. This is the only class whose 
may be; the impurities of water are of |members contain nitrogen, so it is 
two kinds, inorganic, or mineral, and|therefore spoken of as the “nitroge- 

t organic. The mineral matter in/nous” class. The most important 
water is what gives it hardness, and| sources of proteid are the albumen or 
while a small amount of it is not un-| white of egg, the casein or curd of 
desirable, excessively hard water | milk, and the gluten of wheat. Pro- 
often produces disorders of the stom-|teids are also found in some vegetable 

i} ach and intestines. But more to be| foods, as the leguminous plants, such 
4 guarded against are the organic im-|a3 peas and beans. > 
1 purities, among which are the bacilli The main work of the protein class 
i or germs of many diseases, such as ty-|is to build up the tissues. They are 
5 phoid fever. sometimes called “muscle formers,” 

rt While as a general thing the dan-| because the lean flesh—the muscle—is 
Ht gers of contaminated water are not so| made from them. They may also be 

great on the farm as in the large|used to produce heat and energy, but 
f cities, the conditions on many farms | this is of secondary importance. It is 
' are far from good. Often shallow |of especial importance that growing 
. wells near barnyards receive seepage |children should be supplied in suffi- 

from them, or poor pump platforms |cient quantities with nitrogenous 
i give opportunity for toads and other | foods, for in the growing body the tis- 

small animals to fall into the wells.|sues are being built up with more 
If there is the slightest reason for|than usual rapidity. 
suspecting the water supply, the only 

| safe way is to boil the water. One Carbohydrates. 
way in which many people are very = 
careless in this matter is in the use ombapgeterd vial esos wits 
of ice; people who would not think of Sean geente a i aoa 
drinking water from a pond do not of ae es pale . pecially abundant in vegetable foods hesitate to put the ice from it into the MG conlalas commacenble 
water which they drink. Freezing 8 a 

] + amounts of lactose or milk sugar, 
does not kill all the bacteria in water; 

i ; : which is a carbohydrate. Starches ; it has been found by experiment that hich are very abundant 
us the bacillus of typhoid fever retained and sugars W 

its vitality after being frozen 120 days. in food materials, are important food “|ingredients, because they form an 
. abundant source of energy. Nowhere 

ane Mieco in the animal body is cellulose found, 
: Another group of food stuffs are the | put it exists in many of the vegetables 

inorganic salts or minerals. Of these|upon which man relies for his nutri- 
there is not much need of speaking,|tion. It doubtless has very little nu- 
as the body is abundantly supplied | tritive value. 
with them from an ordinary diet. 

Fats. 

| coeate. Fats are found in milk, in butter, in 
This class contains some of the most | cheese, in the fatty tissues of meat, 

valuable of the food stuffs. The im-| and also in some vegetables, such as 
portance of the class is readily un-|the cotton seed and olives, and in 
derstood when it is known that the | various kinds of nuts.
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Fats and carbohydrates are the|he lives. A glance at the chemical 
chief fuel ingredients of food. Sugar | composition of milk, which is the sole 
and the starch of bread and potatoes} food of the infant, shows that the 
are burned in the body to yield heat| amount of proteids and fats is very 
ana power. The fats serve this pur-| much above that in the food of the 
pose, only they are more concentrated | adult. In early life, not only must the 
fuel than carbohydrates. waste of the tissues be met, but there 

: must be growth by increase of tissue. 
Cost vs. Nourishment. We might live entirely on proteids, 

If we wish to know which of sev-| or very nearly so, but it would involve 
eral foods furnishes the most actual! a heavy strain on the digestive sys- 
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A Home-made Plate Rack. 

nourishment for the least cost, wey;tem and would require the body to 
must not only consider the cost and|use the more expensive proteids to 
the amount of nutrient in each, but} produce heat in place of carbohy- 
also the digestibility and the amount |drates, which are cheaper and are 
of the nutritive constituents that the | suited especially for the production of 
body is able to use. heat. Again, a person might live en- 
We learn that a proper diet must|tirely on potatoes, but in order to get 

contain not only the various food-|a proper amount of proteid from them 
stuffs but must contain them in pro-|he would consume a disproportionate 
portion. These proportions will vary | amount of starch. There is a good 
considerably according to the age of| reason for the popularity of such com- 
the individual and his occupation, and | binations as bread and cheese, meat 
also according to the climate in which | and potatoes, corn bread and bacon—
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| the meat and cheese supply the tissue-) such use of all her materials who is 
| making foods, while the bread, butter | likely to make the mistake of leaving 
| and potatoes supply the energy. eggs almost entirely out of her food 

4 P ‘We admit that it would be difficult | supply, when they become expensive. 
F for a housekeeper to weigh each in-|Ii this economy were directed mainly 

gredient of the food she prepares, but | to limiting the use of eggs in desserts 
any one is able and ought to be able|or cakes, the economy might not be 
to give a little thought to getting} regretable, but the saving is usually 
something like a fairly balanced diet.} made by the more obvious method of 

\ Farmers are giving thought to this | omitting eggs altogether as a substi- 
; matter for their stock—might it not be |tute for meaf. The statement that 

f well also to give some thought to a|eggs at twenty-five cents a dozen are 
1 balanced diet for our families? cheaper than meat is true in a sense, 
} In the study of foods, careful com-|though not in the actual amount of 

parisons have been made of . the | nutrient obtained, as a smaller amount 
j t amount of nutrient furnished by differ- | of money is needed for the meal. 
Ht ent articles of food in proportion to Too often we have the idea -that 

} tne cost. When we buy food, however, | whatever is expensive is best. The 
{ we give little thought to nutritive | old maxim that the most expensive is 

i+ value, but think almost entirely of | cheapest may be true in other things, 
‘ flavor or novelty. It is the demands | but is not true in case of foods. The 

, of the palate and not the stomach|best food is that which will furnish ‘ 
{ that we pay for to a great extent. It|the most nutriment for the least 
‘ has been conclusively shown that a| money. 
i pound of round steak, if properly Of course it is impossible for peo- 

cooked, contains exactly as much nour- | ple to analyze the food that they buy, 
\ ishment as a pound of tenderloin,|but if a person is intent on going 

which costs a great deal more. Youjabout the purenase of food intelli- 
r will be surprised to hear that corn-| gently, there is abundant material for 

meal contains nearly as much nutri-|information. All of the researches of 
; ment as wheat flour, and if we take|the United States Department of Ag- 

the amount that one dollar will buy, | riculture are available in the form of 
wo shall buy more of food value in} bulletins, which any one can get on 

Btls cornmeal than in wheat flour. Still ! application. 
f we use very little cornmeal. A. N. Atwater says: “It is com- 
y Langworthy says: “Compared with | monly remarked by those who study 

: other foods, eggs at 12 cents a dozen|the conditions of living of people of 
were found to be a cheap source of | limited means in different parts of the 

; food value; at 16 cents a dozen they | country that for substantial improve- 
i were fairly expensive, and at 25 cents|ment of their household economics 

a dozen they were very expensive.” |two things are needed. They must 
But the value of eggs as a food can-|be informed as to the high nutritive 
not fairly be measured by the amount | value of the cheaper foods as com- 
of nutrient furnished alone. Many | pared with the costlier kinds, and the 
families of moderate means buy fresh | methods of cooking must be improved. 
meat for but one meal a day, usually |A great deal of fuel is wasted in the 
dinner, using for breakfast, bacon, | preparation of food, and even then a 
codfish or left-over meats, and for | great deal of the food is badly cooked. 
supper, bread and butter and cold/To replace dear food badly cooked by 
meats remaining from other meals. It | cheaper food well cooked is important 
is the thrifty housekeeper who makes |for both health and purse. To make 

i
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the table more attraetive will be anj Miss Sater—We have two kinds of 
efficient means for making the home| hardness, the temporary and perma- 
life more enjoyable.” nent. Temporary hardness is removed 

Refinement in matters of diet is | by boiling, but the permanent is not. 
quite as commendable as along other Question—Supposing your tea kettle 
lines; and when possible an attract-|was to become heavily coated with 
ive article of food should be given the | lime? What would you do to prevent 
preference over the one which merely | that? 
satisfies hunger. Miss Sater—I think I should be very 

Sete ts careful about washing my tea kettle 

and not let the crust form too often. 
eer To keep our tea kettle in good condi- 

Question—Would you have as much | tion is the only way to avoid it. 
meat in summer as in winter? Does Question—What do you consider . 
the difference in temperature make the best method of preparing eggs so 
any difference in regard to diet? as to get the greatest amount of 

Miss Sater—Yes, it certainly does. | nourishment out of them? : 
Age, occupation, climate, etc., have a Miss Sater—Put them in boiling 1 
great deal to do with it. We do not| water and set them back on the range 
need so much heat, especially the fat | where they will not boil but be kept 
foods, in the summer as in the win- just below the boiling point. 
ter. Question—Do you consider hard 
Question—Do you think raising | poiled eggs indigestible? 

water to the boiling point destroys the} Miss Sater—I think it is said when 
typnoid bacteria? the digestion is finished there is no 

Miss Sater—It is usually considered | difference between hard boiled eggs 
so if boiled long enough, but from the | and those cooked in any other way; 
bacteriologist’s standpoint, it is better | the greatest difference is in the length 
to boil water ten minutes three differ-|of time of the digestion more than 
ent times. Most germs are killed dur-|the amount. I think they are just as 
ing the first boiling, but those that | well digested in the end as any other 
are in spore form will develop after | kind, only it is a question of time, 
tne first boiling, so it is better to boil | it takes a longer time. 
the water three times to be entirely Mrs. Church—You just touched on 

safe. the subject of drinking water while 
Question—Do you recommend hard |eating. That is a subject that has 

or soft water for cooking purposes? | been discussed a great deal. Do you 
Miss Sater—Usually soft water, if| not think they mean, when they say 

you can get it in good condition. You | not to drink with our meals, that they 
know frequently we add soda to hard | mean not to wash the food down with 
water to soften it. water? I feel just as well to drink 
Question—What would you do if you| water with my meals, but I do not 

had to drink real hard water? wash the food down with it, I think 
Miss Sater—It depends on the de-| that is when it is injurious. 

gree of hardness. Miss Sater—I think it is as you say; 
A Lady—There is a great deal of|I do not think the drinking of water 

lime in our city water here and it is | with our meals is injurious, but wash- 
very difficult to boil beans and peas in | ing the food down with water. I think 
the water. Some people seem to| most scientists tell us that we should 
toink it is injurious. I think lime is | drink from three to five pints of water 
the principal ingredient. per day.
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i Mrs. Howie—Would not that afford stricted as to water and come out 
quite a good deal of nourishment? You | without loss of flesh; they can keep 

} know in cases of fever, cases where | up by drinking water. 
i} people are dieted, they are not re- 

—___. 

PRACTICAL TRAINING FUR WOMEN. 

5 Mrs. J. W. BATES, Broad Ripple, Ind. 

} A few years past it was thought all | useful in business affairs, but brings 
} tae chemistry a girl needed was to| peace and domestic prosperity to the 
f keep the dinner pot boiling, sufficient | home. 

; t geometry to go from one room to an-| The Siamese tailor was in need of 
other, and that science in its various}a practical training when he made 

{ forms was wholly unsuited to woman, | twelve pairs of trousers with a small, 
He but woman has so thoroughly demon-jround patch in the left leg of each 

strated her abiuty to cope with the | pair, precisely the same shape and in 
; practical issues of the day, that an | the same position, because the pattern 

education, or training, is almost abso-| pair had a patch in like manner. The 
i lutely necessary to her individuality:|same with a girl who was to patch a 
r As a rule, a training that is suitable | triangular rent and because the pat- 
4 to one sex is helpful for the other, and | tern was round, she cut the triangular 
f tue education and culture that is de-| rent round. 

rived from a practical training for ee ~~ 
ii men, will prove equally wholesome for| The Divine Ambition of Woman. 

} the woman, ana in all departments of} It is the ambition of every normal 
home work, a practical education will | girl to be the mistress of her home 
aau to woman’s usefulness and effi-|and the mother of a family. The 

q ciency; it will enable her to suggest {slum children of London play a game 
improved methods of management, |called “Fathers and Mothers,” in 

; and give her strength in every way. which they depict in their childish 
ie When Napoleon said that the great |and vivid manner the horrors of their 

A 4 need of France was mothers, he meant surroundings, whereas, if an educa- 
; the French people needed educated | tion of usefulness could be brought ! homes, presided over by women who about, the scenes of the play would be 
: had been practically trained, and the changed entirely. 

woman in New York who knew her The greatest wrong a mother can 
baby by the nurse who was caring for|commit is not to train her daughter 
it could well be an example of the|to some useful avocation. Education 
mothers of which Napoleon spoke. ts a running start, and the one with 

rractical training increases the use- | a practical one quickly distances the 
fulness of labor, and so contracts the | one without it. Like the boy during 
habit of indolence that idleness be-|an icy winter, the uneducated person 
comes intolerable, and when driven by | takes one step forward and slips 
cireumstances from their own special | back two. Practical training is the 
line, they readily find refuge in other | mother of invention; preparation is 

pursuits. Practical training gives|the key to success. It is the well 
method, punctuality and precision to | trained athlete who wins in the race, 
all lines of work, which is not only|but the practically trained woman 

i 
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who balances the home. Almost any | mills of manual labor and not indulge 
woman can cut out a garment when|in the fine arts; to the contrary, it 
material and patterns are at hand, but | teaches us to enjoy the fine arts the 
it is the trained seamstress that puts | more. Recenuy 1 visited a home 
- together in a well tailored model. where the young matron served me to 

a delicious dinner, prepared By her 
Practical Training Develops Power of | own hands, and then entertained me 

Adaptation. with delightful interpretations of Bee- 
In practical training the “why” is | thoven. 

made known, and tue power to reason 
is developed, rather than the power to| S°mce Avenues of Work Open to 
memorize. Practical training teaches Women. { 
the eye to see, the ear to hear, the] 4 number of practical avenues of 
tongue to taste, the hand to model, and | work have been opened for women tne soul to penetrate the Divine in all that are peculiarly adapted to them, 
things. The late famous Professor | ther than the shop and factory, which Dawson, of the Ohio Medical Col-| tne greater influx of women have 
lege, said the laws of surgery sought, work that is conducive to good have not set rules that can be|health and good morals, better asso- 
applied to every case, but  the|ciations, and a broader field for useful- surgeon’s training must be of such|ness. While a girl may become an i 
quality that he can improvise and use expert and make twelve shirts in one 
his brain to bring about first-clacs day, or one garment in eight minutes, 
results under various conditions. The | far better had she been studying horti- 
surgeon called to some remote hamlet | culture, dairy work, poultry raising, 
to perform some difficult operation | bee driving, or the cultivation of roses 
knows he will not have all the modern | or violets, for in these lines of work 
appliances for his patient that the|she is putting herselr above the dot : 
hospital would give, yet his training|lar value. 
is such that he knows that: certain 
drugs will act as disinfectants, a cer- The Law of Compensation. 
tain diet can be used with impunity, 
and that certain conaitions will yield We get in this world what we put 
certain results, whereas, if his patient ;into it; an eye for an eye, or a tooth 
had been in the hospital, he would|for a tooth, and the world judges us 
have changed his method of treat-|according to the mark of usefulness 
ment. His training is such, that he|we wear. The world is not asking 
can apply his science in any manner|you, who were your ancestors, what 
where found needed. did they do to enlighten humanity, 

Practical training does not mean|btt it is pounding at you, what can 
we must constantly work the tread-|ycu do?
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} : SOME DOMESTIC PROBLEMS. it 

Mrs. ADDA F. HOWIE, Elm Grove, Wis. 

It gives me much pleasure to meet, women are fast losing the sweeter and 
with the ladies of Kaukauna this after- |} better part of life, for with the mod- 
noon and to find in this audience rep-| ern demands of clubs and social duties 

b resentatives of both farm and city, pressing hard upon the time and 
; with the one laudable object foremost strength of any ambitious, popular 

: f in mind, and that the betterment of | woman of the present time, she must 
} our home life. When first informed | of necessity waver in her devotion to 
t that I was placed on the woman’s| nome interests and, if her husband’s 

| program for a talk, I felt greatly flat-| means be limited to the modest in- 
rt tered and when I still further learned | come of a monthly stipend, the prob- 
it that my talk would be designated as| lem of keeping up a creditable ap- 

' an “address,” in order to permit me pearance is of so vexing a nature as 
id to say whatever I liked, my pleasure | to defy all the subtle arts known to 

it knew no bounds, because in this In-| the up-to-date “beauty doctor.” For, 
| j stitute work I am usually kept in the | what woman who truly loves her hus- 

, cow barn or poultry house, and, when band, can complacently see him sacri- 
} : allowed an opportunity to air my | fice not only health and worthy am- 
iit views on any other topic, I felt quite bition, but drop to the level of a veri- 
Ht confident that at last the time had ar-| table toiler in the monotonous tread- 
r rived for me to distinguish myself, power of existence in order that he 

; 3 until now, when I stand before you a may provide the flimsy rounds to the 
rueful example of the old adage, “The | social ladder from which his wife and 
best made plans o’ mice and men aft daughters look down upon the more 

; gang aglee,” for when I search my] securely footed few who above all 
; brain for the beautiful thoughts and | things appreciate love and home, 
, helpful suggestions I would gladly Some women have formed an er- 
’ give to the women of Wisconsin, I | roneous idea of marriage and its ob- 
4 find it quite another proposition, for | ligations. They cherish the belief 

; the coveted eloquence intended to| that a man should deem it a privilege 
i charm all ears and stimulate your am-| to be permitted to wear out his very 
i bition, has failed to come at my call,| soul and body in an effort to provide 
; so, with your permission, we will put | them with a life of indolent ease and 

aside the word address with all its luxury. Yet, if one will stop to think, 
ponderous significance and call this a| she must quickly realize that there 
“heart to heart” talk on some of the| are two sides to the matrimonial con- 
perplexing problems of home life, for,| tract and the wife’s mission is equal 
after all, it is the seemingly common-| to, if not greater than the husband’s, 
place things that wield the most| for there is no more exalted calling 
weighty influence in moulding the| than that of the home-maker, and the 
purpose of our existence and yet| true home-maker not only contributes 
sometimes it seems to me that with| to the betterment of her own family, 
all our earnest striving for enlighten-| but holds in the hollow. of her hand 
ment and progression, we American | the destiny of a nation.
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One of the Vital Questions of the Day.) requirements of what by 1.3hts 
One of the vital questions of today | Should be a woman’s life book? Have 

is, Are American home-makers being|they been taught the masterful ad- 
lured by the will-o’-the-wisp pretext of | Vantage of self control? Haye they 
superficial intellectual advancement | been duly impressed with the golden 
from their posts of duty? Is not a] value and the necessity of cultivating 

cultivation of heart and morality more | cheerful nature? Have they been 
essential to the youthful education of | trained to respect the homely labor of 
a wife and mother than a later day| housekeeping, or have some of the 

cold-blooded absorption of dead lan-| most important practical requisites 
guages? What matters whether the} been overlooked and neglected in a ' 
Greek temple of the past century was | less worthy ambition to endow them { 

supported by five pillars or by as| With superficial accomplishments, that 

many thousand, so long as iue Johns | Shall but momentarily appeal to reck- i 
of today are supplied with comfort: | less, unstable manhood? 
able abiding places and well cooked, The average mother-in-law of today 

nourishing meals, served on time] exactingly requires that her son’s 

with the accompaniment of a cheery | wife possess all the virtue of the past 
wife to pour the tea and dissipate th: | and present generations. She must 

clouds of business despondency?| practice the frugality and industry 
What matters how many wives a de | notable in the Puritanical genealogy; ' 
generate &ing of a by-gone period|she must ever be mindful of John’s 

might have seen fit to take unto him-} needs and wishes, cheerful and digni- 
self, so long as the wife of the pres-| fied under all circumstances; her fi- 
ent time, by loving, thoughtful deeds | nancial ability must be quite equal to 

and womanly wiles may make her | the strain and test of making one dol- 

husband so comfortable and content | lar do the work of two, for in no case 
that he will readily believe her su-} must the earnings of a son be flip- 

perior to all other women? What|rantly wasted by any one, above all 
matters if the hat and gown are not | by one who, even as a girl, might have 
the latest mode so long as she can | fallen short of the ideal type evolved 

make herself pleasing in John’s eyes} in the mind of John’s mother. 

and her conscience is not chaffed by; It is so easy for one to point out the 
the certain knowledge that, in order | rigid lines of duty for a neighbor to 
to compete with others whose dollars | follow, but let us be honest with our- 

far outnumber her own, her extrava-| Selves and pause to ask if we are 
gant demands are sapping the very | rearing our own daughters to a simi- 

heart-blood from his precious life? O,| lar standard of usefulness, in order 
what are all these senseless cravings| that they may make suitable help- 
for undue knowledge and power com-| mates for our neighbors’ sons? Have 

pared to the peace and happiness of a| We taught them to regard the prac- 
husband one loves! tical duties of home-making as com- 

. mendable accomplishments, rather 
Another Pertinent Question to Con-|inan debasing drudgery? Have they 

sider. been so thoroughly instructed in the 
Another difficult question to con-| higher branches of housewifely educa- 

sider is, Are we bringing up our|tion that they can readily recognize 
daughters in a manner that shall best | the ethics of art and science in expert 

fit them for home-makers? Are they | cookery, dishwashing and scrubbing? 

being trained to acceptably fill all the} Have they been taught to carefully 

16
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| discr:minate in the nutritious values | =pectful, quick, willing and obliging, 
i of different foods so that our neigh-|a girl of intelligence, one who will 
f bors’ sons may not suffer impaired di-| take a personal interest in all family 
i gestion and see their incomes squan-| affairs, yet of sufficient tact to draw 

dered by a thriftless companion who,|the line so deftly that there shall 
because it is an easily and quickly | never be the slightest hint of undue 
prepared meal, will substitute aj familiarity, and, with these modest 
baker’s loaf and a can of meat or fish| demands standing out boldly and 
for the less expensive but far more] clearly, the self-satisfied American 
satisfying soup bone, wisely simmered | housewife of today fretfully or earn- 

f : into a delicious broth and served with| estly wonders why young women 
we wholesome vegetables? Have they| whose social and financial status has 
: ' been given painstaking instructions | clearly designed them for cooks and 

} i as to the best methods of sweeping | housemaids, should unhesitatingly pre- 
} t and dusting a living room, of venti-| fer the mechanical toil of shop or fac- 
| lating and caring for a sleeping apart-|tory, when so many homes stand woe- 
} { ment, to properly air and make a bed | fully in need of their service and, with 
it and the numerous other requisites to| tne American estimate of money, can- 
; ; good housekeeping? Yet, even the} 1ot comprehend why the generous of- 
} ; most perfect housekeeper may be an | fer of a stipulated sum, together with 
tly utter failure as a home-maker if she | board and washing and a home, should 
| } has not been taught from infancy to} be promptly scorned by thosg who are 
it respect the rights of others and the’ evidently intelligent enough to appre- 
i real value of a sunny disposition. Un-! ciate the offer. The aggrieved house- 
iit til we have mastered these urgent | wife is unable to fathom the perverse- 
i ; problems, let us not delve into the! ness of a nature that will be content 
He mysteries of past ages. | with less wages and that places no 

i A Third Vexatious Problem. | ae oem oe OS eS 
Another trying question of the day, While we consider this perplexing 

ip and one that is proving vexatious to subject, let us turn back a few leaves 
} those who live in cities, as well as to in the history of an independent na- 
, those who live in farming districts, is tion, for somewhere in the constitu- 

Mh the difficulty experienced in securing | tion may be learned that the birth- 
i i desirable help, and the housewife who | right of all men is to be born free and 
oP sees the needs of her family rapidly | equal, and, while progressive women 
i spreading beyond her own strength | have been eager to claim every right, 
i and time beseechingly turns to those| many have never recognized this 

who are willing to exchange brawn| great boon as a universal privilege. 
and skill for an equivalent in hard,| This is America and in our land there 

i cold dollars, and voices her disap- | is supposed to be no class distinction, 
pointment in a wail of reproach, for | for the humble plowboy of today with- 
only too often is the service as un-| in a decade may occupy the presiden- 
yieldingly rigid as the coin itself | tial chair with dignity and honor. 

If we stop to reason a bit, we will in] Yet we women, in our wild, stamped- 
the first place ask, what do we ex-| ing flight of progress, have cast a 
pect for the money we must give? | smirch upon the most exalted sphere 
The composite answer undoubtedly | of womanhood; we have placed the 
will be, a girl of good moral charac- galling brand of a menial servitude 
ter, skillful, economical and neat, re-| that savors of bondage upon a call- 

}
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ing that by rights should rank with, is branded with a mark that forbids 

the fine arts. all social recognition. It is expected 
It is the commendable ambition of| that she will lay the table with the 

every womanly woman to be es-| practiced eye and delicate skill of an 

teemed and, so long as an ignominious | artist, and, in this hour of scientific 
ban is indiscriminately placed or| research, a thought must also be 

. those whose natural inclination might| given to nutrition as well as appear- 
lead them willingly to adopt a calling| ance in the masterly cooking of the 
that must serve to better qualify them| viands, and after we have good-nat- 
for their future life work as wives and uredly praised or irritably condemned, 
mothers, they will stubbornly rebel at| in accordance with our mood, she is { 
accepting service under such condi-| permitted to snatch a hasty meal from { 
tions and learn to distrust the woman-| the bare boards of the kitchen’ table. 
ly instinct that prompts a thoughtful| Her room, if it may be dignified by I 
interest in the manifold details of} that name, is usually the storehouse ‘ 
housework, for if the mothers and| for such rickety furnishings as have- { 
daughters shrink from performing the| ceased to be desirable in any other 
practical labor of housekeeping and| part of the dwelling. Too often it is | 
regard this work as debasing, can| sparingly warmed and poorly lighted. 

. they expect in this age of liberal free| Us course, after her work is done, she 
education that any self-respecting| may sit near the open door and listen { 
American will deliberately select a| to strains of music that come from the 
vocation that is shunned by those| room where, by her effort, the family ' 
whose personal interest, if nothing| have been made comfortable and { 
more, should seek to uplift even the| cheerful, but even then she runs the | 
commonplace duties of home-making?| risk of being classed an eavesdropper. j 
What reward do we offer for the] She may scrub the front porch with ’ 

intelligent, capable housekeeper of to-| the skill of an adept, and polish the 
day? A few paltry dollars and an in-| doorknob until it joyously refiects her : 
difference bordering on contempt | honest face, yet her entrance and exit | 
The opera singer who takes our| in this home must ever be through its { 
money in exchange for a few hours| rear door. The young man who con- { 
of amusement, the artist, the writer,| templates removing her in the far or 
all toiling for the dollars, may be]near future to more congenial sur- \ 
feted and dined. One will go to no|roundings, may find himself embar- 
end of trouble and expense to show | rassed while stammering out his care- 
due appreciation for ability and talent | tully rehearsed proposal by the sud- 
of this order, and yet even in our elas-| den appearance of ill-mannered, gig- 

tic, democratic scale, there is no place} gling children, who later, when the : 
whatever for the young woman who| couple go for a quiet stroll, are quite 

skillfully prepares the meals, keeps] likely to shout at the top of their 

the house immaculate and comfort-|iungs, “there goes our hired girl!” 

able, and by her cheerful willingness} Can we wonder that a sensitive na- 

to cope with emergencies adds daily|ture, or a self-respecting woman 
to the welfare and happiness of a fam-| would prefer less humiliating, if not 

ily. She may be intellectual and mod-| more congenial employment, and the 

est, her morals above criticism; she| girl who is sufficiently intelligent to 

may dress neatly and with becoming] meet our requirements will not be 

taste, but, so soon as she has accepted | apt to seek a situation that is looked 

a place in the average household, she| upon as beneath the consideration of
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it cultured womanhood, while many a the day and hour to which we should | weary toiler at desk and counter has| give our most earnest thought and Hi paid from meagre earnings the price| when the women of our land, the rich ; for a term of physical culture lessons, | a; well as the poor, shall make house- i] when the same amount of exercise| wifely accomplishments, the sword Hy devoted to wielding a broom or brush| and buckler of their independence, Hh in the practical course of caring for] when womanly justice shall triumph ii a home would have resulted in a two- over degrading tyranny, when they iH fold benefit to the family. shall loyally uplift, not by expressed la It is true that a few trustworthy | sentiments alone but by actual exam- a foreigners are now to be found in the ple, the standard of home life, when if American kitchen, but the class dis-| ye shall eliminate from the American | i tinction of a monarchial government vocabulary the word “servant” and | | has been so thoroughly bred into} substitute the more acceptable term ip their lives that it has deadened a of “help,” when we have unsparingly if sense of value for equality se dear to catechised our better selves and it the American heart. Another gene-| learned to respect the intelligent iF ration reared under the influence of | brain and trained hand, when morality u Progressive snobbishness will evolve | shail be esteemed above wealth, when | a factory girl, who will heartily loathe | we shall place the one who wisely i the mere mention of her mother’s| ministers to our physical needs on a Hes early day employment and who, in par with those who cultivate the mind i Yq turn, will guide her own daughter into | and stimulate the ambition, then, and if almost any other channel rather than| not until then, will this land teem r the womanly vocation that should be} with willing, cheery home-makers, to Hi carefully fostered. whose loving hearts, dainty hands .) and practical wisdom may be safely q The Solution of These Problems. entrusted the honor and welfare of a ! i These are some of the problems of | nation. 
i} 
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THIRD SESSION. 

Thursday Afternoon, March 17, 1904. 

We shall begin this afternoon by There are two kinds of cake mix- 

making the chocolate cake. This is|tures, those containing butter and 

not a Devil’s Food, but just an ordi-|those without butter. Some cakes 

nary chocolate loaf cake and is a very |2re raised by air. Sponge cake is au 

satisfactory recipe; is made quicker|example of this, as genuine sponge 

than Devil’s Food, and may be made | cake contains no rising properties, but ; 

in layers and with a boiled frosting,|is made light by the quantity of air 

or a White Mountain frosting, but this | beaten into the mixture. Some cakes | 

afternoon we will bake it in a loaf. are raised by carbon dioxide. Butter | 

eakes are an example of this. The 

Loaf Chocolate Cake. method of making butter cakes is as ' 
Recipe. follows: Cream the butter and sugar, 

then add the egg well beaten, if the 
One and one-half cups sugar; ON€-| whole egg is used. If eggs are sepa- / 

half cup butter; one-half cup sour] rated, add the yolks at this stage and 

milk; one teaspoon soda dissolved|/+he whites after the flour has been | 

in milk; two eggs; four tablespoons | added. Then add the flour and milk j 
grated chocolate. Pour over the|ajternately. If you add a little flour ' 

chocolate a scant one-half cup boiling |pefore the milk the mixture will not . 
water, two cups flour, one teaspoon | curdle. 

vanilla. Good butter, fine granulated sugar, ' 
We start with one and one-half cups | fresh eggs and pastry flour are essen- 

of sugar and a half a cup of butter. 1) tials for the best cakes. Pastry flour 
do not melt the butter, but soften it @|) makes a more tender cake, but very 

little, so I can measure it easily. 1!|catisfactory results are obtained from 

try to pack the butter in measuring, | bread flour. 

so there will be no openings, for if} In making this chocolate cake, I do | 
there are we do not get a half a cup|not separate the egg, but beat the 
of butter. whole egg very light before adding it 

Question—Is there any objection to|to the butter and sugar and then con- 
melting the butter? tinue beating the mixture until very 

Miss Sater—No. light. I find the results are equally as 

This is one advantage of having a|good as when the eggs are separated 

tin measuring cup. In measuring|and there is surely a saving of time. 

liquids it is all right to have a glass Loaf cakes require rather more flour 

cup, for you can look through it and|than layer cakes, for the reason that 

see whether it is just on the line, but|it takes longer for the heat to pene- 
for measuring butter it is better to} trate the loaf and this addition of flour 

have a tin cup, so you can put it over|holds up the air cells until the heat 

tne flame and turn the butter out|sets them. 

easily and not have it sticking to the 1 know that great care must be 

sides of the cup. I am not going to| taken in the measuring and combining 

melt it, but just heat 1t on the sides, | of the ingredients, but the baking of 
so it will turn out. the cake is more critical than the mix-
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} | ing. I think more cakes have been Question—Do you use Baker’s choc- ; spoiled in baking than in mixing. If|olate? i cake is baked in too slow an oven, it} Miss Sater—Yes. r will rise over the sides of the tin and Question—Have you ever used become very coarse grained. If baked | sweet chocolate? iW in an oven that is too hot a crust will Miss Sater—I never have; I do not form before it has risen sufficiently | think it would be as good in the cake. and in its attempts to rise breaks Question—Do you ever use cocoa in through the loaf. Cake will also crack | cake? 
on top when the mixture is too thick.| Miss Sater—I never have. It is not In baking a cake, the baking is di-|as rich as the chocolate, as much of vided into four periods. The first |the fat has been extracted in cocoa, E quarter it should begin to rise; second | but some people do use it. i quarter should continue rising and be | In greasing your cake tins, you f gin to brown; third quarter should |know that salt makes the mixture fb continue to brown, and fourth quarter | Stick to the tin, but if you will melt | f should shrink from the sides of the|the butter you can use the clear 1h tin. 

grease that floats on the top. I have ; { : Question—How can you tell when|@ new tin today and [ suppose it will [ the cake is baked? stick, it usually does. H Miss Sater—I think a very good test| Question—Do you ever use cake | is that when the cake is done it will | Pa0s with removable bottoms? | | shrink from the pan. This is not a| Miss Sater—Sometimes, 7 sure test for rich cakes, as pound H cakes and fruit cakes. Some test Jerusalem Pudding. » with straws. I think it a very good Recipe. || toa oa ep em aha’, O8@ tablespoon. gelatine disrve nt ready for use. 
r blespoons cold water. 4 

Add to one-fourth cup chopped dates 4 Question—Do you always beat your and three figs chopped fine. Set il, eggs whole for cake? in double boiler and heat until soft. He Miss Sater—For some kinds of cake. Boil one tablespoon rice in one-half | Question—Don’t you think it im- cup water fifteen minutes. Drain. 4 Proves the texture of the cake to add Whip one cup cream and add to it the ! tne whites last? rice and one-third cup powdered | ¢ Miss Sater—Not necessarily. sugar. Lastly add the chopped fruit Vy Question—Does it make any partic- and the gelatine. Flavor with one ular difference whether you always | teaspoon vanilla, 
i stir your cake one way? Before whipping the cream, we will Miss Sater—It is more natural to put the gelatine to soak and boil the stir a cake that way. When the | rice. After the gelatine is dissolved, whites of the eggs are added last, they we will heat it with the chopped fruit should not be beaten but folded in. in a double boiler until soft, Question—In order to fold a cake, Question—Could you use Jello in- don’t you always have to have the | stead of gelatine? 

flour and baking powder thoroughly Miss sater—No, because Jello is sifted? 
flavored and is sweetened and we just Miss Sater—Yes, when we use bak- want this to stiffen the pudding. : ing powder. I am going to use soda Question—What kind of gelatine do 3 in this cake. you use? 

; 

i} 
2 Pig
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; 
Miss Sater—This is Knoxes. This,this we heat the fruit with the gela- 

will dissolve very quickly, because it | tine. 

is the granulated gelatine. Dissolve Question—You could use _ sheet 

it in four tablespoons of cold water. gelatine if you wanted to, couldn’t 

For this pudding we use boiled rice. | you? 

Just a word about the boiling of rice. Miss Sater—Yes, and it is cheaper 

When rice is boiled properly, the|than the granulated, but a little more 

grains will be whole and white and|difficult to handle and measure. 

not the dark colored, mushy mass}Three level tablespoons of gelatine 

which we so frequently see. Rice] equals one ounce; one ounce equals 

should be boiled in a large quantity |six sheets; one sheet equals one and 
of water. Do not put the rice in until | one-half teaspoon. Do not use a prep- ! 
the water boils, because, as we have |aration that is sweetened or flavored, { 
heard repeatedly, all starchy foods| because we want to flavor our pud- i 
should be cooked in boiling water. Do | ding. ; 
not stir while boiling, at least only a We have two kinds of cream, the ‘ 
very little to keep it from sticking to|thin or strawberry cream, and heavy q 
ile bottom, but there is not a great|cream. Double cream should be di- ‘ 
deal of danger of it doing this if|luted. Real heavy cream should dou- ] 
plenty of water is used. bie and sometimes treble its bulk 

Question—Do you soak your rice|when whipped. It is rather difficult 
before you cook it? to whip thin cream, unless it is thor- { 

Miss Sater—No, but I wash it. oughly chilled. [I think the most con- f 
Question—Do you boil it in a double | venient way of whipping cream is in f 

boiler? a double boiler, putting ice water in , 

Miss Sater—No. If you watch it, it|the outer dish. j 
will not burn. Question—Is it better to have cream q 

Question—Can you use rice that isas rest ear nears old for whipping 
been boiled the day before? ath — ee: i Miss Sater—Yes, if you have iss Sater—Very much better. 
enough: Add to the whipped cream the rice ‘ 

¢ : which h e j Question—Would you like a bint} i, ae Le ae ae as u > pped fruit and gela- from the “Heathen Chinee” about how tine, which should be folded in, and 
; to cook rice? They parboil it and then ‘astly the flavori . 2 ing. Set away in a steam it. It is so much easier, you 2001 place until th ixt ' 

don’t have to watch it and you will] ~ eae Sea I am frequently asked how man: : 'y have it just exactly as you want it. this single recipe will serve. It will Miss Sater—Yes. It is sald no peo- serve six 7 : or eight. Of course it will ple cook rice so deliciously as the na- iepend on hi ss 

tions of the orient. At the Columbian |, a ae coven sou. Seeve, hat 
it is a very rich pudding and after a Ex position, the Japanese not only hearty dinner I di 

brought their own rice, which they = : jo not think you 
would want a very lar; amount. think superior to any other, but also > 4 thste ‘cooking Utenatia - This may be moulded and is very 

. pretty in a melon or ring mould. 
As the fruit and rice are nearly} Question—Can you make it on Sat- 

ready, we will begin to whip the] urday for the Sunday dinner? 
cream. The fruit has been dissolved] Miss Sater—I think in the winter it 
with the gelatine in the upper portion | would be possible to do so, but I would 
of the double boiler. In making lemon | not like to do it in the summer time 
jelly, we add boiling water, but for|on account of the cream. 

.
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; We use one-third of a cup of pow-) yolks of the eggs for the dressing, 
: dered sugar, but you can use the put it in a quart or pint can, seal it ; granulated sugar, although it will not up and keep it in the refrigerator. 

be as smooth as with the powdered | The cream, however, should not be ; sugar. added until the dressing is to be used. . Question—Is that the same kind of |I think dressing made with just the | sugar that you use for frosting? yolk of the egg is better than that ) Miss Sater—No. If I make boiled|made with the whole egg, it is . frosting, I use granulated sugar, but | smoother. 
for frosting made with cream we use Question—Do you use dry or pre- 
the powdered sugar. pared mustard for the salad dressing? 

E Question—The recipe calls for one- Miss Sater—I think dry mustard is at fourth cup chopped dates. Is that be- preferable to the prepared mustard, A fore they are chopped or after? as it gives a better flavor and a better fh Miss Sater—After they have been | color. 
ti chopped. Question—Do you use any particular 

th Question—Could you use any other | brand? 
; {,: kind of fruit that you would like? Miss Sater—Any good brand. 

t Miss Sater—I am frequently asked In cooking the salad dressing, it is HW if you could use pineapple, but if I placed over boiling water and cooked if did I should use more gelatine, be-| until the mixture thickens. The dress- } i} cause there is more juice. I have not ing should be stirred constantly, be- if tried it, but I think it might be very |cause the egg will thicken and stick 
al good. to the side of the dis] and it is better 

It is better to stir this pudding once |to stir it continually. A salad dress- i, or twice until it begins to stiffen, so ing is something like a custard. If { 4 the fruit will not all settle to the bot- you cook it too long, it will curdle. It ii 2 tom, then leave it so it will mould. |is always better to cook it over heated 3 I will make the salad dressing now, | water. 
ie because I want to chill it before we] For this salad we shall use celery, a a add it to the fruit. apples and nuts. The apples are cut 4 ‘ into small cubes and the celery in 
i Boiled Salad Dressing. small pieces. The nuts are broken 
4 Recipe. into small pieces. Today I am using 
a Mix one-half tablespoon flour; one-| about equal proportions, although the 
t half teaspoon salt; one teaspoon | proportions may be varied. I seldom 

1 mustard; one tablespoon sugar; and | chop ingredients for a salad, as a 
i a sprinkle of pepper. Add yolks|mushy looking salad is not appetiz- 

of two eggs; one tablespoon melted | ing. 
; butter, and one-fourth cup of vinegar.| Question—What kind of nuts do you 

Cook over boiling water until mixture | use? 
thickens, strain and cool. After the| Miss Sater—English walnuts. 
dressing has cooled, whip one-half cup | Question—What proportions do you 
of cream and add to it. use? 

Question—Could you make a quan-| Miss Sater—Equal proportions of # tity of this dressing and keep it any |apple, celery and one cup of walnuts. i length of time? Question—How much have you 
; Miss Sater—Yes. A good time to| there? 
{ make salad dressing is when you are| Miss Sater—Five or six apples, : making Angel Food, or when many | about two bunches of celery and one 

egg yolks are left. You can use the cup of nuts. . 
4} .
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Apples discolor very quickly when | nants or pieces of meat left from one 

pared. This may be prevented by|or two preceding meals, and it is the 

| sprinkling with Temon juice. thrifty housekeeper who will use this 
| This salad may be served on a bed|cold meat so that the results will be 

of lettuce leaves. Lettuce should be| wholesome and palatable. Of course, 

allowed to stand in cold or ice water|she will also use other remnants as 
until crisp, then drained and spread | well as meat, but as meat is one of 

on a towel and hung up in the refrig-|the most expensive materials we use, 

erator, or cold place, before serving|my recipes will be confined to the 

time. meat alone. 
In preparing salads, remember to It has been said, “An economical 

have all the ingredients used fresh, | housewife can, with careful planning, 

crisp and cool, and then put them to-| save enough from the fragments of 

gether quickly and lightly. Chill be-|two meals to prepare a dainty and 

fore serving and aim to have fhe salad | palatable third meal.” 
dainty and appetizing. ’ 

. How to Prepare Meat to be Warmed 
Bresleau of Beef. Over. ' 

a Remove all bones and gristle, and ' 
One pint chopped beef; one-half cup | when the meat is to be chopped, trim 

milk; one-half cup stock; one tea-|of the fat. Save the bones for soup 
spoon chopped parsley; one-half cuP| stock, the fat for trying out. Cut the 
crumbs; two eggs; one teaspoon salt; | meat in cubes, or thin slices, or chop 
one-half teaspoon pepper. Mix meat,|it fine. If tender and well cooked, | 
bread, seasonings, add beaten eg, | take care to reheat it only, not recook 
then milk and stock. : it; if tough or underdone, simmer it ‘ 

‘| until tender, saving the cooking water 

Tomato Sauce. to make a sauce. Season it rather | 
Recipe. highly, since meat after cooking is 

Melt two tablespoons butter, add |!€8s Savory than when freshly cooked. 
two tablespoons flour; cook till it} making the Bresleau, I will mix 
bubbles, stirring it all the time, then | eat. crumbs, Seasonings, add egg, 
add one cup strained tomato. Season then milk and stock. We will bake it ‘ 
with salt, pepper and onion juice. in a loaf this afternoon and serve it 

with the tomato sauce. It will bake 
Warmed-Over Beef. in thirty minutes. You may also take 

this same recipe, shape into balls and 

Recipe. fry in butter. 
Melt two tablespoons butter, add Question—If you do not have stock, 

two tablespoons flour, and pour on| what do you do? 
gradually one-half cup stewed and Miss Sater—Use milk or water. 

strained tomato and one-half cup stock Question—Could you use extract of 

or water. season with one-half tea-| beef? 
spoon salt, one-eighth teaspoon pa- Miss Sater—Yes. 

prika, and a few drops of onion juice. Question—Can you use this same 

Add one cup chopped beef; cook one|recipe with fresh meat? 
minute. Serve on toast. Miss Sater—I use different propor- 

Our lesson in meats this afternoon | tions with fresh meat. 
is a warming-over lesson. Most Question—Is the milk cold? 

housekeepers will at times have rem-| Miss Sater—Yes.
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Question—Are you going to bake;the albumen coagulating so readily 
that? forms ‘a coating which prevents the 

Miss Sater—Yes, about one-half croquettes from absorbing fat. 
hour. Be sure to have the fat hot enough. iM Question—When you make a veal|If it is not, they will soak grease.. 
loaf, do you put bacon on top of it? Drain on brown paper or cheese cloth, 

Miss Sater—Yes, or add a little salt}so as to absorb the fat that may be pork to the veal. on the outside. Have plenty of fat, 
Question—Can one use veal in Place | so the croquettes are well covered. 

of beef in this recipe. Question—Do you use a deep frying i; Miss Sater—Yes; any left-over pan? 
meats. It does not need to be boiled| Miss Sater—Yes, and a wire basket. E beef, but any left-overs that you may 

" i have. Rules for Frying. 
, ao tomato sauce is made like the 1. Temperature of fat should be th white sauce we made Tuesday, using high enough to prevent articles soak- ss strained tomato in place of milk. ing fat. Test for uncooked articles: , 

} Ly + Another way . using cold meat is hot enough to brown a piece of bread ) ( anne ae they take more in one minute. Test for cooked ar- Wf EREeere nee ticles: hot enough to brown a piece i of bread in forty seconds. | j Croquettes. 2. Sufficient fat should be used to WT Recipe. entirely submerge the article to be 
‘ To two cups cold chopped beef add | fried. 
4 one-half teaspoon salt and a little pep-| %. Some food requires special at- 

| i ber, a few ‘drops of onion juice, yolk | tention to prevent absorption of the 4 of one egg, one cup thick white sauce. | fat by dipping in eggs and crumbs. re Mix thoroughly together, make into] 4. All food for frying should be Hip croquettes and roll each in very fine | drained on soft cloth or paper to ab- 
ie crumbs, then in beaten egg and again | Sorb grease from fat. 
ip into cracker crumb. Fry in deep fat. 
j ee To Clarify Fat. 
4 Thick White Sauce. Add a few slices of raw potato to ! 4 Recipe. tne fat and heat until it ceases to ie " bubble. The potato absorbs some of of oo ee oe one-third the impurities. Strain through cheese a ; Dini OC ROCK | enitand ler it aan aiiaaien oe 

| ool before using. cloth and let it stand undistur! un- 
| A perfect croquette should be soft |‘! solid. 
; pe oo. ee jtlacas Effect of Different Temperatures on 
| should be quite soft. This makes it sons 
. more difficult to shape into croquettes. The treatment depends largely up- 

I always use a spatula for shaping|on what is desired to do. The meat 
he them. The tuin crust:may be obtained | that was boiled for this lesson was } by diluting the egg with water or plunged into boiling water, allowing fi} milk in tne proportion of one table-|it to boil for a few minutes, then low- 
a spoon to each egg. By doing this, ering the temperature. The albumen a there will not be so many crumbs ad-|on the surface of the meat is coagu- 
# hering to the croquette. The object | lated, forming a crust, and this pre- E in dipping croquettes in egg is that|vents the escape of the juices and 
i 
i i 

y . 
+)
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. 
flavoring matters. The broth will be Question—Is there any way to cook 
poor when meat is cooked in this way. | tcugh meat so as to make it palatable 

Meat should not be kept in boiling | and tender? 
water, for all the albumen would be Miss Sater—The principal thing is 
coagulated and rendered hard. A|to cook it below the boiling point. 
longer time will be required for cook-| We have this one rule to remember in 
ing meat in this way, but the flesh | cooking: foods rich in albumen must 
will be tender and juicy, instead of |be cooked below the boiling point. 
tough and dry. Question—If you were living on the 
Question—How do you keep meat|farm and could not broil a steak, how 

below the boiling point? would you prepare it to make it di- 
Miss Sater—If a coal or wood range | gestible and palatable? 

is used, place on the back part. Some Miss Sater—If I had good meat, I j 
gas stoves have a burner which is] would pan broil it. You do not want j 
called the “simmerer.” to get a piece of tough round steak ' 
Question—Should meat that is|and try to pan broil it. Have your f 

boiled for soup stock be kept below | skillet very, very hot, put your steak 
the boiling point? cn it, sear it on one side, then turn it j 

Miss Sater—Yes. Put the meat in]over and sear it on the other side. ‘ 
cold water and gradually raise the|Do not put the salt on it until it is f 
temperature, then the organic salts|/done. Then put the butter on it and 
and extractives will be drawn from|you have a very nice piece of steak. t 

* the meat. There are better ways of handling the f 
Question—When do you put meat in}tough round steak than by pan broil- ' 

boiling water? ing it. ' 
Miss Sater—When I do not wish for Question—In preparing a pot roast } 

the stock and wish the meat to be]of beef, do yow recommend browning i 
juicy. it before or after you add the water? ' 
Question—When do you add salt to} Miss Sater—I usually brown it first, ' 

a stew? but I do not think it would make any ' 
Miss Sater—Not until it is nearly | material difference in the end. j 

done. '
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| . . COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

f W. A. HENRY, Dean. 

i Superintendent McKerrow has] Registration of Long Course (4-year) 
iH kindly given permission that I use a Students—1901-04. 
i little space in the Eighteenth Annual | —— ——————______ 
} Institute Bulletin to tell our farmer |y901-2'1902-s|1908-4's904-5 | constituents what the Agricultural ———_--—|— Pe igk eas @ 
| College is accomplishing at Madison. Tuceradiats wack foe 

| This is the twenty-fourth year of my | _hicher degree... ie is 8 aes hee Se 
| service with the University. It is not | Udersraduates ..... em Lie 
| an unfavorable time to sum up matters Totale...--s000s-----| 21 | 36 | 6 | 9 

i and see where we stand. Some of ——— 
. these remarks will re- | papel The above shows that this course is 

gs of the old State Ag- growing rapidly, the increase of the ; . ; si * | on one = = eo present year over last year amounting 
| : to fifty per cent. 

farmers that they send thelr sous to| «immediately the question wil arise: a study with us. I told them there were Re emer I ne please 2 
i ieueadl eee aechae report that thus far no student who 

; a few pupils. I urged that it would has graduated from our Agricultural 
iB benefit the state to educate some of see Ce i = comaerepte 
} their sons for agriculture, instead of eee re Been ton an Cree 
y sending all the bright boys from the ey Sai Cone wore, Sine Bepeae farm to study law, medicine, and. in tural lines at from fair to excellent 

i general, to educate them to leave the | °°™?* ee re cae See aa i > : : government service, a r own i ae and yates = cities. In spite | other agricultural colleges and experi- 
8 o ee ®, for years we had but | ment stations as teachers and inveati- Hi rr) ents, the numbers Delta mitt | aiuew cana) ti other countries, as i fully small.. ‘then we opened up the managers of farms and estates, while ti Short Course, followed by the Dairy some of our pupils, I am glad to say, 

f Course, and last year we rounded out | have returned to their own farms with 
i our system by offering the Farmers’| , thorough, broad training, to lead use- | Course for the first time. Allow me a ful lives there. The four-year course i few words in regard to these courses. is the equal of any course in the Uni- 

Hi Long Course in Agriculture. versity, in my judgment, in giving a it To procure a diploma in the Agri- good training, and fortunate is the 
M1 cultural College, one must be as well | YoU man who can secure it. i prepared as to enter the other depart- . i ments of the University, and must| The Short Course in Agriculture. be study with us four years. Until re-| The course originally started with i cently the number of students taking | one term’s instruction, covering twelve 
Hi our Long Course was small; now it| weeks. Now it lasts two winter terms 

i} has begun to grow. In evidence of|of fourteen weeks each, beginning } this, I submit the following table: early in December. Last year we reg- 
i 

}
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254. WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

istered 308 pupils in this course. No |inducements. To the young man who 
entrance examinations are required, |takes the Short Course with the idea 
yet we frequently have college gradu-|that it will enable him to get good 
ates pursuing Short Course studies, | wages for very poor service, shirking 
and many of our pupils are men of ma- | responsibility and hard work, let me 
ture years, a goodly number owning |say that he will find the course an 
their own farms. Sometimes married | absolute failure, for even if he were 
men come with their wives, both tak-|to secure a gocd position, his em- 
ing the advantages of the course. A ployer would soon learn the truth, and 

\ large per cent of our Suort Course |the natural consequences would fol- 
e students are among men who have lit-] low. Education is a splendid help and 
f tle of this world’s gcods and are get- | aid to a worthy, ambiticus young man; 
} ting ahead by werking on farms by the | it is of little use, and possibly a dis- 
f month. It is interesting to report advanfage, to an idler or a vicious 
tb that we have hundreds of calls each young man. 
, year from persons who wish to em- 
’ ploy our Short Course students as The Dairy Course. 

! farm help. By pursuing a course of] The Dairy Course lasts one term of 
instruction with us, a young man Who ltwelye weeks. To enter, one should | is already familiar with service as a spend six months in a creamery or 

, month-hand, who is faithful, and a cheese factory in previous prepara- 
f diligent worker, can increase the value tion. In this course we had about 160 

; of his services to his employer very students last year, with an additional 
materially. Our better grade of! number taking the Summer Course of | Short Course students, through such instruction. There have always been ‘ training, are able to get from $5 to|calis for more well trained men than ' $15 more per month because they have we have been able to supply from the 

: studied with us. Dairy School. The University Cream- 
As the expenses of the Short Course ery pays its farmer patrons about 

' need not exceed $100 per term, and} $40,000 annually for milk used in the 1 can be made somewhat less by econ- Dairy School. Our products are pas- 
| omy, it is apparent that there is a] teurized milk, pasteurized cream, but- 
: large profit to the industrious young}ter, and Cheese. The creamery has 
1 man who will take the course. Let it|taken in as high as 27,000 pounds of 
t be understcod that we never agree to | milk daily. These figures are given 

secure positions fer any of our stu-|to show that the Schcol is practical 
dents, nor do we promise increased |‘n its character. 
compensation because of their study- 
ing with us; yet the facts are that we The Farmers’ Course. 
could find places for ten-times as The writer has had a feeling for 
many as we have, were they to study|some years that there was one class 
with us. of students we were neglecting, viz.: 

To the young man who is ambitious | the busy, business farmer, who, while 
to get ahead in the world, who wishes | held to nis farm by its duties most of 
to increase his mental powers and | the year, should, nevertheless, come 
thereby be more useful to his em-| occasionally to the State University 
ployer, and who is willing, after|for a couple of weeks’ rest and in- 
training with us, to work faithfully | struction. More than to any other 
fer his employer's best interests, giv-| single class of people, the University 
ing of all the powers within him for|of Wisconsin belongs to the farmers 
that service, we hold out the brightest of the state. They support it by their
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t 256 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

| 
i taxes and they send their children to; ers’ Course class. A number of pu- 
iW it in large numbers, to be educated. | pils were over sixty years of age and 
|) Here at the University are accumu-|none under twenty-five years. A more 

; lated buildings, apparatus, and equip-| enthusiastic, eager and interested 

ment of all kinds, representing an ex-|class of men never convened any- 
penditure of several million dollars. | where. It seemed as though the days 
‘he Agricultural College alone repre- | were too short and the lessons too few, 

{ sents an outlay of over half a million |to suit them. 
t dollars. Surely there can be no bet-| Although no evening programs were 
i ter place for the farmer to spend ajannounced in advance, the fact is 

p couple of weeks than at his own Uni-|these farmers held meetings every 
4 versity, learning what he can in tne| night, with a single exception, during 
4 College of Agriculture, and, incident-|the two weeks’ course. Much enthu- 

ig: ally, things of interest and impor-|siasm, good fellowship and cordial 
nh tance from the other Colleges and De-| good will prevailed throughout the 
lip! partments. brief course of instruction. 

Oy Accordingly, it was announced last} Everything possible by the Univer- 
iL; year that the first Farmers’ Course|sity was done for the entertainment 

; ' would begin February 4, immediately | of the farmers. The president of the 

ie) after the close of the annual meeting | University gave a finely illustrated lec- 
i of the State Board of Agriculture.|ture on “How the Soil Is Formed.” 

Each morning, two lectures each of| Professor Snow, with his splendidly 
i : fifty minutes in length were given, equipped department of physics, gave 

| } the first begining at eight and the}, most entertaining illustrated lecture 
Hie second at nine o'clock. From ten to/in his chosen line. Dr. Alexander 
i , twelve o'clock, daily, there was prac-| gaye an illustrated stereopticon lec- 

1 tical work by the farmer pupils either |ture on the various breeds of horses, 
if in corn judging or judging live stock.| which was enthusiastically received. 
} ; The afternoons were devoted to stock | The Doctor also killed and dissected a 

, judging, to veterinary instruction, or|horse in the presence of the class, 
Hi to the study of carcasses of animals} showing scores of parts of the high- 

} : slaughtered especially for class in-|est interest to stockmen. Fat and 
ie struction. ‘This was, in outline, the|jean beef cattle, sheep and hogs were 
y program for the two weeks’ Farmers’! slaughtered and the meats cut up and 
$ Course. The Short Course was ar- explained by experts. Superintendent 
ib ranged especially for young men,|McKerrow assisted in explaining the 
Hi though many mature farmers, occa-|merits of different breeds of sheep 
if sionally men over fifty years of age,|from living specimens brought into 
Hy take the course. We at once saw|the classroom. When the last lec- 
ie that it would not do to allow young | ture was held, out of the total registra- 
Hi men to take the two weeks’ course, | tion of 170, 150 persons were in their 
i for the reason that many young men|seats. There can be no better evi- 
\ would doubtless crowd into this course, | dence of the success of the first Farm- 
|) usurping the place of mature men| ers’ Course class than this statement, 

i who could only come for a short} for the farmers in attendance were all 
iy period. Accordingly, we limited the|busy men. One member, called home 

i attendance in the Farmers’ Course to | by telegram on important business, re- 
p persons over twenty-five years of age.| turned as quickly as possible, express- 
e It is interesting and important to an-|ing regret that he had missed a single 

; nounce that 170 farmers, from 42] lecture. 
i counties, registered in the first Farm-| And so closed the first Farmers’ 

if
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j 
i | Course, which was voted a success. advance the great interest they repre- 
iW This winter a similar course of in-|sent, and that the best way to get full 
i} struction will be offered. From cor-|advantage is to receive the reports 
i respondence, and otherwise, a larger | and bulletins, to attend the annual 
HH F attendance is promised than last year. | Farmers’ Institutes held in each neigh- 
Hi More and more Wisconsin pee are |borhood, to’ read the Institute Bulle- 

i coming to learn that the tural | tin, and to round out the whole by at- 
it College and Experiment Station are | tending one or more of the courses of 
it peculiarly their own; that the Univer-|instruction given at the Agricultural 
i versity is doing all within its power to | College. 
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AWARDS MADE TO WISCONSIN EXHIBITORS AT LOUISI- 
ANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION, ST. LUUIS, Mu., 1904. 

Wisconsin Boari of Managers. 

W. D. Hoard, Ft. Atkinson, President. 
A. J. Lindemann, Milwaukee, Vice President- 
W. H. Flett, Merrill, Treasurer. 1 S. A. Cook, Neenah. F : 
Wm. A. Scott, Madison. ‘ 
Mrs. Lucy Morris, Berlin. 
Mrs. Theodor. Youmans, Waukesha. 
Mrs. Emma Walsh, Baraboo, Hostess. ‘ 
Grant Thomas, Madison, Secretary. | 

1 

LIVE STOCK. ' 
1 

Geo. McKerrow, Pewaukee, Commissioner. 

HORSES. 

Clydesdales. | 
McLay Bros., Janesville. 

Premier Championship fcr Exhibitor. (Best showing of Clydesdale horses, 
determined by the largest aggregate amount awarded to one exhib- 
itor.) 

Premier Championship for Breeder. (Best showing of Clydesdale horses, 
as determined by the largest amount awarded to one breeder.) 

Grand Champion—Mare. 
Reserve Grand Champion—Mare. 
Reserve Grand Champion—Stallion. 
Champion—Stallion, 2 years or under. 
Champion—Mare, 3 years cr over. 
Reserve Champion—Stallion, 2 years or over. 
Reserve Champion—Stallion, 2 years or under. 
Reserve Champion—Mare, 2 years or over. 
First. Groups— 

Stallion and 4 Mares, 2 years or over, bred by exhibitor. 
Stallion and 4 Mares, 3 years or over. 
Four Animals, get of one sire. 
Two Animals, produce of dam. 

First. Single Animals— 
Stallion, 4 years or over. 
Stallion, 2 years. 
Stallion, 1 year. 
Mare, 3 years. 

: Mare, 4 years or over. 
Mare, under 1 year. 

Second— 
Stallion, 3 years. 
Stallion, 2 years. 
Stallion, under 1 year.
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/ 

. Third— : nt Mare, 4 years or over. 
Ht Mare, under 1 year. 
1) Fourth— 

Mare, 3 years. 

i Percherons. Hey 

| Business Horses in Harness. 

| Pabst Brewing Co., Milwaukee. 
a Best and largest exhibit by a single house of horses and vehicles in ou actual daily us¢ by the exhibitor, including single horses, teams, | ; light and heavy, with light vehicles, wagons or trucks. x First— 

Six-Horse Team, wheelers weighing 3,500 Ibs. or over, to wagon. i Four-Horse Team, wheelers weighing over 3,500 Ibs., to wagon. Bi Four-Horse Team, wheelers weighing from 3,000 to 3,500 Ibs., to } ! wagon. 
‘ Pair of Horses, weighing over 3,500 Ibs., to wagon or truck. 
1 Pair of Horses, weighing from 3,000 to 3,500 Tbs., to wagon or truck. w Pair of Horses, weighing less than 3,000 Ibs., to wagon or truck. i Single Mare or Gelding, weighing over 1,700 Tbs., to cart. Ve Single Mare or Gelding, weighing from 1,500 to 1,700 Tbs., to cart. 

4 Hackney. 

’ Arthur Stericker, Janesville. 
y Third. Stallion 4 years old. 

\ ait] 

4 English Coach. 

4 Arthur Stericker, Janesville. 
iy Second. Stallion 4 years or over. 
ey Third. Stallion 4 years or over. 

a 5 
Hi CATTLE. 
Hie 

Hi Guernseys. 

if Geo. C. Hill & Son, Rosendale. 
iH Reserve Grand Champion—Bull. 
a Junior Champion—Bull. 

it Reserve Junior Champion—Bull. 
J First— 
H! Bull, 1 year and under 2. 
a Bull, under 1 year. 

i Second. Herds— 
; Young herd. 

i Young herd, females bred by exhibitor. 
4 Second. Individuals— 
i Bull, 3 years or over. 

H} Heifer, 1 year and under 2. 
; Third—Heifer Calf. 4 

FE Fourth—Bull, under 1 year. : 
¥ Fifth. Herds—Exhibitor’s Herd. 

i
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Sixth— - 
Bull, 2 years and under 3. 
Get of Sire. 
Produce of female. 
Heifer, 2 years and under 3. 

Seventh—Cow 3 years or over. 

M. D. Cunningham, Kansasville. 
Two Fifths, one Sixth and one Seventh on Guernseys. 

Shorthorns. ‘ 

F. W. Harding, Waukesha. ' First—Bull, 18 and under 24 months. i 
Second—Bull, 3 years old. 4 
Fourth—Heifer, 18 and under 24 months. ‘ 
Fifth— | 

Bull, 12 and under 18 months. { 
Cow, 3 years old. 

Sixth—Heifer, 2 years old. \ 
Seventh— 

Bull, under 6 months. 
Heifer, under 6 months. 

| 

Jerseys. 

H. C. Taylor, Orfordville. 
Grand Champion—Bull, over all Jersey bulls. 
Champion—Bull, over all Jersey bulls 2 years or over. 
First Prize—Aged bull. 

SHEEP. 

Southdowns. a 

Geo. McKerrow & Sons, Pewaukee. 
Premier Championship for Exhibitor. (Best showing of Southdown sheep ‘ 

owned by one exhibitor.) 
Grand Champion—Ram. 
Grand Champion—Ewe. 
Champion—Ram, 1 year or over. 
Champion—Ewe, 1 year or over. j 
Reserve Champion—Ram, 1 year or over. 
Reserve Champion—Ewe, 1 year or over. 
Reserve Champion—Ewe, under 1 year. 
First. Flocks— 

Ram and 3 Ewes, over 18 months, bred by exhibitor. 
Ram and 3 Ewes, over 18 months. 
Ram and 3 Ewes, under 18 months. 
Four Animals, get of one sire. 

First. Individuals— 
Ram, 2 years or over. 
Ram, 18 and under 24 months. 
Ram, 12 and under 18 months. 
Ewe, 2 years or over. 
Ewe, 18 and under 24 months. 
Ewe, 12 and under 18 months. . 

Ewe, under 6 months. 

Second. Flocks—Ram and 3 Ewes, under 18 months.
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Second. Individuals— 
Ram, 2 years or over. 
Ewe, 2 years or over. 
Ewe, 18 and under 24 months. 
Ewe, 6 and under 12 months. 

Third. Flocks—Four Animals, get of one sire. 
Third. Individuals— 

Ram, 12 and under 18 months. 
Ram, 6 and under 12 months. 
Ram, under 6 months. 

Fourth. Flocks— 
Ram and 3 Ewes, over 18 months. 
Two Animals, produce of one ewe. 

Fourth. Individuals— 
Ram, 2 years or over. 
Ram, under 6 months. 
Ewe, 12 and under 18 months. 

Fifth— 
Ram, 18 and under 24 months. 
Ram, 6 and under 12 months. 
Ewe, 12 and under 18 months. 
Ewe, 6 and under 12 months. 
Ewe, under 6 months. 

Sixth and Seventh—Fourteen in all. 

Wethers. Pure Bred. 

First. Pens—Three Lambs, under 6 months. 
Second. Individuals—Wether, under 6 months. 
Third. Pens—Three Wetkers, 1 year. 
Grand Champion—Fat Wether, over all grades and ages, $100. 

Grand Champion—Yearling. 

Grand Champion—Wether Lamb, 6 and under 12 months. 

Grades by Recorded Sires. ‘ 

Champion Pens—Three Wethers, any age. 
Champion. Individuals—Wether, any age. 
First. Pens—Three Wethers, 1 year. 
First. Individuals— 

Wether, 1 year. 
Wether, 6 and under 12 months. 

Second—Wether, 1 year. 
Third—Wether, 1 year. 

Oxford Downs. 

Geo. McKerrow & Sons, Pewaukee. 
Premier Championship for Exhibitor. (Best showing of Oxferd sheep 

owned by one exhibitor.) 
Grand Champion—Ewe. 
Champion—Ewe. 
Reserve Champion—Ram. 
First. Flocks— 

Ram and 3 Ewes, over 18 months, bred by exhibitor. 
Ram and 3 Ewes, over 18 months. 
Ram and 3 Ewes, under 18 months. 
Four Animals, get of one sire. 
Two Animals, produce of one ewe.
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ih First. Individuals— i Ram, 2 years or over. } Ewe, 2 years or over. i Ewe, 18 and under 24 months. iy Second. Flocks—Two Animals, produce of one ewe. H Second. Individuals— 

Ram, 2 years or over. { Ram, 12 and under 18 months. i} Ewe, 2 years or over. 4] Ewe, 12 and under 18 months. ti Ewe, 6 and under 12 months, i Third. Flocks—Four Animals, get of one sire. ‘ol Third. Individuals—Ram, 18 and under 24 months. | Ram, 6 and under 12 months. ! Ram, under 6 months. 7 Ewe, 2 years or over. y Ewe, 18 and under 24 months. ge Ewe, 12 and under 18 months. fe Ewe, under 6 months. n Fourth. Flocks— 
Ram and 3 Ewes, over 18 months. 
Ram and 3 Ewes, under 18 months. ; Four Animals, get of one sire. 1 Fourth. Individuals— ja Ram, 6 and under 12 months. f Ewe, 2 years or over, 
Ewe, 6 or under 12 months. {i Ewe, under 6 months. i Fifth. Flocks— 

i Ram and 3 Ewes, over 18 months. rd Ram and 3 Ewes, under 18 months. 4 Four Animals, get of one sire. i Fifth. Individuals— 
i Ram, 6 and under 12 months. 4 Ewe, 2 years or over. 4 Ewe, 6 and under 12 months. 4 Ewe, under 6 months. 

i Sixth and Seventh—Hight in all. 

i 
Oxford Wethers. 4 First. Pens—Three Wethers, 6 and under 12 months. ft First. Individuals—Wether, 6 and under 12 months. i Second. Pens—Three Wethers, 1 year. 1: Second. Individuals— 

ig Wether, 1 year. 
ii Wether, 6 and under 12 months. 

a 
Grades by Recorded Sire. f Grand Champion—Wethér, grades of all breeds, under 6 months. -_ Champion. Pens—Three Wethers, 1 year. i Champion—Wether, 1 year. i First. Pens— 

ig Three Wethers, 1 year old. 
it Three Wethers, 6 and under 12 months. ! Three Wethers, under 6 months. : First. Individuals— 

ir Wether, 1 year and under 2. 
} Wether, under 6 months. 4 Second— A ‘ i Wether, 1 year and under 2. 
i Wether, 6 and under 12 months. a Wether, under 6 months. t 

; 
i
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American Oxford Down Record Association’s Special Prizes for Oxford Down 
Sheep, Bred and Owned by Exhibitor. 

Geo. McKerrow & Sons, Pewaukee. 
Champion—Ram. 
Champion—Ewe. 
First. Flocks— 

~ Six Sheep, any age or sex. 

Ram, any age, and 3 Ewes (2 years, 1 year, and under 1 year). 
Four Animals, get of one sire. 

First. Individuals— 
Ram, 2 years or over. . 
Ram Lamb, under 1 year. { 
Ewe, 2 years or over. { 
Ewe, 1 year and under 2. ' 
Ewe Lamb, under 1 year. 

Second. Flocks— 
Six Sheep, any age or sex. 
Ram, any age, and-3 Ewes (2 years, 1 year, and under 4 year). 
Four Animals, either sex, get of one sire. 

Second. Individuals—Ram, 1 year old and under 2. : 
Ewe, 1 year old and under 2. 

Third— 
Ram, 2 years or over. 
Ram Lamb, under 1 year. 
Ewe, 2 years or over. 
Ewe Lamb, under 1 year. 

Fourth—Ram 1 year and under 2. 
(All Wisconsin bred and shown against Illinois, Ohio, Missouri and Cana- 

dian flocks.) 

Shropshires. 
F. W. Harding, Waukesha. 

First—Ram, 6 and under 12 months. 
Second— 

Ram, 2 years or over. 
Ram, 18 and under 24 months. 
Ram, 12 and undern 18 months. 
Ram, under 6 months. 
Ewe, 12 and under 18 months. 

Fourth— 
Ewe, 12 and under 18 months. 
Ewe, » and under 12 months. 
Ram and 3 Ewes, under 18 months. 

Fifth— 
Ewe, 18 and under 24 months. 
Ram, and 3 Ewes, 18 months or over. 

Sixth—Ewe, under 6 months. 

Rambouillets. 
F. W. Harding, Waukesha. 

Senior Champion—Ram. 
First—Ram, 2 years or over. 
Third—Ram and 3 Ewes, 18 months or over. 
Fourth— i 

Ram, 18 and under 24 months. 
Four Animals of either sex, any age, get of one sire. 
Two Animals of either sex, any age, produce of one ewe.
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' Fifth— : 
at Ram, 2 years or over. 

q Ram, 12 and under 18 months. 
4 Ram, 6 and under 12 months. 

ti Ewe, 2 years old or over. | Ewe, 18 and under 24 months. } i 

i| 
: i Cotswolcs. 

| F. W. Harding, Waukesha. 
+i Champion. Pens—Three Wethers, under 6 months. | Champion. Individuals—Wether, under 6 months. 
we First. Pens— 

gg. Three Wethers, under 6 months. 
e Three Wethers, 1 year and under 2. 

First. Individuals— 
Wether, 1 year and under 2. 
Wether, under 6 months. 

| Second— 
Wether, 1 year and under 2. 

i Wether, under 6 months. : 

5 N. M. Jewell & Son, Mineral Point. 
fy Second—Buck Lamb, over 6 months, American bred. 
‘a Seventh— 
a Buck Lamb, over 6 months. 
1 Get of Ram. 

i SWINE. 

4 Tamworths. 

Kelly Bros., Mineral Point. 
if Champion. Pen—Three Barrows, any age. 
od Reserve Champion—Boar, under 1 year. 
H First. Pens—Three Barrows, under 6 months. 
; First. Individuals—Boar, under 6 months. 

a Third. Pens— 
4 Four Animals, either sex, get of sire. 
4 Four Animals, either sex, produce of sow. 
i; Third. Individuals— 
i _ Boar, 1 year and under 18 months. 
i Boar, over 6 months and under 1 year. 

, Sow, 1 year’and under 18 months. 
i, Sow, under 6 months. 

i Barrow, under & months. 
n Fourth. Pens— 
i Boar and 3 Sows, over 1 year. 
4 Boar and 3 Sows, under 1 year. 
a Fourth. Individuals— 
if Boar, 2 years old or-over. 
‘y Sow, over 18 months and under 2 years. 
b Fifth. Pens—Boar and 3 Sows, under 1 year. 

Fifth. Individuals—Sow, 6 months and under 1 year. 
H Sixth—Sow 6 months and under 1 year. 

i Seventh—Sow, under 6 months.
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Berkshires. . 

: Geo. E. Kelly, Mineral Point. | 
Second. Pens—Barrows, 1 year and under 18 months. 
Second. Individuals—Barrow, 1 year and under 18 months. 
Third. Barrow, 1 year and under 18 months. 

; Poland China. 

L. P. Martiny, North Freedom. j 
Reserve Grand Champion—Grade Barrow. { 
Champion Pens—Grade Barrows. i 
Champion—Grade Barrow. f 
First. Pens—Grade Barrows, under 12 months. 
First. Individuals—Grade Barrow, under 12 months. 
Second. Grade Barrow, under 12 months. 
Third. Pens—Pure Bred Barrows, under 12 months. 
Fifth. Individuals—Senior Yearling Boar. 

POULTRY. 

Cock. | Hen. | ©°ck- | paltet.| Pen. 

E. G. Roberts, Ft. Atkinson. 
American Dominique ..............| 3d Ist 1st 2d denaeans 
SRE, BIRO os cian n. cs nsisvase sss) SU 6th 6th 6th wie ptelamte's 
ON OE ooo Sinan sais rate deci) casinos el sane hess feeececce| SOM 
WRRRAOUO ROK hice ince ceee view dede.ccn| SER 4th 4th piaaie eee 
Wyandotte, Silver Penciled........| 4th ith 2d 5th eexlsae 

a rab: UAE. co ..ds cnencceee ceeds ae 6th Si cb Seta. bee a 
eS ee oe re 2d 3d 1st Rea Peet etee 
Dlorgwg,. WHO... 5k isscciss cecces| Bl ist acacia anatiecmakemasteeer 
MUM cogcciecctebecs. sahankss) eae 2a 2d 2a Saemeess 

NIN oes 5 gig wnat kT oe | Re noc Macislnees Paerge sais |ace'sieiaion 
yo See eee eee oe Wh” -}.......0)7 8a oes 
Hamburgs, White.................| 1st Saietasigiiae eae alt) Se 1st 
MOONS oo 5 cans iivinsicioiness sn satsis| SO Ist 3d 3d Se@iesos 
Leghorns, Black........ ..........| 2d Ist 5th 3d eases 
Leghorns, Rose Comb Brown......| 2d Ist ei nw 2 i ROMS etal a 
Leghorns, Rose Comb White ......|........|--- ...-| 5th pita n= ee 
Sebright, Silver....................] 5th ith 5th 5th 4th 
eS Scenery me 2a sett eees [eter tee e|eeee eens 
Game, Brown Bed... ........2-.|.02+:<5.5 Ist Seae cue peta sen fomocues 
Bantams, Birchen................., 3d | 4th | 3a” | ‘ist | 2a 
Games, White hie AREA 2d Be ican pe ch aac 

Nes cans 536 eee a oe soothes) See | 4th Sat Sd. | det
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POULTRY—Continued. rs 
} 

Cock. | Hen. Ce Pullet.| Pen. 
i Pe eae is GLE ie ees 

Hi Sumatras, Black..................| Ist 2d 4th Ist Ist == i MRIS FIG os mec wos sosenconel . OBR BE Noche hae, cone a TIN sic vs cvncocsesccecet Se 1st 2a 3d 1st Rocks, Silver Wenemed <0... cc lnccceocl. Sa 3d 3d eee { Bocks: Partridie sooo... co 0scc] bawistecect) aed siesont tint anees -. Javas, DIE a noni ocins ss oannes Pasir ed Oto. Be 2a Seeeaeee . Wilien, Fermpey .. 2... cess occ cece ist 1st Ist & QdjIst & Qd)........ Polish, Bearded Golden............/2d & 3d'2d « 3a Saatcae|oosaesesl <oatteice 4 Polish, Bearded Silver mie 2d 2d 1st Ist 3d Delia, WO BUN ooo ose ccs cccAsncansai eeictsece| GEE: Pace voile eee woes . Polish, Buff Laced ................| 5th 4th 5th NS ne aks | Polish, Golden ....................] 3d 2a eae eke's fon DOHeN SAE io ves chenecasuecl) (Ae Ast 2d 2a Ist Polish, White ............. .......| 9d 2d 2d 2d 2a by Bantams, White Japanese..........|........)........ 2d 3d airarwiatie 1 Bantams, Black Tail Japanese.....| 6th 6th 4th 2d tse Raaiwe it Bantams, Booted White Japanese..|........|........| 3d 2d Sean Bantams, Dark Brahma...........| | 2d Ist Ist 2a Ist a Bantams, Black Cochin............| 2d Ist 3d RSE Soorces ? Bantams, Buff Cochin.............| 4th Maeda Salam aicaSebigcne ced lsaecduse | Bantams, Partridge Cochin........| 4th 2d Ist 4th Ist | Bantams, White Cochin. SesSetieefossersssp SO —[oc.naseep TOR” Pcessees a Bantams, Black African ...........| 5th 6th 3d WA ceases of Bantams, White African...........| 5th 2a Gacemeek Ck 3d it Bentains, Gray Japenene .........-| 3d 3d Ist BM ie Fire aa 4 Bantams, Indian Game............| Ist 1st 2d | Ast Ist if aEReye: Bin tlenn o no cnn enon nee a a be Ast oan tere Hy urkeys, Narragansett ............ st st Sosa Sue Hf Turkeys, Slate....................| Ist SME: Ch vasaaren ee Greets iy Tarkoys, Buff .... 6... ccccccce ccc] 3d 3a 2a 2a sates | Ducks, Cavan... ..-.6cc6c..<...1 Bee 4th 3d 3d gS Ae Ducks, Gray Call..................| 4th 3d Peemse eal cases cox Piseacsen | Muscovy, Colored, Red............| 5th 2d 3d 2d Peneceea . 1 « Muscovy, White ..................| 3a | 3d 3a Mee iY Ducks, Rouen.....................) 5th 4th 2d toe wed fasboien i Ducks, White Crested.............| Ist + 2d 1st 2d Seiten 4 (Geese, African... o.0isscccc cco] BO 4th 2d 2d Saeaenen E Geese, Brown China...............| 4th 3d 2d 2d ghee F Geese, White China. ..............| 2d 2d Ist BOP ec 4 Geese, Embden ...................| 3d oseoesost Oe alee ctr akees p Gertane, SO WIRNC ios 555cic cn e.c[eveneesfscortaccp SER 3d sesienee Geeta Wild. secs ccxcccccceccsn fat 3d 2a 2d Pea ee Gaines) White. lic elisascussccl Sd Ast 2d 2d seseeees ; Gttined, POA. sec dss vesccceal et 1st 1st Ist eeeecese 
: Frank W. Radford, Oshkosh. 
i Bantams, Gray Japanese ..........| 1st tat esses tehiSoccup gies, : Bantams, White Japanese .........| 5th WO foe cue ccspe tae L Bantams, Black Japanese..........|........| 2d BM fis casdgQeescss q Bantams, Black Tail Japanese. ....|2d & 3d OE OGL eviellnacsaeestocercece Silkies, Japanese ................../.....060| 8d 5th 2d
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POULTRY—Continued. 

‘ Cock- | Cock. Hen. | “cre], | Pullet.) Pen. 

Margaret Hope, Hammond. 
ee ees ee ened -----> wiuessen{vons aces] “Se 3a meee aeae 
NOPE, POND cic oa acicdecicsaccsess| Aa8 Fels aes Ont naa cn estan ciseconveee wei 

§. J. Sorensen, Appleton. 
Wyandottes, Silver Penciled .......|....:... |.......-| 4th  f.....s..].......6 | 

Fred Alger, Waukau. | i 
Leghorns, R. C. Brown ............|........|... .-.- {Ist & 2d] 3d SRlncoecs { 

z i i 
A. Diederiksen, Whitewater. | 

Minorcas, R. C. Black .............|4th e5th|5tha6th|Ist, 2d |Ist e2d,) 3d 
: & 3d |4the5th 

Minereas, B.C. Binek. 0... 25.5...) TR cetestecfocsesnse]eoen ones iaeteeisie 

: : AGRICULTURE. 
Adam Currie, Milwaukee, Commissioner. 

Grand Prizes. 
Wisconsin State Commission—Collection of grains, grasses and legumes. 
Milwaukee—Currie Bros. company, collective exhibit of high grade garden and 

farm seeds. 
Gold Medals. 

S. Barton, Waupaca, barley; Adam Batz, Sun Prairie, beans; H. Blair, Pesh- 
tigo, buckwheat; Harvey Clemons, Eagle, wheat; John Hans, Jefferson, 
collective exhibit grains; Fred Hanson, Bear Creek, beans and rye; John 
Hardin, Plymouth, wheat and rye; Richard Hill, Maple Creek, wheat; 
W. D. Hoard, Ft. Atkinson, barley and alfalfa; Franz Hoffman, Clinton, 
millet, wheat, buckwheat, corn; Anton W. Honish, Bear Creek, wheat; 
J. C. Hooverson, Soldiers Grove, wheat, buckwheat, beans; J. Hopkins, 
Blair, rye, wheat; M. F. Johnson, Pittsfield, oats and wheat; John Kerns, 
Wauwatosa, beans, popcorn; Charles Kroenberg, Bear Creek, beans; 
James R. Lamb, Janesville, timothy; M. H. Larsen, Algoma, peas; George 
Lehman, Bear Creek, beans; M. W. Long, Bear Creek, beans, clover, 

wheat, buckwheat, oats; Marathon county, grasses; H. Miller, Athens, rye, 

wheat, oats; Herman Muenster, New Holstein, barley; Fred Muehl, Sey- 

mour, wheat; L. L. Olds Seed company, Clinton, potatoes, seeds, etc.; 

Pagenkopf Bros., Milwaukee, rye; M. A. Patchen, Clinton, barley; A. 

Peterman, Watertown, rye; George A. Philippi, Bear Creek, beans; Will 

Pember, Janesville, clover; Peter Pahlow, Belle Plaine, wheat; Fred 

Heinke, Welcome, wheat, barley, oats; John Richdorf, Boyd, wheat; H. E. 

Rosenow, Oconomowoc, beans, millet, oats; August Russ, Bear Creek, 

barley, wheat, oats; T. Schleifer, Cedarburg, barley; A. Selle, Mequon, 

beans, wheat, caraway, rye; W. N. Stale, Burlington, beans, peas; Dan 

Sullivan, Lebanon, wheat, barley; Philip Terlinden, North Milwaukee, 

clover; Teweles & Brandies, Sturgeon Bay, peas; H. P. West, Ripon, col- 

lective exhibit grains; A. J. Yunghaus, Thiensville, clover, timothy, wheat, 

oats; Alger Fowler & Co., Superior, flax; John F. Johns, Dodgeville, flour. 

Total, 48. -
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Silver Medals. 
D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay, peas; Fred Bird, Clinton, buckwheat; F. Copley, Larrabee, barley; Crittenden & Morse, Green Lake, corn: Al Culbertson, Bear Creek, oats: E. Culver, Big Suamico, beans; F. Freidhube, Okauchee, barley; George Gebhardt, Richfield, wheat; Chauncey Granger, Outagamie county, oats; Grant Bros., Hudson, beans; Judge George Grimm, Jeffer- son, ginseng roots; Robert Hamilton, Merrillan, oats: John Hassell, North Milwaukee, clover and rye; Rudolph Heger, Jefferson, barley: Walter Helms, Janesville, millet: Herman Fros., Antigo, wheat; F. C. Hilker, Bear Creek, barley; H. Hirsh, Milwaukee, lentile; Hat Hoff, Stetsonville, wheat; Edward Hoffman, Maple Creek, buckwheat; Henry Hoffman, Brookfield, speltz; Frank Jacobs, Boyd, wheat; C. E. Johnson, Union, ; wheat; Henry Keeplin, Medford, barley; E. Keogh, Forestville, beans; yf August Klemm, Bear Creek, wheat; C. L. Klemm, Clintonville, wheat; o Herman Klemp, Bear Creck, barley; Herrman Oneska, Bear Creek, peas; i John Petersen, Clinten, buckwheat; Price couniy, grasses, grains and ny forage plants; L. C. Ramm, Medford, barley: D. Regire, Centerville, " millet; Julian Reis, Breekfield, cats: C. F. Retzlaff. Belle Plaine, wheat; % Philip Ruehl, South Germantown, Charles Gansil, Alma Center, timothy; 4 C. A. Scharmon, Clintonville, barley: James Sorenson, Clinton, buck- W wheat; Henry Sweeny. Janesville, clover; Taylor county, grasses and a” grains; Levi Vedner, Bear Creek, rye; Themas Whittaker, Oconomowoc, oats; Frank Wilhelm, Cadott, wheat; Herman Wittneb¢ 1, Watertown, 

harley; George Wright, Mcrrillan, clover: F. W. Ziéhlke. Medford, rye; ¥ Herman Zinnes, West Allis, corn; John Hans, Jefferson, flax. Total, 50. 
4 Bronze Medals. 
" Clinton, I. B. Adams, barley; North Freedom, E. Allen, beans: Ripon, Antone } Arsenskey, oats; Evansville, H. L. Austin, corn; Wauwatosa, Fred Behl- 5 ing, cats; Janesville, August W. Blank, peas; Bear Creek, Henry Borch- 

. ardt, speltz; Albany, George Bump, barley; Clinton, H. Cheeseman, 
' barley; Janesville, Arthur M. Church, peas; Reeseville, L. H. Cox, oats: : Clinton, C. J. Doubleday, speltz: Medford, F. Dusing, timothy; Big Suam- 

ico, L. W. Erdman, corn; Bear Creek, Albert Tellock, wheat: Medford, 
John Gamper, buckwheat; Alma Center, Charles Gansil, wheat; Menom- 
once Falls, John Gress, wheat; Cadott, J. V. G. Guhl, wheat: Bear Creek, 

' Peter Hansen, rye; Chetek, O. H. Hanson, collection of grasses and for- 
age plants; Maple Creek. Gerbard Hehman, oats; Big Suamico, Fred 

| Herring, wheat: Belle Plaine, E. S. Hildeman, peas; Clinton, Frank Hood, 
barley; Brandcn, David Jones, oats; Albany, August Kleinsmidt, rye; 

; Jefferson, Peter T. Lang, corn; Maple Creek, Walter Owen, buckwheat; 
' Fayette, J. Pennester, beans: Boyd. C. Peterson, wheat; Janesville, Judson 
! E. Randall, popcorn; Merrillan. Joseph Hechenbach, wheat; Watertown, 

Carl Radloff, barley; Dedgeville. F. Rohowetz, wheat; Bear Creek, Albert 
Schoelkoff, oats; Bear Creek, Julius Schroeder, barley; Cottage Grove, 
F. H. Scribner. cats: Big Suamico. S. B. Smith, peas and white field corn; 
Little Black, C. F. Splinter. barley; Waukesha, Peter Swartz, wheat; 

Sturgeon Bay. Teweles & Brandies, neas: South Germantown. Thomas 
Trinwith, barley: Oconomowoc, GC. H. Van Alstine. corn; Waunakee, 
Walter Watzke, sugar cane: Pewaukee, Nathaniel Weber, buckwheat; 
Weyauwega. W. H. Weed, rye; Ripon, E. R. West, oats; Fayetteville, 
Mark West, wheat: Belle Plaine, August Winkler, wheat; Elm Grove, 
George Woelfel, wheat: Germantown, August Zeinke, wheat; Ripon, H. 
P. West, flax. Total, 55. 

DAIRY. 
H. K. Loomis, Sheboygan Falls, Commissioner. 

State of Wisconsin—Gold Medal—Buter and cream. 
Other awards not announced. 

HORTICULTURE. 
State Horticultural Society, Commissioner. 

Awards not announced.
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“LORETTA D”. 

JERSEY COW BRED BY F. H. SCRIBNER, ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Champion cow in all dairy tests entered by her at World’s Fair, St. Louis, 1904. 

' 

RECORD IN THE 120 DAYS OF THE DAIRY COW DEMONSTRATION. | 

| 

Weta GO sc.ccuccscoec cos coe aw ew eceucscentescescerecstDe. (GL80R.8 

Average test ............eececceceenceccesccceceesse 0%) butter fat 4.82 

stir $08 cence cess ocean oe cena ence se ececuansseee tons aes 280.16 

Butter (calc. ‘to contain 83% fat)...............00eeeeee eee lb. 330.03 

Sella wot 4h occ tne ee ee oo oe see Seen circu renee cose sina 9.01 

BONN OG EA ox ors ono sos eis ors sng ccc sswe sien nema ee ine 522.89 

OGRE OE Fe oo soo ss ccna en cwdneinecineinemenesrionsnsiewee sacs $31.989 

Value of butter at 25¢. 2.0... . ee ccc eee e cette tree nee eee eee $82.507 

Value of butter fat at 30c. ......... 0. cece eee eee eee eee enes $84.048 

Value of solids not fat at 3c. .........0- sees eee e ence eee eet ee eee $15.687 

Excess of butter value over feed value............22 esses eee eee $50.518 

Excess of butter fat and solids not fat over feed value........--- $67.746 

Gates far ve WOLERE ike ceo so Resse ea geste eneena 9 17 

Feed consumed during the 120 days. 

1st. 60 days. 2d 60 days. Total. 

Tbs. lbs. Ibs. 

Alfalfa hay ........----ceseeeeeeeeenee 1,470 1,460.4 2,930.4 

Silage 00... . eee e cece ee eee eee e teens 837 621 1,458 

Rolled Oats 2s... cies eseen cee ceeees 42 21 63 

COFN MEA] 2.2... cere cceeye see ee tees 148 298.5 446.5 

Wheat bran .........seeee eee e eee 171.5 189 360.5 

Distiller grains ...........---eeseeeeee 12 46 58 

ORB oon oe enna sececencanccscees 119.5 St 216.5 

Ground (ORS —.. 456-632 --s ssss 128.5 21.5 150 

WECM FO. anc eww epineienn ericevecmee 90 4.5 94.5 

Corn REARS. . os ciscces sceeceseesisnwes's 109 86.5 195.5 

bene Pee Oeics cece oe cee 260 203 463 

Total number of pounds, 6,435.9. 

18
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( “Prince Rosendale,” first prize, aged Guernsey Bull, at World’s Fair, St. Louis, { 1904. Bred by Geo. C. Hill & Son, Rosendale, Wis.
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THE BOY AND THE FARM. 

Prof. EDGAR G. DOUDNA, Sextonville, Wis. 

Read at Farmers’ Institute at Twin Bluffs, Wis., Jan. 21, 1903. 

The problem of the boy is as old as;are his surroundings; whether his 
the farm, and as full of interest and] eyes shall first encounter great walls ' 
trouble today as ever. Discussion can| of wood and brick and stone, of faded | 
hardly add anything to the already] patches of sky, of grimy pavements, 
large stock of argument for and|of soot and smoke, of a maelstrom of 
against the boy and his duty. I sus-|men struggling with great monster } 
pect that the boy cares less about it} poverty, or swallowed by the equally 
than all the multitude that looks up-|dangerous octupus of vanity; or 

on him as its enemy. A bundle of| whether they shall behold the blue 

possibilities, a storehouse of noisy] firmament of heaven unmarked save j 
energy, a terror to orderly homes, a| by the golden pavements of God, the | 
defier of system, a hater of form, he| stately trees and modest flowers 

has been maligned and branded| drinking the pure dews of the morn- 
falsely as hopeless. A bundle of con-|ing, men battling for a livelihood j 
ceit, a storehouse of selfishness, a de-| with weapons old as eternity; these ( 

fier of law and order, a friend to dirt} may swing the scale towards success ' 
and filth, he has been coddled and| or failure. The environment which is 
spoiled. When we understand the|the heritage of the farmer’s son is 
boy, we shall know how to separate} not to be bartered for a world of man- 
the good from the bad, and shall en-|made conditions and surroundings. 
courage the good and destroy the bad.| who can measure the influences that 
Then the boy problem will be fully} owe their inception to an early con- 
solved and the process of his evolUu-| tact with nature? The songs of our 

tion be complete. poets, the imaginations of our invent- 
Fundamentally the boy of the farm|ers, the thoughts of our philosophers 

is the same as the boy of the city or) sweep back to the days of contact with 
village. He inherits the same traits|the Creator, undefiled. The great- | 
of character, is inspired by the same} est fact in a man’s life is his heart, 
motives and must solve the saM€/nis emotion, his power to love. It 
problems of life as other boys. His] transcends intellect and will; it is the 
relations to society, his duties to self} pasis of music, art, literature, poetry. 

and state, his allegiance to his coun-| + is the spirit of the Creator calling 
try are always and ever umiversal.| him higher. In these early days of 
The factor of environment is the only youth, in the spring time of life, how 
basic element which distinguishes the much these influences mean to a boy! 

boys of the two classes. He may never realize the debt he 
owes, may never appreciate the ad- 

Influence of Environment on Charac- vrenntanen thus gained, may judge suc- 

fer. cess by the standard of the almighty 

‘When the first glimpses of the new] dollar, but the influences working 

world come to a boy, when the first] within him are still the power that 
facts of the great universe are thrust|make of him a man. The power of 

upon him, consider how important| the farm is still the power that saves
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; us from the absolute domination of region, replied, “Yes, it should be Ht a material despotism and a worship, true, but in all these years thousands 4 of the golden calf. of boys have grown up under the | With these advantages, the boy be-| shadow of these same mountains, but, | gins his struggle for knowledge of the sir, there has been but one Webster.” ap world. He must live over again the 
if life of the race, must repeat the les-|Congenial Employment Necessary to 
a sons of his parents and adapt them to Success. 

his future. The school becomes a fac-}| The nature of the child is after all 4 tor in his life. It stands upon the hill the determining factor of his life, gh top of knowledge and offers him free | This Must be studied and honored, i }} all of its wealth. He refuses it be- not fitfully, but carefully and prayer- & cause of its seeming uselessness. fully. It is possible that John, we ‘When too late, he recognizes his loss; though born on a farm, educated. in i when he becomes a father he deter-| its mysteries, appreciating its advan- ? mines that his sons shall have what | tages, may not wish to live on the 
he has lost. He wonders at its re!|farm. If his abilities are such as will ' fusal and manlike resorts to force:}make him succeed elsewhere and he | He has failed to learn the lesson that} chafes under the work of the farm, wl every father must learn and which you are doing him and the world an iy every mother has instinctively graven | injustice by compelling him to follow ry upon the tablets of her heart: “Do|the plow. He is only happy who has if honor and justice to the nature of the congenial employment. Study the le child.” The divine spark of maternity boy. A father who wished to find an 1 has kindled the fires that have burned | occupation suitable to him, placed the i out the ignorance and despair of the boy in a room with an apple, a dollar 4 ages. Sympathy succeeds wheré/and the Bible. If when he returned J strength fails. It is small wonder|he found him reading the Bible he Ht that we say the two most potent in-| should be a minister, if eating the 4 fluences in the world for right are apple a farmer, if playing with the 

th home and mother. Through this in‘| gollar a business man. When he re- MM fluence “the hand that rocks the cra- turned he found his son seated on i dle rules the world.” the Bible eating the apple with the : When we recognize that boys with] dollar in his pocket. He wisely de- i the same surroundings, the same in-]termined to make of him a lawyer. a fluences, may be entirely different by Such a study as this is hardly of use. i nature, we have made one step in the|“Qne swallow does not make a sum- 
Bi solution of our problem. It is said mer,” nor one act good or bad a life. i that an English tourist was visiting | Only intelligent observation and deep j the birthplace of Daniel Webster in sympathy can aid a boy in determin- ie New England. Gazing upon the lofty|ing his future. How often the in- a mountains, the waving pines, the! fuence and intuition of a mother ac- H beautiful sky, drinking the pure air of complish what the intellect of a A the mountains, he exclaimed to his father fails to do. Our boys need be: guide: “I can now understand the inspiration, but of a radically differ- i secret of Webster’s success. How] ent kind to that served up to them in a could a boy with such surroundings|a great many books of biography. | to influence his early life be aught| Truth must be a part of them. Inci- ie else than a great orator?” His friend,} dents of early life, while they may who had also been raised in the same disclose a boy’s true nature, are by 

4
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no means sure to do so, so in reading | don’t know him well enough to be a 
of a great man, the boy often misses | fair judge. The attitude he assumes 
the significant fact and seizes upon| to you may be a false one, he may try 
unimportant ones; he gets the form | to live by your standard and yet think 

and loses the spirit. He thinks he| from his own. 
must emulate his hero or fail. Often If he ever needed your sympathy, 

he takes no account of conditions and | fathers and mothers, it is when he is 

sighs because of lost opportunities.| emerging from the chrysalis state, 
He is not mature enough to seize the | when he is on the border line of man 

significant facts and in this some|and child, when he looks the future ' 
biographers are not superior to him.|in the face from the standpoint of | 
He has not learned with Emerson] both boy and man. Alas for him if i 
“That imitation is suicide.’ His ex-| you allow him to assume a defiant i) 
perience is too small, his horizon is| and belligerent attitude, or the don’t j 

too restricted. The boy is not aj|care state. This should be his age 

pocket edition of the man to be read| of air castles, of optimism, of great | 

with a reading glass at a safe dis-| plans, of dreams. No doubt of his 

tance. He is a radically different | ability to achieve whatever he under- ' 

being and must be dealt with from a| takes should come to him, the world | 

different standard of control. Wej]is his. Youthful enthusiasm brooks 

have no need for prigs, sissy boys, |no defeat and the men who have made | 
wax figures of fashion, nor conceited|the world feel their strength, have 

young gentlemen for pets. We doj|never outgrown this feeling of prow- j 

need the animal of possibilities, the|ess, This period of the boy’s life is 

- boy. We need the noisy, dirty, heed-| the one in which he is most misun- 

less boy, not that he may remain al-| derstood by his parents. Accustomed ] 
ways such, but that he may undergo|as they have been to directing his 

the miracle of transformation that|early steps, and to his unquestioning 

will make of him a man; a man in} Qbedience to their sometimes selfish 
all that the word implies. No matter] orders, they can hardly realize that 

if in his youthful days he appears|he should ever change. The border 

callow, green and hopeless, beneath | line’ of manhood seems to have come 
the roughest bark often lies the|too soon; the threshold of manhood 
soundest heart. seems to have been pushed back since 

the good days of old. John must still 

a a Paeret be Johnnie, is still thought to wear 
! - his swaddling clothes. An old couple 

I often wonder if we appreciate the] aged ninety-five and six respectively 
mental life of a boy. Doesn’t he know] were returning from the funeral of 

better than we his awkwardness?| their oldest son Who had died at the: 
Where to locate his hands and feet} tendér age of seventy-one. Pitifully 

with reference to the horizon is to} the mother turns to the husband and 
him a tremendous problem. He never] in woeful tones says, “Father, I ‘al: | 
finds a satisfactory attitude. Failing] ways ‘Knéw we should never be able 

to suit himself, knowing that he can| to raisé’that child.’ This country of 
never suit his fastidious critics, is it] ours is filled with loving parents who 
any wonder he swings to the opposite} cannot grasp this simple truth of 

extreme and tries to be as ridiculous} simple growth and succeeding matur- 
as possible? Give the boy credit for|ity. They either ignore it entirely 
good intentions, for I am sure you and still undertake to enforce their
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oma with the old absolute “Hitch Your Wagon to a Star.” authority, or helplessly surrender th - reins of Mi iicatse . a at In a subject so broad as this, I can 
judgment of the boy. Shall we ever fouch upon but a few of the many be able to allow the boy to become topics which suggest themselves. I 

if a self-governing being, or must we|2™ tonight only pleading for the i let him drift with the tide? Bhall we| fovea nm, “tt? eter as 4 only dictate when we feel it neces- awe nates eo eee oe - 7 sary to our own interests and allow |” Se ee outgrow their prejudice to the boy; a absolute freedom when they are not that through a ti ‘ j infringed upon? Nay, verily. Every i eae ae ee parent who has the best interests of able to lift him to the highest Lees ; his children at heart, places their ble plane. The old question of welfare above his own, but often, oh, dope . e shall stay on the farm, is ! how often, they allow the young tyrant of less importance than the more to rule. The boy must never be al- fundamental one of whether he shall 
lowed to think he is the chief pricat |¥° wht God intended him to be. I 
in the tabernacle of the home. He eee is pee a pe a our boys to reach. at is well. i Tu fe cps Ideals need to be moving higher. The 

4 ing need of our boys is a little more boy needs to hitch his wagon to a ' wholesome use of that good old word star, but he needs to chose wisely the 
i obey. It still needs to be spelled ei TE should ec SS t z Pole star does the mariner. He also i with a capital letter; the doctrine of needs to avoid aiming at a shooting f obedience to rightfully constituted i ; . star. Other stars than those of the | — =. a — first magnitude are to be preferred by ‘ . . Nearl very boy who J But as years come and go, as the boy aoa —s caries. —— ne do 
i ae ps bea eo when —_ things which will make him famous. 
He ° Baty _ ae pana cag then ea Isn’t it time to stop holding up models (4 — aa = si eae 2 eee for him to imitate? Can’t he succeed 
| ee a ee Fees prinout veing “preekient ‘of a steel 1 : *|trust or of the United States? So q that the boy of the American farm much are these false hopes held out i ad he gud it meno. me:| to a boy that he thinks himself a fail iN phe kt . = ure if he fails to reach them. A vis- i sane — pee te —_ ers ee itor to a boys’ school asked all who 
iM ae as eae soto would like to be president of the 
a H aio heart forming, are United States to raise their hands. 

i ome Pecans e of all o ae The Every hand but one was raised enthu- 
5 - a siastically. “Why isn’t your hand 

iq —— gone ee hand raised,” was asked of the back- 
; : ” ea : 2S a pi ht 45 he ward youngster. Sobbingly he re- ; ona ote - ¥ a roduct | Plied, “W-what’s the use, I'm a demo- {i oe th eo me na a - a ra erat.” More serious handicaps than q ee See i "The| this are holding wack the others. ; = aa a a SRO TERR RR cn a boy can recognize his limita- i Sen ee tions and then does the best he can 

; ;
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under these restrictions, he has suc-; plenty of men with heads crammed 
ceeded. Honest effort needs to be} full of facts and empty of any grain 

encouraged and rewarded as much as|of native wit, or power of application. 
results. Misfits in school and life|Like the water in the mill dam, it 
come from this inability to recognize] lies shining and beautiful in its re- 

native talent. We try to make schol-| flected glory, but until transformed is 

ars and philosophers, inventers and|useless. Soon it becomes stagnant, 

captains of industry, ministers and] putrid, unwholesome. Facts, though 

orators, statesmen and poets out of|of infinite value, are not the end and 

boys who can never succeed simply|aim of education. Your boy is edu- 

because they lack the essential qual-| cated only when he can think, feel, ' 

ity that makes for success in these} love, appreciate the beautiful, dare to | 

fields of labor. I am afraid that our| do the right, has will and courage to i 

higher institutions of learning are|do his duty, and is true to himself f 

luring toward certain failure many a|always. Even though denied of the { 

boy and many a girl whom God meant | advantages of school, he may rise to | 

should minister to the wants of man|the highest pinnecle of thought and 

through the farm; whose best exam-| power. I wish our schools might do 

ination papers should be corn and|more for the spirit and less for the 

cows, sheep and poultry. Blue denim|form. At present, the home must do 

is as regal as purple, is as honorable} most of it and I uadertake to say i 
as broadcloth. that the farm home can do it better ! 

than any other. 

“{t isn’t merely what men shall say Wm. E. Russell, in addressing a 

When the cold, damp clods above Us| class of Harvard graduates as they 

lie; were ready to start out into the world, 

It is this: We are nere in the world] said: “Fellows, remember that there | 

today, is a difference between making a liv- 

‘And we ought to be showing why.” | ing and makifg a iife.” Written in 

letters of gold, those words ought to 

Parents Need Better Conception of| be placed wherever poys may come. 

Meaning of Education. The home, school, church must learn 

‘ al point,|the difference and apply it to their 

ere aa ee = work. The boy and the farm must 

best chance, parents must have a solve the problems of living and life. 

eption of what an educa- p 

oe "The old conception that | Hope of the Naticn Rests in Its Boys. 

made it an intensively unpractical] f¢ J, J, Hill’s:remark that the farm 

thing is passing away and a broader} contains about all ‘ue patriotism left 

and more intelligent view is taking}in this country is true, then the boy 

its place. The only function of think-| has a duty unlimited; if this govern- 
ing and training is to prepare for ac-| ment, founded in resistance to tyran- 

tion. We think that we may act,|ny and preserved by the doctrine of 

study that we may achieve, educate! equality, is to endure, he must make 

that the boy may add to the world’s} jt. The eternal battle of right against 

experience his mite. Knowledge with-| might is still raging; the hosts of 

out power to apply it is wasted, is|right still call for reinforcements. 

dead. There is no such monstrosity| Whence will they come? As in the 

as an educated fool, but there are] past, from the homes of the ~ great 

a hc le
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middle class, best represented by the ;sun always shine through the clouds, 
farm. In the future rests our hope, | dispelling pessimism and doubt, until the past inspires, the present lends it| America has done her part in the re- color. Newer hopes, larger ambitions,}generation of mankind; until the 

i higher aspirations, broader principles| American ideal has been attained 
f must be dominant. The star of the| never to be lost, but passed on into i Republic which rose over a little of| the great and boundless ocean of fi a century ago must mount still eternity. Then, if we are permitted ‘ higher; its rays of light must not fall|to see the result of our handiwork, i upon an empire crumbling under a| we shall hear the notes from beyond } weight of a commercial despotism, | saying: “Behold, I have set before i = but upon a more substantial structure | thee an open door, and no man shall : reared for eternity. The hopes of| close it unto thee.” 

our philosophers must become the May the boy of the farm see his ) realities of our historians. May the duty and press on to its achievement. 

i 
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| | Limited 
, Electric-Lighted train to Kansas City 

‘ carries Standard Sleepers, Dining Car, 

! Chair Car, Coach, and, best of all, a Li- 

| brary-Observation Compartment Sleeper. 

| _Leaves Chicago 6 p. m. daily via the 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 
| i | Railway 
. One Missouri editor refers to The South- 

; west Limited as “a gleam of summer sun- 
} light—a sure ’nuf hurry-up train to Kansas 
a ’ City.” No extra fare. Two Stations in 
j Kansas City—Union Station and Grand 

| Avenue Station, adjacent to the residence 

; section. 

1 Ask the nearest agent of the Chicago, 

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway for rates 

to Kansas City, or to any point beyond, 

. and train service via the Southwest Lim- 

ited. 

| F. A. MILLER 
i General Passenger Agent 

CHICACO 
,- Ste et IRIE a <A 
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of a Kind 
Beats many other combinations. 
The three famous trains of the | 

a = 

Chicago, Milwaukee & 
= | 

St. Paul Railway 
offer an excellence of service andequip- _ || 

ment not obtainable elsewhere. There 

are many reasons for this, one of which 

is the fact that this railway operates its j 

own sleeping, dining, library and other 

cars. 

The Southwest Limited, Chicago to 

Kansas City. The Pioneer Limited, 

Chicago to St. Paul and Minneapolis. 

The Overland Limited, Chicago to : 

Omaha and San Francisco. On your 

next western trip, why not go one way 

and return another? 

F. A. MILLER 
General Passenger Agent 

CHICAGO 
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SPREADS 211ki22s cf manure regardiess of their condition, handles barnyard manure that has been trampled so hard that itis necessary to lvosen with pick, fresh stable manure, containing wet or dry straw, corn stalks, ete. Old straw stack bottoms, whether rotted or not. Cow manure fresh from the gutter, sheep manure, iine,salt, ashes, and in factall kinds of manure and fertilizers and does it quicker, better and more easily than by hand. Spreads as much manure In one day gs 15 mencan byhand. Spreads the largest load in 2 to 4 minutes. Mates the Same amount of manure go three times a8 far and produce better results. Makes all manure fine and immediately seady for plant food. Every machine has our WON-BUNGHABLE RAKE wriich forms @ hopper and holds all hard chunks of manure in contact with beater until Pi thoroughly pulverized before discharging, therefore no bunching or uneven work. ‘The ENDLESS APRON ‘Sone continso:s apron (not a %4 apron), therefore always ready to load, no turning back into Bosition with crank oF reverse gear to cduse breakaze. Apron does not extend below axle: Combined manureaway from beater while loading, prevents choking of beater when starting an: 4000 AND ENDGATE acts asa hood and wind shield in spreading: “Stars the manure ta the right direction, thesetone Spreads more evenly. ithas a graduating lever and can be regulated to spread thick or thin, 3 to 25 loads per ‘acre while in motion. It catches the poor spots with a double dose. ‘ LIGHT DRAFT 23%, Bcctest¢iaadis nearly equally balanced on frontand rear wheels, 2nd. The team is as near load asitcan work. 3rd. Front and rear axles are thesame length and wheels track. 4th. Beater shaft runs ina ball and socket bearing, therefore no friction. Beateris 23 inchesin diameter. Has a shipper that positively throws ° machine into and out of gear and holds itthere. Seat turns over whenloading. Machine turnsin its own length. | NGTH AND DURABILITY Q2:msctineis mace so strong thar itis almost impossible to break it Every piece, STRENG is made extrastrong regardless of cost. Gears and sprockets all keyed on. We use ‘Bo pins or cheap contrivances to come loose or get out of order. Made In 4 sizes—30, 60, 70 and 100 bushels capacity. GUARANTEE Stou'd ary pert break, wear out or get out of order within one year, we replace free of charge. Ask Your dealer or send to us for free catalogue. Serr eLitnn wean best results. SMITH MANURE SPREADER CO. 16 & 18 SOUTH CLINTON ST. CHIGAGO, ILL. rn ete 

| 

, Let experienced stockmen, University Professors and eminent Doctors of Veter- inary Science speak: fs 
GEORGE McKERROW, | PROF. GEORGE C. HUMPHREY, 
. : : University of Wisconsin. Supt. Wisconsin Farmers’ Institute. Of | “ = ; intr J , i aie . =e Our experience in using Zenoleum as Senne << Sonsmaten live | | Gicatectaut in campecion i tine ee oe at stock husbandry has been very satisfac- We have used Zenoleum as a disinfect- | tory. We have found it to be an effective ant as well as alicekiller in the hen remedy for all parasites infesting the house and with animals, We have also | various classes of live-stock and also to found Zenoleum good for cleaning sores | be anexcellent thing for washing and and causing them to heal. We find it | healing wounds and skin diseases which very useful to have in stock.” occur more or less frequently.” 

ProF. E. H. FARRINGTON, | DR. A. S. ALEXANDER, 
University of Wisconsin. . : : . 

“We have used Zenoleum around our University of Wisconsin. creamery for several years. We are well oh Piety rie Itis especially valuable | | “It (Zenoleum) has proven indispensa- ; or deodorizing sour drains and decom- | ble in my veterinary hospital. Especially : posing milk which may have been spilled | valuable in outbreaks of hog cholera, on the ground around the factory. The | skin diseases, lice and scab, and I advise odor of this disinfectant is an agreeable | its daily use where contagious abortion one, andiwe find it advisable toconstantly | is prevalent among cattle.” keep on handa supply of yourZenoleum” 
Zenoleum the Great Disinfectant, Sheep ‘Dip, Lice Hiller. 
Used exclusively from year to year (by the International Live Stock Exposition. Sample gallon Zenoleum $1.50:express prepaid. Send for books “Veterinary Ad- viser” and “Piggie’s Troubles.’ Both mailed free.: 
ZENNER DISINFECTANT COMPANY, 75 Bates Street, Detroit, Mich. 

eS 
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Stone roads will enable you to haul your crops 

avy time of the year; also to double the size of 

the load usually hauled on a dirt road 

Wh =ewwe st 
4 "4 : 9 = 

i ‘A yy... < AM | : | 

See! - SSS | 

if an’ ss re. 74 

: s ‘s a ys a br (N Tow eereey MN. | 
YN XY Qa ar ' 

Cem £a 

The value of a productive farm depends upon its dis- 

tance from the railroad. A good road shortens the 

distance. Petition your commissioners for a stone 

road. 

i WE MANUFACTURE 

Reversible Road Machines 

Rock Crushers and Screens 

Reversible Road Rollers 

Wheeled and Drag Scrapers 

= = 

National Drill & Mfg. Co. 
PULLMAN BUILDING, - CHICAGO 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Yellowstone National Park 
and a score of other places of interest to the tourist, offer. to 

the seeker after rest and recreation a panorama of majestic 

‘ mountain peaks, virgin forests, imposing cataracts, laughing 

mountain brooks, vast pleasure grounds where game is abun- 

dant and lakes and streams where the fishing is excellent. i 
The hotels are of the best and include all classes of service, 

from the elaborate completeness of the larger hotels to the 

more economical accomodations afforded at numerous boarding 

j houses and hotels where prices range from $6 to $15 per week. 
, 

| | Chicago & North-Western R icago & North-Western R’y 
! offers the most excellent daily train service to the various 

| summer resorts of the Great Wesi, to the lakes and streams 
} of Wisconsin, Nerthern Michigan and Minnesota, the Hot 

Springs of South Dakota, the mountain resorts of Colorado 

and Utah, and to Yellowstone National Park, California, 

Oregon, Washington, and Alaska. 

Summer tourist rates are in effect from Chicago and all points east. A series 

of booklets, one of which is descriptive of Colorado, another of California, 

with detailed information regarding routes, rates and schedules will be 
r Promptly mailed upon application to any ticket agent. 

Chicago & North-Western R’y 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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The Chicago & North-Western Railway is the only double- 

track railway between Chicago and the Missouri River, and 

the Pioneer Line West and Northwest from Chicago. 

Over its superb road bed four fast daily trains, provided 

with all the luxuries of modern travel, bring Chicago and the 

East within easy reach of the trans-Missouri region and the 

Pacific Coast. . 

Three of these daily trains pass westward through Omaha 

to Denver, Odgen, Salt Lake, Sacramento, San. Francisco, 

Los Angeles and Portland without change. One of them the 

famous electric lighted Overland Limited, less than three days 

Chicago to the Coast is the most magnificent train in the 

world. 

A daily service of through trains between Chicago and 

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Sioux City, and other points in 

lowa, Nebraska, the Dakotas and the Black Hills, provide 

en route. 

The Best of Everything 

For full information call on any ticket agent 

Chicago & North-Western R’y 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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. | CENTRAL RAILWAY 
S— | 

= BETWEEN————"3 

CHICAGO 

MILWAUKEE 

| - MANITOWOC 

: AND—— 

HURLEY IRONWOOD 
BESSEMER ASHLAND 

SUPERIOR DULUTH 

JAS. C. POND, Gen. Pass. Agt. J 

Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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CENTRAL RAILWAY 

CHICAGO | 

_ MILWAUKEE 

MANITOWOC 

ST. PAUL eoner? 
MINNEAPOLIS “= 

Pullman Sleepers 

Free Reclining Chair Cars 

Meals A La Carte 

JAS. C. POND, Gen. Pass. Agt., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute — when writing to advertisers.



Calif r 
Tens of thousands will spend their winter 

vacations in California; will you? There 

: you can pick flowers and enjoy outdoor 

| life all the year ‘round. California is 

quickly and comfortably reached by the | 

through train service of the 

| . . 

| Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 

Railwa | y | 

The Overland Limited runs via this line, | 

is electric lighted throughout and offers 

the best of service and equipment. Choice : 

of routes going and returning. Booklets 

free. Ask the nearest ticket agent of this 

company for additional information, or 

write to 

F. A. MILLER 

General Passenger Agent 

CHICAGO | 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Wisconsin 
offers unexcelled opportunities for those 

who want to stop paying rent and make 

money in agriculture, in the fruit or 

dairy industry, or in sheep raising. 

Along the lines of the 

2 . : | ; 

Chicago, Milwaukee & Si. Pau 

Railway 
! in Northern Wisconsin are many tracts 

of land admirably adapted to the home- 

| seeker. In former timber tracts are many 

cultivated farms worth $50 to $75 an acre. 

Adjoining them, enjoying the same ad- 

vantages, are unimproved farms for $7 to 

$20 an acre. Why not take a trip there 

and investigate these openings for yourself? 

Additional information on request. 

| | F, A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent, CHICAGO, | 

| Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers 
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Send ior Samo Cory ot *# ~~ |Ghe FARMER 
Hoard’s i St. Paul, Minn., 
e the largest of all western farm papers 

and the ideal paper for the Northwest- pap 2 
{ cr m n ern farm conditions. Specially strong 

in Dairy and Live Stock departments. 
Regular subscription price 50 cents per 

The Leading year. If you are not now asubseriber, 
send 25 cents, stamps-or silver, for 

Dairy Journal in the United States, | year’s trial subscription. 
| Specs ADDRESS, 

| W. D. Hoard Company, THE FARMER, St. Paul, Minn, 
Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

ee ren ee 
: Wisconsin farmers will find 

Wisconsin Institutes can win money The Prairie Farmer 
and fame by sending their choicest 
— aoe eee ¢ Ehelpsae : dai side Prize Competition. 3, x o! = 
= a = prizes. —— ee E ag - er oe hii 
for the best ‘Sears of corn. ie i a c le. 
oe eas — A. a Litas ee 4 a oe —— 
‘rol. ; 4. Lyon, Nebraska; Prof. P. en or sample co ani G. Holden, Towa: Prof. A. D, Shamel, ee a wel gl. Dept.. Washington. Any su special clubbing prices to scriber to seg and ee ep 

can compete. send your subscrip- 
tions and we will forward entry 

blanks. Write for further particu- THE PRAIRIE FARMER PUB. 00., 
ars to 

Chicago, Ill. 
FARM, FIELD AND FIRESIDE, 

CHICAGO. 

SS ARES coos 
EVERYBODY WANTS 10 WEEKS FOR 106. 

2% Es wiil| | | | We want The Farmers Voice to be 
a a a read in fifty thousand new homes v= FTE ARE. before another year. | We will mail it 

<3 - = to any address you send us PUBLISHED WEEKLY FOR THE BREEDER AND FARMER. 
Recognized authority on Breeding, Feeding, Man- FOR TEN WEEKS FOR TEN CENTS agement and the Improved Br. eds of Stock, This is the great farmer’s paper, that Special Departments for gives all fhe wyorld’s very, latest 

en \, W the hour 0! a _ a ie note foine ‘orpress. Really better than a 
Z eat corn paper. Sen spreads rest is han deals co tis ten cents in stamps or currency 

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy, and the address of any farmer friend : ag or tryityourself. ‘Ten Weeks for Ten By able Live Stock Writers and Breeders, with the Cents—One Cent per Week for all the best from [ome and Foreign papers of the world’s NEWS. Address Progress in Live Stock Husbandry. VOICE PUBLISHING CO. ur Live Sto k } t Report i n° Handromely printed and llgetratede te 47 Plymouth Place, - Chicago, Il. No Stock Farmer can «fford to do without it, Published weekly. Subscription price only $1.00, 
woe waned ie every eres 

rite for sample copy. Address 

THE LIVE STOCK JOURNAL 10 WEEKS FOR 10C. 
394 E. 56TH ST. CHICAGO s 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Breeders’ Gazette, meee (DOUBLE 
‘| Best Farm and Live Stock ) + a POW: 

Paper Published  - N Ni 
* *s C i” is of Prof. Y j $1 000 R rd Megat, CR ica fact i ce Wi ewa 
contribute to it. All about stock breed- i HH . ie ie equal. Wind power 

‘ing and the management of the stock —— Sa AE doubled. Two 14 ft. wheels 
‘Complete reports of all the great shows an Ne A Work on samme pinion; sec. 
lsales. a 56 pages weekly. Profusely il-| By) ma eae i ond wheel ives more po’ 

iustrat Ins a !) that Governs 
Sample eopy free, \ 4 iN Py ane perpen 

—Address— \Ve ad age 2. p. in 25 mile wind. All 

ATG FM Eins papier 
J. H. SANDERS PUBLISHING CO., vi | A Gating, ete, for aia month. 

‘858 Dearborn Street, ~ CHICAGO, 1x.) HDi Becca iat | 
‘ ear Agents Wanted. -&) Ki DOUBLE POWER MILL co. 

e * Appleton, is. 

The Michigan Farmer, THE 
DETROIT, MICH. <i 

There is no larger, more practical or better 5 
edited weekly Farm, Livestock and Home Jour- [ m 
nal published than the Michigan Farmer. Its 5 

undivided. ——- to = oe of its read- 
ers is manifest heir lov = ° 

Every “opportunity to benefit its readers by time CH ICAGO, iLL, 
yy 7 eecantie suaneaicee and = 

on advantage of. ts icultura i 
Se and Tmackata every ehecsats mnie {s the Only Agri eult 1 Paper which 
afeature. Free veterinary advice and prescrip- | makes 
tions are published weekly. It is an all round 

up-to-date farmer’s magazine in every particu- Stenographic reports of | 
jar. Hor- ‘The price is but 60 cts. a year; 2 years $1. oa st es 
G2 copies sont postage paid. Sample copy free. nr 

its wanted. Increased commissions allowed a 
agents, Address, A Trial Four Months’ Subscription, 25e: 

THE MICHIGAN FARMER, SAMPLE COPY FREE. 
Detroit, Mich. 

Fitting Sheep for the |THE OHIO FARMER 
re Cleveland, Ohio, 

Show-ring and Market. 60 cents a year. Two years for $1.00 
Seemernetaee to Be ae weekly ae 

This valuable sheep book covers a wide | Pb" Wan atusee madtee pence ee 
range of information, of daily ‘ase to prac- fd moro inthe winter reading secon. The 

tical sheepmen. Price $1.00, including | 8fSricing columns: Devoted to all the tater: 
one year’s subscription to ests of the farmer, his family and farm. Do not 
Wool Markets and Sheep _| "32", anuthing else natil you get our list of low pric lub offers wit lea papers an 

Sendf10 cents silver or stamps for trial sub- | Magazines. Also 
scription of WooL MARKETS AND SHEEP 

and see what a splendid paper it is. Send for Free Sample Copies. 
SS, 

oe The Ohio Farmer always stops promptly at, 
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, expiration of ee 

A Wanted—Hustling agents can make. 
358 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. aoe We furnish free everything neces- 

sary for the work. Write us for terms, 

ee — ————— 
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The Pioneer Line 
West and Northwest of Chicago 

| Over nine thougand miles of substantially built railway— 
equal to two and one-half times the distance between New York 
and San Francisco, or more than one-third the equatorial circym- 
ference of the earth—are included in The North-Western Line. 

There are 1,700 stations along the line, with a contiguous 
population of 7,673,000 people—a town for every 5.5 miles—and 
almost a thousand people to each mile of road. 

The roadway is clean and solid as a macadamized turnpike. 
The train service includes every luxury known to modern 

travel. 
The North-Western Line is the pioneer railway west and 

northwest of Chicago and the only double-track railway between 
Chicago and the Missouri River. 

Two fast trains per day via the Chicago, Union Pacific and ; 
North-Western Line between Chicago and the Pacific Coast, 
including The Overland Limited, less than three days en route, 

| an electric-lighted train, with barber, bath, telephone, Booklovers 
library, buffet and smoking car, dining car (a la carte), library 
and observation car and Pullman drawing-room and compart- 
ment sleeping cars. 

Four fast trains between Chicago and St. Paul-Minneapolis 
and Duluth, including The North-Western Limited, and Duluth- 
Superior Limited, electric lighted throughout, with buffet, smok- 
ing and library car, free reclining chair cars, dining car service 
of the highest character and Pullman drawing-room and com- 
partment sleeping cars. 

The Colorado Special, only one night to Denver; the Chi- 
cago-Portland Express, daily train to Portland, Ore.; and the 
Copper Country Express, are all noted for the perfection of their 
service. 

FOR TICKETS AND FULL INFORMATION CALL ON ANY TICKET AGENT 
. 

Chicago & North-Western Ry ' Nwe2r : 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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F d Timber Land 

N rth i 

d M il 

A large track of lands, heavily timbered with Maple, Birch, Basswood, Elm 
and Hemlock, suitable for agricultural purposes convenient to thriving cities 
and villages, which make for the settler a ready cash market for his telegraph 

poles, posts, cordwood and logs which he cuts in clearing his farm, thus 

enabling him with a small capital to make himself a home. Farm produce 
finds a ready market at milling towns close at hand. 

Dairying is carried on with success. The soil is well adapted to general 

farming and raising of grasses, oats, wheat, rye, barley, corn, potatoes and 
all root crops, which yield large returns, and to raising the best quality of 
grasses. Water is abundant and pure. Ready markets for all produce. 

These Lands are For Sale on Long Time, Easy Terms and 
: Low Rate of Interest 3 

to actual settlers. Schowl accommodations are good and ample; taxes low; 

climate healthful. Timber for manufacturing is unlimited and of the best 
quality for Stave, Heading and Hoop factories, Furniture factories, Saw 
Mills, Pulp Mills and Tanneries 

Homeseekers’ Rate 
To a large number of points in Northwestern lowa, Western Minnesota, 

Northern Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, North Dakota, South Dakota, Neb- 
raska, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, British Columbia, Mani- 
toba, Montana, Oregon and Washington. 

Call on agents fer dates of sale and full particulars. 

Chicago & North-Western Railwa 
H. R. McCULLOUGH, J. F. CLEVELAND, W. B. KNISKERN, 

3rd Vice-President. Land Commissioner. Passenger Traffic Mgr. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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NORTHERN WISCONSIN 

OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES TO | | 
: 

MEN OF MODERATE MEANS 
| 
: By paying $50.00 down a settler can get a contract for 40 acres 

of land from the Wisconsin Central Railway Company and 

when clearing this tract for cultivation from the sale of tim- 

ber taken from the land and outside employment can both 

support his family comfortably and have enough besides to 

pay for his land in full. 

There are saw mills, planing mills, stave, heading, and hoop 

factories, and tanneries at the different stations, always 

offering ready employment at good wages. 

: 

The logging ani bark camps pay good wages, and give oppor- 

tunities for work both winter and summer to those desir- 

| ing it. 

A poor man who obtains a small farm in this country has every 
chance to get ahead. 

Write for Pamphlets and Maps to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIs. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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The following is an extract from an article by Col, L. 

’  D. Burch, editor of the “American Sheep Breeder” in 

the September, 1899, issue of that paper: 

“The region visited lies about 350 miles north of 

Chicago, along and tributary to the Wisconsin Central 

Railway, and embraces an area of about 3,500 square 

miles, covering the Counties of Price and Ashland and 

contiguous portions of Bayfield and Iron Counties. 

This great district forms as nearly an ideal sheep 

country as any the writer has seen in a quarter 

century of almost constant travel between the great 

lakes and the snowy range, and from Manitoba south- 

ward to middle Texas. 

eS 

Men interested in sheep raising are requested to write for further 

information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

+. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

TT 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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3 SAME OLD BOYS Prospect Hill Jersey Farm |“gawe opp or ece 
Has 14 officially tested cows which SAME OLD BUSINESS 
weraged 515 nf . butter for year. % 

: ‘Sek a for Sale Patel Gino thal. pistes ont ceccece 
‘F. H. SCRIBNER, W. C. & Chas. Bradley, 

: ROSENDALE, WIS. HUDSON, WIS. eerie ren ase LE ort 
TI For removing refuse mat- 

EAR Hat ter from barns. 
(EFA Works automatically. | 

Ir Turns curves and passes | 
over switches. 

| No barn complete with- 
a ay, out it. 

7 a Send for free illustrated catalogue No. 6 

| een f AUTOMA7, ety, pri’. —/ DREW ELEVATED CARRIER CO. 
NG tem ANRIPR = os Waterloo, Wis,, U. S. A. SUN, SO SBS 25 eee ee eS 

WE BUY AND SELL 

TIMOTHY, CLOVERS, 
FLAXSEED, MILLETS, HUNGARIAN, 

| AND ALL Varieties Grass AND FIELD 

POP CORN, BUCKWHEAT 

DWARF ESSEX RAPE ror sHEEP 
FIELD PEAS for HOG and CATTLE FooD 

COTTON GRAIN BAGS, ETC. 

The Albert Dickinson Co. 
MINNEAPOLIS CHICAGO 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertusers. 
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Choice Land for Sale 

If you inte ted i: i + wri 2 

rood iZohs tr lsesedta bering the inet fae lad hs ten pal a Sar: 
thon county, in a community-of 6,000 inhabitants. Rich clay loam soil. Good 

wae, Senay areree and excellent railroad facilities. “Churches. schools, 

aera eee Tee BOM dace eeiton of Wisssanin ‘Average Drive Det 
acre $12.50. For further particulars address, : 

Rietbrock Land and Lumber Co., 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. ; 

LE ER ET TEL SSI SE EY 
Ne ee ee eee eT Ginna SaaS ee 

oy All progressive Creameries and Cheese Factories now use some 

ea Commercial Starter to secure uniform ripening, perfect flavor and 

o—™* keeping quality. 

ee Chr. Hansen’s Lactic Ferment is the leader. Being a dry pow- 

eae der, it will keep indefinitely and is always safe to use. 

=@O= Our Danish Butter Color is a prey vegetable Annatto prepar- : 

Estar ation, the only color that should be used in butter. 

Chr. Hansen’s Danish Rennet Extract, Liquid Cheese Color, Rennet Tablets 

and Cheese Color Tablets, the Marschall Rennet Test, all first-class articles, 

manufactured only by = 

CHR. HANSEN’S LABORATORY, Box 1143, Little Fails, N. Y. 
Bae Bs ee eee 

—— 

From Wisconsin Points Via 

Chicago or the Twin Cities 

| Route 

Nebraska and Wyoming 
Where every man, old or young, has op- 

portunity to become a successful farmer 

For booklets and detailed information write 

General Passenger Agent. 

209 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO. A 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Limited imite 
For Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 

and all Pacific Coast: points. Electric 

lighted throughout, it is the preferred train 

to the coast. Leaves Union Station, Chi- 

' cago, 6:05 p. m. every day via the 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 
Rail ailway 

Arrives in San Francisco in less than three 

days. Another good train to California 

leaves Chicago 10:25 p. m. daily via this 

| same route, offering both Standard and 

Tourist Sleeping Car Service. Complete 

information on request. 

F. A. MILLER 
General Passenger Agent 

CHICAGO 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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[he Pioneer | 

Limited _ | 
There is no train in service on any railway 

in the world that equals in equipment 

The Pioneer Limited train between Chi- 

cago and St. Paul and Minneapolis via the 

. . 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul 

Railway 
n . ¥ I 

The railway company owns and operates 

: the sleeping and dining cars on its trains, 

and gives to its patrons an excellence of 

service not obtainable elsewhere. The 

buffet cars, compartment cars, standard ~ 

sleeping cars and dining cars of The 

Pioneer are the handsomest ever built. 

F. A. MILLER 
General Passenger Agent 

CHICAGO 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Kewa Short Line : 

Green Bay & Western Railroad 
THE ; 

: POPULAR ROUTE 
: BETWEEN 

Green Bay, Winona, La Crosse, 

Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, 

St. Paul, Minneapolis, 
: and all Points In the West and Northwest 

Lou Ps ee ee 
| Kewaunes, Green Bay & Western RK. R. 

THE 

SHORT LINE 
To 

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 
Washington, Buffalo, 

Detroit, Toledo, 

Car Ferries Across Lake Michigan both Summer 
and Winter 

ge 
TOO SSS——— 

J. A. JORDAN, W. C. MODISETT, 
General Manager. General Freight & Passenger Agent. 

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN. 
a edd 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Rich F Lands 
=. ON THE Oo ——— 

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. | 

Marie Railway. 
Excellent Hardwood Timber Lands, with 

Rich Soil, Clay Sub-Soil, Close to Sta- 

tions on a Trans-Continental Railway in 

Northern Wisconsin 
: At $5 to $12 per Acre on Easy Terms 

These lands will produce as many dollars per acre as lands in older 

settled sections of the country valued at $50.00 

to $100.00 per acre. 

A Natural Grass Country Sta'fiue Grass. 

A Grand Dairy Country iXc Saytprezss 

For Sheep ithe sites ‘Stats An7™nere 
For Illustrated booklet write to 

D. W. CASSEDAY, 
Land and Industiral Agt. ‘Soo’? Line. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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; ® Two of Our Specialties i _ 
A B 7: 

Um, Keren A ieiaa Ane 

— Vs Wi, ‘ N 
—— 4 F MeN aa ———P-4$-—1 Sal i LE ke & = {| i 2 P= hee (ama Ns \ VAIN | aR 

Bae a tee (aX BNO ce Se 
‘ A ‘9 jj Sanaa oer 

A NU De i a ese Sa o/4 DiGA ¥ | 

one Ate) Denning \ 

oo Lies A 
a) . te 177 a 

g By) Sak AP — We iN a 
nA oars Bese WY — ee et ae 

“SIMPLEX’’ Link-Blade Cream Separator ““SIMPLEX”’ Combined Churn and Butter Worker 
ug WS, manufacture other specialties for use in creameries, cheese factories and dairies; SIMPLEY™ Regenerative Pasteurizer, “B. & W.” Heaters; Check Pumps, and Steel Ree Pee cet Milk Testers; Sprague Continuous Pressure Adjustable . 

: " Send for our general illustrated catalogue. 
A : D, H. BURRELL @ Co., Little Falls, N. Y. 

: A NEW TEXT-BOOK ON AGRICULTURE 
ry * s = 

First Principles of Agriculture 
BY 

Emmet S. Gorr, Late Professor of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin, and < 
D. D. Mayne, Principal School of Agriculture, St. Anthony Park, Minn. 

Price, by mail postpaid 8Oc. 

A book for the school and home, planned on the experimental method. The apparatus 
is readily obtainable in any home without expense. 

“I have looked through this Colored plates representing fruits, different breeds of 
book carefully and must say | cattle, poultry, etc., greatly enhance the attractiveness 
SN eee ne eee and usefulness of the book. A chapter on feeds and feed- 

sentation; and is a work, if care-| ing explains a simp!e method of figuring a ration for.live 
fully studied by the boys and) stock, complete feeding tables are given. A chapter on 
girls of Wisconsin, and faithfully | noxious weeds and how to eradicate them is well illus- 
read by the farmers and farmers’ | trated. Insects and their destroyers are given practical 
wives of the state, that would | treatment. The composition and care of milk and the use 
be worth millions in advancing| and importance of the Babcock Test, with illustrations, 
agriculture in Wisconsin.”” are some of the special features which will appeal to all 

GEORGE McKERROW, who are interested in this work which is the foundation 
Supt. of Farmers’ Institutes. |! of our country’s prosperity. 

Inclose 80 cents for a copy of the book and it will be sent to you by mail postpaid. 

American Book Company 
§21-531 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. 

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO 
eee 
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Official Babcock 1Cia. aDCOC. 

Milk T ester 
Gives as accurate results as 

large testers. Enables any cow 
owner to quickly ascertain what 

: his cows are doing. Made in two 

and four bottle sizes and sold ata 
low price. Full directions with 

each machine. - 

A Book for Dairymen Write for circulars and prices. 

is a 64 page mail order catalogue 

and gives lowest prices on reli- Creamery Package 
able supplies for the dairy farmer. 

We will be pleased to send it free, Mfg. Co. 
on request. 
Cc lete Outfitt of all Plants fc 

Ge meemay sierra CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

EASTSIDE STOCK FARM, 
Galesville, Wisconsin. 

REGISTERED 

Shorthorn Cattle, Berkshire Hogs and Lincoln Sheep. 

Also White Holland Turkeys and Barred Plymouth 

Rock Chickens of all Ages For Sale. 

This breed of cattle has the best record for crossing on common stock for 
the general farmer. My hogs weigh when one year old about 400 lbs. and 
when matured from 500 to 800 Ibs., smooth and even fleshed, standing well on 
their feet. Prolific breeders and good mothers. The Lincolns are the largest 
= best wooled of the mutton breeds and make a fine cross on short wooled 
sheep. 

Pir eepoadaned solicited. Farm one mile from C. & N.-W. depot. 

ALEX. A. ARNOLD, Proprietor. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Cheap lands, diversified crops, abundant 
harvests, good markets, everybody busy and a 
demand for good men—farmers, stockmen, 
merchants and the professions—that is the J 

condition in the nine great states of the north- 
west, reached by the 9,064 miles of the Chicago 
& North-Western Railway. 

All lands are rapidly increasing in value. 
Why not go and see for yourself? 

°R | Homeseekers’ Rates 
You can buy special low-rate round-trip 

tickets from points in the central and western 
states to the west and northwest for about 

one fare for the round trip, the first and third 
Tuesdays of each month. 

Write to us for facts concerning soil, climate, 

schools and churches, and where to find business 

opportunities suited to your needs. Free book- 
lets, maps and other information to any address 

on request. 

W. B. KNISKERN, 
Passenger Traffic Manager, 

wee CHICAGO; ILL. 
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California, the land of vineyards and orchards, 

of shining sea, snow-capped mountains and 

health-giving air, the vast health and pleasure 

resort to which the American people repair each 

year in increased numbers, is best reached via | 

The Overland Limited 
the luxuriously appointed daily train from 

Chicago. 
Less than three days en route; electric lighted throughout. 

Its splendid equipment is the result of such painstaking 

study and liberal expenditure as to fully meet the require- 

ments of modern travel on what is undoubtedly the most 

luxurious train in the world. 

Solid through train, with buffet smoking car, barber, bath, 

unsurpassed dining car: service, Pullman drawing-room and 

private compartment sleeping cars, superbly fitted library 

and observation car, with Booklovers library, telephone, 

individual electric reading lamps and_ other devices for the 

comfort of travelers, leaves Chicago via the 

ia 

Chicago & North-Western 
Railway daily at 8.00 p.m. Another fast train to San Fran- 

cisco, Los Angeles and Portland leaves Chicago daily at 

11.00 p. m. 
Send 4-cent stamp for booklet on Califor 
nia or 2cents for pamphlet describing The 
Overland Limited and the route it traverses. 

W. B. KNISKERN, Passenger Traffic Manager GC. & N.-W. Ry., 

NW423 CHICAGO, ILL. 
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| } 
a s s | Along the Line of the Wisconsin 

) *9 ‘ ‘ Central Railway in Northern 
s s : Wisconsin & #& # # # & 

Pe oe eats Se ee Be 2 | ae 

The timber is hardwood, herciock, elm, basswood, maple, spruce, 
tamarack, etc., of good quality. 

ae ee Soh ee ele 

The soil is a clay, loam and very productive. 

in A a ie Se re pS ar oo eee ied 

The climate is-unsurpassed, a healthy, dry cold in winter and 
| - plenty of rainfall in the summer. 

The water is pure and in abundance, 

BN ak ES ps re treed ey te 

The roads are good and there are many of them. 

Schools and churches are well distributed, 

Lands can be obtained at a low price and on easy terms, 

Do not forget to write for Maps and Pamphlets containing further . 
: information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

, Land Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
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Prof. W. A. Henry, University of Wisconsin, says 

“Timothy and red clover flourish amazingly, oats 

yield as well as in the southern part of the state and 

field peas give much larger returns than further south.” 

Prof, John A. Craig, Iowa State College of Agricul- 

ture, says? 

“Tt is naturally the best clover district that I have 

seen, and further, I do not know of any single fod- 

der or grain crop that I would rather have for all 

kinds of stock than clover.” 

Prof. Thomas Shaw, University of Minnesota, says: 

“Ip the timber which grows upon this land, and in 

the character of the soil and subsoil, we have in great 

part at least the explanation of the marvelous adap- 

tation which it has to the production of timothy and 

clover, of blue grass and orchard grass, and indeed of 

almost every kind of grass that will grow in a 

northern country.” 

, For further information write to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

pilin 
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| The FULLER & JOHNSON 

“New Eclipse” Sulky Plow 

sa LIF 

— hg meg 5 EL. 

~ nye ti . ll ea Pp 

A plow with few parts and easily handled 
The Fuller @ Johnson Farm Implements 
have new and desirable features recog- 
nized by progressive farmers 

They Save Time for you and make less work for your horses 
“White Hickory” i of Buggies, Surries and Spring 

Durable, Well Finished Gecds, Uekedad and Attractlve Designs. 

Fuller @ Johnson Wagons @ Farm Trucks 
Strong, Serviceable and Light Running 

water coo.en Frost Proof Gasoline Engines 
Engines that are Practicable and that are Adapted to the Needs of 

Every Farmer. 

Write for Circulars 

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO., Madison, Wis. 
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a a ) why ESRB 
ER a “i AMG ectiss soe 

Vee aA | 

jms e ee " ne eM 

Seta ea Np gee MRD oS! 
Adin vr wt Pai Ayia 8 AIRS oan nial Cer Anin beanie iy) 

ietawanaly vine WI Nt va Ne eat HO a i) | 
mit f V ae ee ee a eee " H (} Hi W 

: Oe ee F ee “~ We 

‘BER ~The GOVERNMENT YARD STICK is the standard 0 
eee by which all other yard sticks are measured. So Saas 

? ‘The John Deere Plow *. 
RB OOOO sy 

# is the standard by which all other plows are judged, and has a 

been since 1838. Today they constitute nearly one-third of 

~s all the high-grade steel plows made in the United States, 

é Walking, Riding, Single, Gangs— Al Styles for All Purposes. 

A ————————————————_— 
, 

& DEERE @ COMPANY, MOLINE, ILLINOIS. 
$: SEND FOR ‘‘ POCKET COMPANION.”’ mw 

eee a 

9 SUMMER'S WORM POWDERS MILK OIL DIP Sem 
~~ % Sheep, Horses & Hogs FoR wide 
F249) f% Fed to millions of animals Cattle, Sheep, DA 
—— every year. Powders never 7 

SS ie Hoss. | fas 
= Seg t American Dip. ee? * 

Price 8 Ib. Pek. 50 dno eg ee a pm gg 
Ben re Pritt namaionas ot Btockmen's Supplios. | helttng Btocuimen'e Bupplion Eres. 

F. S. BURCH & CO., 144 Illinois St., Chicago. F.S. BURCH &CO., 144 Illinois Street, CHICAGO. 

. are the right road to pro perity for any 
py farmer. The Shorthorn cow and Chester 

fx uAS. FISHER, Jc. BASTION, WiSsc J J White hog will give you this with profit. 
Our Shorthorn cows are noted for their yer ih. heavy milking qualities. {always keep 

f _|Breeder of Chester Write Swine. ‘| prices’ Sa et ee - 
c te ite h he be: 

BS coma WEL sisissy ts tuts lise weal fave Some. 
- ‘ Eh git Zs 2 thing choice for salo. Come and see them 

ba oe eager — A] siscoesit will all you all aboutthem. iI : : 
==? JAS. FISHER, 

EASTMAN. WIS. 
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CO 

Efficiently Serves a Vast Territory 

By through Service to and from the 

following cities: ————————— 

Chicago, Ill. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Council Bluffs, Ia. New Orleans, La. 
Omaha, Neb. Memphis, Tenn. 
Minneapolis, Minn. Paducah, Ky.’ 
St. Paul, Minn. Hot Springs, Ark. 
Kansas City, Mo. Louisville, Ky. 
Peoria, II. Nashville, Tenn. 
Evansville, Ind. Atlanta, Ga. 
St. Louis, Mo. Jacksonville, Fla. 

Through excursion sleeping-car service 
between Chicago and between Cincinnati “ 

And the Pacific Coast. 
Connections at above terminals for thé 

East, South, West, North. 
Fast and Handsomely Equipped, Steam-Heated 

Trains, #& Dining Cars, vt Buffet-Library Cars 

Sleeping Cars # Free Reclining Chair Cars. stst 

Particulars of Agents of the mi- © A. Hl. HANSON, Gen. Pass. Agt., 
nois Central and connecting lines CHICAGO. 
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Fine “Limited” Train Service | 

(Za . | 

<MISSISSiPP seg” 

s 
FROM CHICAGO TO 

Minneapolis and St. Paul 
THE DIRECT ROUTE TO 

HAVANA, CUBA 
AND, TO 

Panama and Other Parts 
in Central and South America and 

- Mexico in connection with regular 

Steamships sailing from New Orleans 

For further particulars address 

A. H. HANSON 
General Passenger Agent, : - - - CHICAGO 

ar = Mention’ “Wartere Tnatitvia Wulletin” wien writing to nvertiners 
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WAUKEGAN, ILL. 

Fe OS ea 0 eS 
: ae ee a in | an as a aE: 

reToe TT Te Ee ae 
se ee oa as A RD EE a ee Re ya nelle ii ete i ot ITO OTT ee 

OTTO TT OE OT OT OTT OTT 
a Ne ee NN RL ae ON pe Ms eR 

| en en ne ee ee eS 
| eS a 

Cyclone Spring Steel Farm Fencing is made from hard Spring Steel Coiled 
Wire, thoroughly galvanized. 
When properly erected, it is always right. , oc oi 
It is made in eleven different heights, from 20" to 58” and satisfaction is 

guaranteed in every foot of it. 
if your dealer does not handle it, we will quote you direct. 
We also manufacture a complete and assorted line of Ornamental Fence and 

S fa b é Gates for lawns, gardens and ceme- 

RRR ARRR RR RRRAREAATT aaa eae m7 would be pleased to mail you 
cate | OOOO DOO. either or both of our catalogs. i 
CPLIEE EE E EEE Wire of all kinds, plain galvanized 
OOOO NOOO OOUOT TOOOOOUOMDOO( and barb, are carried in stock at all 

| RAAXAXAR OOOO | XAXAMALE RRA times. 
CLenenvasenenasuosanepniens ine badd nS 

W om 

ay, WeZ L (eRe 
Nee Do pad MW _wiZ \ LA yp 
AN SN: AO (LUCERNE) 
ay f. = Say, yy ss Every stockman should have 
<a NEN Ly an acre or two of Alfalfa. It 

SY es \Wrw pi gs comes nearer to being a com- 
ASS ey DOD) Yea «plete ration than any other crop, 

pes Hike ee and yields an immense amount 
f ary ry) =\ q_of forage. At least three crops 

ass AN ae WWI ss Pcan be cut from it every year 
aS eae || Zé ES in Wisconsin. 

ea Zt Q Si iT A Send for our FREE Gatalogue 
[lip Ma ts y as | Ss of all Kinds of 

SNe ; Garden and Farm Seeds, 
é \} y Flowering Bulbs, Plants 

f a ~ for the house and lawn, 

> A ISSR, Hardy Shrubs, Vines, etc. 
RN TS ON 

SR IPODS Signe. Gurnie Bros. Co. 
AON ben Tay KK SEED GROWERS AND DEALERS, 

Ye x RS ix MILWAUKEE, Wis. 
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The People’s Choice e reopies oice 
SR a eR SS SE OSE SES 

THE IMPROVED 

There are many reasons for this, a few of which we give below: 

First, last and always, 

THE U, §. SEPARATOR SKIMS THE CLEANEST 
> It holds World’s Record for 
Pe clean skimming, having averaged 
ey for 50 consecutive runs a loss of 

. ny only .0138 of 1 per cent. in the 

Qe ‘R skimmilk. : 
} The U. S. Has a Practical Low 

) = Supply Can into which it is very 
o—\ as — easy to pour milk. 

Stes Se i The U. S. Wears the Longest 

Hal} S_ \e3 with the least expense, so its 
Mf] i a users say. 
i} ie ss The U. S. Can Produce Thick 

i} i i Cream as well as thin cream with- 
Wh oe = a out clogging, thus enabling the 

fy) i) } user to meet the requirements of 
Hh \ the many creameries that de- 

r i i 4 ie mand thick cream and pay one 

iM) \ Zoe. U s cent more a pound for it. 
eS The U. S. is the Safest Separ- 

fy ator, its gears being entirely en- 

closed, thus doing away with all 
danger of injury to them or those around it. 

The U. S. Saves Time, Labor and Money, as all who will buy one 

will soon find out. 
From the above it is easy to understand why 

THE U. $. SEPARATOR IS THE MOST PROFITABLE TO BUY 
Write for handsome illustrated catalogue 

We have transfer houses at many different points, thus insuring prompt 
delivery to any section. 

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., 
Bellows Falls, Vt. 

rer eR See 
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A Billion Dollars to the Dairy 

Farmers and Buttermakers 

| OF THE WORLD 

That’s what the DE LAVAL CREAM SEPARATORS are es- 

timated ‘to have done since their invention twenty-five years ago. 

From creamery to farm their use has spread all over the world, 

until now more than 550,000 machines are in use. No other inven- 

tion ever did nearly so much for dairying. 

Have you had your share of this great saving? If not there 

could be no better time to get in line for it. Don’t let any more of 

it go to waste. 

Send for a catalogue and name of nearest local agent. 

The De Laval Separator Co. 
eee Sts. General Offices: 121 aoe 

"Panabelsna” 74 CORTLANDT STREET, 764 7 Yor are, 
9 & 11 Drumm Sr., NEW YORK 248 McDERMoT AVENUE, 
SAN FRANCISCO WINNIPEG 
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Stands Against a Stamped 
A drove cannot drive through it—bull-headed butting won’t down a 

it. There is ample strength in every strand to stand the strain in 

> - senor A fence that keeps its strength 

Va and stands for years. Being 

eV apd A gomas the largest fence manufacturers 

hi AVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAY, sem in the world, mining our own 

UA : PATINA, sone ote from our own, mines, oper 
"00 TAVAVAVAVAVAVATAVAYAVATAYATAVAVAVAYATAYATATAY ating our own furnaces an POKIKIMA KANE M A nc iitis—in tact doing i all from 
iy VVVVWVVW SUPE PEXKKMKEXOKXXKKA Rhone raw product fo finished fence, 
WVUUVUVUVUL UU 
RPT UAT enables us to save every cent 
FARA CAAA AAA AAR AAA savable in the production of a 

PUR TUAAAA good fence. A reliable dealer 

el e és «9 in every town handles and § 

guarantees our fences. You should go to him and let him explain the merits 
of ELLWOOD FENCE before buying any other kind. 

Our Free Fence Book tells a lot you should know about a good fence. Send for it. 
2 = 

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO., Dept E.W, Chicago, New York, Denver, San Francisco 

eee 

Weight ina F M Strength 
It costs more money to manufacture a heavy fence than a light one; yet pound tor & 

Round our fence is cheapest per rod. With this extra weight comes eztra strength, 
jurability, fine appearance, lasting qualities. 

weighs more to the running rod than any fence manufactured, and this is one of the several im- 
portant pointe of superiority of our fence over all others. When you buy fence you should be sure 
to serve your own best interests and at least examine the AMERICAN. Compare it with all others 
on the market; we will abide by the results of the comparison. c 

‘There is @ responsible dealer in every town handling American Fence—hunt him up, and he 
3 ‘Will ahow you the fence of responsibility, 

the fence that will last, the fence that 
ioe) | kek will look well, the fence that will hold, 

the fence that will turn everything, 
except wind and water. 

- EGE tT TE DT we nave « Fence Rook that tell log 
of things yo should know about a good 

rea; tt TL OT TTD Woremtivite Fence, it tells how to 
choose the best; it tells how to put up 

ear ft TT TD tence; it gives vou, details as to the kind 
6 Ye y for al <e8— 

hart tt tt TD nd Nice of ober things thet are im. 
| Sk a a ER 

er ee By all means drop us a line 
ant. and get this book. It ts tree 

Fete cin eananae on request. Writetoaay. 

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO., Dept\.W, Chicago, New York, Denver, San Francisco 
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: This book may be kept 
| FOURTEEN DAYS 

| A fine of TWO CENTS will be charged 
| for each day the book is kept overtime. 
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